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ABSTRACT 

This volume Is the Proceedings of the Budapest Workshop on Reiativistic Heavy Ion 
Physics at Present and Future Accelerators. The topics Includes experimental heavy ion physics, 
partidé phenomenology. Bose Einstein correlations, reiativistic transport theory. Quark Gluon 
Plasma rehadronlzatlon. astronuclear physics, leptonpalr production and inter mlttency 

Т. Чёргё, Ш. Хеди, Б. Лукач, й. Эимани (ред.): Международная теоретическая 
рабочая группа по релятивистской физике тяжелых ионов в настоящих и будущих 
ускорителях. KFKI-1991-28/A 

АННОТАЦИЯ 

В том включены доклады, прочитанные на встрече международной теоретической 
рабочей группы, состоявшейся с 17 по 21 июля 1991 г. в Будапеште, по следующим те
матикам: экспериментальная физика тяжелых ионов, феноменология частиц, корреляции 
Бозе-Эйнштейна, теория релятивистского транспорта, реадронизация к&эрковой плазмы, 
астроядерная физика, образование и интермиттенция лептонных пар. 

Csörgd Т., Hegyi 8., Lukács В., Zlmányi J. (szerk): Nemzetközi elméleti műhely a jelen ós 
jövendő gyorsítók relalivlsztlkue nehézlonílzlkajáról KFKI 1990 28/A 

KIVONAT 

A kötet tanulmányokat tartalmaz a következő témákban: kísérleti nehézionfizika, 
részecskefizikai fenomenológia, Bose Einstein korrelációk, relatlvlsztikus transzporielmélet, 
kvarkplazma rehadronizációja, asztromagfizika, leptonpárkeltés és Intermittencia. Az 
előadások az 1991. jún. 17. és 21. közt Budapesten tartolt elméleti műhelyen hangzottak el. 



Preface 

Since construction works nave started on high energy heavy ion colliders, 
theoretical studies have also got new motivations and tbe exploration of tbe 
forthcoming new physics become more intensive. The Institution of later-
national Workshops for Theoretical Physics (NEFIM) offers a framework for 
such activity, indeed such workshops are beeiag regularly organised in every 
second year in Budapest. The present meeting was devoted to reUtivjstic 
heavy ion physics at present and future accelerators. 

The topics covered summaries on the planned heavy ion experiments at 
CERN and Brookhaven, particle physics - nuclear physics interface, Bote-
Einstein correlatioa, quark-gluon plasma transport theory and rehadroniia-
tion, studies on particle spectra, leptonpair creation, astronudear physics, 
and last but not least a special collection of intermittency related contri
butions, including works on the rapidity-gap probability distribution in ele
mentary particle reactions, galaxy correlations and intermittency in nuclear 

Since during the Budapest workshops ample time is given to the lecturers 
to explain their results, these workshops initiated many fruitful discussions 
and international collaborations. Hopefully, this tradition will continue and 
we shall see our friends regularly here in Budapest. 

Tantét Cairfi, Béb ~aeocs, Judit Леями «a«" JózstJ Ztminfi 
Organizing Committee 
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Неик-у loa Pbysfcs at CERN 

G. VmtatfMBbi 
Central Research Institute far Physics, Budapest 

btroductloo 

Since 19M, when UM first experiments were started with Oxygen beam at 
CERN-SPS, tbc heavy ion physic* Ъ к и м an integrant pert of the CERN scientific 
program which m well illustrated by Uw planned load-lead collider a* a part of UM 
CERN-LHC accelerator complex »hown in Fig. 1. 

In summarising UM praaeat status and future plant far heavy » a exptrimen-
taUom (ее* Table 1.) I am «ting UM plenary talk of H. Satt delivered in Aachen 
at UM ECFA-LHC Workshop (1): 

•At pitasnt, existing sources and existing accelerators are used to provide 
rather light ion beans (op to S t" and S") . The main aims at this stage are to 
establish UM feasibility of high energy ion-ion experiments with their very abun
dant secondary hadron production, to show that there is a chance to obtain high 
deiwitiw. and to look for the onset of new, collective phenomena. It is generally 
agreed Utat UM experiments carried out so far have achieved these objectives to a 
ceaatderable degree aad provide sufficient justification to continue. 

m a second phase, to begin in about three yean, both UM BNL-AGS and the 
CERN-SPS will have new injectors able to accomodate really heavy ions, all the 
way ep to uranium. This should make it possible to determine to what extent we 
can actually get into a regime of thermodynamic behaviour. Moreover, if present 
estimates are correct, there should be a chance to obtain more conclusive evidence 

eWeuT waver ÜpYmnVeVv usw •ИРеечТЩ vaWeYeUgnjuunmwemmnumvve' 

The third stage, expected to start around IMS, will brmg ut km* the trw 
heavy ion regime. Vre should get avenge energy densities well above UM eecew-
fiaement threshold, to that a study of the properties of UM Quark-Gluon-Plamea 
(QGP) should become possible. New we can alto produmsyttemt of newly vanish-
lag barton number density (similar to UM state of UM early utJvene) lit should that 
become possible to study critical behaviour in a wide range of UM tamperetave-
denslty phase diagram of the QCD matter (Fig. 2.). And it appears within reach to 
get even to energy densities for wbkh UM QGP It approaching its asymptotically 
bee 'ideal gas' form." 

In order to understand more deeply why It it to important to use really heavy 
nuclear projetilat (such as lead nuclei) one can refer to the proposal |3| of the NAM 
Collaboration (spokesman: R. Stock) where it it stated: 

T h e guide-lines derived from theoretical calculations are obvious: 

• One has to create • transient State of substantial spatial extension, far ex
ceeding the typical соаапетеМто1шм of a frw to*, and ef a sumciei.tt)r nigh 
energy density. 

• Critical paraoMten, such M UM energy density and UM baryajcbemkal noten-
tial, should exhibit a smooth variation in all space-Urns directions. 

- The lifetime has to be as long as possible. More precisely: the expansion time 
Kale (volume doubling time) has to be slower than the Kale on which euarks 
and gluons approach thsrmo chemical equilibrium. 

All UMSO criteria have to be simultaneously fulfilled. Apart from the uncertainties 
In UM theory of hot and dense hadronk matter UM experimental conditions in UM 
first round of experiments with SPS beams of 0 " and 5 n are not yet optimal as 
illustrated by two simple considerations: 

1. Oxygen and Sulphur nuclei offer an unfavorable surface-to-volume rat». Pro
jecting their nucleon density onto a plane perpendicular to the beam one 
finds an averaga transverse spacing between neighbours in excess of the con
finement dimension of 1 fm. The reaction 'strings' of individual mkrescopic 



—сноп —eh— eaHsnou», hnswsi fco» »ton correlation studies to be of «bout 

The total w i p dsnsity «ill thus vary «ebrtentiaUy in transverse direction 
throughout ÜM maceroecopk faction volume. With Я« projectiles the situ-
atioa is wvemd: with an average transverse spacing of about 0.5 fan moat 
of UM paralM N-N interaction м м will ovarian creating a unooth energy 
density profile in transverse direction. 

2- In comparing planne Debye acieaning radii with UM radii of varion» hadron», 
Matani and Sat* (4] coachided that the melting down of all hadronk species 
inaid« a plasma occurs, not right at the critical temperature Г, but at Г •» 
1JXT,. If UM energy density € increases as T* Ulis implies a range of desirable 
energy density up to about 3«. This is outside the reach with light projectiles. 
Based on UM results of present 5+heavy nucleus studies, we may extrapolate 
to central Л + Л collisions [5|: an energy density of about 4-5 GeV/fin' 
should be created in the central sector of about в fin diameter. This volume 
should thus satisfy the demands outlined above, including a volume doubling 
time of several fm/c." 

CERN experiments 

m final account the ultimate goal of any heavy ion experiment is to find evidence 
for a new state of mater, the Quark-Gluon-Plaama. Due to UM fact that the 
number of possible plasma signatures is rather numerous one can imagine rather 
different experimental scenarios. A possible classification of present and planned 
CERN heavy ion experiments is presented in Table 7. 

There are experiments which are concentrating on a single well defined signa
ture which can be identified by detection of only few number of particles (some
times only 1). The typical example of this type of projects is the very successful) 
NAM ***- pair experiment. They observed already J/i> suppression in О - V 
interactions which is increasing with the ^centrality" i.e. Br of the event, аз it 
is shown in Fig. 3. The better understanding and interpretation of this signal is 
expected bamever only after UM lead experiments. 

In parallel a complementary type of experiment is in preparation by the NA45 
collaboration, which is looking for low mass, "thermal" «*«~ pairs arising from 

the piss—s томим, It to based en tte fact tlM4 ssdy tte eietttaw are last ssjee«» 
to produce Cbereabov-light whkb Is detectable by the fUCB-Uba technics. That 
Is their datecto- is blind for all ether heavier particles. In priacipts, tab detector 
which is shown in Fig. 4. it able to work at lead multiplicities too. 

The WAM experiment is concentrating on aa other form of tiagit particle 
plasma signature. They studied the strangeness production in UM OMEGA spec
trometer in Uta so-called «BUTTERFLY" mods. Result e.g. on В producta « t 
shown in Fig. a. Comparing anti-3 and 3 production retas, the results are hinting 
that there is an antl-S enhancement In S + W reactions relativ« to proton+W re
actions. An upgrade of this experiment is planned for the lead beam. By the help 
of a newly installed "Süicou-Teteseope" (Fig. в.) they hope (61 to reach phantastk 
rates on strangeness production as it Is shown In Table 3. 

The recently Installed NA44 experiment has the peculiarity that it is investi
gating the Bose-Einstein correlations of identkal hadrons by a very narrow angle 
focusing spectrometer. These technics provide an excellent tool to detect two-
partkle correlations in an extremely precise way without practksl rat« limitation 
because the spectrometer observes only the pairs which are near in the passe space 
(selecting only 1 or 3 partkle per event) in contrast to the usual technics where 
the overwhelming part of the statistics is provided by the far-away "background" 
pairs. 

The second main class of heavy ion experiments is approaching the prob
lem from the opposite direction: they attempt to detect "all" partkle tracks 
(whose number can go over 1000 !) and try to make "complete* charged par-
tkle (»*,K*,« , anti-iand «*) and neutral (K*,A, anti-A,...) identification. 

Exploiting the target/projectile symmetry in Pk+Ph collisions the WA93 col
laboration is proposing a "Largs Acceptance Hadron and Photon Spectrometer" |7) 
in the backward hemisphere as it is shown in Fig. 7. This is complemented by 
the NAM "targe Acceptance Hadron Detector" |3| whkh detect* particles mainly 
in the forward hemisphere (Fig. ••). In spite of the tremendous experimental 
difficult!« there are considerable advantages of these approaches: 

• It is well known from the theory that there к no unique plasma signature. In 
order to establish uaamhigiously the existence of QGP on should correlate 



i L - JS^^m^^ ni l • 1И1И 1 |1ив ^ м к ^ * • • • M l l i a 
еаоешМГееК OOMVVWNM t вООВ IB MV С П Я ф М 

I. UM pi— I W H radii» I H H H I «ad loagitadiaal direction* (bw» a» - , 
bi* Dmi Biaetiia corretaUiw); 

X. tiM«atnpyp(od«cadiatwiiMctioa,as]iMwandb]rtktr«pi<lit;dvaiity 
aad traaawarae аиая1»ш bnarae «lop* (taapmtu*) of UM plena; 

3. UM baryoa aad aatibaryoa därtrioatioae ia rapidity apace and, thua, the 
baijw i ЬвиГи »I pot—till aa a raactiea of rapidity; 

«, the JT/w ratio at naid-rapidity. 

Ы tbia aecoad gaaeiat'Ma «xpariraeata tb« high mahiplkity of produced par
ticle« proridaa Ом chance to i w t i g r t a there тапооа badronk «jgaaj« at UM 

; km) aa h ia exphúaed ш (3): 

"Пи Iotas on aa aaalyaie of obaanmbha, rerarriag to UM iadividoal «reala 
etoam tram a v «xpettatioa that UM phase traaaitioa may ал* uniformly 
otemr fa* UM average central P » + « соШаюв, daa to UM atatiatkal Sae-
taatioaa m. UM celhaina dyawako. V, Una, UM phaat tranaitioa oceuiad 
oary » a aaaall fcacUoa of all e—tral tricar «wate ita eject on hadroak 

i woaM hardly be eariblo in lanmbli awagaa aad ia iacro-
Oat aeode to gtaorate candidate ааЬ-аяааюЫаа baaad on 

••lutiaa of w i l l whkh oahiblt aoa etandard beawoar with regarde to 
иЫагнЫм whkh. aw «arpocted to he aaaiitiia to pUwne formation* 

The caatral part of UM proposed NA3S* experiment ia a huge TPC «yatem for 
chartád particla track miaiaii—iat aad partkW idoatiacatioa by UM retathriatk 
ioaiaatioa там. The naaiaTTC part iaebowaia Fig- •> Thia ia eomphuoaetad by a 
Tiaaa rf-FKtht wall ayrtiai la UM пиаиаалим range whora UM ioaoaation «aothod 
ia aot eeasitm eaoegh. Th» cnaabiaid eatettwity • dameitritad to Fig. 10. 

Wharaaa UM NASS* propoaal Ы coacoatratiat OB aigaatwta arieiag from the 
hadroaiaatioa ptodocta of ptaaaaa (araaatioa, UM WAU propose'ampbeaiaea UM 
thermal photeaa which ara expected to origiaale directrylTcenUMplejiMTohiaM. 
И м aapactad thiiaial phoaaa rataa at two taawiiaUiH ara ehuwa togathar with 
tlK a* aarfhard-i*» direct вамеамт Pig. U . 

Regarding UM amhltlna» воату ма ргараааЬ aaa с м conclndc that UM QOP 
hoat la CERN hi "ON" and b* eae а1м tabaa lato account UM aot ao ranjeU plana 
to exploit UM unbelievable oppenmitfca offered by LHC о м с м амка tba remark, 
that UM coming yaan ara narkiag oaly UM beginning of UM DECADE of baary 
loa phyeka. 
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Fig. 11. hrariaat »ом жЦиаи for •", bud-QCD dimt pbotoni together witk 
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Meson Production In pA And AA Collisions At 
AGS Energies 

H. Sorge, R. Mattiello, Л. Jahns, 
H. Stö« ker and W. Greiner 

Institut für Theoretische Physik 
Johann Wolfgang Goethe Universität Frankfurt мп Main, Germany 

Abstract 

In lb* framework of the reUtivistic molecular dynamics approach (RQMD) we 
study pioa and k m production in the reactioas p + Be, i ? A i and Si + A« 
ai a beam energy of W.4 AGeV. la general we fiad good agreemeai for various 
particle ykUb and their momeatam distributions comparing our results with recent 
experimeatal data ;akea at the AGS. la case of the gold target most of the primarily 
produced particles leave «he reaction lone only after multiple interactions with the 
surrounding medium, for central Si cm Au collisions meson and haryoa rtsor.ar.ct 
annihilation leads to «run? straageness enrichment. We predict that in effect of the 
meson cascading roughly half of the final pioas »'- products from Delta decays. This 
can be checked experimentally because of the« characteristic »omentum distribution. 

: BNL proton, oxygen and silicon beams have been accelerated up to 14.5 ACeV. The 
rrtain goal of these experiments is to explore the reaction mechanisms - e.g. the amount of 
nuclear stopping and thermalization resulting ••* Irausverse enei дг production - and to find 
'deviations* from pp physics in collisions with nuclei as projectiles. The hope is to probe 
hot, compressed strongly interacting matter which cannot be produced oy other means. It 
has been shown by experimental observations that complete "energy stopping'' and a fairly 
•sotr- iic fireball of produced particles are characteristic for the central light ion induced 
reactions at AGS [lj. These observations are underlined by the success of some theoretic»! 
calculations - microscopic phase space calculations (RQMD) [2. 3] and hydrodynamics! 
results (Landau model) [4| - in relating the experimental observations to a picture of the 
collision dynamics which is characterized by dense matter formation with a high degree of 
thermaUzalion. 

I« thit letter we are going to shew that a R»ultipfa eollisi— •••reach с м descrtf« the 
production of я и ц and their rntwlmn distributives in »»clear cotillions at ACS eaer-
gies if two ingredients are incorporated: meson reseattering «ad the егеащИеа el excited 
hadronic states (resonances) in matter. W« wish to preseat results for mese» production 
in pA and central Si on Au collisions and compare them to receat experimeatal data. 
The calculations are done with the help of the reUtivistic quantum molecular dyeamic* 
(RQMD) approach (5j. In the following we give a short overview of RQMD emphasising 
differences of the present model to earlier calculations within the same approach, (я this 
Lorenti invariant microscopic phase space approach one explicitly follows the trajectories 
of all hadrons (including the produced partíciós). RQMD combines the classier.' propaga
tion of the hadrons with stochastic scattering and decay of unstable hadrons. Pions and 
other mesons are not directly produced, but result from the decay of excited resonances 
which are produced in inelastic collisions. 

Baryon-meson annihilation is treated more realistically now, because it turned out to 
be the basic process for enriching strangeness at ACS energy. Us importance can be easily 
understood. At a beam energy of 14.5 GeV the strangeness suppression - e.g. given by 
the К/т-ratio - is 3-3.5 % in elementary hucleon-nucleon collisions (6). The relevant CMS 
energy region for meson-baryr a collisions - as part of the dynamics in a nucleus-nucleus 
collision at 14.3 AGeV- above strangeness production threshold is y/i ~ 2 GeV. This can 
be seen from a detailed analysis based on RQMD calculations [2J or simply be guessed 
from the fact that a midrapidity pioo (Rho) hitting a target nucleoo makes a collision 
at a CMS energy of y/sm 1.3 (3.4) GeV. This simple calculation shows immediately that 
associated production of strangeness by ж N collisions should be heavily suppressed in the 
AGS experiments, because most of these collisions occur below the production threshold 
"»a + mK- However, it also tells us that the Interactions of heavier resonances - f N. ж Д, 
etc. - might be important. Furthermore the strangeness suppression in r N interactions at 
2 GeV' CMS energy is as strong as in p( 14.5 GeV)+p interactions: While approximately one 
additional pion is produced, the kaoo yields are in the few percent range. If one thinks of a 
resonance formed as intermediate state this simply reflects the fact that baryon resonances 
in this mass range preferentially decay finally into two pions and very rarely into strange 
hadrons. These two trivial effects - kinemalical suppression of high energy » N collisions 
and nearly the same strangeness suppression a* in pp - explain why calculation* which are 
based on a pure т N gas show ne relevant strangeness enrichment for ЛЛ collisions at ACS 
energies at all |7|. Note already here that in contrast to * N other meson-baryon interaction» 
forming the same resonances enrich the strangeness, because - in a small percentage of all 
interactions - they produce kaoni, but they do not increase the net number of pious in the 
system. 

A Regg< -motivated 1/s-dependence of the annihilation cross section for »<V is assumed 
(starting from у/н * 1.9 GeV) and also employed for other meson-baryon reactions, for 
instance piondelta, rho-nucleon and eta-nucleon (y^J • 2.2 GeV ). At lower energies the 
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whole inelastic cross section is filled up by resonance formation. In earlier calculations the 
era» section of excited states with the same Savor content had the same cross section as 
the corresponding ground state hadron (e.g. в»(*Л') = в(ж.\)). Here we use a generalized 
Breit-Wigner formula for the cross section 

_. _*_ ^ w„-n) г.(.цд)»rw(tot) 
*•"• -* V M J * * - { 2 S , + l)(2S, + 1) (> /3 -m«) J + lA(lot)'/4 - Ш 

The sum runs over all • • «-resonances of the Particle Data Tables with a mass below 
2 Gel'/c 3. 6 is a factor normalizing to the т N resonance formation cross section for MB 
equals -.V, TR(MB) denotes a partial decay width into the channel with meson M and 
baryon B. The decay widths are v/s-dependent via the relativ« momentum in the CMS of 
the decaying resonance к 

T„{MB) - kiv*»/(l + 0.2 . (k/k(m„))v) 

to ecsure the correct threshold and high energy behaviour of a particular channel. In 
a meson baryon annihilation the quantum numbers of the formed resonance are chosen 
according to the relative weight of the corresponding Breit-Wigner term in the sum of 
eq.( 1). It has been checked that an application to r N collisions reproduces approximately 
the hyperon-kaon production cross section and the total pion yields in inelastic coilisions. 

For an extrapolation of eq.(l) to higher CMS energies ^/з >2 Gel' one needs the 
resonance couplings to alt MB channels. Above а ruass of \/»=2 Gel'/c2 the baryon 
resonances are less well-known. However, the density of states is expected to increase 
strongly. This allows to replace a discrete spectrum by a continuum of stales with averaged 
couplings to various MB channels. We borrow the values for these couplings from color flux 
tube phenomenology [9|, because a smooth transition from string decay to heavy resonance 
decay is expected [10]. 

In KQ.V.D the high mass resonances (m> 2 Gev/c5) - which might be also produced 
in non-annihilation two-body-type interactions - decay jetlike. Their decay is based on a 
string fragmentation scheme with parameters fixed from string fragmentation in e*e~ and 
leploc-nucleoa collisions. Note that no additional parameters enter into the calculations 
if the model is applied to nuclear reactions: the space-time aspects of the dynamics are 
completely fixed by the momentum space properties of the resonances and the string]. The 
formation t:Tte of newly produced secondaries is either given by the finite life time of a 
resonance (in the mean the inverse of the d'cay width) or by the time which . string needs 
to break into ports which is unambiguously given from the momenta of the fragments. 

We have shown before in [3] that RQMD gives reasonable results for pion and proton 
distributions in elementary pp collisions at AGS energies. There we also presented calcu
lations for the baryon stopping in p+A and A+A collisions. Let us discuss now meson 
production - firstly in p+A collisions at AGS energy. In Fig. 1 we show the calculated 

T", K* and A'* rapidity distributions (at the reactions p+Be and p+Au (minimum bias) 
together with central Si+Au reaction» at a Warn energy </ 14.5 AG«V. The RQMD results 
are compared with experimental data taken by the EM2 group (11). The comparison with 
»*'s is left out, because they behave very similar to the »"'•. in the data as well as in 
the model calculations. Minimum bias p+Be interactions resemble men or less individual 
nucleont ucleon collisions because of the low mass of the target. If we compare the p+Be 
and the p+Au calculations we see that most of the additional pion« in the Au case are 
produced on the target side of the rapidity spectrum. This is quite natural in a multi
ple collision model like RQMD. The later the collisions between the projectile and target 
nudeons the more is the effective CMS shifted towards target rapidity, because the pro
jectile has lost energy before. This effect can also be seen in the E402 data. The pions in 
the projectile hemisphere confirm the naive expectation that even the fast pions undergo 
rescattering before leaving the heavy target. An overlay of the pion rapidity distribution 
for the p+Au and the p+Be reaction demonstrates that more pions we produced at high 
rapidities in case of p+Be reactions. In RQMD they had been produced in an intermediate 
stage of the collision, simply because the first part of a p+Au collision is almost identical 
to p+Be. Afterwards, however, the secondaries "set* the rest of the Au nucleus and are 
attenuated by interactions with these target n.icleons. The result which can be extracted 
.'rom the E802 data and which is confirmed microscopically by RQMD is interesting in 
itself. Future experiments at these AGS energies could be able to extract quantitatively 
the formation time of various hadron species by varying the target masses and the collision 
centrality (e.g. by triggering on target nucleons). Experiments with particle identification 
would allow to study the behiviour of resonances (?'*,!)'«) inside matter. 

Let us turn now to the third part of Fig.l, the RQMD calculations for the central Si+Au 
reactions. The RQMD calculations and the Б302 data in the same plot have been divided 
by 23. So they can be easily compared to the p+Au case and help to answer the question 
whether Si+Au resembles 28 times p+Au. If we compare the T~'I there seems indeed to 
be the tendency in the experimental data and the RQMD results that Si+Au- 28 • p+Au. 
We will discuss below that this is not really the case, because the transverse momentum 
spectra show interesting deviations: the pions from Д decay. Tiie discrepancy between tbe 
higher pion yields in RQMD and tbe ES02 results might be explained by the systematic 
uncertainty of IS % of these spectrometer results [12]. Independent measurements of tbe 
charged particle angular distribution indicate higher multiplicities [12]. The AGS result 
that the number of produced pions scales (at least) with the projectile mass number is 
in contrast to CERN energies (200 AGeV): the NA3S group found shadowing effects by 
comparing p+Au and S+Au on the order of IS %. This effect could be reproduced by 
RQMD calculations [S]. 

In Fig. 2 we show the transverse mass spectra of negatively charged particles at rather 
forward rapidity-2.2 < » < 2.6 - in comparison with recent ES10 data [13). The agreement 
with the experimental data is quite good: the shape as well as the absolute numbers can be 



approximately reproduced. Evest m Uns forward rapidity region one sees the low m, rise 
in the negatives (mostly »"'»). This rise is in strong contrast to the elementary nucleoo-
nuclean coHrwosri at the same snetgy which just show the opposite trend at low transverse 
momenta. The - analysis reveals the main source of the low p, pions: the Л 
resonances which produce preferentially low p, pions because of the small Д-uuclcon mass 
iifrereoce (H]. In the RQMD results approximately half of all final pions stem from Д 
decay. la elementary collisions with protons near AGS energy presumably only a small 
fraction (< 20 %) of the pions are produced via A's [15] which thus is roughly the relevant 
fraction of Д-ркшэ from the first stage of the dynamics in Si+Au reactions. The other 
Д"» have to be produced in a later stage of the collision, most of them either by baryon-
baryon collisions at CMS energies around 2-3 GeV or by nucleons capturing a pion. The 
A signal is quite unique, because the pions from Д decay reflect the isospin asymmetry 
in the A« target: RQMD predicts that the low p, ж~ enhancement is double as strong 
as the r^-enhancement. An experimental confirmation of the strong role of A's in the 
reaction dynamics would prove that the collision dynamics at AGS energy is dominated by 
rescattering effects which drive the system towards thermaliiatioo. The system develops 
to a hot » — N — Л gas with an extraordinarily high number of Д'*. It might be tempting 
to study collective properties of this "Delta matter* (16]. Unfortunately there are no 
measurements of low p, pious available at lower rapidities. The E802 group measures pions 
only down to pi >0.3 GeV which is just above the momentum region where the Delta 
source for pions can be seen. 

Let us tum now to kaon production, In Fig. 1 we have shown K* and K~ production in 
p+Be and p+Au. p+fle is a check bow reasonable the output of RQMD is for elementary 
nucleon-nucleon collisions. (In fact, it shows that probably for A"--production non-scaling 
Reggeon exchange (strange mesons) is still important at 14.5 GeV. Such contributions are 
neglected in the - flavorless - high energy hadronic interactions.) If we compare p+Be 
and p+Au we see that the absolute strange hadroo yields are enhanced in the Utter case. 
This is a rather trivial efect in the RQMD calculations resulting mostly from subsequent 
ЬатуопгЬагуоп collisions. In central Si+Au reactions a strong A"* enhancement (factor 
of 2) and moderate K~ enhancement (25 %) relative to the pion yields is found from the 
RQMD calculations. The overall agreement for strange particles between RQMD and E802 
data is surprisingly good, if one takes the complex reaction dynamics into account. 

Fig. 3 shows the sources of K* 's and A"°'s in the RQMD calculation and their rapidity 
distribution after production. The baryovbaryou sector produces kaons with approxi
mately the sune suppression factor as in p(U.5GeV) p. However, the meson-baryoo inter
actions produce nearly the same kaon yields. The basic reason for enriching strangeness in 
Si+Au compared to pp and pA collisioos is the interaction of resonant meson and baryon 
states. As stated above the resonant meaon-baryon annihilation in the relevant energy re
gion produces hyperons and kaons without a net effect on the pion yields. In RQMD there 
are about 90 meson-baryon annihilations above strangeness production threshold. In view 

of 200 final mesons and 100 »ucleo» participants this number issmi to be «nit« reasonable. 
The magnitude of this elect it specific far ntKUus-nuckui collisions and not present is 
p+Au (sea Fig.3). One reason is that in nucleus-nucleus collision» "transverse continual-
cation" becomes very important. The RQMD calculations do net support a row-on-row 
picture - with only longitudinal motion - for nuclear collisions at AGS energy. The total 
collision number in the RQMD calculations for the Si+Au reaction is S90 (in the mean) -
60 % more than the the collision number for p+Au (which is 20) multiplied with 28. 

From Fig.3 we also learn how the strong К/я- enhancement at low rapidities can be un
derstood. The initially produced mesons are peaked at midrapidity, the second generation 
has rapidities nearer to the target due to the same asymmetry effect as in pA. Produced 
particles from meson-baryon interactions are shifted even more towards target rapidity. Is 
contrast, a meson-meson based kaon production gives a much more symmetric kaon rapid
ity distribution - in disagreement with the data. This is a strong argument against models 
in which the strangeness enhancement in Si(14.5 AGeV)+Au is due to »» annihilation 
[17]. Fig.3 shows that the meson-meson contribution is practically neglegible if a rtaliitic 
ж*я~ —> К* К' cross section (here: IS mb) above ^/5«! GeV is used, but no strong 
coupling of other meson pairs to K~K- In the earlier RQMD calculations we used the same 
high cross section for annihilation of f т. gg (etc.) annihilation into a kaon pair (2). For 
these mesons it is much simpler to jump over the two kaon mass threshold which resulted 
in a sizable contribution to the production of kaons as well as of antikaons. However, it is 
reasonable to cutoff this contribution, because the scalar resonance-type structure in the 
cross section seems to be specific to the two-pion channel [18] and additive quark model 
arguments do not apply. Furtheroo, this contribution spoils the agreement with the ex
perimental data. The moderate K"It'-enhancement in the RQMD calculations is based 
on two effects: firstly the s quark of the hyperon which has been produced together with 
the kaon (the majority of tl production eventi) is transferred to a meson (»V — \ K ) , 
secondly a A'7T might be produced in heavy mass string fragmentation (which is, however, 
suppressed compared to YK because of the higher mass needed). 

Conclusions: The systematics of meson production in reactions with various projectile 
and mass numbers at AGS energy (14.5 ACeV\ is well described by the multiple colli
sion approach RQMD. The propagation of mown and baryon resonances including their 
interaction with the surrounding medium plays a fundamental role in the dynamics of 
nucleus-nucleus collisions. Obser/ablet like strange particle and pion spectra offer there
fore the unique opportunity to study hot, dense nacronie matter far beyond the ground 
state. 
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Abstract 
The gluon structure fitaction of a lux-tab« is estimated using the Weizsäcbcr-

WUliams method. It is shown, that such string-tike gluoa fields might give an 
important contribution to the total gluon structure function of a highly excited 
hadroa. The ej pair prcluctioa probability per unit time and unit volume is cal
culated far a hadroaic lux tube »its coastaat radius. For flux tubes expanding 
loagitadiaaUy with tie speed of light we find valnes of the same order of magnitude 
as for a homogeneous stalk chremotiectrk field fUliag the whole space (Schwinger's 
formula), which is substantially larger than the value for ar infinitely long lux tube. 

1 Introduction 
In this talk we present our recent results on the distribution of gluons and on the e<j pair 
production rate in hadronic flux tubes. Flux-tube configurations or strings have been 
widely used to describe excited hadrons [2]. S ich strings are formed e.g. in high energy 
cudena-nucieoü collisions and their properties have been extensively studied [2]. The 
results are used ti> describe high energy nucleus-nucleus collisions. Here one is facing, 
however, a problem. As the strings are formed within mirlei during the collision they can 
interact with other aucieaos before breaking up. To take this into account the stnng-
nudeon cross section would be needed. A determination of the string-structure function 
is a first atep in this direction. 

Structure functions reflect the momentum distribution of the partons (valence quarks, 
sea quarks and gluons) inside the hadroos. For the nucieos and the pion the structure 

functiceu ere more or kwltnewn and torn ate ahwssnwed^ However, lit
tle и known of the internal momentum distribution of highly excited badroas. In section 
2 we give an estimation for the flux tube contribution to the gluon structure function of 
an excited badroo. 

String fragmentation models of Artru-Meanessier type [7| provide a possible way to 
describe badroo production (e.g. in the Lund fragmentation scheme [8|). The probability 
that an infinitesimal string piece is cut while it spans the invariant area e/t is <W.4, where 
Л is the decay constant. For its determination one can consider the string as the analogue 
of a chromoelectric flux tube stretched between a receding quark and aptiquark. The 
decay follow» then due to 44 pair production via quantum tunneling in the chromoelectric 
field of the flax tube (9,10.11). 

As a rule the pair production probability per unit time and unit volume is estimated 
by Schwinger's formula [17,13,14] for the pair production rate W r valid for a spatially 
infinitely extended hornogeneuus electric field [9,11,8]. However, the fragmenting hadrons 
are of the size of a few fm. so that finite size effects should be important. 

In an earlier work [15] we have established that the pair creation is radically sup
pressed in an infinitely long flux tube of finite radius Я < l i m In comparison to VV*. As 
it is known, however, 'hat for processes üke i*€~ — kadrons the strings (hadronic flux 
tubes) break up already when they reach a length comparable with lhe;r diameter >16j. 
the validity of our approximation w questionable. 

In section 3 we calculate the pair production rate in a flux tube, the ends of which 
move with I be speed of light, and find that it is of the same order of magnitude as YV§ for 
string lengths up to a few fm. The suppression of the pair production due (o the finite 
radius of the hadronic flux tube seems to be balanced by a dynamical enhancement. This 
suppression dominates only for unphysically long strings and. therefore, ha« so relevance 
for hadron physic:. 

2 Distribution of gluons 
The time period of the longitudinal motion of an excited string (yo-yo) is of the order of 
r e ~ 0{M/K) with the rest mass Л/ and the string tension a. In high-energy collisions 
the strings are boosted to high velocities corresponding to a large Lorentz factor 1 > I. 
Therefore the variation of the length of the hadronic flux tube can be neglected in good 
approximation for typical hadronic collision times of order 1 fm/c. Correspondingly, we 
calculate the gluon structure function tor a static flux tube of given length. (Formally the 
structure functions are defined in the infinite velocity frame, where the oscillations of the 
string are frown.) 

The momentum distribution el the gluooi inside the flux-tube is obtained by the 
Weizsäcker-Williams method [4). In the following we describe shortly the ovthod in the 



case of eerttrodynamies, and tbe* its application far gluoas i» given. 
TW Weil lieber WiUwa» method («e. the method of equivalent photons) is Used 

a« the fact, that (1st ereclromaenetk M d of a fa*t movir».- (v - . e) charged particle has 
similar properties, ar electromagnetic waves. Therefore it is possible to approximate this 
Seid at the superpoaitiou of monochromatic, transverse plane wives, i.e. of equivalent 
photos». Let'» consider the coUmon of a fast moving election with an atomic nucleus. In 
the rest system of the nucleus (A*) one has a static, electric field E(r). In the rest system 
of the projectile (If'), however, there are time dependent electric £*(Л f) and magnetic 
r?*(r*,r*) acids present. So in system A" one ha* nonzero energy-momentum current, i.e. 
ooaaero Poyoting vector У' ч ЛО * ^ £ * x /?'. The total energy Bow in Л" through a 
surface, which is perpendicular to the relative motion (choosing the axes i and x' in the 
direction of the relative motion), is 

И Г~£1 А7*' 5"*' ( l ) 

The Poyating vector ha* the form 5^ • |/(i')p, therefore the Parseval-equation 
П . drl/CM* - JZ* & I / M P (where /(w) is the Fourier transform of /{<')) can be used 
to rewrite the expression of the energy: 

with »(*) = ( М - ' / 4 Л / М Р . 
The function ><(w) can then be considered as the spectrum of the equivalent photons, 
carrying the same energy IV a* the boosted held itself. Thus the collision of the electron 
with the «torok nucleus can be described in system K' as the interaction of the electrons 
with the squivaient photons. 

Let's apply this method to deter mine the equivalent gtuon spectrum of a fast moving 
Зил-tube. Tor the held distribution inside the flux-tube we use a simple model with 

*?(»)-*!, £ , e ( « » - i l ) , J - г З Л » * - « (3) 

If the string is oriented perpendicular to its momeptum this leads to a reasonable result. 
U it is parallel to ita momentum one gets, however, tero. This is due to the fact that 
(3) is no consistent solution of the Maxwell-equation. A suitable charge distribution and 
additional magmetk fiekb would be needed to get a consistent electromagnetic string. 
Therefore let «s discus* first the results for the consistent SU(2) string described in Ret. 
[3|. Its actiea is 

s«- i ib / Л С Т («-».2.3) W 

where 

and о is the coupling constant. 
There is a static approximate solution with cylindrical symmetry (3): 

*J(r)-|?«-p «-r/, (•) 

EHr) - £ t -*( | - « - ' ) I umriß (7) 

НЦг)~?рГ*ч и - г / , . (») 

Here tbe notations of Ref. |5J were used, ß gives the characteristic fluctuation scale and 
is of tbe order of the confinement radius, tbe number* represent tbe color indices. All 
the other field components are sero. In our case tbe radial electric field £,' can be also 
neglected, as it gives only a few percent contribution to the final results. The finite piece 
of this gluon field distribution with length / along the lymmetiy axis will represent the 
gluon string in our model. 

A drawback of this SU(2) model is that tbe numerical values of its paramétert cannot 
be fitted to the QCD case. This is seen e.g. from tbe relation 

••<'>-IT К Г w 

To get o, aj 0.3 and » m 0.} fm one needs thus for tbe SU(2) model Л * 23 MeV, much 
smaller than Лосе- Thus we can use the SU(2) model only to show that (or a consistent 
field configuration the parallel and perpendicular orientation give very similar results. 

Let's calculate the total energy How W through a surface at rest in system A", in 
which the string is moving with velocity v. The Poynting vector is given by 

§• ж --T.É- x Й" UOi 

where £*' and Й" means tbe boosted field strengths, (la tbe «lowing A m с m I.) Two 
special geometry is considered: i) tbe symmetry axis of tbe dux-tube is parallel to the 
direction of motion, and it) the symmetry axis of the flux lu'ot is perpendicular to it. Tbe 



, through «mich tbe energy t o * to calculated to perpendicular to tbe motion, to 
onrjr the »aiaBol compsnint of tbe Planting vector to aesdsd (Sy). 

«) m this earn «a the surface 

«acre 7 - (1 - e*)-«» and Я*( / ) to given by (8). Tbt total energy How to 

W~£*f -V V-W-O-^i"*- 5^2S) ( 1 2 ) 

In the » -» 1 (unit, according to the Wetosächer-William* approximation, the gluon 
spectrum can be reed off as 

•*») *• 0 "•'М/гте)«-"' 03) 
or, in » -* 1 fienit aia<w//27») ~ f{ and 

Паса the gluon spectrum one can obtain immediately the momentum distribution, or 
structure function «)(x) of the gfooea in the string: 

»(«)eV-«|(x)dr (15) 

«here x = ш/iff «ad if Ь the rest mass of the itriug (excited hadron). Therefore 
our remit far x < jfo(si 0.4 far typical values AT* «a 1 GeV and I ss I to), «hen the 
approximation of the sine function is valid. 

Using the results of Ref. (5), according to which for this gluon string the string tension к 
is ««en by 

«-Jo /V , (П) 

Sa
ra) Similarly to tbe case i), on the surface 

«here 

м> the surface 

5 * ( * ° " sb •»" [( £?<''• <'>) ,+(w»l (w) 

W 0 - «(/.О - у «Ф{-£} «ф{-JpVr*} (») 
and 

ffJ^.O - *J(»\f) « ̂  J «Ц"!?} «p{-^r'»V'} (21) 
The total energy flow is given by 

From this exprcssioo, in the о —»1 limit 

and 

i.e. when x < 0.3 (A#* »1 GeV, » S I fm). Expressing ${*) via the string tension «, 

or 

f x W - ^ J -|(») - «3 t Я ( х ) (M) 



Thus the ratio of jg(x) to »x(») depends on the shape of the string which is hard to guess 
for the SU(2) case. Uli* determined e.g. by the condition I к- I GeV one finds with 
Eq. (П) 

- l G e V S , 6 - 3 « W H S S 2 ^ - ( 2 7 ) 

This SU(2) example shows that Weizsäcker-Williams apr-oximation gives non-zero 
distribution functions for all orientations of the string. The ratio of jx(x) to g\\(x) depends 
on the parameters. 

For the real QCO strings we conclude that a consistent field distribution would give 
similar results for both orientations. This is also suggested by the fact that the total 
energy Bow ~ total field energy /length in the direction of movement is nearly the same 
in both cases. Therefore we calculate X e(x) from Eq. (3) similarly, as in it). For VV 
one gets 

^I^fjT^Stó (28) 

where a = (A* — •г')1" and I is the length of the string. This gives for v —• 1 (i.e. for 
small i , К l/ЛГа) 

5(»)«^£äx-' = gi««,- (29) 

For the x close to unity we may assume an (1 —x)" behaviour, as g(x) should vanish at x = 
1. To determine the value n further assumptions are needed. Assuming that the gluons 
carry the fraction G of the total momentum of the hadron, one gets n = j ^ ; IRK — 1. 

To interpret the above result there are two different possibilities. On one side one 
can take the string model seriously also for low energy hadronk states. In this case the 
hadron is usually thought as beeing a string-lite flux tube with current quarks on its ends. 
Then the flux tube should give the total gluon structure function, of the hadron. 

Let's see, how this picture works within the above model for nucleons and pious. 
The experimental gluon structure functions are $»(x) = 3.|89x~ l(l — I ) S I and g,(x) == 
l.6Tar"l(l - *)*-", respectively [6|. Substituting the typical values for nucleons rcl = 
0.94 GeV, I = 1 fm and R = 0.5 fm expression (29) gives 9(1) = 2.57x _ l for small x which 
is about 80% of the measured distribution. However, for a pion we have KI = 0.14 GeV, 
I = 0.15 fm and (29) gives only about 20% of the experimental gluon structure function 
tor small x. In addition, if we take into account that the above lengths for the pion and 
nucleon are the possible maximal lengths allowed by energy conservation, and, according 
to the classical string theory the average length of the string in various modes is always 

smaller (»'«, * J~ w /2 in yo-yo mode and {„ K W / r s j in rotaior med«), one bat to 
conclude that the gl:ton distribution in low energy hadrooic state» cannot b* described in 
this manner. 

It jeems more reasonable to consider the flux tube as a model for the cbang? in tbe 
properties of a highly excited hadron. In this picture the quarks are regarded as complex 
valence-quark objects comprising all the sea-quarks and gluons present in the hadrooic 
ground state. As these valence-quarks move apart the contribution of the string has to 
he added to the hadronjc one. The effective giuon structure function of e.g. an excited 
nucleon would be 

Л . ( х ) = 3.189 «-' + 2.57 j i ^ x"1 (30) 

for small x values. This change should be appreciable for / =» 1 ím, the typical length at 
which hadronic string» break. 

The result (29) has further consequences regarding total cross section* of interactions 
of highly excited hadrons with nucleons. It is generally accepted that soft gluons are 
responsible for the main part of the total cross sections at high energy. If there are more 
low energy gluons due to the string in the excited badron, its total cross section also has to 
increase. If the nucleon would be completely 'black', its total cross section with respect to 
a pointlike particle would be its geometrical cross section, i.e. (including quantum etfects) 
о**** s» 2* Я' With Я ш 0.7 fm this gives «{*«* at 30 mb. If the bombarding particle is 
also extended, e.g. is a nucleon, the situation is more complicated. A discussion can be 
found e.g. in Ref. [I] chap. A5.9a. There it is concluded that if the nucleons would be 
black the total cross section for proton-proton scattering would be much larger (ban the 
observed value of about 40 mb. 

When an excited hadron collides with a uucleon, tbe cross section should be larger 
according to the additional soft gluon' being present in tbe string. This increase of the 
cross section occurs eveu if the relative momentum of the participants is parallel to the 
string. Although the geometrical cross section does not change due to the string in this 
case, the gluon excess makes the highly excited hadron 'blacker'. 

3 qq pair production in longitudinally expanding flux 
tube 

For the calculation of the pair production rate the following assumptions and approxima
tions are made: 

1. It is assumed that excited hadrons can be modelled by a chromoelectrk flux tube 
with a giveu radius R. In the flux tube a constant, longitudinal chromoelectric field 



it SMHL The tax tube has the fait« length ft at time I which b the distance 
between the two plate* at the ends of the tube teesdirs from the orfein with the 
speed of ago*. 

2. Quarks an uwmiil to be loafinsd to the wax tebe. Therefore, the linear bag 
boundary condition is imposed for the quark wave function at the jacket of the flux 
tube. At the end plat«* no «ach constraints are needed, as there is no flux anyway 
due to causality. 

3. The abetian approximation is used, i.e. the analogous electrodynamical problem 
is considered. This is motivated by the fact that the coupling constant is not tc> 
large, eg. one got о. ш 0.13 ±0.02 a» -fi = 35 GeV from three-jet events in e+e" 
annihilation [Ij. The string tension к and the field strength С times the electric 
charge с are equal up to a constant factor between 1 and 2 (lb]. We calculated the 
production rates foe both e£ » « and *S — 2«. 

4. The electric field b considered as a clanks] space and time dependent external field. 
(Cylinder coordinates r.p, and ? *>• used.) 

According to the model described above, the external electric field b given by 

f,=iie(*-M)-e(»-t)ie(i).. (3i) 
The gauge b fixed by requiring that the vector potential vanishes, A = 0. Then the scalar 
potential A» can be determined by integrating the relation €, = -дАо/дг: 

M',t) =-€[(* + *)6(< + t ) - ( i - l )6(»-r) ]e (r ) , (32) 

where A»(i = — oo.t) = 0 b chosen. 
The Dwac-equatioa in the external field A» = (A^z,t),Ä = 0) takes the form 

( # - m ) * - 0 (33) 

with Щ — rr*(oV + «A.). Furthermore, the quark wave function *(i, />, 9, t) satisfies the 
linear bag boundary condition: 

0»7. - 1)«U> - 0, (34) 

where w* ^ (0,cos9,sin<p,0) b the outward directed normal vector of the jacket of the 
flux tube. 

Tuw set* of linearly independent wlatiew «f the 

(35) 

(36) 

where v,AlM,(r,v>) are radial spinors satbfyiag the linear bag boundary condition and 
normalised as 

JL, . "V »Í- *•«•,•«'• *•• ш *v.*V»*«'»*V«. (37) 

The transverse momentum e 4 w and the transverse energy <•* ж Jm* + kj£ of the 
(anti)quark are quantised due to the linear bag boundary condition through the equation: 

«.• . (**) - •/.(*«)("» + AvW + a*). (38) 

The quantum numbers A • ±1, n m 1,2,..., and p - 0,±1,±2,... characterise the 
transverse modes, n i l refers to the different sets of spinors. The dependence of the 
wave functions on the time ( and longitudinal position г и described by the functions: 

m 

and 

JÄ 

«Ф (•>•< + »*£») . (in I) 

II - « i / toJI -* ехр{.«У/* + •>•<), (in 11) 

2/J, exp{i«(< + ч?/4)(-4(/4Гп-
•(, -b+'*)-«ftKn(u,y/-((4 - 2.*/«)). (in UI) 

2X>,(-«i,/4)—Л 
•« + W.WK.^J-iU + «./•)), (in I) 

|l + «C/(W.)r»-
•exp(i«e,/4 + i«<!>/2 + iP-i}), (in II) 

«p (•««+»)V«+iP-ч + <£<). (« ui) 

(39) 

(40) 



О, = « - ' I W r «»(п»)Г(-^ + 1). (41) 

О, = »-"РР./кГ 4 1ш(- |^»)Г(ц + 1), (42) 

*>„ = i t - с (г = 1.2). с, = ( а - 1)/2, с, г (ач- D/2, and a = wJ/2*. Here the light cone 
coordinates { = ( — г and e = t + * are introduced and region I corresponds to г < - { , 
region П to - t < г < t, and region 111 to г > t. The solution» (35) and (36) are tegular 
for the light cone momenta p+ < 0 and P . > 0, reap. 

The solutions (35) and (36) have the tonn of plane waves at г - . - эо and г - • +co, 
reap., (p+ = <^J/(4>°-) for r s 2): 

• „ = ЛГ Í »+ - j — * - ) «4»(>P+Í + к»р/Ир*)ч)- (43) 

The expectation values of the Hamitooian and of the longitudinal momentum p, in 
the field free regions, calculated by plane waves (43), are 

w 
Therefore, states with p+ < 0 (the solutions with r = 1) correspond to positive energy 
states, whereas those with P. > 0 (r = 2) to negative energy states at asymptotically 
large distances. The longitudinal momentum has the property (p,) > 0 (< 0) for —oo < 
p* < -«*/2 ( -ш\,/2 < p + < 0 ) and u^/2 < P. < ж ( 0 < Л. < u*,/2 ). 

The solutions (35) and (36) coincide in region 11 with the semiclassical solutions up 
to C>(A). For r -» эо we have 

•»" - A-, i - + ! l -«</(2p + )r*exp(i5( l + i ) ' + i p + ( ' - . - ) ) = <»,>. (45) 

+iP-(<+ * ) ) - * > . . (46) 
The normalization of these asymptotic states is given by 

f t 
A"» 

with 9 = ац. and P.. Correspondingly, Nt = Nt a (21)"'" and the continuum limit 
£ - • 0 0 can be obtained by replacing the sums over the light cone momenta with integrals 

L**L**<*'~S« (47) 

according to w/L - . a>+ (and «•>».). The solutions (35) and (N) с м •* considered a* 
the outgoing particle and aatipartide state«, rasp. 

Our strategy to determine the pair production rate is the following. We start with 
the solution» of the problem for an infinitely long flux tube. For I - • 00 and * -* 0 the 
wave function must nave the same form as in the case of an infinitely long flux tube. 
Therefore, we construct the wave functions tM*> from the r lutions •<" and #"> which 
are identical in the middle of the flux tube at I -» 00 with the wave functions found in 
Ref. [15]: 

tói^ - (l + ̂ r'/'K^-A^e--^,__,) (48) 
with 

ßm(t**-l)W, о « * / 4 + ац(Г(-1»+1)Ь (49) 

and a m ±1. Furthermore, the wave functions for the infinitely long flux tube found in 
Ref. [15] describe states with vanishing current jj along the axis of the flux tube, This 
can also be required for 1 —• ±00 in our case, leading to the constraint p+ ж -ь*>/2. 

Toe probabilities of finding 4 quark and an antiquark, resp., at (t,z) are given by 

Л«.*) - 5(^1" + * i~") . W . « i - ^ " ( M ) - *l") + ( < " ( < , » ) - Äl-')|.(50) 

where JVjT'(i,i) are the Fermi levels for the solutions 0<*>. The ratios 

*!*> - д!"/М1* , +-4, ' ) ) ( i - 1 . 2 ) (51) 

are defined through 

< ч « . . ) - / ; ; ^ | / я , , ) ^ « " ' ^ | ' . (52) 

(53) 

The relative weights of the particle and antioartide states in the wave functions tfr'*1 

are identified according to their asymptotic behaviour in the limit t -« 00 and г — 0: 

T><» _ •*! . , . - * • Tri 1 1 1 •*» 1 1 r-"* IKÍ\ 

«<-4 _ •*, , 1 _ ,-JW * ! - » > » "*» _ . - » * (551 



T» accoaat for all (aati)q*ark raoeiaata. ом aas to Uka the limits e -» 0 aad 
Q-*oo- lUtaiatogoary tbtOTMofl«^aaco>darr^Q),oa«obUias: 

(36) ^ <*>(« +t*->(e)' ^ *•><« + !*>(»)' 

with 

С«'»«) - l + ^w js j+ae ' i ' «»»««* , (57) 
! *> ( , ) - A*-r^*-2»p*<*v,cosv> (58) 

V ш в, - »la |1 + «(/<*| - »Ь Ц + «v/u.1 - «í»/2 - <*« + »)/2, (59) 

« , - ( - 2 Л + «•)-'. а , - ( 2 * + «{)-', (60) 
• , - ( « , + «,)-». « , - («* + ««-' . (61) 

la ««der to determine the probabib'ties i**(i) and /^*(i) of finding a quark and an 
aatioaarh ia tbe iaitiai state at pneitioa *, «re beve to inei.it the plane waves *^ (with 
pi < 0 for t » 1 ) «ad *<-«4/«Г. ("^ f i>0foriw2)forthe wave functions »<*> in 
the yrprraiioae of -4j*'. The plaae waves correspond to ingoing particle and aotiparticle 
states. Retaiaiag oat« the terras of leading order 0(Q), one obtains 

«ft-«ft-J. («2) 
Therefore tke probabilities to Sad a quark aad aa aatiquark ia the initial state at position 
»are 

w - H ( H ) - W - Í [ H - - 5 ) + K - - Ö ] ' <й> 
where WjTj, » A^}(t -> 0,* -» 0) denote the Fermi levels io tae iaitiai state at t m 0. 

The tunneling probability for a pair witb tbe (aoti)quark in the transverse mode 
(Лца) at tae space-time point (*,*) is give« by 

2»w(M) . л<м)+*,(»,«)-JTW-W 

- И(*-Э*(^-Э*6-*)*6-*,0] 

The ffrcaaWveb ate sfcsbHtlwe^tW chary density 

<Ht,t)m >»,(».«)-/,<«,«). («) 
The charts density in states tf» it given и 

+W^(»»-e,)a5[e- < -/ÍV*c* ) )}. (**) 

Inserting Q{t, г) « }«?">(<,«) + ^-»(l , *)) into Eq. (65), we obtain: 

^'»(I. »> + *#•»»(.•,») - - • íej-uí«». (67) 

Taking the limit í -»0 and г -* 0, one gets 

^'L+i*-? • -a- («•) 
Finally one obtains: 

2w*w(M) - i(K ,, l , + Я Í - , ) - я S - , , - Я i , ' ) 

+5(3-4 .« , -«**) • <«•> 

Tbe probability that tbe vacuum remains unaltered is given by: 

l<ojo)t* - ПП (»-»*»(«.»)) 

- «P{EE»(1- •** . (* ,« ) ) ) . (70) 
I M *«• J 

Energy conservation and the uncertainty principle constrain tbe space-time separatio« 
(Дг,Д*) of tbe pair creation events (II): 

«Д» - 2w, At Turn 2» (71) 

where w denotes the energy of the created (anti)quark. This allows (or replacing the turns 
over time aad position by integral*. Then the pair production probability W((,*) per 

http://inei.it


«ait time «ed «ait volume is defined by the equation 

-Я** ГЛ f *rrV(t,í)} (72) 

(73) 

The pair production rate VV(1 z) has been calculated for massless quarks and (or 
the string tension к = tC = I GeV/fra and string radius Ä = O.S ím. The results are 
compared in Fig. 1 with the value obtained by Schwinger 's formula, Ws = К 3 / (24У) . With 
exception of very short times the pair production rate decreases with increasing length 
of the flux tube. It has maxima within 1 fm üröm tbe ends of the 8ux tube which is due 
to a dynamical enhancement. For flux tubes of length smaller than 2 frn this dynamical 
enhancement dominates. For longer strings the pair production gets suppressed in the 
middle of the flux tube due to its finite radius. However, the value of the pair production 
rate approaches very slowly to that for an infinitely long flux tube. The asymptotic value 
is only reached at a length larger than 100 fm. For !engtUs relevant for hadronic flux tubes, 
the pair production rate is of the same order of magnitude as that given by Schwinger's 
formula. The oscillations of the pair production rate vs. г are possibly due to the sharp 
boundaries of the region filled with the electric field and of no real significance. 

Also the time dependence of the average pair production rate 

W(0 * ±fdzW{t,t) (74) 

has been calculated. Fig. 2 shows that the pair production rate has a maximum at a length 
(time) depending on the field strength and a tail tnonotonically decreasing with increasing 
time both for eS = * and tt = 2«c. For luge times (> 100 fm/c) the ratio W(»)/W s 

tends to the constant value corresponding to an infinitely long flux tube. However, as 
noted before, for string lengths of order ] fm, the pair production rate is of the same orJer 
of magnitude as that for an infinitely extended homogeneous static electric field. Due to 
the larger asymptotic value foeeS = 2«, the relative enhancement of the pair production 
in the maximum is not so prominent as for tS = «. For very short time, t < 0.1 fm/c 
the creation of pairs is suppressed once more. In this region, however, our model ceases 
to work. In our model the field strength is turned on suddenly, whereas in the real world 

it must increase from »его with time. Therefore we overestimate the pair production (or 
short time*. 

In conclusion we found that the pair production rate W(t) for hadronic flux tube* 
of finite radius is rather similar to that found in the 1+1 dimensional Schwinger model 
(17] for time* < 1 fm/c. Fct larger times'the pair production it suppressed significantly 
due to the finite radius of the flux tube, but suel» '-..5 strings are unphysical. 

This work was supported by tbe Deutsche Forschunpgemeinscbaft and by tbe Na
tional Foundation for Scientific Research of Hungary. 
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At very large energies diffractive reactions are crucial to understand heavy-
ion collisions and other hadronic reactions. Already for proton-proton re
actions the description of diffractive events is, however, still controversial, 
making any extrapolation to e.g. RH1C or LHC heavy ion physics very un
certain. It is propose to clatify the basic physical mechanisms of interest 
by studying selective diffractive processes. The long standing problem OF 
the odderon contribution should be easily decidable from studies of double-
diffractive J/i- and 0 production in proton-proton and proton-antiproton 
collisions. We also discuss the importance of double-diffractive processes for 
exotic particle production like e.g. the production of Higgs particles. 

High energy hadronic diffractive interactions are ph*ft»mssiologically well 
described by pomeron exchange |1]. While the pomeron it originally a con
cept from Regge theory its interpretation in terms of QCD i* still an open 
problem, despite many efforts starting from [2]. For recent work we refer to 
[3-7] and references therein. The work discussed here is published in Ref. {$]• 

The concept of pomeron exchange goes back to Reggé theory. For large 
j and small negative ( the expansion of scattering amplitudes in terms of 
meson exchange 

Л ( ' - ' ) в Г ^ + Г Г ^ + Г Г т 7 + " < l ) 

does not converge. The idea of Regge theory is to sum these contributions 
for values of ( and * for which the expansion converges and to continue 
the result analytically to the region of interest. In doing so one expands in 
angular momentum according to 

A{s,t) - T (2Í + 1 ) г 4 7 Л Л < е о , ' « > (2) 

wbith the Regge trajectory a(t) being defined by 

o( t ) -o« + o't , o ( t « m ? ) - l (3) 

The contribution to the cross section from any Regge trajectory is then de
termined primarily by the intersect o«. 

de / s N**»-' 

F{t) stands for a typical formfactor suppressing large |t| values. The Regge 
trajectory with the largest intercept dominates for large t. Pbenomenologi-
cally it turns out that o(r) > 1 leading to a slow rise in total cross section. 
This trajectory cannot be attributed to any known hadronic resonances. In
stead it describes an effective new kind of particle, named pomeroo, which 
can be compared «Hh the о meson in nuclear interactions. 

According to these investigation! the pomeron describe» effectively the 
exchange of an С even complex of gluon» (C being charge conjugation). The 



simplest sucb exchange involves two (loons. Thus the pometon contributes 
in the same way to the pp and pp cross section which experimentally are in 
fact nearly the same for large energies. There simuld, however, also be a 
contribution with negative С parity exchange, the sinplest possibility arising 
from QCD graphs >«< »uich three gluons are exchanged. This contribution 
should lead to a difference between the total pp and pp cross section. The 
corresponding Regge particle has been introduced a long time ago [9] and 
named odderon. 

The unexpected large real part of the forward fp scattering amplit-ide 
[10] has lead in recent years to quite some discussion whether the odderon 
existed and which properties it would have [11]. From the experimental point 
of view the main problem is that one is searching for small differences in the 
total cross sections or small real parts of amplitudes measured in different 
experiments at C R N and Fermilab. Consequently it is still unclear whether 
a signal for the oddeton has been observed or not. In the following we shall 
discuss that double diffract ive JJ\- and e production offer a very promissing 
possibility to investigate the odderon. 

Double difiractive J/ф and ф production 

We are interested in channels whose mere observation would (in essence) 
prove the existence of the odderon. On« such channel is too double-diffractive 
J/v production : 

p + p — J / v + p + p and p + p_, / /*> + p + p . (5) 

The only strong iirocesscs which can lead to the production of J№% is 
porrteron-odderon fusion according to Fig-1. The two graphs depicted in
terfere and thus the results for pp and p> collisions differ drastically. We 
neglect the contribution from pomeron-photon fusion as an O(o) effect and 
from ordinary Regge exchanges as 0(1/з) effects at high energies. 

To calculate the graphs of Fig.l we start bom the analyses of Landshoff 
and Donnachie{l,7). The effective pom« on and odderon 'propagators' con
tribute 

9 (*/*.)—' ( s / s , ) - -" 4 Э1 Fs(tt) /Ml , ) -

»<<*/£)'— ME)1"- «o P Лг<1.) At») . W 
with „ . (pj+я)». *i - (»4 • я>». i, - (p, - м л « - и - (л - rt)' •»« 
the momentum assignement shown in Fig.l. to • 3(*idtrtn)l9(pmt%*ren) 
is the ratio of the odderon-quark coupling to the pomeron-quark coupling. 
OI.J are the odderon respectively pomeron Regge trajectory. The factor В'Вв 
is the product of the number of valence quarks in the protons. The odd-
eron/pomeron nurleon coupling is now just given by a gamma matrix. The 
nudeon formfactors Fs are : 

Next we want to discuss the odderoo-pomeroa-J/V vertex. We follow 
Berger and Jones [12] and write for the the coupling amplitude 

- Tr{4jl. (л+„,„, A , c ; y y f f ! 3 A - } <•> 
The crucial point in this aquation is the relativ« minus sign between the two 
terms. It comes about because the potneron has positive С parity, in ceatrart 
to e.g. the photon. Thus the total sign is minus «bile it would be plus for 
two-photon fusion. 

The probability to find the ec configuration in the J/ф is |13) 

* - sgp 
with TÍÍ* ш 4.8 • 10-* GeV. Inserting tbe flux (actor and wave (unction 
normalisations the resulting expression reads 

«V iWinlMi» 
éFj/t e4»«o'£y/ #£J r У*,Л,(ы,/£;»'-»»»-«««» («-»/£,)•-*—•",' 

™*™fja^ (*+*№) <»> 



To get the final cross sections we still have to add the two contributions 
in Fig. 1. which results in destructive (constructive) interference for pp 
(pp) scattering. The pp cross section would be identical zero if the Regge 
trajectories of the odderon and pomeron were equal. We assumed 

a(odd) = 1 + a'0t (11) 
and calculated the respective cross sections (or various values of ojj. Typical 
results are shown in Fig. 3, where the differential cross section divided by 
cj was plotted as a function of the 7/c' momentum. The calculations were 
done for two values of a'a, namely 0.1 GeV~3 (dashed lines) and 0.5 GeV"3 

(solid lines). The upper two curves are for pp collisions, the lower two for pp 
collisions. The curves are nearly independent of the proton and antiproton 
energy. The curves shown are for 1 TeV on 1 TeV colliders. It should be 
noted, however, that the odderon and pomeron description we use breaks 
down, if the fraction of the proton/antiproton momentum carried by the 
pomeron/odderon becomes larger than { « 0.1. This imlies that our results 
become unreliable for pj/* > {£ , . and we thus cannot determine the total 
cross section reliably. This should, however, not be too much of a problem 
as we propose anyhow to measure the differential cross sections for a suitable 
Ttomentum interval and compare the results for pp and pp collisions. 

The two main results of our calculations «re that the cross-sections are of 
sizeable order such that the proposed reaction should in fact be observable 
and that the cross section for proton-proton collisions is about an order of 
magnitude smaller than the proton-antiproton one. 

From the difference in the results for p + p—>p + p + J/v'1 and p + p — 
p+p+J/v we conclude that experiments done at Fermilab and LHCor SSC 
could give decisive information to settle the odderon problem. 

Production of higgs particles in diffractive 
hadron-hadron 

collisions ч 

The search for the higgs particle of the standard model (SM) is rerlainly 
one of the major tasks of present day high energy physics. If the nifgs exists 

it will be produced at LHC and SSC. However, it is a major problem to 
isolate its f ignature from the intense background, especially in the man range 
between 80 and 150 GeV. To reduce background one can think of triggering 
on very 'silent' events, i.e. those in which only very littet particle production 
occures, such that a reliable reconstruction is possible. To decide whether 
this is possible one has to estimate the higgs production rate for such 'silent' 
events. Л large fraction of this cross section will be due to double- diffractive 
processes. This contribution we have estimated reaching the conclusion that 
the rate is large enough to allow for a higgs search with a double-diflractive 
trigger. 

We shall start by considering higgs production in diffractive proton-proton 
collisions. Two processes can contribute, the inclusive and exclusive one 
(Fig.4). 

The inclusive process (Fig.4a) is fairly straightforward to estimate using 
the methods developed for 'hard diffraction' [1,13]." 

The protons in Fig. la produce an equivalent flux of pomeroos which in 
turn produce a flux of quarks (o) and gluons (G) which can produce a higgi 
oy qq or GG fusion. Standard arguments suggest that GG fusion should be 
more effective and we concentrate on this reaction Using the formulae of |1] 
the differential number of pomerons from the protons is given by 

Here £, . f„ щ = if, i, => {* - nj)', i . 1,2, ß - 1.8 GtV\ <r(i) -
1.0S5 + o'i, a' ж 0.25 Gel'-', and Л « ) is the isoscalar electromagnetic 
nucleon formfactor and u\/£, < 0.1. 

Turning now to the flux of gluons in a pomeron we note that there is 
some controversy : Donnachie and Landiboff [1] argue that this gluon flux if 
negligible, in (13] it is assumed to be dominant. Since the lngelman-Schlein 
gluon distribution of the pomeron 

C 7 P « ( I ) » 5 ( 1 - * ) ' (13) 

has gained recently some experimental support [14] we adopt it here. 
Eqs. (12) and (13) give the following number of 'diffractive gluoos' in the 

protons of Fig.5 : 

Ai e (£ .w;) = du-! / d n p « . ( £ . . w i , | l , | ) ~ C ^ ( w , ' M ) (14) 



where «J в 4^ are the gluon energia and the integration range is 

«* < <* < Ei • min(0.1, VTTÍ/M«) (15) 

Putting everything together we find for the total cross section of diffractive 
higgs production in the inclusive case : 

32 R« / 

/Ai c (£„u4) i (mi /4 -w;wJ) (16) 

Here Г(И - • GG) is the two gluon width of the higgs which is dominated by 
the t quark loop, and thus approximately given by (13] 

Г(Я - GG) = GFy/2?gg |/V|» (17) 

N = 3{2A + A(4A - l)f{\)] , A-m, 1/«»}, (18) 

/(A) = -2[arc«niJj]* for 4A > 1 

= j [ t o g ^ ] * - f + «r log£ for4A<l 

4*=k±y/\-k (19) 

For A = О » . |ЛГ|Х is 1.5, for A s l, it is 1.1 and for A -> oo it goes to 
one. (The normalisation of .V was chosen to get this asymptotic property) 
As the top mats is suspected to be is the range between 100 and 200 GeV 
and the biggs production mechanism we discuss is probably only interesting 
for higgs masses in the same range |Л'|' гз J should be a good estimate. In 
the following we plot »7IM1- Using Eqs.(17)-(19)'» » «**У to convert our 
results to the cross sections for any specific value of A. The strong coupling 
constant has to be taken at the scale of the biggs mass and we set o , =0.12. 

In Pig.6 the cross section (6) is shown as function of m« for y/s^20 TeV 
and 40 TeV. The momentum distribution of the produced biggs is shown in 
Fig.7 and is, as expected, peaked in the central region. 

From Fi|.B we find definitely very small стаи sections for our »гаем. 
But it has to he kept in mind that the luminosities planned for LHC and 
SSC are about 1 0 м <m~,J~', resulting in predicted counting rate* ef «si per 
hour for LHC and mH • 100 GeV. 

The signature of double-diffractive biggs production would be two intact 
forward protons and a centrally produced higgs together with two small cen
tral jets in the beam directions. The cross section for the exclusive reaction 
(Fig.4b) could not be determined reliably. 

Proton-proton cotttsions seem to be far better suited to look for tees« 
higgs particles than beavy-ion collisions. Besides the double diffractive biggs 
production studied here also single dirTractive production should exist where 
one proton stays intact, the other one is excited. 

We believe that the two problems we discussed prove that doubl" diffractive 
processes can be very valuable in learning more about the nature of soft 
physics at high energy. We believe that a better knowledge of three processes 
is also necessairy to allow a reliable description of high-energy heavy-ion col
lisions. 
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Fig.l: Double diffractive J/*, production in pp and p> collisions due to 
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Fie-2: TW« two graph» contributinc to the e«h of the contribution* thown 
in Fifrl- ? is »he J / * momentum. 
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Fig.-t: Diagram» for biggs production in diffractive pp collisioni : tbe 
inclusive (a) and exclusive (b) processes. 
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1 Introduction 
One of the most intensely studied questions of today's high energy nuclear physics 
is that of the transition of normal nuclear matter to a quark gluon plasma state 
(QGP), in which the perturbative limit of QCD is reached and whose existence has 
been predicted by lattice calculations [1]. This state is believed to have been present 
in the very early universe, before the temperature had fallen dowt low enough to 
allow for hadron formation. Its degrees of freedom are those of penurbative QCD, 
namely quarks and gluons. The phase transition should occur in probes of nuclear 
matter of very high temperature and density. It is generally believed that these 
circumstances should preferentially occur in collisions of heavy nuclei with high 
energies. 

The question is of course how! v g e the n cle ; must be which are to form the QGP, 
and how fast they should be accelerated. Do we need new accelerators like RHIC, 
LHC, S S C , . . . , or is there already a chance for QGP in the existing devices, provided 
we have heavier nuclei available (gold beam at AGS, lead beam at CERN-SPS)? Do 
we really need TeV energies or would a machine like the dUcussed GSI-collider 
(uranium on uranium at 25.4GeV" + 25 .4Gel ) be already sufficient? 

Our contribution is intcaded io deal with this question, giving a hint to the 
direction which has to be taken first in order to obtiin answers to ths question of 
QGP, or - perhaps even more useful - new questions to think about before inventing 
new generations of experimental setups without having concrete ideas about the 
signals which one should look for. 

2 The RQMD approach 
We want to investigate the behaviour of two large nuclei which collide with high 
relative momentum. We know of course the fundamental theory which is generally 
believed to describe this process: QCD, but unfortunately this is up to now not 
solvable even approximately for scenarii which we have in mind here. Therefore 
instead of doing relativistic many body quantum field theory we have to restrict 
ourselves to certain approximations and certain models which (hopefully!) cover the 

most important effects of QCD. Of course the model we use must be reUtivistically 
covariant, it must describe the stochastic scattering and it must be a realistic many 
body approach. AU these points are fulfilled by RQMD, which we now want to 
describe briefly. For a more extended description we refer the reader to refs. [2], [3]. 

RQMD is the relativistically covariant extension of the QMD-model [4|, which 
has been sucessfully used for tlie description of nuclear collisions at medium and 
low energies, Ei.t = 5 0 . . . 2000AM eV. The basic concept of this type of model 
is the combination of a classical propagation of the .V-particle system (molecular 
dynamics) with the most important quantum effects, namely stochastic scattering, 
particle creation and decay, Pauli-blocking during the collisions 

Studies of low energy nuclear collisions have revealed that time dependent Har-
tree-Fock calculations show only little differences to calculations in the VVU ap
proach (5] using a classical test particle propagation method. Of course the deficien
cies due to a real quamtum mechanical propagation should decrease with dereasing 
de Broglie wave length, i.e. with increasing momentum of the particles to be prop
agated. 

One cf the great advantages of both nonreiativistic and relativistic QMD is 
that one keeps control of the complete phase space information. The particles are 
represented by Gauft-packets, thus there is no need for any test particle- or averaging 
procedure. One is consequently not restricted to single-particle observables. 

A very important difference between nonreiativistic and relativistic QMD arises 
from the increasing number of excited resonances at higher energies. QMD and 
other "low" energy models essentially restrict themselves to the incorporation of Д-
resonances and pions, which is probably well suited for energies below WOO AM eV. 
On the other hand, for higher incident momenta there are not only many additional 
higher nonstrange resonances excited ( .V , Д", />, w , . . . ) , but also a large variety of 
strange particles (A', /•'*, Л, E, £*, . . . ) . Of course these particles must be taken 
into account by theor,.. This is not possible in a unique way, since the properties 
of most of the higher mass states are experimentally not sufficiently known, so they 
must be modelled in some way. 

RQMD mainly consists of two building blocks: The atomic nucleus is composed 
of a variety of particles (Z protons and A — Z neutrons in the beginning). These 
particles are colliding with each other and inbetween the collisions are moving under 
the influence of certain potentials which represent the mean-field part of the nuclear 
forces, and which reflect the properties of the nuclear equation of state. In addition 
to the mean field interaction there is stochastic scattering between the badrons which 
is e.g. responsible for the excitation of resonances, strangeness production, etc. 

The philosophy behind the model is that the motion o' the particles inbetween 
the collisions is sufficiently well described by classical relativistic mechanic». The 
potentials (which among other effects make the nuclei stible) are chosen ш» two- and 
three-body Skyrme interactions. 

The reUtivistically covariant treatment of a system of many interacting particles 
is by no means straight-forward. If one wants to avoid the problems of treating 



(and interpreting!) a> 8>V-dimensiona] phase «pace, one is confronted with the 
problem of reducing the number of degrees of freedom by 2N in a rovartant way. 
However, for 6N dürtenskma] phase space there is » "non-interaction theorem* [6], 
which allows for a covaríant propagation of many particles on «variant world lines 
only if they are not interacting with each other. The way out of this dilemma 
t5 to use S.V dimensional phase space and then reduce the number of degrees of 
freedom by requiring some physically sensible constraints to be fulfilled ("mass shell 
constraints", "time fixations"). These constraints require thai the particles be on 
their mass shell between the collisions, and that the particles interact only if they 
have small space-time distances. In this manner one reduces the number of degrees 
of freedom in a Poincaré-invariant way. This leads to the formalism of "constraint 
Hamiltoniaa dynamics", the details of which can be found in refs. [2j, |T], (8], [9). 

The other fundamental building block of RQMO which is of dominant importance 
especially for the high energy regime is the concept of binary collisions and particle 
decay*. 

Two particles collide when they are at their minimum o.stance u (measured in 
their CMS), provided this distance fulfills the relation d < \Joj-n. This means a 
purely geometrical interpretation of the cross section. For the value of the cross 
section 3 we use that of the experimental tree elementary cros3 section whenever 
that is known. In other cases (e.g. fut .л* — Л' reaction) we conclude for a using 
some fundamental considerations which .ire commonly accepted: 

1. o- is assumed to be ieospin invariant 

2. particles with the same quark content are attached the same cross section 
(additive quark model) 

3. the angular dependence is assumed to be of the form ^- oc exp{ A - >/?/«) (s, < 
are the Mandelstam variables) 

4. time reversal invariance is exploited wherever possible. (This allows for in
stance to determine the cross section of the reaction {Y + т —» N + A" by 
detailed balance arguments.) 

5. if there is no experimental hint on the cross section, we use the additive quark 
model lor its determination. Ther is a suppression factor for each ingoing 
meson and for each ingoing strange quark, which effectively leads to the ap
proximate formula <r,„, = 40mb • (2/3)"- • {1 - OAi, (5)) • (I - 0.4i a(S)), where 
nm is the number of ingoing mesons and x,(5) is the fraction of ingoing strange 
quarks. 

*ln fact, there is a lot of different irodels which praĉ calty purely consist of binary collisioa 
processes [10], [11]. The problems due to the fact that in every reaction the later stages only 
show medium and tow energy reactions between the eleiuenl&ry building blocks (12] shall not be 
discuswd here. 

In principle these argument« would allow to completely determine the exit channel 
of any binary scattering process. We could calculate branching ratios and the num
bers, energies and momenta, at well as all other quantum numbers of the outgoing 
particles from the properties of the ingoing ones. Unfortunately this procedure it not 
applicable above some energy line where there is no more experimental information 
available on the resonances and their properties, since they are too broad to be still 
measurable. In this regime the properties of the resonances must be determined 
by some model which has proven successful in the description of the resonances' 
properties elsewhere. 

In RQMO this is done by a string fragmentation scheme which works as fol
lows [3]: If the energy is large, the intermediate resonance state is modelled by a 
string such that the probability for the small light-cone component of the string's 
momentum is given by P(p*) ex dp*/p*. This string then decays according to » 
string fragmentation scheme similar to the LUND scheme used in FRITJOF (10) 
One peat difference to FRITIOF is, however, that the produced particles after some 
formation time are treated equally to the original ones, i.e. they are also allowed to 
scatter and produce new resonances etc. The formation time evolves naturally from 
the new produced fy pairs. The string ends (which contain the original quark rap. 
diquark) are immediately allowed to reioleract. They way they do so is another most 
important difference to FRITIOF (and also to other models): The cross sections of 
the string ends which contain the constituent quarks is determined according to 
their constituent quark content. This leads to a finite cross section not only for 
the leading quark (resp. diquark), but also for the backward one. Essentially this 
reflects the additive quark model. Further details of the fragmentation procedure 
can be found in refs. (2), (3j. 

3 Results for CERN-SPS energies 
In the following figures we show comparisons between RQMD and CERN-SPS ex
periments. Fig.l shows the proton rapidity distributions measured by the NAM 
group [IS] for the system 5 + 5 at an energy of 200 AGtV (fixed target). The 
histogramms are the corresponding RQMD calculations. Only the points below 
mid-rapidity (y = 3) are measured, due to acceptance conditions, the other points 
are obtained by a reflection at у *> 3. Note the excellent agreement between the
ory and experiment. This picture shows that for rather light systems like sulphur 
(A s 32) and very centra! collisions even at CERN-SPS energies the nuclei are not 
completely stopped. The original projectile and target nuclei are shifted by about 
one rapidity unit and a lot of material is located at central rapidity. The {act that 
already at CERN-SPS (v/» » IMGeV) the sulphur nuclei are transparent even for 
very centra] collisions indicates that we really need heavier beams. 

Fig.2 shows the transverse momentum spectrum of the protons as obtained by the 
WASO group [16] compared to the RQMD calculations. There a it perfect agreement. 
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data available. It is important to * -uphasize that there is no free parameter in RQMD 
to adjust for mass number effects: all parameters are determined from elementary 
hadton-hadroa interactions. 

We found that whereas light systems like sulphur (32 nucleons) are already trans
parent at today's energies (CERN-SPS), already the intermediate mass systems like 
niobium (93 nucleons) are largely stopped still at RHIC energies, while for the very 
heavy ions like lead (208 nucleons) there is nearly a plateau in the rapidity distribu
tion, ranging over more than five units of rapidity. Even for the BNL-RHIC collider 
there is thus no room for a baryonfree region in the RQMD formalism. These dras
tic effects should on the other hand of course be most sensitive to the treatment of 
the strings and the resonances in the respective theory, thus offering a way to the 
investigation of what is really happening within the collisions of very large ions at 
high energies. 

All ibis indicates that we are looking forward to experience a lot of interesting 
physics to come. 
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Fig.3 shows the pseudorapidity distributions of the protons from the plastic ball [17] 
which also agree perfectly. These Utter figura are mainly intended to demonstrate 
the agreement between RQMD and experiments for present experimental setup«. 
They give us some confidence that the theory works at these energia а> weU as 
some hope that the theory might also in the case of higher energia give the correct 
predictions. 

4 Results for higher energies 
Whereas for light systems like sulphur (JJS) there is already the onset of trans
parency in the case of CERN-SPS energia, for heavier systems this turns out to be 
totally different. Our calculations for a medium mass system like niobium (JJNb) 
show a large degree of stopping in the case of yfi m SOAGtV, (Fig. 4a) which 
corresponds to an energy of HOCMGeV on fixed target. There is a small dip in the 
rapidity distribution, but the value of dN/dy at midrapidity is still about 66 % of 
the maximum value (which is at у = 2.5 rap. у = 5.5). The situation changes dras
tically, if we switch to the case of lead 'JJPb (Fig. 5a). There the net baryon rapidity 
is still peaked at y„,< = 5.5, with a width of ss 4.5 units of rapidity. Comparing to 
the CERN-SPS results for sulphur this means that the stopping power is a largely 
increasing function of total ingoing baryon number. This effect is still strengthened 
if we turn to RHIC energia (у? = 200AGtV), shown in ftp. 4b, 5b. In the case 
of niobium there is a sharp dip at mid rapidity, which f o e down to about half the 
value of the maxima, but the same dip can already be seen in the baryon rapidity 
distribution without the antibaryons subtracted. For the lead system then there is 
a large plateau in the net baryon rapidity distribution, extending over about 3.5 
units of rapidity. This is a remarkable result, since everybody (including ourselves) 
would have concluded from the yet available data at lower energy, that in the case 
of RHIC there should be a large rapidity gap with a completely baryon free r-fion. 
Our results show that in the RQMD formalism there is no support whatsoever for 
this kind of assumption. 

In view of the stopping behaviour of the baryons it is no surprise that also the 
mesons are stopped. In any case, the mesons are always assumed to be produced in 
the fireball region and are therefore of course expected to have a rapidity distribution 
peaked at midrapidity. The widths of the distributions are Ду * 4.5 for y/i « 
iQOAGtV and Ay ss 2.3 for ч/» •» SfMGíV (for both pions and kaons imtpective 
of the collision system), as can be seen in fig. 6 for the case of lead on lead. 

5 Conclusions 
We have presented calculations of nucleus-nucleus collisions in the RQMD formalism. 
We showed that the RQMD calculations are in nearly perfect agreement with the 
available experimental data. Unfortunately up to now there are mainly inclusive 
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Figure captions 
Figur« 1 : Rapidity distribatioe of Ом proton* from t*e reaction 

S(20MG*V) on 5 for мгу central «vonta, motored 
by NASS (IS] (dota). Tk* kiatagrams »how tk* RQMD 
calculation. Botk data and farr»l»1wa am resorted at 
9-M*S. 

figure 3 : Тгшмоатм moawnt—i nyatUum bon tke raaction 
O<20OAGcV) on Am, moafoiod by tk* WA80 cottabo-
ration [Щ Tk* op« drdot unraunt tk* RQMD cnK 
odatio«s,w**i«ektfeuu»ddtdar«pr«»»nttb»WA80 
data. 

figure » : TmmérntfliÜT dtatiibnttt* fiam to* wartln* 
ОДОЛАУ) on Am, mnnarid in tho piaotk-ЬаВ (IT]. 
Tbi Ы|1ци— нршпЧ Ibi dm. tki doli Ifci ШЦСП 
caJcolaftaM** 

flg«r*4< Rapidity di»«rib*iion»r*tWr**rtioa^ on gNb at 
(%) y/i ш aHMGtV rwp. ft/ y? • lOA&V, «tick 
сопацюв« to tho energiai of (u) RHIC rorp. (•) tk« 
fl»ewd CSbcolltdoT. 

Figure * : Tb» lamo a» in flg. 4, but far фРЪ on f n . 

Figur« 8 r Tba rapidity diitribation» of кем» and piont fcr tk« 
tyetem of flg. 5. 
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STRANGE PARTICLE PRODUCTION 
IN THE VENUS MODEL * 

K. Werner 
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We demonstrate that a proper treatment of double-colour exchange in the itring 
model VENUS leads to doable strings. Such string» correspond to a (say) forward 
moving quark being finked via two ordinary strings to two backward moving quarks. 
Leading barrens now require the breaking of two strings. Having twice the chance of 
producing a strange о - f pair these strings produce twice as many strange baryons 
as compared to ordinary strings therefore leading to an enhancement of strange 
baryons in AA relative to pp eolations. We reproduce experimental Л and also K, 
and Л spectra in 200 GeV S+S scattering. 

•ТЫ* work ku bttm faa<M ia put Vjr tin СсиЯкк*!» (ár Sdiwrrioimifencboaf (GSI) О н » 
«*U «oder *J» coMiKt amber HO KV T 

Recently data from the HAM ceOaberetioa indicated that by comparing p + p 
collisions at MO GeV with central S+S scattering the increase ef strange partictt 
production H larger than the mere*** of pie« production ("strange partid* enhance
ment"). On* might «xpect that thj« has to do with mcatUring, however, snch • 
mechanism ran only contribute at central rapidities, where partkl* densities are 
high. In contrast to this picture the data [1] indicate that the Л-rapidity distri
bution is rather tat which.means enhanced A-production ocean not oaly in the 
central but also in the fragmentation regions. This is a dear indication of a primary 
effect, even more it must have to do with the leading partid* production not yet 
being fully understood. 

The most promising theoretical concept ef soft interactions is based on Gribov's 
Reggeon field theory |2] together with th« postulate ef the Pomeron being a cylinder 
of gluons and quark loops (3] (fig. 1). Particle production is associated with "cat 
cylinders" (fig. 2) the two cuts being called chains or strings. (The thick lines in figs. 
1,2 are meant to be dressed quarks also containing the baryoa junction and these 
objects are sometimes referred to u "leading".) Several very successful models for 
pp,fA and ЛЛ were constructed along these Sacs (4, i, 0, 7]. Although all model* 

Figure 1: A QCD diagram for elastic 
hadroa-hadroa scattering: the cylin
der. The cylinder surface contains 
a network of gluon ones and dosed 
quark loops. The thin Hae corresponds 
to a parte« (quark or aatiqaark) and 
the thick Ban represents the remainder 
(hadron miau parton). 

Figur* 2: Th* cut-cylinder digram, cor
responding to a cut of th* cylinder di
agram of fig. 1. The aetworh of gluon 
lines sad qaark loop* is not drawn. Th* 
diagram may be interpreted as "Colour 
Exchange": before the interaction par-
tens from the same hadron form sin
glets (strings), afterwards pattens tree 
different hadrons are linked. 



•dopt tbc cylinder hypothesis, there at« still differences in the exact definition of 
tbt Pometos and therefore differences in the string formation. We proposed already 
several years ago a model [8] in which consistency requires fast "leading quarks" after 
two interactions rather than "leading diquarks" as in other models. A large baryon 
stopping experimentally observed in pA and AA scattering seemed to support thin 
idea [9]. Bowercr, then [9] we treated a string containing a "leading quark" simply 
as qua-k-diquatk string with a fast quark and a slow diquark moving into opposite 
erection. We are going to discuss in this paper that a proper treatment leads to 
doable strings with important consequences, for example concerning strange particle 
production. 

In VENUS (Tj (and other models [4,5,6{) particle production in p - p scattering is 
related to the "cut cylinder" in fig. 2 where the thick lines correspond to diquarks (to 
first approximation, for details see ref. [Tj). This diagram may be simply interpreted 
as "string fiip" or "colour exchange" since the incoming protons may be considered 
as quark-diquark (<j - qq) strings and the interaction has the effect of Unking (via 
string) the diquark from one proton with the quark of the other and vice versa. In 
VENUS we use a classical string fragmentation procedure (area-law) to determine 
particle production from a stricg [10]. 

In the Gtauber-Gribov approach [11, 12j to inelastic nucleon-nucleus (.V.4) or 
nucleus-nucleus [AA) scattering only inelastic Л"Л" scatterings have to be considered 
where an inelastic iY\Y scattering requires at least one cut Pomeron. So the simplest 
nontrivial p - A or A — A interaction consists of two cut Pomerons which we are going 
to discuss in the following. In fact we are going to generalize the one-cut poraeron of 
fig. 2 (where the thick line may be replaced by two thin ones representing a diquark). 
In fig. 3 we show the result: eoing from left to righ; we start with a projectile nucleon 
P and the first target nucleon T,. The interaction (colour exchange) amounts to 
"opening a cylinder" in the sense that a quark of P and a diquark of T» are on 
one sheet and the remaining diquark of P and the quark of T\ are on the other 
sheet (representing two strings so far). Without the second target T, this would 
be just fig. 2. The interaction with Tj amounts to another colour exchange, i.e. 
another opening of a cylinder (indicated by the vertical dashed line): one quark of 
the diquark of P and a diqusrk of Tj define one sheet (corresponding to a diquark-
quark string), the remaining quark of T, and the last quark of P define a second 
sheet, however, this quark of P also forms a sheet with one quark of T t. So we have 
a double-sheet structure corresponding to a double string, with one quark of P on 
one side (forward moving) linked via two "ordinary" strings to a quark of Ti and a 
quark of Tj (moving backward both). 

We агг now discuss!:;? particle production of double-strings (also more compli
cated strings occur lis? "rieb strings etc.. however, the generalization is straight
forward and not discussed in this letter). String momenta are determined in the 
standard way [T] from quark distribution functions, the fragmentation procedure of 
ordinary strings is described in detail in ref. [lOj. Essentially a string breaks via 

Figure 3: The double Colour Exchange di- Figure 4: A double string corre-
agram (two cut Pomerons) for a projectile (ponding to the cut double sheet 
nucleon (P) scattering inelastically off two of fig. 3 (a) and a ordinary 
target nucleons (7\ and 7s). Gluon lines quark-diquark string (b). the 
and quark loops covering the sheets between rightmost string breaks (o-$ pro-
quark lines are not drawn. duction) are indicated: the dou

ble string requires two cuts. 

q - q pair production (80%) or qq - q'q pair production (20%), so for a qualitative 
discussion (not for the calculation) we might only consider q - q creation. Here we 
produce a - i pairs (14%) or u - ö, i - i pain (43% each). For the double string 
we proceed as follows (see fig. 4a): we first do the two right-most cuts on the two 
legs of the double string by producing q — q pairs. We obtain a three-quark system 
with two short legs which does not break any further. This object is, depending on 
its mass, considered as baryon, resonance or a high-mass cluster and decays cor
respondingly [13]. Apart from this hadron (cluster) we obtain two ordinary q- í 
stiings which fragment according to the standard procedure [10]. 

The occurrence of such double strings has very obvious and very striking con
sequences on the production ot strange baryons. Let us compare the double string 
(fig. 4a) with the ordinary q-qq string (fig. 4b) from p-p scattering. We consider 
the right-most break: while in (b) only one break is needed to make a baryon, in (a) 
we need two breaks. Therefore while the strange baryons in (b) are produced with 
probability p, = 0.14, we have in the case of the double string (a) twice the chance 
of having an J - 3 cut and the probability of making a strange baryon is 2p, = 0.28. 
Since double strings occur mainly in AA whereas pp scattering is dominated by 
ordinary strings, we expect a strange baryon enhancement in AA compared to pp. 

While the double strjng provides increased strange particle production mainly 
in the fragmentation rtjions. there is another source of strangeness production, 
however, at central rapidities: the rescattering of fragments (hadron resonances) 
from string fragmentation [13]. Whenever two particles (clusters) come closer than a 
given radius, they fuse (form a common cluster). The decay of clusters into a hadron 



Figure S: Rapidity distributions of Kaons, Lambdas and Aatilambdas i s S + S 
coUtnou at 200 GeV. The histograms represent VENUS results, «be points 
at« data. 

and a remaining d w t e r и determined by puas« space [13]. la particular, when large 
dusters occur (in heavy-ion coffisioas), also strange particles or aatibaryoas are 
produced at appreciable rates, but only at central rapidities. 

After these qualitative discussions we show ia ág. 5 some VENUS calculations 
compared to NA35 date [1]. Points arc data, full histograms represent roll VENUS, 
dashed histograms are VENUS simulations without »scattering. Concerning A's we 
observe without («scattering two pronounced peaks in the fragmentation regions, 
being due to double-string fragmentation. The »scattering is filling the bole ia 
between thus providing a pretty fiat spectrum, as in Ute data, JCj and ia particular 
Л are only produced ia the central region aad strongly increased by rescatteriag. Ia 
fig. 6 we finally show that VENUS seems to («produce U M general trend e l ( » ) / ( * - ) 
to increase with ( я . ) where (at) is the average multiplicity of Л, A",* aad ( я . ) is 
the average negative partid« multiplicity. 

In conclusion we have shown that considering properly the double (or multi) 
Pomcroa exchange — leading to double (or multi) strings — and using a rcscattering 
procedure based oa duster formation and decay we at« able to account for the 
strange particle enhancement experimentally observed. 

• $-$ »s-S •*•• Mill 

«h"> 

Figure в: The ratio of multiplicities of strange particles aad negativ« partidé« 
as a function of the negative partid« multiplicity. Tk* VENUS resulU « w 
represented by cross«. 
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ABSTRACT 
In the first part of this paper we show a method capable of seeing at LEP the the

oretically predicted differences between quark and gluon jets. The method uses inul-
tihadronic events in electron-positron annihilation at three- and four-jet topologies. 
In the second part we present a possible discrimination method by the combination of 
neural network (XX) and Quantum Chrorao Dynamics (QCD). By the combination 
of them 92% accuracy in identifying jets has been achieved. 

There has been an intensive theoretical study to calculate variables sensitive to 
the differences between quark and gluon jets [I]. On the other band, there are several 
theoretical papers giving methods (conventional and neural network) by which the 
experimental data may be analyzed and the above-mentioned differences between 
quark jets and gluon jets ran b- seen (2-3). 

Electron-positron experiments have produced a large amount of information on the 
fragmentation of qu*rk and antiquark jets, while our knowledge of the fragmentation 
of high energy gluon jets is quite peer. The experimental problem in these studies is 
that in e*e~ annihilation quark jets occur predominantly in the two-jet (99) topology, 
but gluon jets occur only in three or more jet topologies (e +<~ —* qqg, T —• 999). 
There is thus a large kinematic difference superimposed on an}' dynamical difference. 

In pp collisions two-jet topologies are a mixture of qq.qg and gg events. 
Because of these problems most studies of gtuon jet fragmentation led to incon

clusive results. 
It is our purpose in to introduce a method capable of seeing how an energy depen

dent jet-variable АЧ/,(Е,) (e.g. multiplicity, average p,, rapidity etc.) differs between 
quark (q) and gluon (g) jets at a given jet energy {Ej) studying three-jet and four-jet 
events in t*e~ annihilation. 

As has been suggested in (3], the comparison of jets in two- and in general three-jet 
events could show the differences between quark and gluon jets. The method is based 
on the different quark contents cf two- and three-jet events. In the former rase the 
quark content is clearly 100%, while in the second case it is a function of the energy 
fraction carried by (he jet. As has been emphasized in [7], the jet environment is 
somehow.- Mevant. The rone-energy fractions are different for quark jets in two- and 
three-jet event topologies. Nevertheless the variables suggested in (3,4) 

(the sum goes over the outgoing particles in a jet, 9 is the peeudorapidity, s>, is the 
transverse momentum of a definite particle with respect to the jet axis) are fortunately 
not too sensitive to these differences, and the large difference between the quark 
contents of two- and three-jet events makes it possible to determine the differences 
between quark induced and gluon induced jets. There is a technical problem with 
this |6| analvsis. In general two detectors and two experimental groups are needed, 
one for two-jet studies at smaller (e.g. PETRA or TRISTAN) energies, and another 
one for three-jet studies at higher (e.g. LEP) energies. 

The basic idea, having two jet samples at a given jet energy but with different 
quark contents, can be generalised. There are two possibilities. 
a. Compare jets at a given energy and jet number, but at different kinematic config
uration«. 
b. Create two (or more) jet samples with a given jet energy: 5„(£,). Each of these 
samples contains jets from different jet topologies. Thus all the jetl with energy £; 
in three-jet events can be found in S»(Ej), etc. 

Let us discuss these possibilities in detail. 
a. This method is not applicable for two-jet events »t ab, since all the scaled 

energy fractions *,-,» = 1 (x>,( ш 2E,/Ec\t is the scaled energy fraction of the jet 
and Есм is the centre-of-mass energy of the electron-positron annihilation), Thus 
there are no different kinematic configurations with different quark/gluon contents. 

Fora three-jet event 0 < x,,x», x, < 1 and x, + x» + x, • 2 thus there are only two 
independent variables, e.g. the energy fractions of two jets, x» and г,. The possible 
kinematical configurations are: x* < 1; x t < 1; x« + x« > 1 The upper triangle in ft, 
x c plain 1(1,0); (1,1); (0,1)) contains these kinematically allowed final states, shown in 
Fig. 1- The gltton content of a sample with •»• scaled energy fraction (the two other 
jets have ц and г, scaled energy fractions) is clearly: 

' ' l * * ' ' ( 1 - » . M l - » . ) " 

•1** 1 '.+«? , "'•+». у <« 
(1 - * . ) ( ! - x , ) T ( l - x»)(l - x.) T (I - x.)(l - x . ) / 

(This is a parton level first order result in a,. The small second order correction 
does not affect our conclusions.) We have plotted in Fig. 1 the r, • 0.2,04,0.6,0.1 
curves according to eq. (2). These curves are almost parallel to the line (1,0)-(0,1). 
Thus a jet sample determined by one of these curves contains jets with almost the 
same energy. Therefore there are no different jet samples from different kinematic 
configurations in three-jet events with the same energy but with remarkably different 
quark/gluon contents. 

For four-jet events the problem is even more complicated. There are five inde
pendent variables There is no simple presentation of the phase space u the two-
dimensional plot for the three-jet events (Fig. 1). Perhaps one could find a sophis
ticated projection of this five-dimensional phase space where the constant energy 
jet assumption could lead to jet samples with different quark/gluon contents, but 
a serious problem still remains, namely statistics. The number of four-jet events is 
approximately an order of magnitude smaller than the number of three-jet events 
(for the resolution parameter у « » we have used 0.02). To create clean four-jet »am-



pies, with small background from three-parton events, a large d,^n cluster algorithm 
parameter [3] is needed. This reduces the number of four-jet events drastically. 

b. This method was presented in [3] for two- and three-jet event samples. For 
two-jet events the quark content is clearly 100%, while for three-jet events it is a 
function of the energy of the jet and much smaller than 100% for small energy jets. 
The solution tot the previously mentioned technical problem is the comparison of 
three- and four-jet events at the same Есм with the same detector. The quark 
contents of the jet samples from three- and four-jet events as a function of the jet 
energy are presented in Fig. 2. These quark contents are mixed heavy-quark light-
quark contents. (The results are gained from Monte Carlo events at the Z* resonance. 
The MC generator, its parameters, and jet-finding algorithm used will be described 
later.) The quark content of the four-jet events is clearly higher than that of the 
three-jet events in this energy region. If the gluons are really softer -as predicted by 
the previously mentioned theoretical calculations- the experiments would be able to 
verify it by showing softer three- than four-jet events on the average. 

We will discuss this possibility (comparison of jets in three- and four-jet topologies) 
as the only promising chance. 

After determining the energy dependence of a chosen jet variable [ Л ( ^ ) | for three-
and four-jets (-4 1/ <(£' J)) it is easy to give the energy dependence of this jet variable 
for quarks/g'luous [.4 t / ,(Ej)] using the quark content of the three- and four-jet events 
[93/4(^7)] plotted in Fig.2. and solving a linear system of equations. The result is: 

\A,{E,)J « ,№)-*№)^-*№> 9ÁEi) )\MEi)} ' W 

It is straightforward to give the square of the statistical errors. 
In the following we will illustrate the method outlined above to determine special 

energy-dependent moments of quark and gluon jets. In our approach Monte-Carlo 
data were generated by Jetset 6.3 [8]. The partonic configuration is calculated from 
perturbative QCD in the form of a second order matrix element for a finite jet resolu
tion parameter j | m . We have changed the QCD part of JETSET 6.3 to get rid of the 
GKS [91 approximation, by the method of the MARK J collaboration (for more details 
see (101). l n o u r Monte-Carlo analysis we have used the fragmentation parameters 
fitted to LEP data given by OPAL [11). We want to -tudy and compare separate jets, 
(all parton ancestors are well separated) thus the fixed order perturbative results are 
applicable in this region of the phase space. 

We have used 10 000 000 hadronic events in our studies at the Z' resonance. In 
the hadronic final states not only the charged, but the neutral particles have been 
considered too. 

After generating an event we have used the LUCLUS cluster algorithm [8] to 
determine the number, the energies *-nd the directions of the jets. . Of course the 
jet uumber, as determined by the cluster algorithm, does not always coincide with 
the parton number. Events where it does not are called background. To reduce this 
background we have used only those multihadronic events where the jet number was 
insensitive to the cluster algorithm's parameter in the range of 3.3 CeV-4 .9 GeV. 

We have analysed the moments of eq. (1). It is easy to see that Л/oo is the 
multiplicity of the jet. Clearly these moments are sensitive to the softer fragmentation, 
higher multiplicity and broader p, of the gluon jets as compared to the quark jets. 

As an example we have plotted the moment Mu for j e t s in three- and four-jet 
event topolories as a function of the jet energy (Fig. 3.). Clearly the jets in the three 
jet events are softer, in good agreement » i th the higher gluon content. (At least they 
are softer at the Monte Carlo level. We encourage experimentalists to present this 
softness using the available experimental data.) 

Using eq. (2), we have determined the energy dependence of Мц for quark-jets 
and gluon-jets (Fig. 4.) . These results are clearly extracted from the information 
contained by the three- and four-jet events. On the other hand in MC analyses one 
can give these energy functions for quark- and gluon-jets using the parton ancestor 
of a jet. The result of this second study entirely agrees with Fig. 4. 

In the second part of this paper we show a possible discrimination method by tbe 
combination of neural network and QCD to separate quark and gluon jets of e + e ~ 
annihilation. 

In general, the application of NN consists of three distinct periods: learning, 
testing and generalisation. In discrimination problems the learning phase corresponds 
to the construction of the discrimination function. This is realized by applying input 
patterns (namely: multidimensional vectors) with known categories to the NN. In the 
testing phase one tests the performance of the discrimination function produced by 
the network with data that has been never seen by the NN. Generalisation, the active 
phase of the network yields predictions for unknown samples. 

The self-organizing adaptive NN nvdel used in this paper was introduced by 
Kohonen and has been described in detail ;r. the author's book (12]. 

In the r category, d dimensional LVQ discrimination method for any с category 
we have a fix ( n c ) number of d dimensional reference vectors (k; , » = l , . . . , n t ; e ш 
1,. ., r). T i n learning period starts with the initialization of the reference vectors (e.g. 
the first n t input data for each categories are equal to k| ). During the adaptive 
learning process the reference vectors are moved at time t according to the incoming 
data x ( c > ( ( ) . (Here the incoming data x(t ) received at t belongs to the category 
c.) These "movements" are organised by the learning rule to obtain an optimal 
discrimination with the nearest neighbour method. The learning algorithm is the 
following: let ktT (r) be the reference vector closest to a given input x'' '(t) in some 
(e.g. Euclidean) metric at time t: 

P [kir\t) - x w < i ) ] - min p [kS"(.) - x u ) « ) ] , (4) 

where p is the distance and the minimum is with respect to all reference vectors and 
for all the categories. If x ( e , ( t ) belongs to tbe same category as the closest reference 
vector (c = m) than this reference vector is updated in the following way: 

k<,m,(t +1) = kÍT'í«) + «(«) [«"'(0 - kÍT'íO] . (5) 
if the categories are not identical (m ф е) 

к!Г>(* + Х)»к|,")(«)-«»(0[*("(0-Ь1Г ,(0] . f») 
for all the other reference vectors 

kj-»(n-i)-k|"»(i) , (7) 



»Ьеге О < ct(t) < 1 and a ( í ) is decreasing monotonously with the discrete time. 
In the test phase one provides input data of known origin. The NN selects the 

reference vector closest to the given input and then the known category of the input 
and the category associated with the selected reference vector are compared. In this 
way one can measure the classification performance of the NN. 

We have illustrated these ideas in Fig.5. The discrimination problem is the геы 
quark-jet vs. gluon jet separation. We have plotted jets having 30 GeV energy in a 
two dimensional space (transversal momentum fraction of the first and third particles. 
Quarks are crosses, gluons are circles. Large crosses and circles are reference vectors.). 
In the naive approach the discriminating curve is a straight line (Fig.5.a). Following 
the method outlined above (e.g. having two-two reference vectors) the discriminating 
curve is not a straight line, it has two bends (Fig.5.b). Consequently the performance 
of the discrimination improves. By increasing the number of the reference vectors the 
discriminating curve becomes more and more sophisticated which further improves 
the success rate. 

To study the properties of quark and gluon jets we have used Monte Carlo data 
generated by Jetset 6.3 as described in the first part of the paper. 

We have used 1 000 000 hadronic events at the Z° resonance. In the hadronic 
final states not only the charged, but neutral particles have been considered too. 

We have analysed the following data samples: 
a. general three-jet events 
A quark (antiquark or ghton) jet is defined as the jet closest to the quark (antiquark 
or gluon) parton, with the closeness defined as the relative angle between them. The 
minimal angle between two jets is 35". In addition we have required that no jets have 
less than 3% of the total center of mass energy. 
b . In order to compare the results, particularly the results obtained by imposing a 
cut on the energy of the jets, with those of (5] we have also studied the JETSET 7.2 
Parton Shower option with their parameter choice. 

50 reference vectors have been used in the network analysis. In each run reference 
vectors have been associated in equal number with quark and gluon categories. Initial 
reference values for the vectors were picked out from the input data namely the first 
25 quark and gluon data were chosen. 

Teit results have shown decreasing fluctuations in the success rate when the num
ber of the reference vectors have been increased. The accuracy of the prediction 
monotonously increased with the number of learning steps and seemed to saturate 
after about S000 steps (Fig.6.) 8000 patterns have been used in the test period to 
determine the network's performance. 

The NN input information we have used are the following 
a. the jet label (whether a particular jet was of quark or gluon origin) 
b . the energy (E,„) and the invariant mass square (Qj„) of the jet 
c . the longitudinal p i / p , c , and transversal pt/pj,t momenta fractions of all the out-
coming particles. Previously mentioned soft particles have been rejected. 

The pert rroance of a given method is presented in the form e.g. 84*$(7б/88). 
This notation means that the method gives 76% and 88% identification rate for gluon 
and quark jets respectively, while the weighted (for all the quark and gluon jets used 
in the analysis) average identification rate is 84%. 

As gluons are produced in bremsstrahlung-like processes, they usually have smaller 
energies than the primary quark jets. Imposing a cut for our three-jet sample at 23 
GeV (jets with energy larger than 23 CeV are cal'ed quark jets, while others gluon 
jets) the succes rate is 88%(7?/ЭЗ). 

We have checked this «imple energy cut method for the reproducible multijet 
sample of [5]. They report 84Я5 success rate with a feedforward neural network with 
one bidden layer. Surprisingly, the simple energy cut leads to a higher 85% result. In 
our opinion their network could have learnt the fact that jets with small energies are 
usually gluons, while jets with larger energies are the quark ones. 

The underlying perturbative QCD matrix element gives the p,(x« | r » , z c ) proba
bility that a jet (in a three-jet event) with a given x . = 2Е,/Есм energy fraction is 
a gluon jet (the two other jets have ц and xt energy fractions). For instar.ce in first 
order of a, this probability is clearly: 

^ • ' ^ ' " ( u S l , ) ' 
^(1 - » . K l - »») (I - *»)(! - » . ) (I - *«)(! - *.)) 

(8) 

One can use this probability (8) to indentify jets, e.g. if p , ' > 1/2 than a jet 
is said to be gluon, otherwise quark. This identification method gives 87%(77/92) 
performance for hadronic three-jet events. 

Our first NN approach wa: to teach our network with the data set including 
euergy, invariant mass square and all the transversal and longitudinal momenta of 
the six most energetic particles. The performance has been quite independent of the 
number learning steps and of the number of particles in the input data. 

The obtained success rate of 86% does not exceed the result where no NN has been 
used, only the energy as a cut has been considered. It seems that the NN has picked 
out energy as the mos', important selection factor rather than the hidden information 
contained in other details. Therefore the failure of this type of brute-force approach 
is confirmed. 

Thus a different approach, based on a separate study of kinematic properties and 
internal structure of jets is needed. 

To exclude energy from the NN input data the jets have been sorted into ten 
energy classes (from 5 to 50 GeV by 5 GeV) of 8000 jets each. Learning and testing 
were performed separately for all the energy classes. 

The success rate obtained seemed to be rather low but the information yielded by 
the NN could be considered to be independent of the QCD categorization based on 
energy values. Therefore to improve the performance one would try to combine the 
information yielded by the NN and the underlying QCD matrix element. 

It is straightforward to define the R variable for any jet given by x: 

where kJ'* is the nearest q or g reference vector to the input x (as in eq.l) . Л falls 
within (—I, Ij. 

We calculated R values for the gluon and quark jet test samples separately. / , ( Я ) 
and f,(R) denote the obtained density functions shown in Fig.7.a. These functions 
may be used to calculate a probabilistic value for a given input with a certain R value. 
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The input jet is expected to be a quark jet with aprobabS'ty of »J"* and a fluou jet 
with probability p , " ' 0 : 

respectively. Theseprobabilities are plotted in Fig.7.b as a function of R. 
Provided the p^D by (3) and p**' by (8) probabilities are independent one easily 

gets the p, combined probability for an input to be a quark jet by: 
jqcot JNH) 

й_ Pi Pi моч 
1 - p, — Pi + Zpt P« 

The above combination of the probabilities with » f t = 1/2 cut has led to 92% 
success rate. This indicates that the optimal way is to combine the information of 
the fragmentation properties and the underlying QCD matrix element. 

The increase from 87% success rate (only QCD matrix element approach) to the 
present 92% accuracy does not seem to be a very significant change, however this 
result means that the misidentification rate is 62our first approach or [10]) compared 
to the combined one. 

Conclusions 
We have applied conventional, NN and combined QCD-NN methods to separate 

quark and gluon jets. 
We have suggested a simple method to see the differences between quark and 

gluon jets. The differences between them arise from the perturbative QCD prediction 
of Fig. 2. We have tested our method to calculate special moments of quark and 

?luon jets in the Lund Model. Remarkable differences can be seen between them. 
Comparing our method to other methods (eg. symmetric three-jet event studies), we 

can say that our method compares gluon jets with quark jets having exactly the same 
energy, thus there is no kinematics] difference superimposed on the dynamical ones. 
Tb- other advantage of our method is that it reaches high statistics. The third and 
technically most important advantage of the method is that the comparison can be 
made by the use of ouly one detector. 

lOn the second part we have studied NN methods. 
i) The kinematic separation based on an energy cut or p'? ' resulted as 87-88%. 
identification success rate 
ii> The NN alone could reach as 86%. Thus the performance of the method based 
o;. kinematic variables and the naive neural network are about the same. This is the 
reason why the success rate in [5] with NN is not higher than that with the kinematic 
cut for the same event sample. Clearly what the neural network does is not more 
than realizing this simple kinematic information. 
i:ii We have sorted the data into tsn equidistant energy categories (from S to SO 
Ci-V) and analysed them independently with NN. Combining these results with the 
underlying QCD probabilities based on the kinematical configuration of the jet system 
we have reached 92% success rate, a prediction accuracy superior to previous works. 

The whole NN algorithm combined with the QCD method it very easy to imple
ment in paraleQ hardware, thus offers a var;' promising way for on-une triggering in 
njsjn energy ед|ми iuients. 
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Figur« Caption 
Figure 1. The available phase space for three-jet events. The curves represent the 

Й- m conti, samples (tee text), 
gure 2. The quark content of the jet samples, gained in three- and four-jet 

topologies, at a function of the jet energy. 
Figures. The average AfM value for jets in three- and (bur-jet events at a function 
of the jet energy. 
Figure 4. The average Af u moment for quark and gluon jets at a function of the 
jet energy. 
Figure ST Discrimination of 30 GeV quark and gluon jets (tee text), a. naiv« 
approach; b. LVQ result with 2-2 reference vectors 
Figure 8. The success rate of the LVQ method vs. the number of learning steps 
Figure 7. a. Quark and gluon density function in R; b. probability of being a 
quark or gluon jet calculated from eq. 7. 
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AT FUTURE HADRONIC COLLIDERS 
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ABSTRACT 

We investigate some features of the multiplicity distributions observed 
in nondilfractive pp and pp interactions. Our analysis concentrates mainly 
on the behaviour of certain momentum combinations that appears to be 
remarkably smoothly varying in the cm. energy range 10-900 GeV. Utilizing 
this empirical regularity vre make predictions for the multiplicity distributions 
at Tevatron. LHC and SSC energies. 

1. Introduction 

A tot of what we know about the dynamics of multiparticle production come* 
from the study ot multiplicity distributions [1]. Detailed anaiysi* ef their prop
erties may also provide information about the processes at even higher energies. 
Usually, predictions are made by extrapolating the observed energy dependence 
of the parameters of an appropriate distribution function that have proved to be 
successful in fitting the measured multiplicity distributions. A well known exam
ple is the prediction made by the UA5 Collaboration for SSC energies using the 
Negative Binomial distribution |2J. Another prediction was made for Tevstrou 
by one of us [3] utilising a different distribution function which is known as the 
Krassnovssky-Wagner (hereafter KW) distribution in the literature |4|. As was 
shown in ref. (5|, these predictions lead to unexpected regular patterns in the high 
energy behaviour of correlations. 

A similar analysis is the subject of the present ankle. We make predictions for 
multiplicity distributions at Tevatron, LHC and SSC energies. But our method 
is different from the above mentioned approach: it does not necessarily involve 
fitting the experimental data by a particular distribution function. It is based 
on a remarkable empirical regularity that appears in the behaviour of certain 
momentum combinations of the multiplicities observed in nondi/TractiVe pp und 
pp interactions. Extrapolating this feature of multiplicity distributions to high 
energies provides a powerful way of making predictions — perhaps independently 
of the type of collision. It is to be hoped that the analysis of these momentum 
combinations will become a useful procedure in the characterisation of multibody 
phenomena. 

3 . The K W distribution 

This section gives a brief summary of the КW distribution since we will use its 
basic relations in the following sections. For further information, see e.g. ref. Щ, 
The KW distribution was obtained from a generalised geometrical model in the 
impact parameter representation. Furthermore, it is also in accordance with the 
stochastic number evolution picture |1|. The distribution hat the form 

A - < n$ftj / v lW*" ," , •»(-*(<*)••). (0 

where 
" л к.1лх Г"(Л-M/m) 



With regard to the awaiting of the three parameters: 
• A is the scaling violation parameter: constant, if К NO seating holds. 
• (*) is the average multiplicity. 
• m is a constant whose value depends on the type of collision; in the stochas

tic number evolution picture it measures the degree of nonlinearity. 
The two energy dependent parameters, A and (n) are related to the dispersion 

©=(<»'>-to')'" 
through 

<»)» P ( j . + l / m ) I W W 

Finally, the normalised moments of the distribution are given by 
ÍV) _ m + k/m) ,_, 

с * - < ^ - г ч л + 1Л») lA)- {3) 

The above formulae will be enough for us in the following discussion. Let us now 
turn our attention to the main topics of the article. 

S. A new empirical regularity 

In the analysis of the multiplicity distributions observed in nondiffractive pp and 
sp interactions (2], [6], [7] we considered the momentum combinations 

< « • • ' > - < • ' ) - CW, <„)*•» -C»<»>* (,) 
for к = 1...4, using the measured valves of the <V» and (n). Plotting them 
against the first momentum (average multiplicity) we have found a remarkably 
smootn dependence that was a great surprise to us. This feature is illustrated 
in Figure 1 where we plotted the logarithm of the above mentioned momentum 
combinations since they grow very rapidly as a power function of (n). As is tttn 
from the graph, all of the four quantities smoothly vary in the whole of this large 
interval, according to the parametrisation 

ln ( (n**») - {» '» = £ , InW + F», (S) 
where the corresponding values of Et and Ft are collected in Table 1. The smooth
ness of the points, especially for к = 1, indicates that if one applies an appropriate 
distribution function (e.g. the Keg- Bin. or KW) together with the dependence 
of ln(^R*) - (я)) it is possible to estimate from the first six points the remain
ing three ISR and three Collider multiplicity distributions. (The method is very 
simple and will be described below.) It would be of interest, with regard to the 
colliding-beam machines of the near future which will produce events with very 
high multiplicities, to estimate those multiplicity distributions utilising the newly 
found empirical regularity. Such an analyse is the subject of the next section 
where we make predictions for Tevatron, LHC and SSC energies. 

4. Predictions for future colliders 

Since the KW distribution proved to be successful in describing the multiplicity 
distributions observed in various reactions [3|, (•] we will apply this distribution 
function for making predictions. Furthermore, we make use tome of the result* 
obtained by fitting the nondiffractive pp and •# multiplicities, applying (1). It 
would be easy just to extrapolate the determined energy dependence of the scaling 
violation fit parameter A to higher energies. But our method to different since it 
does not requires a knowledge of this information. All we need is the observed 
energy deependence of average multiplicity, the use of relation (5) for * » 1, and 
the value of parameter m in (1) that proved to be m = 1.25 in the above mentioned 
analysis of nondiffractive data. 

Utilising empirical regularities |9), [10} as constraints has been a powerful 
method in various analyses of multiparticle production [11). [13|. In our case, to 
obtain the evolution of parameter A in respect of energy we can use the (n) depen
dence of In ((n' ) - (n)) as a constraint: assuming the validity of its parametrisation 
at experimentally unexplored energy regions (see Figure 3) it to easy to determine 
how the scaling violation parameter must depend on average multiplicity. Apply
ing (S) for к = 1 with the corresponding values of £* and Л we calculated A at 
a given (n) numerically, through eqs. (I) and (4). Repeating our procedure in 
the (n) interval of 5-100 yields the trend shown, with its estimated uncertainty, 
in Figure 3. The tail of the curve from (n) = 10 is well parametrisable by the 
approximate expression 

A = B{n)-° (6) 

with fl = Э.И5 ± 0.63 and D = 0.443 ± 0.006. As can be seen from the figure, the 
variation of A with (n) is in good agreement with the results obtained by fitting 
the nondiffractive data, further, the tendency of the first six (or even more) fitted 
points has much weaker predicting power than the constraint method described 
above. 

Knowledge of how the scaling violation parameter A depends on (n) together 
with the observed energy dependence of (n) now makes it possible to predict the 
multiplicity distributions at energies that will be available in the experiments of 
the near future. There are two well known parametrisatlons in ths literature that 
characterise the energy dependence of average multiplicity |в|: 

(n)~p + Q.* (7) 
and 

W - f + Q'lns + Ä ' ln ' j . (t) 

Both relations describe the measured data with P = -7.0 ± 1.3, Q » 7.2 ± 1.0, 
Я = 0.127 ±0.009 and/* = 2.7 ±0.7, Q' = -0.03 ±0.21, Я* » 0.167 ±0.016. But 
extrapolating them to y/i - 40 TeV (SSC energies) gives quite different values of 
average multiplicity: at those energies <n) would reach 75 or 05 depending on the 



chosen pexametriaatioa. Figure 4 shows the expected multiplicity distributions al 
y S = 40 TtV using both (7) and (•) with UM corresponding values of Л — on* sees 
«key are fairly distinct. Because of this deviation, we present the results of our 
predictions for three delicate energies separately in Table 2 and 3, corresponding to 
parametrisations (7) and (8), respectively- The tables contain the predicted values 
of average multiplicity, the scaling violation parameter A, the second, third, fourth 
and fifth normalised moments, the dispersion D, and the correlation parameter Л. 
We abo considered the variation of the shape of multiplicity distributions at four 
characteristic energies. Figure 5 compares multiplicities on a KNO plot with 
(я) = 10, 20, 40 and 100, roughly corresponding to 1SR, Collider, Tevatron and 
SSC energies. We do not expect, nor do we find KNO scaling behaviour in the 
energy range under consideration (see also Figure 6). 

Before closing this section, let us say some words about a similar analysis 
of multiplicity distributions observed in other reactions [13]. We examined the 
dependence of (я 1 ) - (я) on (я) in the case of e*e~ annihilation and lepton-
hadron scattering. We have found smooth variations of the momentum combi
nation again. As an interesting piece of our preliminary results, we displayed in 
Figure 6 the expected evolution of the Buctuations of multiplicity distributions in 
e*e~ annihilation and hadron-hadron collision, comparing them to the Poissonian 
case. The resulting trends are obtained by the same constraint method as before, 
••ing eq. (3) with the corresponding values of parameter m and (n) dependences 
of parameter A. The shape of the curves indicates a clear violation of KNO scaling 
in hadron-hadron interactions (compare the tendency to Figure 2 of ref. |2|), while 
the approximate KNO scaling observed ine*e~ annihilation [14[ probably remains 
valid at LEP energies. But the systematic (although slaw) increase of D/(n) and 
the resulting (я) dependence of A indicate the violation of KNO scaling at very 
large values of average multiplicity. 

5. СоосЪмкша 

Summarising our results, we can state that studying the behaviour of the momen
tum combinations (ч** 1} - {я') may provide useful information in the analysis 
of multiplicity distributions. We have found these quantities to be remarkably 
smoothly varying with average multiplicity in various processes. As an application 
of this empirical regularity, we made predictions for the multiplicity distributions 
at Tevatron, LHC and SSC energies. Although our results are similar to those of 
[2j and [3', the constraint method proposed by us seems to be more accurate, es
pecially in e + e~ annihilation and krpton-hadron scattering. We should emphasise 
the general usefulness of the newly found regularity — that our way of predicting 
high energy multiplicities it only one of its many possible applications. For ex
ample, in connection with Figure 0, estimation of the Buctuations of multiplicity 
distributions may provide practical benefits at SSC in detector design [15]. Nev
ertheless, it will he interesting to see how the results of our investigations agree 
with forthcoming experimental data. 
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Abstract 
la this talk I will com two quite different bot iateconaected topics: l)The 

Заее-Eiastaa «fleet U two-jet events at LEP, ie »venu with a single striae struc
ture, u d 2)» new test on aydrodyaamical model«, h this test the iatcrJerometrical 
correlator play« a hey roll aad cam b« «wd to bring information on «he matter evo
lution is time and space. A preliminary DELPHI analysis kas howevet «kova tea» 
the extraction of the two-particle contjatioa function it contaminated by large 
systematic «acertaiat»«- Three different analysis, aU uiiag standard methods, 
(jive iacoasiateat results. Furthermore the two-particle correlation itself is shown 
to be dee not only to Bose-Eiasteia comlatioas bat also to the decay of heavy 
quark resonances, so the determiaatioa of the Bose-Eiasteia effect depends on the 
modeling of these other sources. This modeling is at the moment not accurate 
enough. Мок work is aeeded to clarify the situation. 

le-auil beagt Jonudttquark J» s» 

1 Introduction 
In measurements of Bow Einstein correlations (or Hanbury-Brown-Twiss, 
HBT, or intensity interferometry) yon study the correlation function Cjj: 

C"mPMPip,) ( l ) 

where PtPi.Pj) is the two-particle probabUjty density, subject to Вою-Ein
stein symmetrisation, and Pfc) u the corresponding single-particle quantity 
for a particle with bur-momentum p.. In practice, P{pi) • P(ßt) •* often 
replaced by />s(pj,p>), which, ideally, in all respects resembles P(p\,pi), apart 
from its lack of Bose-Einstein symmetrnatioo. It u immediately obvious that 
the definition of an appropriate reference sample, from which P»(p\,Pt) can 
be obtained, is a major issue in this kind of studies. Absentee of correlation 
corresponds to С и ж 1. 

The Bose-Einstein effect is seen at an enhancement in the production 
of identical bosons of similar momenta- The standard interpretation of the 
effect is that it is a quantum-mechanical effect measuring the space-time 
distribution of the emitted particles. It can thus be used at a tool to test 
ideas on particle production and there are interesting applications for heavy-
ion collisions and in the search for quark-gluon plasma. 

We need however to understand this tool. Even if it hat been observed in 
many reactions [1], the understanding of the effect is poor. An experimental 
problem in earliar measurements has been the poor statistical accuracy in 
the small part of phase space where this effect can be teen. New large data 
samples by the LEP collaborations permit measurements with good statistics, 
and dedicated experiments will soon present data from hadronic interactions. 

I will here discuss a preliminary analysis by the DELPHI collaboration 
at LEP and show some unexpected results displaying the importance of sys
tematic effects in the experimental determination of the sixe and shape of the 
correlation effect. I will mainly discus» the Bose-Einstein effect in hadronic 
events showing two-jet production, ie fragmentation of a single string. Re
sults from earliar measurements of the same type of events at PEP and ISR 
will form the introduction to this new DELPHI study. Finally I will comment 
on a new paper (2) on how to test hydrodynarnical models in a consistent 
way using both interferometry results and single-particle distributions. 



2 Studies of two-jet events before DELPHI 
The TPC collaboration at PEP studied two-jet events produced in e +e~-
ar.riihilations at an energy of 29 GeV(3]. Two-jet events are selected with 
a sphericity cut at .25. Tbe sphericity tensor defines an event related coor
dinate system. All particles are expressed with respect to this system and 
the reference sample is obtained by combining one pion from осе event with 
another pion of same charge from another event. In order to minimize a 
possible bias from violation of energy-momentum conservation in the arti
ficial events only particles with momentum less than 1.5 GeV/c were used. 
This is also the upper limit of identification of the pions using dE/dx mea
surements- Simulated data samples analysed in an identical manner to the 
r̂ al data demonstrate that the event mixing technique does not introduce 
any artificial correlations. To test the interpretation of a Bose-Einstein ef-
fee; i study was performed combining a pion from a Л'0-decay with other 
puns. No enhancement was seen in this case, as well as for т*А'* and ir*e* 
combinations, confirming the hypothesis of no Bose-Einstein effect in these 
ca^es. 

The Böse-Einstein effect is shown to be described in the variable Q = /Q/, 
the absolute value of the 4-momentum difference between the produced pair 
of particles. Figure 1 shows the resulting correlation function in Q. The full 
line shows the result of a standard fit to a Gaussian function 

C,j = ЛГ(1 + Aexp(-VQ')(1 + iQ) (2) 

whereas the dashed line corresponds to a calculation of a string model[-t]. 
The experimental factor (1 + ^Q) takes rare of an approximately linear rise 
a: S.iiher Q values, seen in these data. 

We remark that there is a clear difference between the two curves only 
ii. ;he region Q < 200 MeV/c where, however, the statistical weight of the 
i'- •--.surements is rather week. 

A larger sample of two-jet events with jets of similar energy has been 
ä ; iifii by the AFS collaboration at the ISR[5]. With a similar experimental 
:• Clique л- the TPC collaboration they find similar results but with better 

: sticai significance. Figure 2 summarizes their results. The full line shows 
x ' '. to att exponential function which is preferred over a fit to a Gaussian 
h-.ctiou, dashed line. The exponential function is a good approximation of 

the string model. No linear rize at higher Q is seen, hence no (1 +7<J) factor 
wax fitted. The correlation effect was present only for identical particles, and 
A'**-* combinations show no enhancement. 

The AFS collaboration also analysed minimum bias data sampled at </i = 
63 GeV. The apparatus covered only tbe central region in rapidity —1 < 
Угщ < 1. The correlation turns out to be very similar to vhat is found in 
the two-jet events, cp Figure* 2 and 3. One interpretation is 'hat of a simple 
string structure also in these events. 

3 The DELPHI analysis 
The sample of events used in the analysis was collected by the DELPHI 
detector at the LEP c*e~ collider during 1990, and corresponds to 2; 130,000 
hadronic Z decays. 

A description of the DELPHI detector can he found elsewhere [6]. Fea
ture« of the apparatus relevant for tbe analysis of multihadronic final states 
(with emphasis to the detection of charged particles) are outlined in [7). The 
present analysis relies on the information provided by the central tracking 
detectors: the Inner Detector (ID), the Time Projection Chamber 'TPC), 
and the Outer Detector (OD). 

TPC, ID and OD cover the region between 25' and 155' in polar angle в, 
with reconstruction efficiency near to 1. The average momentum resolution 
for the charged particles in hadronic final states is in the range Др/р ~ 
0.002 - 0.01p (p in GeV) depending on which detectors we included in tbe 
fit. This is consistent with the observed K* and Л widths. 

Only charged particles were used in this analysis and they were all as
sumed to be pions. This assumption implies that the effect measured is 
somewhat reduced due to the particle pairs of different identity but of same 
charge. 

A sample of 70,000 hadronic events were left after cuts. Events due to 
beam-gas scattering and to 77 interactions have been estimated to be lets 
than 0.1% of the sample; background from r*r~ events was calculated to 
be less than 0.2%. Two-jet events were selected by means of a thrust cut 
T > 0.95. Tbe results presented are largely independent of the actual value 
of this cut. К sample of 34,000 two-jet events remained. 

The influence of detector effects, as well as other non-interference correla-



tioos, « u studied by means of the detector simulation Monte Carlo-program 
DELSIM [8]. A sample of 60,000 Z" — 44 generated with Parton Shower 
JETSET (9] version T.2 (JETSET PS in the following) with default parame
ters, i.e., without including any Bose-Einstein symmetrization, was followed 
through the detailed simulation of the detector, and processed through the 
same reconstruction and analysis chain as the real data. 

In the calculation of the correlation function the single particle acceptance 
is taken out, but the results do depend on the two-particle acceptance. We 
expect a drop in acceptance for nearby particles of same charge due to a 
limited two-particle resolution of the detectors and, in fact, for tracks closer 
than 1.5 cm in space at »he entrance of the TPC we find such a drop. On the 
other hand we also find some examples of double tracks, ie one particle has in 
the reconstruction program given rize to two tracks. These effects are difficult 
to correct for. Instead the particles are required to be isolated: if tracks are 
closer than. 1.5 cm. in space at the entrance of the TPC only the longest one 
is kept for the analysis. The corresponding condition is to be fulfilled in the 
construction of the reference distribution. Even after these cuts the region 
Q < -tű MeV shows some possible double tracks and, consequently, it was 
not used in the analysis. The reference distribution is calculated by mixing 
events in a similar way to the IPC and AFS collaborations. 

The correlation function shows a dependence on Q, not on its components, 
confirming the TPC and AFS results. Figure 4 shows the appearance of a 
very strong enhancement at low Q values. Figure 5 shows that these new 
data seem to be consistent with the TPC results as well as the large progress 
of statistical accuracy. The difference in siie of the effect is reasonable as 
the DELPHI study uses all charged tracks, whereas the TPC study uses 
identified pior.s. 

FiS'Jre ь shows that a large part of the correlation below Q=--200 Mev/c is 
due to non Hose-Einstein effects. Trie JETSET PS simulation program de
scribes most aspects of the LEP dal i but has no Bose-Einstein effect included 
in this calculation. We have made a calculation using the same program with 
a perfect detector to assure that the simulated eifect is not a detector e'fect, 
Figure T. 

The correlation is apparently due to the presence of heavy quark reso
nances and 4' production which gives » ± г ± combinations of low effective 
mass. We remark that Q 1 = ЛЯ(ггт) — 4m\, so the correlation depends 
directly ou the possible influence from different resonances. This non Bose-

Einitein effect concerns the low Q-region, Q less than 200 MeV/c, and w u 
quite small in the TPC study and not seen by the AFS collaboration. A'* A'* 
combinations show no such effect[13]. 

The problem connected with the n' decay chain, v' --» n » + » " , 7 —• 
T"ir*4r", is addressed e.g. in (10,12,13.14]. At the n' production rate it not 
well known at present, it is not possible to accurately estimate the size of 
this additional effect which will appear in the same region of »mall relative 
momenta as the Bose-Einstein correlations, thus constituting a problem. 

In a study based on iru simulated data, we have found that =5 $0% of 
the T * T * pairs with n' origin are already eliminated by the isolation cut 
mentioned earlier, a fact whi''h considerably reduces the problem. 

A method based on a purely kinematic analysis, has been developed to 
eliminate these contaminating pairs, with a resultant rejection efficiency oí 
з: (70 — i0}%. In this method two-particle combinations of eqi' il charge, poj-
sibly bein? due to rj' decays, arc identified by demanding that the effective 
mass of 1г*!7+т~1Г" systems and their two т*т~ subsystems should be re
stricted to certain ranges, defined by the r\' decay kinematics. Such identified 
,т*т* particle combinations are not used in the analysis. The unavoidable 
simultaneous rejection of pairs which are not tf descendants is estimated to 
give a (10 - 20)% reduction of the Bose-Einstein correlation [13]. Figure 8 
shows the uncorrected correlation function for the two-jet sample и well u 
the one with this n'-rejection. We find that the rejection result« in only a 
marginal reduction of the correlation, compatible with that expected due tu 
the simultaneous rejection of pairs of nou-rj' descendants. We conclude that 
the presence of r;' in our sample is too small to have a significant influence 
on the correlation function. 

The present knowledge of production and decay of all mesons is incorpo
rated in the Monte Carlo version used. To have a cross-check on the effect 
of resonances in the simulation model we have studied the correlation func
tion for the T V ! T " pairs for experimental data as well as simulated data in 
the same way as for tVie **** pairs. Results are shown in Figure 9. We 
find an enhancement at low Q values together with a small signal from K"'t 
which have decayed near the vertex. The signal around the p mass region 
is not very clear in data, much smaller than expected from the simulation. 
The standard admixture of resonances, like _ \r ; , /Y\ etc, ai included in the 
Monte Carlo reproduce the main features of the correlation in the data at 
low Q value», Thí diserepency of the /> production between Monte Carlo and 



data constitutes a waning abont rusting accuracy of tbe simulation. 
When we comet oar correlation function Сцы, by dividing it with the 

same quantity calculated with the Monte Carta Сглс w« find a much reduced 
effect. Figure 10. 

Another choice of reference distribution which is often used is to form 
unlike-charged pion pain within the same event Obviously Bon» Einstein 
correlations are absent, hut many of the »•*»- pain stem from resonances, 
distorting the kinematic«] phase space, at seen on Fig-9. Correcting for the 
resonance contribution by Eq. 3, we find results which differ clearly from 
what we extracted above constructing the reference distribution r\(»i,pi) 
by mixing events, see Fig. 11 and Table 1. With a perfect simulation of all 
correlations except Bose-Einstein correlations these different methods should 
give consistent results. 

We used also an event mixing method (duster mixing) that can be applied 
to many-jet events as weB, as proposed by the Mark II collaboration [11]. 
Tbe events were first classified according to the number of jets (or dusten) 
using the Lund Monte Carlo cluster-finding routine (9] LVCtVS with default 
parameters. This routine assigns the input particles to the found dusters, 
and labels the clusters in each event in order of decreasing cluster momentum. 
The algorithm takes two events with the same number of dusten and rotates 
each duster of the second event so that its three-momentum is parallel to the 
three-momentum of the appropriate duster(with the same order number and 
with energy within 5 GeV) of the first event. To create the reference sample 
same charge particles from the first event and particles from the appropriate 
rotated duster of the second event were used. The duster-mixing method 
with the condition on the equality of tbe seen energy succeeds in achieving 
a levelling off of the correlation function outside the region of Bose-Einstein 
correlation. Fig. 12. 

There are strong correlations between the (1+70) factor and the fitted 
Л and r paramétere of the Bose-Einstein effect, when using Eq. 2. There is 
no good reason why tbe linear rize with Q of the correlation function, seen 
sometimes for Q > 1 GeV/c should be valid also in the region 0 < Q < 1 
GeV/c. The cluster mixing method, with an appropriate condition on the 
equality of the seen energy, succeeds in reconstructing the distribution outside 

Data Exponential GWMMMA 
Two jet events 
Heb Mixed events A 

l*INDF 

0.52 ±0.08 
0.37 ±0.04 
0.09 ±0.02 

0.8 

0.40 ±0.03 
0.19 ±0.01 
0J»±0.01 

0.» 
Two jet events 
Ref: + - comb. 

r(fm) 
A 

xVfDF 

1.15 ±0.10 
0.45 ±0.04 
0.05 ±0.01 

1.7 

0.75 ± 0.04 
0,25 ±0.02 
0.04 ±0.01 

1.5 
General hadronic 
events 
Ref: + - comb. 

rifra) 
A 

XVNDF 

1.08 ±0.08 
0.47 ±0.03 
0.07 ± 0.01 

1.7 

0.73 ±0.03 
0.27 ±0.02 
0.05 ±0.01 

1.4 
General hadronic 
events 
Ref: Mixed duster 

turn) 
A 
xVNDF 

0.84 ±0.07 
0.49 ±0.05 

0.75 

0.52 ±0.02 
0.27 ±0.02 

0.69 

Table 1: Vthat of fitted penmtttrt utinf Eo.l. The comUtion function hut 
seen corrected for non-interfertnee effect! «sin« timuloted data (tee text). 

the region of the Bose-Einstein correlation. This means that this method 
gives a better estimate of the reference distribution PO(PI.PJ) and thus more 
reliable paraméteri. 

The full data sample, ie without the cut on thrust to select two-jet events, 
can be studied when using the + - combinations as reference or using the 
duster mixing method. The correlation is not different from what is seen in 
the two-jet events when using the H— combinations as reference. The same 
conclusion is obtained by using the duster mixing method. Numerical values 
of the fits are given in Table 1. 

Summarizing, the preliminary DELPHI analysis bat shown that the ex
traction of the two-particle correlation function is contaminated by large sys
tematic uncertainties. Three different analysis, all using standard methods, 
give inconsistent results. Furthermore tbe two-particle correlation itself is 
shown to be due not only to Bose-Einstein correlations but also to the decay 
of heavy quark resonances. Therefore the determination of the Bose-Einstein 



effect depetk ŝ од the modeling of these other sources. This modeling is at the 
moment not accurate enough. More work is needed to clarify the situation. 

4 Testing hydrodynamical models 
Let us now forget these experimental problems and instead consider what 
we can achieve with experimentally determined Bose-Einstein parameters[2]. 
Instead of analysing jetdata testing the string description, we will put the 
emphasis on more complicated heavy-ion collisions which are more likely to 
be described in the language of thermodynamics[15]. Here we talk about 
thermalization of hadron matter at some proper time т, its expansion and 
final break-up at a final temperature Tf. 

We propose the following procedure to check the hydrodynamical hy
pothesis for multiparticte production: The freeze-out temperature Tj and the 
chemical potential ц can be determined from the single-particle pj-spectrum. 
The proper time r(y) is related to the longitudinal radius Äj,(y) which to
gether with the final transversal radius Яг can be determined from the Bose-
Einstein correlation. The system is then determined and we can calculate the 
rapidity distribution jjf(s) in absolute numbers. The agreement between the 
experimental distribution and this calculation becomes, as we will show, a 
significant consistency test of the validity of the existence of hydrodynamical 
Bows in the hadronic matter formed after the collision. 

We will apply this test on data from pp collisions and preliminary data 
on nucleus-nucleus collisions. 

The pp collisions at the CERN ISR ha« been studied in enough detail to 
permit this consistency check to be performed in the centra] region. First we 
adjust the pj-spectrum of negative pions at ,/S = 53 GeV and jfe« = 0(16] to 
the hydrodynamical approach, see Figure 13. We note that the slope, Tfx, 
of the exponential fall-off of the spectrum is slowly changing with pr> in fact 
Tf grows with increasing pr- Such behaviour can be explained by transversal 
expansion of the hydrodynamical tube. In a two-component modeljl7,18] we 
can fit the pj spectrum over 6 orders of magnitude. The high-temperature 
part of the pr spectrum is formed by a transversally expanding pion gas 
during the early mixed phase when a deflagration shock wave seizes the 
matter. At a later stage the unburnt hadronic matter, cooled down to a 
lower temperature T/, will Vie emitted and thus populate the low pr region. 

From the fit we find that the majority of pioni can be described according to 
this second source with freeze-out temperature Tf я 123 MeV, ep [19|. The 
interferometrical measurement« of the AFS Collaboration[20] gives a proper 
time г, = 1.6 ± 0.2 fm/c[2]. With these paraméteri the particle density 
should be *$J-{y = 0) = 0.12 ± 0.02. The corresponding experimental value 
ii 4&(y = 0) = 0.87±0.02, ie a one order of magnitude discrepency. Thus the 
hydrodynamical approach should be rejected even though the pr spectrum 
was reproduced over 6 orders of magnitude. 

Since most of the pions originate from resonances in this reaction a locally 
thermalized resonance gas might be considered. However the estimated time 
Tf is less than 2 fm/c and the experimentally determined resonance density is 
only 1 resonance per unit of rapidity so this consideration has to be rejected. 
We conclude that a hydrodynamical interpretation of minimum bias pp events 
at the ISR is inadequate. 

Ultra-retativistic nucleus-nucleus collisions show an abundance of soft pi
ons when compared to pp collisions. This is observed as a different expo-
uential slope of the pr spectrum at low рт and we find for nucleus-nucleus 
collisions typically T/ ~ 50 - 80 MeV in the region pr < 0.3 GeV. This 
behaviour can be explained in different ways in a hydrodynamical picture, 
either by a one-source model with a chemical potential larger than 0 or by 
the two-component model we used to fit the pr spectrum from pp collisions. 

The one-source model is a direct generalization of the Landau hypothesis 
in order to describe the strong production of low pj- pions{2l|. It is argued 
that the produced system has too short time of evolution to reach chemical 
equilibrium, so the pion system will show a non-zero chemical potential. The 
resulting pj--spectrum for SJ' collisions in the Bjorken hydrodynamical model 
is shown in Figure 14. The pointed curve corresponds to values of T/ ш 164 
MeV and >i = 118 MeV. 

The preliminary interferometrical results for SS colli»tons{22] gives for 
the central rapidity interval т/ = 4.3 fm/c so when we calculate the particle 
density we reproduce the experimental value *£• a 30[23|. This means that 
the preliminary data on SS collisions do not contradict the hydrodynamical 
picture. 

Also the other hydrodynamical model considered, the two-source model, 
is consistent with data. Figure 14, dashed curve, shows th» pr-«pectrum. 
The consistency test is successful also in this case. 



The time development! we very different in the«* two hydrodynamical 
modeh The first mode) with a nagle bydradyiunnKal source bai with ж 
chemical potential м # 0 emits the рмм at the freeie-owt time rt si 4.5 
fm/c. The two-source model radiates the pions at two different stages of its 
evolution as detailed in Ref. [17,18]. Л similar picture with delay between 
emission of high рт particles at an early stage and low pr particles at the final 
stage has been devdopped in Ref.(24j. The interferometrical correlator has 
different meanings for different components of the four-momentum difference 
Q. In the out-dircetkm, ie two particles with different pr in an identical 
direction, the delay in time leads to oscillations in the correlator and may be 
measured. In the two-source model the out-correlator will show very different 
behaviour in different pr-regions of the spectrum as there is a correlation 
between pr and the production time, whereas the one-source model gives a 
gaussian behaviour in the out-direction independent of ft- This is a clear 
experimental signal. In Figure 15 calcuIations(17] are shown for the two-
model case together with the result ot the one-source model. 

The hvdrodynamical flow in the longitudinal direction can be seen in the 
dependence of the longitudinal correlator Ri on rapidity y. The preliminary 
data on 5 5 coftmons[22] show a strong dependence of ü t on rapidity. Pig. 
16, which is described in this model with a finite hydrodynamics! tube(lT]. 
In models with no expansion Ute interferometrical sixe is independent on 
rapidity[25] which is clearly not the cue here. Considerations on the longi
tudinal flow will be further developped by D.Ferenc at this Workshop. 

In summary I want to emphasize that a joint analysis of the transversal 
momentum spectrum, rapidity distributions and the interferometrical corre
lator can test and differentiate between nv dels of hydrodynamical expansion 
of matter. This study shows that the hydrodynamical picture is inadequate 
for minimum bias events at CERN ISR energies, but that it is of great inter
est for the understanding of particle production in heavy-ion collisions. It is 
shown that current data on 5 5 collisions are consistent with the existence of 
hydrodynamical flows of matter formed in this process. More complete and 
accurate tnterferometrical data, can clarify the matter evolution in time and 
space. 
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Figure captions 
1. The correlation function of two identified pions displayed as a function 

of the absolute value of the four-momentum difference Q, for two-jet 
data sampled from e*e~ annihilations at -Ji = 29 GeV[3]. The full 
line is a fit to a Caussian function whereas the dashed line is the result 
of a string model calculation[4]. 

2. The correlation function of two identified pions displayed as a function 
of the absolute value г f the four-momentum difference Q, for two-jet 
data sampled from pp collisions at </л = 6Г, GeV[5j. The full line is a 
fie to aa exponential function whereas the i.uhed line corresponds to 
a fit to a Gaussian function. 

3. The correlation function of two identified pions displayed as a function 
of the absolute value of the four-momentum difference Q, for general 
hadronic pp events without a requirement of any special feature at 
y/a = 63 GeV[5). The full line is a fit to ao exponential function 
whereas the dashed line corresponds to a fit to a Gaussian function. 

4. The uncorrected two-particle correlation of equally charged particles as 
a function of Q for two-jet events sampled from t*t~ annihilations at 
vS = 90 GeV. 

5. The uncorrected two-particle correlation of equally charged particles as 
a function of Q for two-jet events sampled from t*t~ annihilations at 
У/З ~ 90 GeV (crosses) compared to data st <Jl» 29 GeV (line). 

6. The uncorrected two-particle correlation of equally charged particles as 
a function of Q for two-jet events sampled from t*t~ annihilations at 
y/i = 90 GeV compared to simulated events. 

7. The simulated two-particle correlation with the DELPHI detector(line) 
and with a perfect detector'crosses). 

3. The two-partic!e correlation of equally charged particles for two-jet 
events as a function of Q. The crosses are the data points of Fig.4 
whereas the line shows the data with i/'-subtraction, as explained in 
«he text. 

9. The two-particle correlation of oppositely charged particles for two-jet 
events as a function of Q. The crosses are experimental data point* 
whereas the line shows simulated data. 

10. The ratio of the two-particle correlation functions for two-jet events as a 
function of Q, Ct.u{Q)/Ckic(Q)- The reference sample is constructed 
by mixing events. 

11. The ratio of the two-particle correlation functions for two-jet events a* a 
function of Q, Cuu(Q)/Ciuc(Q)- The reference sample is constructed 
by + - combinations within the same event. The full line show« the fit 
to an exponential function. The Q-regions around the Kf and p are 
excluded from the plot and the fit. 

12. The ratio of the two-particle correlation functions as a function of Q, 
Ci,t,(Q)/Cuc(Q) for all badronic events. The reference sample is con
structed by the cluster mixing method (see text). The full (dashed) 
line shows the fit to an exponential (gaussian) function. 

13. The transversal spectrum of negative pions for pp collisions at y/j » 53 
GeV in the two-component model. The contribution of toe first source 
is shown with the pointed line, the second source with the pointed-
dashed line, and the sum with the dashed line. The data are from 
(161-

14. Preliminary data in pion transversal spectrum for SS colli(ions|23]. 
The pointed curve shows the calculation with the one-source model 
with a chemical potential different ftom 0. The dashed curve results 
from the two-source model. 

15. Out correlator for 55 collisions as a function of e M , Veeping c„4. m 0 
and <ji„, ш 0. The full line shows the correlator dependence for a 
one-source model, the other curves are results of calculations with the 
two-source model using parameters írom the adjustment to the pr-
spectrum. Dashed curve:(p)j- + Pjr)/2 = 100 MeV/c, pointed-dashed 
curve: (рхт + BJT)/2 = 330 MeV/c, pointed curve:(pir + Ptr)ß " 600 
MeV/c. 



16. The longitudinal correlate« A t at a function of rapidity for SS coffi-
noes. The preliminary data, in square*, are from |22]. Tbe line con
nects tbe triangular points calculated in tbe model. 
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STRUCTURE OF THE PEAK IN BOSE - EINSTEIN CORRELATIONS * 
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Abstract 

We discuss pioa interferometry in the framework of Wigner-functiou formal
ism. We study the different components of the x~ir~ Bote - Einstein correlation 
function analytically and numerically in the rest frame of the pair as well as 
in their longitudinal rest frame. We consider special cases from a decaying 
Lund string to a relativistic heavy ion collision at SPS energies. For the gen
eral case »e show that the Bose-Einstein correlation function exhibits a rich 
structure, which describes the spacetime characteristics of the pion source very 
sensitively to correlations between spacetime and momentum space. The space-
time characteristics can be obtained if one uses a six variable decomposition of 
the correlation function. 

When the relative momentum is in the reaction plane and is transverse to 
the beam direction in the center of mass system of the pair, the correlation 
function measures the width of the propertime distribution, while its component 
parallel to the beam measures the product of the mean production time and the 
correlation width between spatial and momentum rapidity. In the longitudinal 
rest frame, we analytically described the sidewards and outwards correlation 
functions and proved the hint that the difference of the outwards and sidewards 
source-sues measures the width of the propertime distribution. We also point 
out, that these source sires do generally depend on the total momentum of the 
pair, and we give analytic and numerical examples for this type of dependence. 

'SabmiUed ft» pabttcatioa la Nadew РЬунп В- Pmiou mraia«: Lud Uúwnily ptepnat LU TP 
»1-10 

Aiso, vre r- «ür*. а (actor of 2 difference between the t« юга! aad beamwards 
componr.it ot * ''lagmenting Load string. ТЫ» should I isibl« wk«a the cor-
r'ation function is measured at a fixed, high average transverse momentum 
• 500 - 7uO M«V, in the longitudinal rest frame of the pion pairs. This atym-

-m"7 i»maibed hidden from the recent experimental analysis, since there the 
correlation function was decomposed in the laboratory system, and the average 
tran; verse momentum of the pair waa not fixed. For this caae the deviation from 
the symmetric shape turns out to be only about 20 % in our calculation. 

We investigated this and other changes in the structure of Bose-Einttein 
correlation functions in terms of gradual introduction of resonance decays. The 
deviation from a Gaussian shape, indicated in recent experiments in e*e~, pp 
and nucleus-nucleus collisions, can be attributed to the decay products of the 
u, H* and Ф mesons, which turn the Gaussian into aa approximate exponential 
shape. At a low average transverse momentum of 200 MeV, pions emerging 
from n, íj' and J(<t> decays push the correlation function further down, resulting 
in an effective intercept value A < 1 for a momentum resolution of a few M e v . 
The effects of final «täte Coulomb and Yukawa interactions are also discussed 
briefly, resulting in a further distortion of the correlation function. Still, it 
seems to be possible to extract the real spacetime dimensions of the scoe of 
direct resonance production, independently of the of resonance decay effects, if 
the average transverse momentum of the pion pair is fixed to a high value of 
PT > 5 - 700 MeV. 

1 Introduction 
Although the concept of Bose-Einstein [1,2] or intensity interferometry [3] entered particle 
and nuclear physics more than 30 years ago (4), some basic questions in the field are still 
unanswered. Namely, what is the functional form of the Bote-Einstein correlation function 
and what this form means. On the other hand, big effort went into the exploration of this 
correlation function when studying reactions from < +«"\ pp to nucleus-nucleus, because 
these correlations yield information about the spacetime characteristics of the strong pro
cesses on the time scale of 1 0 " H s. For recent reviews on experimental as well as theoretical 
situation see refs. [3,6,7,8]. 

In this paper we discuss the structure of the Bose-Einstein correlation function based on 
the Wigner-function formalism developed in refs. [9,10,11]. For analytic paranu erization 
of the phase space emission of the pions we start from very general distributions, and we also 
apply the distribution forms given by ref. [12,34]. We perform a detailed study of resonance 
decay effects with the help of the SPACER Monte-Carlo code [13], which is a spacetime 

http://componr.it


» a « of Uw lead model FtUTrOF [14]. Ai it w «ho«a by Padala «ad Gyejassy [12], 
tkia resonance prodactioa aad decay at the dominant elect among the dUnreat aua-ideal 
futam iacreded ia the analytic paranseteriiatioa of pbaseapac* diatribatioa tor inside -
oataide caacade type proteases at high eaergiee. 

2 RecspitolmtioD of the formalism 
Dynamical amdeb provide the phase apace diatribatioa of particle* daring a collision. For 
reactioas ia tke few MeV energy rang* aoa-relativistk quantum mechaaical models such a» 
TDHF provide aiagk particle wavefnactioaa itix,l). For more energetic reactioas dynamical 
modeia übe ATTILA (17], MCMF [21], QMD (15], SPACER (13] VENDS [16], the hadronic 
striag model of ret [18,19] the qaark-gleoa plasma drop model of ref. (20], the cascade 
modaO of ref. [23| or the kydrodynamical models with mixed QGP - hadroaic phase (22] 
provide a classical distribetioa foactioa wkkk nppotedly describes tke evolution of the 
system ia tke phase space. Ia some cases (1V20) this is smoothed oat by using Suite width 
wave p»carta as teat particles, bet tke dynamical equation which determines tke evolution 
of /{f, **, 0 » » classical (o.g. Vlasov - Uehliag -Uhlenbeck) equation- la case of a quantum 
merkankal deacriptioa the qeaatam analogy of tke pkase space distribution functioa is tbe 
Wigaer faactioa: 

fw{f.F,t) « У»Реге**»>*(г*+ er/2,t)*(r - er/2,0- (1) 

This reaction initial a BolUmaun-typ* evolution equation, and its first and second 
momenta defies tke four-current aad tke eeergy-momentum tensor as in case of the classical 

Note that the Wigaer faactioa is not positive definite in general, in contrast to the 
classical probability iaterpretatioa of tke phase space distribution function, [24]. However, 
it becomes positive definite if one averages it over a sufficiently large phase space cell. 

The cakalatna of tke two-partide probabUittvs requires complete quantum mechaaical 
knowledge of the two-particle wave faactioa which is aot available in any current models. 
However, we can approxisaate the two-particle probability from the single-particle proba
bilities aad knowledge bow the two partid« «tenet with each other. 

Let's sappose that the single particle wave function is a sum of some final state wave 
fractions чМ£() «kick are emitted from dilfcreat sources (e.g. decaying resonances) with 
completely chaotic phases, 

«4*«) = 5>r<*«). (2) 
Г 

The* lb* probability of finding • partidé with a gives aweseatam at agivea, saadeady 
large time t is gives by tk* sspisssion: 

r r 
If tke interaction is switched off (or I > Г then «Xp.0 - ФИр.1>-*>11-ту (, > T) 

whet* Ef denotes the eaergy of a free particle with a gives momentum p. Tk* coordinate 
space representation is introduced aa 

*V«0 - /dVvWr.lK»* (4) 

If tke detection happens at times larger than T, then 

«fl = li(p,<-<»)-y*?r/*(*r-.«). (») 
Let's introduce the time derivative of the VYigner faactioa as the QM analogy of tbe dusicai 
probability for creating a particle in the phase space 

Sw{f.r,t)"ifwW,r,t). (•) 

Now the single particle detection probability is gives aa 

Piflm j ff £ *Sw(f.f.t). (T) 

The two-particle detection probability can be determined ia a similar manner as 

r\,(pVpV'.,«j) • 5<l E *F.lA.«i)**.(A.<») + v*f,(p..«i)**i(pi.«»)l,>e» 

» 5 I ) 1»>г,(А.«»)»>л(А.«|)т»>л(л.«|)»>ч(л.«1)11. (•) 

neglecting third and higher order interference effects Is tk* two-particle detection probabil
ity. After straightforward calculation we get 

Л(А.А) - IVri.A.A.ft-00.«!-») 

Л,(Я/з,г1,т)ЫЙ/г,г„т)и»Цг, -rj) ( Л - Ä ) ) j . (») 



Let's «sc tbc notation S(p,r) = Sw-(£ **,!), » = (£» .Й *»« ' = ( ( . 0 - The total momentum 
of tbc pair is given a« Jf = pi + pj , while their relative momeatum is given by A = p\ — pj. 
We gain the folk»ing result for the two-boson detection probability: 

Л ( Й , Й ) = / Л ч Л » Р ( л . * » ) 5 ( л , г а ) + StAV^r^StA-ArjJcosíír, - r a ) . *)] (10) 

In the latter terms the zeroth component of A"/2 is not equal with Ец/l but with (Eri + 
£ n ) / 2 . For arbitrary pairs the association of the term with the single particle emission 
probabilities is prohibited. On the other hand, the relation ( £ „ + E n ) /2 a £ x / ) holds if two 
conditions are fulfilled simultaneously: i) | £ | a / m ' < < 1 and ii) kK/(mJ+ | Í I s) << 1. 
The latter one always holds in the center of mass system of the pair, while condition i) 
a fulfilled if the typical source size Я measured by the Bose-Einseia correlation function, 
satisfies Я > > Л/(>/2т») =s I fm. This is fulfilled for heavy ion reactions. In the case of 
elementary particle reactions this approximation is at best marginal and its validity depends 
on the (unknown) behaviour of the off.shetl pion production probabilities. 

We can move from the laboratory system (/.) to the rest frame of the pair (£") with 
two subsequent Lorentj transformations, as follows. First we boost to a frame where the 
beam component of the total momentum of the pair vanishes (/.'). In this system the total 
momentum л will be parallel to the second direction described a^ove. Next we boost along 
this axis i' to make A' vanish. In /."we shall refer to this direction as г", or in-tht-naction-
plant direc.ion. The tcomwards direction in I"is denoted by г". The direction which is 
perpendicular to the plane determined by the beam and the total momentum of the pair 
is called o*t-of-piant, and will be denote«! by »". This direction is transverse to the above 
mentioned boosts from /.to /.'and from I'to I", hence invariant, v = у' = у". 

We shall abo make use of the principal directions defined by Bertsch [42], following the 
idea of Pratt[10]. In order to do this we select the longitudinal center of mass system 1'as 
a reference frame. The itamwards direction is the same here in V as in t", г" = г'. The 
outwards direction is in the reaction plane and is perpendicular to the beam in V, given 
by the i ' axis. The direction Bertsch called sidewards is perpendicular to г', г', thus this is 
the same as our omt-of-plane direction. 

In the V, the rest frame of the pair, for small relative momenta we approximate the 
two-particle detection probability and therefore the correlation function as 

r . J^r7d«r?[5(^,^)S(ic:,r»)4.s(^,r7)5(y,r!;)co.((rr-r;)t»)i 
, P b P " ;d«rJ<f«rJ5(A-/2,r;)S(A-/2,rI) 

(") 
which can be considered as an average over the absolute value squared two-pion plane wave 
Vu(*r). namely 

C(pv,p>) = y - 3 « X - ( r ) | i < f , f ) ! 1 , (12) 

»M*r) - ^«p(.*-*x«p(<*- '/J)+«»<-<*• г/г», (13) 
and the weight function for the averaging is given by 

1<РЙЛ,*,5ЦС/2,Ь,Я + Г/2 - 9gn(h - l , ) )S(A72, i„Л - Г/1) 
К ( П = U#*S(Ki2,M))* ( M ) 

with the xeroth component of A/2 set equal to £ayi. This varies slightly from some of 
the other formalisms presented in the literature (9,25), although these derivations are all 
identical when the relative momentum is small. U these equations Л • (r',' + rJ)/2 and 
r = r" - rj and the " notation is suppressed for our convenience. In case of a Monte Carlo 
simulation or an analytical calculation, this weight function is calculated by approximating 
the S ( B , X ) quantum production probabilities with classical production probabilities. 

If the relative momentum is calculated in the rest frame of the two-particle pair, its 
seroth component equals with sero and the magnitude of the relative momeatum is the 
Lorentz invariant relative momentum. In this system, the difference of production times 
does not enter to the correlation function and we expect the non-relativistic approximation 
to be a good one. Note that the relativist» generalisation of the Wigncr-fuactioa formalism 
was given in ref. [25]. 

Equation 13 can also be extended to include correlations due to strong and Coulomb 
interactions between the pious. The non-rdativistic result is given as 

ei*.*)- J#rFK<j)\«f,r)\\ (is) 
where d<£, 7) it the Coulomb scattering wave function, given e.g. by ref. [26], appended with 
•-wave phase shifts coming from a Yukawa potential which represents the strong interaction, 
[U]. 

Although the correction to the wavefunction due to strong interactions ii confined to 
the first partial wave, we expect similar results for any potential which fits the s-wave phase 
shifts of pion-pion scattering. Further corrections are expected from the second and higher 
partial waves, from interactions among oppositely charged pions, also among pions and 
other particles produced in the reaction. For a detailed analysis of final state interactions 
see reis. (29), [28). Bowler's recent results show that the repulsive x~t~ interaction is largely 
compensated by the attractive » + » ~ interaction in »"»•»" clusters. 

Coulomb interactions play an Important role in shaping the correlation function. If the 
separation of the pions is mach less than the two-pion Bohr radius of 190 fm the correction 
due to Coulomb interactions is the Garoow factor <?(*) which does not depend on the 
relativ« position (JO] [31]. The wave function Фс—i for r << 390 fm, or more precisely for 



' * • » « t, is given by 

l^c-^rt*.*)!" •» \Мк,Ъ\*С{к)\ (16) 
c ( f e ) - «,(5-i' 

' • -5Г-
is terms of *o, the wave function without Coulomb interaction. Thus we can get the 
correlation («action if Coulomb were not present by dividing the experimental correlation 
functions by the square of the Gamow factor. These are referred to as Gamow corrected 
correlation functions. The Gamow factor goes to zero at small somen tum which means 
that the correction factor goes to infinity. This makes the correction dangerous, for if 
there are pions coming from very long lived resonances or if there are some mis-identified 
particles, a spurious peak will be present in the correlation function. I'p to this point we 
have recapitulated the results given in ref. (11). 

3 Analytic results 
b this section we shall consider a general analytic parameterization of the phasespace 
distribution of pion production points, along the lines of ref. [12], to examine what is 
measured by the previously specified components of the relative momentum. However, we 
shall apply this parameterization for calculating the beamwards, in-plane and out-of-plane 
components (>>..••.*in>.*y»») cf the two-pioa correlation function in as general manner 
as possible in the framework of the Wigner-function formalism. We also shall present 
the correlation function in terms of the beamwards, outwards and sidewards components 
( « W . . f c ~ . * . . ) i a l ' . 

The most general phaiespace distribution for longitudinally boost invariant inside-
outside cascade processes was given as 

$(г,р) = о(г,ч-у,гг,й.Жро-£Д in) 
where r = VP - z ' ,« = 0 .5 logi ( t+z) / t -*) ) ,y = 0 . 5 tog ( (£+p , ) / {£ -p , ) ) and i>,p> are 
the transverse coordinate and momentum. If we are not in the asymptotic energy region, 
and our distribution is not boost-invariant, S(r,p) can depend on the rapidity у explicitly. 
üet us suppose o*i$ that the dependence of S( r, p) on the spatial variables r, ij, *, у factorizes 
from each other 

s(*.p) = й(т-,у.рт)С(1,- r.y.frW*' + »';У.Й-)9<У.РТ). 0«) 

It is not necessary to suppose that lb* propertime distribution Я , the distribution function 
of the spacetime rapidity G, or the transverse distribition of the production points / «re 
independent of the momentum variables, we assume only that the factorization happens 
in spacetime variables. The distribution functions H,G,I are normalised to unity. Now, 
according to our formalism, we fix the average rapidity and average transverse momentum 
of the pair to some arbitrary value of /?тл.Уа. This results in fixing of the parameters 
of the distribution functions in equation 15. la thin cast, the $ functions drop out bom 
the definition of the weight function F/f(t). Let's denote the remaining factors in S by 
p(M.» ,z ) : 

р(| ,»,»,»)Л4 эг- = * ( T ) G ( i , - y , ) / ( » 4 « V ' * r * * - e ' » . (W) 
> *{r')C{i/) /(*" + »*)dr**/«V»y. (JO) 

where we boosted to the longitudinal rest frame V, and suppressed the dependence on 
the total momentum of the pair. At this point we asr мте, that the propertime distribution 
Я(г) peaks at r 0 and that G(if) peaks at i/ = 0. In this case, we have i> » f* and i m i7»s> 
Thus we have 

/Kf . / )* ie ( f )G( i ) l ' (» '> + y''). (21) 

and we arrive to the following expression for the correlation function: 

С{8„Г) = jéWWxWd I « i W . ) - rSW) I* • (») 

We can calculate this function readily in plane wave approximation when | »Ч«"0 I'*» 
1 + cos(*V), making use of the boost along z' axis which corresponds to the fixed average 
transverse momentum Кто-

»' • 7т(*"+А-П, (М) 
< = 7T(f + *«•). 

Here A- = K'o/KÍ and rr « l / \ / l - 4 -
Then the general result for the two-pion correlation function is given by 

CO?,?) = 1+1 Mki.Jrrr) 1*10(*»™л) |'| /(Wrr;*w) I*. (M) 
Here Й(к) = J3J, dltxp(ikt)/f(t) denotes the Fourier-transformed propertime distribution, 
similarly 6,1 denote the Fourier-transformed quantity. 

This equation has the following features: the intercept is always 2, but the different 
components of the relative momentum measure different quantities. The transverse shape 



oft»* esniaetoa n g k n determiaes к Ы ] the shape of tat oet-of-plane part of the correlation 
fanctioa, which can be easily visualized by setting < « , = th>» = 0. O B the other hand, 
if oee aelecta the relative momentum to be parallel with the beam in the center of mat» 
tyatem of the pair, one meaaorea the product of average lifetime and the correlation length 
between spacetime and momentum rapidity. Thia ii j u t the width of the aource parallel 
to the beam in the reat frame of the pair. The moat tricky ia the direction parallel to z" 
which ia called aa the ia-reactioa-plaae direction. Thia appeara in the argument of both 
В and / , thus the width of the correlation function in thia direction ia a combination of 
the width of the proper-time distribution an. that of the transverse distribution. Since 
the latter can be measured in the out-of-plane direction, one can determine this way the 
width of the proper-time distribution. Another important feature of this Wigner-function 
description is that we haven't supposed that these parameters of the source distribution are 
iudepead« ttt of the total momentum, In principle they can be functions of the rapidity and 
the magn-tude of the transverse momentum of the piou pair. 

Notice, that eq. 24 hi» a particularly simple (hence attractive) form when expressed in 
terma of the £«a>u-ams and owtwc tLt components of the relative momentum in the longitu
dinal center of mass system V. Since in I" the energy difference [k")° = 0, we have 

{k')° = i f ' f f ä t « , , (25) 

k~ = T r W (26) 
*«, = кос,- (27) 

(2S) 

Substituting these expressions into eq. 24 the result ia the analogy of eq. 24, 

C(g,£') = 1+ | Й(Д£*) |'| Ö(kt^mib) 1*1 / ( * « : t ~ ) I3 • (29) 

Tue meaning of this equation is particularly dear: in the longitudinal center of mats system 
V, at a fixed transverse momentum of the pair, the energy difference-dependent part mea-
surea the width of the propertime distribution, the beam component measures the width of 
the source «long the beam in this frame and the outwards and sidewards components probe 
the trarivsrse extension of the sc.urce. Seemingly, the correlation function depends on the 
four varub;«* J f . i i m i « and i .» Fortunately, by fixing the total momentum of the 
pair, we inked the energy difference to the momentum difference: ЛР = J T * ^ - Hence 
the cor.-eUt.ou function is given by 

C f í . í l = 1+ i JÍÍíMr«,) l3l <5(**Wn) |'| / ( * « ; * « ) I' • (30) 

ТЛм, ~*b«i tr.*4autins ihectuYtrarda ptojettwl romUVron (unction, the Uanavenewrtenaon 
is enlarged by the width of the propertime distribution and the difference between the 

outwarda and sidewarda tourca aiiaa can be aaad to extract (kit propertiuse width of pie« 
amiaaion. This conclusion ia limiiar to that of Bertach (42]. On the other hand aq. 30 showa 
that thia width should be extracted at a fixed total momentum of the pair, and thia and all 
the other extracted aim« can depend on thia total momentum. The systematic study of thaw 
ipacetim« parameters as a function of Я could verify or exclude simple parameterizatious 
of the pion-production region, for which we give some examples in the next section. 

3 .1 E x a m p l e s 

It is instructive to consider some idealised саам when one can explicitly calculate eqi. 24,29. 
In thia subsection we shall consider the case of the ideal a* well as non-ideal inside-outside 
cascade as was given in ref. (45.12). We shall also have a look on the propertime distribution 
of the decaying Lund stings (34] and will investigate Ike сам when lots of different resonances 
decay into piona. 

3.1.1 Ideal insida-outsMe dyaamica 

In this idealistic ease the all the partidea are emitted at a given proper-time to. the spacetime 
rapidiy о coincides with the momentum rapidity y, and we have a Gaussian distribution 
with a width of Ят in the transverse direction, [3$,4o,12]: 

B(r) . a ( r - r e ) , (31) 
G ( » - y ) » i ( n - y ) . 

/(4) - ísppí-íj). (M) 

Substituting this into eq. 24 we obtain the next correlation function: 

C,,o<^f") = 1 4 - . x * - í ^ £ ) « x p ( - í s | * Í ) . (33) 

In this case, the transversa width of the correlation function is constant in the oulof-
plane direction, and corresponds to the original transverse source size; while the effective 
aource size increaaea with increasing A> in the out-of-plane direction а* ЯгТг resulting 
in a gradually narrowing correlation function. If one sets * , . , = * „ , • 0, selecting the 
baamwwds direction, one founds a correlation function С ш 2. This reflects the fact that 
in thia case the freeze-out propertime and the rapidity uniquely determine the г coordinate 
of the pion-emissioa, that is this component of the source is infinitely small. 



In lb* caw of tat sidewards aad oatwards projectioa we see a symmetric distribution ia 
thee* variable« WCMW ia U H ca«» th« width of th« propertim* distribution it stro : 

CV ĴP.P) = 1 + « 4 * - < & + Ä M ; (34) 

la thia сак ом caa »bo calculate the correlation function a« a function of th« invariant 
nooMatam diMerence, averaging over the direction of the relative momentum in the rest 
frame of the pair. The average over th* polar angle around the beam axis gives the fallowing 
malt: 

<C„o<*. . )>* = H i f ^ - ^ ^ 1 ^ ^ » ) (35) 

(36) 

«her* Jó(*) * Jb(*) i* th* Battel faactioa of aeroth order. The average over the azimutha) 
angle • caa he calculated for tie caae of fr » 1 «ting eq. 6.625J of reference {41): 

< C , » ( J f , * ) > M = » + i ^ e r f ( í f e 2 l ) . (37) 

For aaull values of fc thus correlation functioa can be expanded into Taylor series, and then 
the leading term caa be expoaeetialiied as 

< C|jo(Jf,*) >= I + « x p ( ^ £ ) - (38) 

For thia caa* th* ideal iasid*-outaid* cascade model predicts, ia this formalism, an effectively 
increasing soarc* si» with iacreasiag »r of the pair, la this case the correlation function 
will depend only oa the invariant momentum of the pair as well as on the average А'т of 
the pair. Note, that by averaging over the angles in the rest frame of the pair, we arrived 
to a result, that th* correlation faactioa depends on the invariant momentum and on the 
transverse momentum of the pair. If we decompose this correlation function into different 
moaratory momentum compoaeats, we cannot tee any directional dependence of the source 
sire, althoagh origiaally w* had infinitely small six* ia the beam direction, with arbitrary 
two different source sixes ia the t s H f s l m and in-plane directions. 

Lit «a «a l l at this point th* ver» important result of th* AFS experiment, reis. (32,6), 
stating that th* two-ptoo conetatioa function is depending on any ueoratory component 
of the saomen:«m difference «tip tmowafc th* iavariant magnitude of th* momentum dif
ference. The previous analysis showed that this result is not conclusive whether the pions 

an emitted withoat directional depsadeac« with respect to the ssamswras, т-рмм aad 
•**A*wM« directioa» ia th* rest tram* of th* pair, which chaaga* bwa pair to pair if ta« 
total atataeataa of the pair is a«« prescribed. ТЫ« conclusion also holds for th* «••" 
«xperimeat [33], wher* th* depeadeace of th* corrslaooa faactioa о* th* Uhsrfr» comao-
arats of th* relative momentum waa Stadien, aad th* result was consistent arith dependence 
only мгеарА th* iavariaat momtatam difference of th* pair, similarly to th* AFS result for 
pp collisions. This also means, that th* possible explanation of this typ* of experimental 
results, given in ref. (43) ia terms of extremely correlated spacetiate aad momentum space 
aad Yaao-Kooaia formalism (4Í], ia only one of th* passible awxriptiou. 

3.1.S Noo'idoal inaida-outsid* caacado 
The next step is to release the infinitely ttroag correlations between the tpacelime aad 
momentum-space rapidities aad allow fór a smooth propertim* distribution. According to 
ref. [12] this caa be achieved with choosing 

and «sing th* same Gaussiaa at before for th« transverse momentum distribalioa / ( T ) . 
In onr can* the replacement of the uniform rapidity distribution by n Gaussiaa oae doesn't 
matter because th* momentum distribution of th* source dropped out from oar correlation 
functions. After substituting the above equations into ecj. 24, aad neglecting the imaginary 
part of 6, */• obtai* th* correlatioa faactioa as oa* plot a product of ihre* Gaussiaas: 

СЫ1Ю - , ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ « p i - ^ ^ - k U r i ^ y (41, 
For thia non-ideal case, the out-of-plane part of the correlatioa function again reproduces th* 
original source distribution of the pioas, while we don't have an infinitely small sir« ia the 
in-plane direction: this part of the correlation functioa measures the product of the average 
decay time rn aad th« correlatioa length between spacetime aad momentuaupac« rapidity, 
An. From measuring the correlation function in the out-of-plaae direction, for different 
values of A> oa* caa iadependeally extract Rj и well a* the with of the propertim* 
distribution Дг. Th* averaging over th* polar angle caa be performed in a similar manner, 
as ia the previous case. 

When using th* priacipal directioas of «he loagitudiaaJ rest frame, Ik« result it given м 

C W 0 (A- ,V)w 1 - r m r p t - ^ ^ ^ ^ ' W - ^ l ^ - t L , ^ » ' ) , (42) 



aad we see analytically, now to» finite widtk of the propertim» distribution increases lb» 
site ia the outwards direction. 

3.1.3 Decaying single Lund striae 
Л Laad atrial, created ia е*е~ or badron-hadroa two-j.t event, gives decay-product« with 
a specific propertime distribution: 

U(r) = ЛГ,(«г)*«р(-*(«г)')в(г), (43) 

where я a I GeV/fra is the string constant, and the quantities a = 0.5 and » « 0.9 
GeY~a are the standard parameters of the left-right symmetric '-und jet-fragmentation 
function [34,40]. The normalisation constant Л'( it given by 2»* if a = 0.5. For the 
distribution of the transverse prodaction points we assume (he same Gaussian aad also we 
keep our previous assumption about the Gaussian correlations between the rapidities IJ and 
y. We shall calculate its width from the Lund rootlet. For this source parameterization we 
haw the following expression foe the correlation function: 

ÍUI41 = , + ( l + =%jJ á).^JS ígJ4 1x (44) 
x-Sdu^-ädä,^ ..... 

which has the following interesting expoaeatiaUzed second-order expansion: 

a > + e x p ( + ^ - ^ ( * J „ + *L)-t;ra'A^) 
лш u i n á i a i l M M s m rlsflí»ip*»nt*á« stmt»** uritк «art « i l l ел* a!ern irt t k í a 

l^ij3 (45) 

(46) 

Note that the squared energy difference enters with positive sign in this equation. This 
allows for aa AFSlik» analytical result, when all the coefficients of the squared components 
of the relativ« momentum are equal. The four-momentum transfer Qi is given by Q] = 
-(pi - pi)* = n ,̂ + «J» + *J - ЛС1. If aa experiment could do a directional decomposition 
in the longitudinal rest frame 1', by fixing the total momentum of the pion pair, then 
two case ia possible. It sees either a directional dependence or all the coefficients of the 
momentum components are equal, b this latter case the following equation holds: 

5?-?-• . ** . (44 

Usiag saw standard parasMtert of JETSETf J (40) we have 

* m< r > ' - ( j f -ггЯ(г))« . j i j . (4«) 

Comparing this with equatioa 47 we sea that a necessary coaditioa for во dlrectioaal de
pendence is that the width of the 17 - у distribution should be uij a» 1. To check this, we 
have calculated the probability distribution of у - IJ from the Laad string model asiag a) aa 
analytic approach b) annerics. Before doing this we meation that the symmetry coaditioa 
47 prescribes the transversa source siie. Яг • 1.75 ím. Note that we «sod the auclear 
physicist convention for the paramsteriiatioa of our Caussiaa In en,. 35 which produces a 
factor of y/i larger transverse source tiles than the particle physicist coaveatioa. That the 
particle-physicists radius is 1.23 (m which it not much larger tbaa the typical 1.0 ± 0.1 fa, 
0.65 ±0.07 ím, 0 92 ±0.05 ím aad 0»±0,17 fm source sites, reported by the МАЛКП aad 
TPC collaboratoin for <*<" reactioat at •/» ж 29 GeV, the AFS aad the NA2J collabora
tions for pp reactions at y/i = 63 and 26 GeV, respective!) [29,5]. Note that (кем values 
were extracted from a oae-variar". fit aad a lot of воа-ídeal effects can distort a littiebU 
this value, see e.g. [ifi]. 

a, Analytical results: 
Let us consider the case when the fragmentation proceeds from the positive Ughtcoae 

direction and the not-yel-tragmented part of the jet can be characterised with P*,P~ light-
cone momenta, aad in the next step a meson is emitted with r*.p~ Ughtcoae momentum. 
These lighcone variables are defined at p* • £ i f „ similarly * * » » * » . Farther ia lUt 
section we shall use the letter 1 for the boost-invariant momeatanvfrectioa of the emitted 
meson: 

P* » г/>•, (49) 
aad the negative Ughtcoae momentum of the particle it fixed by its transverse matt 

Г - =*- (50) 

The rapidity of the meson it given by у ж 0.51og(p+/p~), while its spacetime rapidity it 
given by 4 ж 0.5log(j*/i"). Since momentum space fragmentation it mapped oae-co-oae 
to spacelime fragmentation, [34], the spacetime coordinates of the event of the first crossing 
in the yo-yo motion [34] of the quarks of the meson are given by 

«• - i j * (51) 



Tton ifaetiaaa yield «to »oaowiat rapidity - apatial rapidity aUrerettto: 

•to*» we also iaUoduced tto aoUtioa Г • «*•>*- = (кт)'. Tto dUtribatioa foactioM of 
Г aad * an give» ia tto Load model aa 

*(Г) « J»,P«p(-*r), (53) 

/(») - A T , Ü ^ « » ( - Í = l ) , (54) 

«ton a aad » an parameter» of tto model, vita tto default vale« of a = 0.5, and a ж 0.9 
G*V~\ (40|, aad JVt, № an eoraulisatioa coaataaU. With «to Ыр of tton distribatioas 
aad eq. 5> we tone tto aaxt probability diatribatioa for tto rapidity dUlerece Д 

G(A) = j f ЛгПж)^ЛР[ТЩ/У-\\о^^+г)). (55) 

wton tto iatagratioa ont tto Г diatribatioa caa to performed easily with tto help of tto 
Dine-dalta CaactioK 

С ( Д ) - | ' е и Л » ) > Х ^ ( а » р ( М ) - » ) ) ^ е д р ( - 2 Д ) . (56) 

Wo avawatad «be iatagral aunsritaUy. Tto oaly mmiaajy free paraaiatar ia this iategral 
m tto traanone man of tto decay prodact, however it tarn oat that it» value it alao 
ptaeoitod by txiag tto parameters a and a. We detenniaed it« value from simulations to 
to < n $ > * 0.1» CeV. Tto rasahiag distribatiaa ia giveo with dashed Uae oa Fig. 1, 
with a width of Да => 0.0. 

>>, Naaaaikwl raaatta-
Tto other possibility far calcalaliag tto G( Д ) diatribatioa feactioa ii to recoastruct the 

spacetisae pktan for each atoaeeatam-span fragmeata'ioB doae by JETSET. Thi* caa be 
carried oat by awhiag an of tto lead mappiag of awmeatem space to spacetime [34] 

**? - » Í t - * f . (57) 
«A»? - ±P?. (58) 

ma$ m W*, (59) 
«rí - 0. (60) 

Tton аадо|оаа ytaM «tpnaiiaM far the "badroaiiaUoa paiata', ideatUted with tto i n t 
«sntiag of tto ad of tto anna, aa fcUawi: 

,t я l(w*-£,?), (6i) 
" »-• 

•Г - ; E » 7 - («) 
Beace n la glvaa for tto created partkle» aad tto reseltiag dUtribatioa fuactloa i» also 
abowa oa Fig. 1, with romboid», 

Wtoa, we twitch oa rssoaaace decay», u described ia tto Uit nctioa, are tea a broedta-
iag ia the distribatioe, with balf-wtdth of w 1 «ait. Tai» raeaai that the геюваасе decay» 
double «he origiaaUy «• 0.5 half-width of tto G(i») dis tribetioa. We »hall argue ia the lait 
wctioa that tto reaoaaace effecta eaa to well coatroUed if the average traasvene momeatum 
of tto pioa pair i» about 500 -TOO MeV. With a dedicated experimeat triggeriag oa p»a 
pairs doae ia mommtum space «ad with high Iraasvern momeatun oae should to able to 
an this Да m 0.4 regio», ia two-jet eveats, which comtpoads to about a factor of 2 wider 
propertirae distributioa thaa the width of the »ource afoag the Ьеаш directioa. Oa the other 
haad we have two argaiaeats why this uytamttry was aot yet observed: i) la tto prenat 
experiment» the pr cut was averaged over thas tto majority of the pkws were soft. Hen 
we have a large coataniaatioa of resoaaace decay products aad this make» the correUttoe 
betweaa я aad у wider, iacreasiag tto width by a (actor of two to Д17 m 0Л which if very 
don to tto symmetric value, ii) Tto decompoeitioa ia the laboratory averages over the 
«wo-pioa toagHudiaal re»« frame», leadiag to a nirtber broadeaiag ia C(n) aad a decrean 
of the already small asymmetry. 

J. 1.4 CoavolutloB of raanaame productioa aed decay 

Ia ref. |3T| the propertime distribatioa of pioa», created partly directly from lead striags 
appearing ia a central heavy ioa coilisioa at 300 AGeV partly from deeayiag resoaaaces 
of string-origin, wa» fttted as a coavolutioa of resoaaace productioa aad decay. Given the 
probability Jt(a) for produciag a resoaaace at proper-time s aad givea the coaditioaal 
probability Щт - s) that this raaoaaaca will prodace a pioa at propertime r, tto pioa-
prodactioa probability tara» oat to be the coavolatioa: 

В(т)»£4жШО{т-ш) (6J) 

b this сам wa caa apply tto faltuag theorem to ealcalate tto Fourier- transformed proper-
time distribatioB as 

*(*)-Д(*)А*) m 



П е в Ibi* «ч»»';оь вас can м* Uta« if «her« are very loag-Uved resonances in the system, 
then D(k) ton« out to be a very narrow fraction in к ana will dominanlly determine the 
«каре of the correlation function. We »tudy this »fleet in greater detail« in the next section. 

4 Numeric*! results 
Tire SPACER modrl performs the resonance decay« in spacetime, using the full decay 
widths Г of resonances which are included into the JCTSET6.3 Monte Carlo code [36]. The 
momentum distribution of the decay product* i* determined by JETSET6.3, the ipacetime 
evebt oi the decay is given by >*«. = г-ю + ту^-р/п» where TU. is a random variable 
distributed according to rfn = ехр(-Гт)Гв*т. The contribution of the weakly decaying 
parades was discarded becai... they live so long that their decay product! appear at points 
which are microscopically separable from the target. The contribution of the vector mesons 
(A'"-s, t>-s, -•) and thai of the decouple! baryons {-Vs,E' -s. and E*-s) is included, but ß" 
with er = ? 46 cm. The pseudosca ar о meson is also included in the simulation of resonance 
decays. Up to this point we listed all th>>.4r panicles which were taken into account in 
•he previous paper [11], too. All these particles were selected from the possibilities of 
JETSET6.3 with the condition Г > 2 MeV. In the preseut study we append the r/,i/ and 
.','t> mesons to the abc-* list. 

These resonances can be grouped into three main groups with respect to the order of 
inaptitude of their decay widths: 

I. ShortUved resonances р(Г = 148- lVJMeV), Д(Г = USMeV). А"(Г = 50-52MeV), 
S' (r = 3G - 3PMeV) 

П. Resonances with medium lifetime,«(Г = 10MeV).H'(r = 9-10МеУ),<ЦГ = 4MeV). 

Ш. Long lived resonances, r,\T = 0.2MeV). J/ЦТ = O.OtSSMeV), гДГ = 0.0012MeV) 

For example, let us consider the effects of these resonances for the с antral 200 AGeV 
5 + Au reaction, when the momentum of the i - ' e s corresponds to —0.1 < у < 0.1 and 
ISOAfel* < *T-,*rr^ < 22Q.V>1". Let us switch off the final state interactions and the 
Gamow cotrectioa. In this case the correlation functiou at the origin is given exactly: 
C(k=0) = 2. Now let's gradually include tho decays of different resonances, with respect to 
the previous grouping, finally switching on the final states interactions too. The result is 
given oa Figures 2, 3, 4, 5 where in case 2) the relative momentum is parallel to (be total 
one, 3) the relative momentum is parallel to the beam axis, 4) the relative momentum is 
transverse to the reaction plane, 5) all dirert'sns of the relative momentum are averaged 
over. After letting group I. resonances decay, nothing dramatic happens, we have nice 
Gaussian-shaped correlation functions with an intercept of 2. When switching on resuaances-

beloagiag to (roup II, and anlag the molatioo of 5 MeV at ike origin, the shape of Ike 
correlatioB function chaag« drastically: the «каре become* seemingly exponential. Warn 
»witching oa also n, ir* aad J/i> decay«, aad using Ikit S M«V moaeatam resolution, 
we see an effective intercept of about 0.7-0J !! TU« pile-up effect is very similar to the 
prediction of the Lund model [35) which remit« (ram symmetrising the two-pioo production 
amplitude in the framework of the Load string model, although the underlying mechanism 
i« quite different in our case, «ее also (37). We should empkaiite at thus point, that we 
are practically looking at corrrJaiioa fuactjoa« of в variable*, »kick i« Ibe maximum of 
the independent momentum variable« of tke pion pair«. We kave fixed tke total rapidity 
and transversa momentum of tke pair, aad «elected special component« for tke relative 
momentum on Figure« 2,3,4,5. On tkese Figure« we also «bow the effect of Anal «tat* 
interaction* (full Coulomb wave fuactioa with »-wave Yukawa correction«, compensated 
with Ike Gamow factor). We can «ее lkat (or the considered case tke Gamow factor slightly 
•mercompensates, especially in the * < 30 MeV region. On the other band the effect« of 
higher order partial waves weren't taken into account in Ike present analysis. Л« it i t i 
pointed out by Bowler (23,29), when higher order correction« are taken into account, tke 
net distortion is very small for the case of a decaying Artru-Meaeuier [39) string. This has 
to be investigated for tke case of heavy ion collisions too, before Arm conclusion« could be 
drawn with respect to the effect of Anal «täte interaction« oa the correlation function. 

We alto calculated Ike outward« and sideward« components of tke correlation function 
for tke same 200 AGeV S + Au central collisions. On Figure 6. we demonstrate that the 
outward« projection i« significantly narrower tbaa tke sideward« component, .-orrwpoadiag 
to a considerable fluctuation in tke production propertime. However the information about 
tke direct production region is gradually disappearing wkea we switch on narrower and nar
rower resonance decays, aad Anally also include the Anal-state interactions approximativdy, 
along the line« of section 2. 

Let u« emphasise thai tke above mentioned symptom«, which make toe extraction of tb* 
original source site almost impossible, were all obtained for «oft pion« with pr *> 200 MeV. 
We «kail see that for higher transverse momentum of pj- > 500 MeV all these distortions 
disappear gradually, aad tke intercept value a« well и tke width of tke correlation function 
closely approaches that of the direct production region. Oa Figure 7. we show outwards and 
sideward» component* of the correlation function for negative pion« with higher transverse 
momenta of 480 MeV <, rT.ljrTi < j j o MeV. We caa observe two important effecti. i, 
The distortion of the half-width due to narrow resonances aad Anal state interactions is 
not more than 20Я, in contrary to the soft pion case where the resonances decreased the 
half-width of tke correlation function to half of it« original value. Secondly, the difference 
between the outward« aad sideward« components starts to disappear, because the width of 
tke propertime distribution geti narrower aad narrower for high fj pion« in the present 
vrrsioi of the SPACER model. Tai« is due to an approximation in ref. (13], which is valid 



only oa Uw average, aaraety that ttw productioa propertime for a particle comi*g from 
a decaying Lead striae •> given by r s Л^*-. The coataqueaces of the release of this 
approximatioa will be submitted tor publication separately. 

A glaace oa Figure 8. convinces u* that both the resonance distortion and the dif
ference between the sidewards aad the outwards projection decreases with increasing av
erage traasverse momentum of the pair- Really, at the average transverse momentum of 
A>/2 = TOO ± 20 MeV the decrease of the half-width of the correlation function due to 
long-lived resoaaace« aad final state interactions is only about 1056, aad the correlation 
functions point towards the correct intercept value of 2. Although the shape of the function 
is still more similar to an exponential than to a Gaussian, the difference of the correla-
tioa faactioas at a givea *? is aever greater that 20 % of the correlatioa function, obtained 
without resonance decay effect«. This should be contrasted to the 50% distortion both in 
the half-width and the magnitude in the case of the soft pions. Obviously, the higher the 
average traasverse momentum the better the agreement between the full and direct source 
correlatioa functions. The reason is very simple: If we consider a resonance of some large 
pT aad let it decay strongly into e.g. two pions, the daughter resonances will carry half -
half of the originals^, because of momentum- conservation and radial expansion. The more 
decay ia a chain the smaller the part of the transverse momenta which is taken by a pion. If 
we assume e.g. that the w/» production ratio is independent of the pj than the final rate of 
pioas emerging from -j decays to the direct pions will be strongly рт dependent, and for low 
pr we have » w /»*^-t » w / » j 1 M C , while for high щ we have the opposite effect, the pions 
coining from e g omega decays, gradually disappear with increasing рт This argument is 
qualitatively true for any resonance and so the net result is that selecting high рт pions 
meaas selecting mainly pions coming directly form the resonance production region with 
aa enhanced relative probability. Thus the high pj- correlation functions can be used to 
extract the spacetime dimensions of the resonance production region. 

5 Conclusions 
W« have shown that the beamwards, in-the-reaction-plane aad oul-of-reaction-plane com-
poaeatt of the relative momentum of the pion pair in «Л* rut /ran» o/ (Ac pair measure the 
width of the propertirae distribution, the product of the correlatioa leagth of the spacetime 
- momentum space rapidities by the average lifetime, aad the transverse shape of th« boson 
- emittiag regioa, respectively. The secondly mentioned product is the size of the pion 
source along the beam direction ia the rest frame of the pair. 

We pointed out that this beamwards site is jero for the case of aa "ideal* inside-oulside 
cascade dynamics, although the other components have usual form. We have shown, that 
even this extremely strong directional dependence of the source, present ia the rest frame 

of the pair, can he made invisible when oat decompose* the relativ* taooveatum of th* pair 
with respect to the laboratory axis. This calls for a re-analysis of tome of to* host available 
data sets ia the Held [32,W), with fixed total momentum of the pair. 

We calculated the correlatioa function analytically also for the case of the Lund string 
model. According to our calculation, the pion source in th* rest frame of th* pair is symmet
ric for soft pions, however it becomes gradually asymmetric, as the pion pair is becoming 
harder and harder. At a« average traasverse momentum of 700 MeV a factor of t i» asym
metry should appear according to our results. 

We have also discussed the outwards, sidewards aad beamwards decomposition of the 
relative momentum ia th« longitudinal center of mats system V, at suggested by reft. [10, 
42). [27]. This system is also called the "sliding observer frame", ref. (47]. We found, in 
agreemeat with the qualitative arguments of ref. [42], that the difference of the outwards 
aad tidewardt source-iiiet measures th« width of the properdin* dinnbuiion aad so it can 
be used as a signature for quark-gluon plasma production, because of the relatively long 
duration of the transition from the plasma to the hadrcaic phase. We alto pointed out, 
that the result depends on the total momentum of the pair because the difference measures 
Jj-Дг. Furthermore, all the extracted source tiles may depend oa the total momentum, 
being the tarne only for relatively simple source structure«. This calls for a systematic study 
of the source parameters at a fuaclion of the average momentum of the pair, which will be 
possible e.g. with the forthcoming NA44 experiment [44]. 

For the case of a SPACER timulation of 200 AGeV central "S + '** Ли reaction we have 
teen that for toft piont there it a drastic change in the shape of the correlation function 
which is caused mainly by the w and n,ij' decay products. Still, the resonance-effects 
can be confined to 20 or 10% level and the parameters of the source distribution -an be 
extracted from the measurement« at a fixed, high Л'т/2 > 5 - 700 MeV. Th* higher the 
average transverse momentum the less the contamination uf pioas from resonance decays, 
the better the reconstruction of the direct production geometry. On* has to pay th* price 
with the longer running time necessary to collect sufficiently high ttatiitics. 
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12. Ftgam сафОоаа: 

Fie- 1. The probability distribatioa of а g>'vea A = у - »i» «how« for Lead two-jet «vents. 
Та« taM lia« ia the aaalytkal result, «я- 56. TW scattered little romboses denote 
taw ranlt of a« two-jet ftagmeatatioo with JETSET6.3, when resonance« are aot 
allowed to decay, aad all particles created from Ik« Load string art included. The roll 
baa «hows the renslt of JETSET6.3 aimulatioa weea reaoaanc« decays are »witched 
oa, aad only taal negative pioat ait «elected. 

Fig. 2. In-lae-toactioe-pUae corapoaaata of the corralaUoa function for the сам of 200 
AGaV S + Aa central collisions, aa predicted by SPACER. The long-dashed line « u 
obtaiaed after lettiaf Д-«, p-s aad A**-» decay. The dashed line shows the effect of 
w,2* aad * decays, while (he dotted line correspond« to let ling >)• rf decay. The full 
lie« «hows the elect of final state interaction oa the dotted curve. 

Fig. 3. Same a* Fig. 2, bat beamwards component. 

Fig. 4. Same aa Fig. 2, bat out-of-reaction-plaae component. 

Fig. 5. Same as Fig. 2, but all directioaa are averaged over. 

Fig. 6. Outwards aad sideward* compoaeau of the correlation function from the same 
reaction as Figs 2.-5, whea soft picas are selected around midrapidity. The dotted aad 
loag-daaaed liae shows the correlatioa fuaction when only the short-lived resonance» 
are allowed to decay. The solid liae aad short-dashed line denote the outwards and 
sidewards compoaeau whea all the resonance« are allowed to decay aid final state 
iatetactioa is iaduded. The oatwa.ds c-xreUtion functions are substantially narrower 
thaa the sidewards oaes due to the width of the propertime distribution of piun 
emission. 

Fig. 7. Similar to Fig. в bat at a higher average traasverse momentum: A'r/2 = 500 ± 20 
MeV. We also show the сам when only resonance decays are completed but the final 
«tat* iateractioaa are switched off. The difference between different components is 
such «mailer taut oa Fig. •. 

Fig. 8. Outwards aad sideward« compoaeau of the correlation function aee shown tor 
midrapidity pioas with 680 MeV $ ПЛ+ГГЛ < 720 MeV with Ute solid and dalh-
iiusasj Uae, respectively. Tkey coincide aad approach to а» 10% «riative deviation 
the correlatioa functioa, which meatwes the 'real* source shown by the dotted and 
loaf-dashed Uaea for pioas with 480 MeV < A T / 2 < 520 MeV. 
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Fig. 5. Average correlation functions -O.Ky<0.1 <pt>-200+-20 MeV 
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Abstract 

We study the changes in the correlations that arise due to the differences in the 
initial Dkm sources. The effects of the Bose-Einsein statistics on the transverse 
momentum distribution of the pions are also discussed. 

1 Introduction 
The problem of Base - Einsteiu correlations in different situations has already been 
investigated № a i a r g e number of papers, (sec for example the list in ref. [1]). We shall 
mention here, in particular, those models where it is assumed that pions are created 
at a giver, point in space with prescribes .т-omeuta -vhich can only be approximately 
valid in a quant»! description. Such models are, for example the semiclassical model 
used in ret. [2], or the Monte Carlo calculations simulating high energy reactions, 
[3,4.5,6]. In the Utter, the production of the pions is given in spacetime as well as 
in moment um space, since the had.-onic string model associates a momentum space 
fragmentation with a spacetirne fragmentation, see ref. {7j. There are different ap
proaches incorporating both quantum mechanics and source models for pions, such 
as the VYigner function formalism, developed by Pratt (8], and its different generali
sations, such as the relativist«: Wigner function formalism of ref. [9]. 

In the present paper we will utilise wave packets in order to resolve the clear 
contradiction of the classical assumptions with the tenets of quantum mechanics. 
We will discuss problems connected with different assumptions on the nature of the 

pion source. Finally, we shall show some of the consequences of the nW-Eiiiiteiu 
correlations on the single particle distribution. 

In high energy heavy ion reactions the system at break-up is considered a* a pi.m 
source, which in general can only be described by a density matrix. Conventionally, 
one may describe a density operator by a weighted sum of projection operators. VYr 
will tollow this, and specify the different pion sources in two steps. First, we give the 
pure states whose projectors are utilised. These states contain parameters. Next we 
prescribe the probability distribution of the values of these parameters, thus fixing 
the density matrix. 

2 QUANTUM STATES 
2.1 The State Containing One Pion and One Source 
The building block for the stale definition will be a wave packet, which is described 
as follows. 

creates a pion at point 1. 
4>'(*) can be decomposed as 

Ъ4п~ jept^Jw- (i) 
Let us define a wave packet type linear combination of this operator, 

• '(S.*.)!") - /<f* е-«*-*»''''' «-'•**t(/)|0). (2) 

Inserting expansion I. for i|>'(/)into this integral we obuin 

**(€.**)»> - J«V-»-*'''/*» «-<».-«. et( f l|o). (3) 
Assuming that after the break-up the wave packets move without interaction, the 

time evolution of this state is given as 

• t(C*\.T 1,O|0) - «•'"-'• , **(«". «UP) - (4) 

= Jrf>nc-W-*.»'/».' ,-Ц*-ЛС.вМ»Н1-М e t ( f l | 0 } { 5 ) 

This can also be written as 

• '(«»„OP) - fdPp u-OM.o.) of(p)|0>. (6) 

where o, denote the quantities *,, {,,r,, and 

MP,*.o.) - • ( * 1 , ) Г * ' * № ,-*№-«.«**И1-М (7, 



specifics tbc wave parket. R» our purpose»»« Ь not necressary to specif? thr wnjhi 
a, however at time» we shall we a Gaussian parameteriiatiou as 

The operator • ' ( o < ) l ) is the basic building block for the followiug considerations. 
The pure state in eq. 6 describes a wave packet with mean momentum ?,. mean posi
tion f, at time r„ with a spread of a = Др in momentum space and a corresponding 
ДЛ = * spread in configuration space. Although the location aud the momentum 
of a pion cannot be specified simultaneously with an arbitrary precision, the values 
of the parameters ж,( are not subject to any quantum mechanical restriction. For 
example, these values of the wave packet parameters can be identified with the clas
sical pion production points in the phase space, as calculated in a Monte Carlo or a 
hydrodioamical model. 

Note also, that these wave packets are normalized to unity, since 

(« • (o i . l i+ ' to i .Om-yr f ' j i lwtp . t ;«* ) ! ' - ! . (9) 

On the other hand they are not orthogonal; in fact they form an ovcrcomplete set (101 

2.2 Tke State Containing n Pkms and M Source 
Let us assume that there are M boson sources in the system. If one pion can be 
emitted from ал* of these sources then the state vector can be written as 

•.({«»}.«) = «4(o, см.*))* Ей, * , ( * . 0 № ) . (10) 
(Observe that this state 4ъ which is a linear combination of one pion states, is 

not normalised to unity.) 
Clearly, the quantum states, defined by eq. 6 and 10 correspond to physically 

different single pion sources. The я-pton states can in turn be defined as 

•4(5,1) = IE*, * ' (* ,«)]" № (II) 
In the usual treatement M = w. For example, if Af => n = 2, the two-pion state is 

specified as 

• , (« , . • , ,<) = (* ,(сп,1) + *'(о, .0И* 1 (оь») + * , (о„«)]|0). (12) 
When using this type of states о м usually introduces a phase-averaging method 

to get back the Bose -Einstein enhancement of pions at small relative momenta [11]. 
A 4tfftmt possible я-рюа state is given by 

•»(«,,.o,,...ot.O - • W r ) * ' • W « " ' . . . * W « ) * ' t Ю), (13) 
where 

M, + Ma + ... + Mi»i». (14) 

The •'iterances between these two types are discussed in the next Section wring a 
special сам. 

3 The Two-Pion Case 
If a system is characterised by two sources creating two pions, then eq. 11 with 
I m n ш 2 and Af, » Af, » 1 specifies the state 

« i ( - t .« i . i ) - * ,(<»i.0* ,(«».<)!0). (15) 

Note that this pure state is in general not normalised to unity. However, this norm 
does not depend on the momenta of the pions present in the system, thus we we can 
proceed to calculate the momentum distribution functions, N(e, r), which is defined 
as follows 

JV(e,r,cn,*,)- •>(«b«>.«r« , ( iV» t <r>(rXa*j<o 1 ,o, , t) (16) 
With the earlier definitions 

*(«,»-,«t.«i) . «'(«.«ЖЧг.еО + еЧг,«,).»^.»,) (J7) 
+ 2#(r, *,)•(, , ir,)e(r, *,)•(».»,) (lg) 
x co i ( ( f - fO((" l -&)- (<*-<*) (r , -T, ) ) (19) 

Tbc paraméteri have different values from event to event. The probability distribu
tion of the о parameters is denoted by «<*)• Thus for many events the (unnormalixed) 
two-pion momentum distribution, Tttf.r') is given by 

Ji(Äj) » /•Vi|«oi#(o lMot)iV(«,r; c .o , ) (20) 

To further our insight, we simplify this expression by factorizing Mo) and assuming 
Gaussian» for the parameter distributions, 

r < * ) - / M < W * ) « ( ' - ' » ) , (Í1) 

with 

(24) 
Thus 

Tj(Äf) - 2/d#M*)»4f.*)/w*>r<* ,)»V,*) (25) 

+ »/-»l(*»)^lг•.f)A(#)M^-t/Л«w* w ' l , . <») 



Let us introduce the notation 

«4 * o* + bnT. (28) 

This quMitity /(f) is a momentum distribution, where the wave packets are created 
with their centers distributed according to a Boitzmann distribution. 

Using this notation th« two-particle momentum distribution cwi be written as 

TíOífl = 2/(»V(0[l + e x p ( - ( í - fi*HÍ,,)], (29) 

where 

(Here we have restored the conventional units for clarity.) 
The single particle momentum distribution, 7i(f)> can be calculated by integrating 

T, over the momentum variable r 

Г,(в = 2/(i)[l + Д'е* Р ( -Я;„о*Д')] , (31) 
where 

(32) И + ̂  + гшТ).*^!»/» 
Inserting the explicit form of /(f) we get the following result, 

T,(y) = 2(^) W [«P<-S) + А»«РНЧ*»„Д» + ^1)] (33) 
One can observe from this expression that due to the Bose • Einstein correlation of 

the pioos, the single particle momentum distribution can now be described as a sum 
of two thermal distributions, having different effective temperatures. Thus we obtain 
an enhancement of pioos at low pr values in this model. Assuming the parameter 
values a = T = m„ one obtains the values T, = 105 MeV and T, = 210 MeV for the 
two effective temperatures. 

We find the normalization constant 7"0 from the T|(f) one-particle momentum 
distribution by integrating T\ over f, 

Го = г(1 + Л 3 ) , (34) 

where the quantity Д appears due to the possible overlap of the wave packets. We 
may mention that in the limiting cases a - • 0 and a — ее (corresponding to plane 
waves and localized pion emission, respectively) Л disappears for finite temperatures. 
Note, that A,// — oo as a - • 0, eq. 30. 

The two-pion correlation function, C(f, f) is given by 

difi- T»(ftO/ r« | 3 M 

Substituting the expressions for the momentum distribution* one obtains 

C[lf) ш ( l + w n l K - í f - r V i í , , ) 
14Д- 1 

* (I + A»txp(-f'Ä} / / A')(l + A'exrt-HÄ^A») 

Let us consider again tbc lirnitiug cases. If e -* 0 (which corresponds to states with 
definite momentum eigenvalues), ft,// — oo and C(p,f) — I for any ß ft f. In ease 
о -» oo, corresponding to states with definite position eigenvalues, Я,ц — Я and 

dp, fi - 1 + ехр(-Я'(*-- f)'). (38) 

4 CONCLUSIONS 
The present note suggests different specifications for the quanta! states of high-energy 
heavy ion reactions and elementary particle reaction* at break up. 

The states as defined give a precise quanta! meaning of the simultaneous position 
and momentum parameters used in the semidassical descriptions and reproduce in 
different limits the known results, and also enable one to specify the one body and 
t ' j body distribution functions. For a special case we explicjtely construct these 
functions and show the effects of the Bose • Einstein statistics on them. 
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W« dimn lb« production of strange quark clusters in nigh energy 
heavy-ion reactions in which Quark-Gluon plasma intermediate state 
is «cited. A nucracopic (ssiou-chain made! (PHASER) has bee« con
structed foe the description of Quark-Ctaou Plasma rehadroniaatioa. 
Color auctuatioas, QQ pair production and energy (ragn>«aUtioa have 
been tab» into account. The model satisfies the entropy and energy 
conservation laws. We determined the spin-flavour degeneracy (actors 
and the formation factors for multibaryoa quark dosten. Baryon, 
aatibaryon and meson yields, p/x, K/e and baryon/aatibaryon ratios 
haw beta calculated and compared with some experimental SPS and 
AGS data. We made theoretical considerations about the stability of 
strange qnark clusters and calculated the yields and certain ratios of 
light strangdets and aati-straugelets. We discuss some experimental 
consequences of light straagdet formation. 

'Won supported iá part by BMFT (06 OR 7M) and by DFG (H«12M/J-2). 

1 Introduction 
On* of the meet interesting problem» of high energy nuclear ркума я the 
production «ad idoatifcttioneltbt Quarb-Cluon Platen«(QCP) state. UV-
trarelativistic Heavy-ion Collisions can provide nigh enough temperature and 
density for quark and glue* liberation i.e. the deconfaement phase transi
tion. Heavy-ion reactions through the Quark-Gluon Plasma intermediate 
state art expected to be alto a powerful tool to produce exotic hadroat and 
badruwc clusters. Experiment« are in progress at the Brookbaven ACS at 
14.5 GeV/A and at the CERN SPS at 300 GeV/A beam energies to syn-
tbetiie and detect the Quark-Clue« Plasma phase and alto exotic nadront 
and exotic quark dusters at e.g. the strangeleU. 

We worked out the plasma fragmentation mechanism (or Quark-Gluoa 
Plasma nadronisation. Plasma fragmentation gives a new way (besides the 
mechanism of strangeness separation in the querk-hadron coexistence phase 
during hadronixatioa) to produce exotic strange clusters. There are theo
retical indications that strange clusters can be stable against strong decay. 
Antinudei «od anti-strangelets can be produced in a considerable amount in 
relativist» heavy-ion collisions and can be good signatures (or QGP (brme-
tion. 

In Section II. we describe in details our fission-chain model (PHASER) 
for the description of the haclroniution phase transition. In Section HI. 
we present the parameters of the initial QGP state. In Section TV. baryon 
anJ antibaryon yields in the final hadron gas are calculated and the entropy 
conservation law it discuseed. The p/w, K/w «ad tome antibaryon/ oaryon 
ratios are also presented. Section V. is devoted to presentation and discussion 
of the results for light itrangetet yields and ratios. In Sot. VI. we discuss 
the question of stability' and mas* Ы strange quark duster* and in Sec VII. 
me make considerations about the possibilities of experimental detection of 
strange cluster*. 

2 The flsiion-chain model of QGP fragmen
tation 

When the Quark-Gluon Plasma state is produced, a very important question 
is the analysis of rehadraniiation of QGP to predict and interpret the results 
of experiments and recognise tht possible hadronic signals of Quark-Cluon 
Plasma state. A number of rehadreoisatioa modelt have been suggested un
til now, see e.g. from(l) to Щ Some of them (2.3) assume rehadronitation 
occuring in thermal and chemical equilibrium. In ref. (T J | a nonequilibrium 
tbermodynamical model was announced. Oa the other hand in ref. (I) a sud
den rehadronisation scene, the cornbinatork break up model was sugiJtted. 



href. W the fragments!«* of gtuons w i cuniiduiid together with comb» 
•Marie brook «p. TW possibility of monential fissioning of QGP droplets 
in* mentioned in rets. (5,6). A topological msehsniim foe (*nti-)barron 
I«od«ctss*tremnQGPvmiatsriMmfof. {9j-

San» features of high energy s*avy-ion соШвощ dynamics (pretence of 
bjrdrodyoamic law and velocity gradients), consequences of Debye-screetting 
in Quark-Gluou Plasma and the screening of residu*] color charges in two 
fissioning plasma droplets by quark-antiquark pair creation make pouible 
the development of a fission cascade process during the badronfraüon phase 
transition. For the description of whsdroniiation of tie Quark-Gluon Plasma 
via Una rnerhamsm we worked oat a new Monte-Carlo model (PHASER) 
consisting of the below discussed main considerations and processes. 

The initial QGP state is a color singlet one. Single-particle quark states 
are characterised by two quantum «ambers (q,s) of the SU(2) flavour group, 
the three quantum numbers (RJ.G) of the color SU(3) group «ad the two 
charge conjugation degrees of freedom. According to this a multiquark bag is 
described by 12 occupation numbers corresponding to the 12 different single 
quark states, (b the present paper we dtscusi consequences of the Bavour and 
color composition and we do not treat effect» connected with other quantum 
numbers, thus we suppress them.) We suppose that the Quark-Gluon Plasma 
state initially is in theimody—mical and chemical equilibrium. We assign 
definite temperature (T), chemical potential (щ), total energy (Б), total 
entropy (S), baryon charge (B) and volume (V) to the QGP bag. (As the 
initial net strangeness is sen» and ft, ш 0 so we not indicated it.) 

The first process is the random fission of the initial partition of quarks 
into two daughter partitions, see Fig.l. We implement this fission by putting 
a randomly selected quark from the original baa hrto •** of *be two daughter 
bags. The probability with which a quark «ads up in one of the daughter 
bags depends on the actual color of the daughter bag and that of the quark. 
Specifically the variable r t ( | ц |< \) controls the probability r\(*x) srith 
which the quark is placed into the 'left* daughter bag. Accordingly JV*«) ж 

1 - P*(*i) is the probability of ending up in the 'right* bag- The x t and 
r\(xi) are given as follows 

**«$•£/«£", a) 
ft(»t)»5(l-*t) (2) 

where Q is the color (unit)vector of the randomly choosen single quwk, £is 
the color vector of the actual left bag and | £ у is its norm. Similarly to *i 
one can define the probability variable х д (| xn |< I): 

«*»$•*/в я в W 

bom UM соЫ vector ef the "riglrl" daughter bag & The wieble «> ем 
control the prsksbility ef taWng a quark to the "right" hag: 

JW«n)-5<l-»i.) («) 

and with the complementary probability Pi(x«; • 1 - Рл(*я) to fall into 
the "left" bag. The symmetrised probability of (ailing to the "left* bag if 

4-"|(l + J*fa)-4(»J.)) (*) 
Ыcoursв1Pn-l-P^1wЬ*rePяatbвsyвшvrtruЫproЬabiHtyollaШиgtв 
the "right" bag. (Only at the end of a binary fission event A + £ - 0 d u e to 
global color neutrality.) This probability rule restricts the color fluctuations 
and correspondingly the quark-antiquark production in the badroniialion 
process. It effectively describes a phenernenolotieal pseudo-potential which 
prefers the absorption of quarks which help to color neutralise the daughter 
bag. 

As the absorption probability distribution Pi is independent of the length 
of the color vector (which can be teen from the definitions ef xi,x« in eqs. 
(1).(3)), it allows the development of a noosero color charge for the daughter 
bag. The color vector of a bag is represented in a planar coordinate system 
with three axes denned by the unit vectors 1, J, t (representing the generators 
of the color group) pairwiae enclosing an angle of 2*/3. The mesh-,wints of 
this discrete color space represent the color multipket states, tee in ruf. (10). 
The color vector is given as follows: 

Z-A-t + 0 } + <?•«. (•) 
where: 

(J .J) - (J . fc ) - ( j . i ) - - l (7) 

The daughter bags prepared in the above described tray «rill is general 
not be color neutral and will cause a color field in between them. We assume 
that this field decay* by quark-tntiquark pair production leading to the color 
neutralisation of each bag, sse Pig. I. 

The color neutralisation is achieved by a random sequence of color de
creasing steps, which is actually a norm decreasing oriented random walk in 
the color plane. A color decreasing step is realised by adding a randomly 
generated colored Q or Q to the "left" bag if it decreases the norm of the 
color vector of that bag. The conjugated quark is added to the "right" bag. 
As the color vectors of the two daughter bags l,R are aotiparallol at the end 



of the binary fission tb« above process «Ш make the daughter bags siroulta-
neeusry odorie**. As a consequence of SU(3)r symmetry breaking, the mass 
of bfbt and. strange quarks are different so the formatioo probabilities in a 
cola* lax tube fragmentation event are also not equal. Thus the probabil
ity of strange quark-antiquark pair production in a random color decreasing 
step is controlled by a strangeness suppression parameter / . . If we denote 
by / , the probability of light quark pair fragmentation, we have / . + /« = !. 
At the end of this process we end up with two colorless daughter bags with 
enhanced quark and antiquark content and among the newly created quarks 
both light and strange flavours occur. 

The hadroaization process terminates when all the bags are already mes
ons or baryons. We distinguish 12 different hadnnic species, the mesons: 
*Кчч)> K(q3), R(qjS), n(s,s) »bd the baryons: N(q,q,q), 8(q,q\q), Y(q,qj), 
Y(q,q4), S(q,s,s), ~(q,s,s) and (Í(J,J,Í.), fi(M.») in the final hadron gas state. 

However, we restrict ourselves not only to the formation of single hadrons 
containing 2 or 3 quarks, but also consider multibaryon clusters with 6,9 and 
12 quarks. These clusters can be easily classified according to their light (QQ) 
and strange (sä) quark content. Such a cluster configuration is labelled by 
QV* (where n+m= 6,9,12) and the hadrooic or nuclear quantum numbers 
are B.S.IJ (where B,S,l,J stands for baryon charge, strangeness, isospin and 
spin, respectively). The program monitors the birth of clusters with the 
appropriate baryan charge and strangeness quantum numbers B,S during 
plasma fragmentation, as soon as one of them is created, it is removed from 
the further hadronoatioo process. 

The yields of different clusters are given as a multiplication of the forma
tion factor Was and a spin-flavour weight CT)": 

p = e r r . »w (8) 
CfJ and Wavs *re defined is the following way. The formation factor 

lV'a.s can be determined by the fission-chain model PHASER , as this sta
tistical model gives the probability of cluster formation from a hadronuing 
quark gluon plasma where the cluster has baryon charge В and strangeness 
S. As the PHASER sums over spin and flavour we have to "decrease* the 
formation factor with the spin-flavour weight to consider specific spin-isospin 
cluster configurations. 

Consider a cluster Q", where Q=u,d. We now work out the isospin con
tent of such clusters. The same considerations apply to spins T and 1. The 
technique is the following: first write down all ordering* of u,d for each /,. 
Por Q 1 , we have 8 combinations 

uuu (/,=3/2) pure 1=3/2 
uud, udu, duu (/,=1/2) mixed 1=1/2, 3/2 
udd, dud, ddu (/,—1/2) mixed 1=1/2,3/2 

ddd (/,=-3/2) pure 1=3/2. 

The weight of the 1=3/2 component to the same in each charge state, 
namely 1/i. For / , = * l / 2 , the ether two cowbtoat ions exhaust taeremaiaiag 
probability, namely 2/8. The 1=3/3 weight is then 4 • I/« = 1/2 and the 
1=1/2 weight is 2 • 2/8 • 1/2. Here the factors 2 and 4 correspond to the 
numbers of / , values. Thus the weight in case of Q* is 1/2 for 1=1/2 and 
1/2 for 1=3/2. In Table 1. and Table 2. we give tome values of the toospin 
factors; the spin factors are similar. 

During fragmentation we split the initial energy among the two plasma 
droplets, ensuring conservation of energy (see Fig. 1). In each elementary 
fission we divide the total energy of the initial bag into two parts ( e.g. 
£ ? • £ } + £J, where £* it the total initial energy of the QGP droplet) and 
give them to the daughter bags. The division of the energy is proportional 
to the so called minimal direct recombination energy of the bag and this 
procedure ensures the conservation of energy: 

El/El - EUJEl^, (9) 

The minimal direct recombination energy of a bag (e.g. £'.„„, which s 
the total energy of the first "left" daughter bag in our case) is the minimal 
total mass of the hadion gat which can be combined from the quarks of the 
bag without adding any further QQ pairs. We subtract step by step the 
quark content of the bag and recombine them into hadrons in that order 
that the lowest mass strange mesons and baryons we first populate and at 
the end count the different meson and baryon numbers: AT„iVv... Л». (The 
precise hadron population order is: R, K, n, », Л, X, 5, 5, fl, П, N, ft, 
so we first populate the lower mast meson channels and than the heavier 
barion ones. The other aspect which determined the given order is that we 
should populate first hadrons containing strange quarks; otherwise the order 
is determined by rising mass.) The minimal recombination energy can be 
calculated by summing up the baryon numbers multiplied by the appropriate 
baryon masses: 

ft.™ - Af, • Sw + MK • {NK + ЛГу) + W, • ЛГ, + Jf« • W» + Nw) + 
MA • (NA + ЛГу) + Мг • (JVi + JVf) + Afp • (ЛЬ + Л%) (10) 

This procedure ensures that the final bags have enough energy to gain badroa 
mats, to become on-tbell hadrons. This procedure also allows to have kinetic 
energy for the on-sbell hadrons: 

£г = ло,+«:*.. (ID 
A mats is assigned to the clusters too, which U the minimal matt of the 
possible hadronk recombinations determined by the above procedure. The 



PHASER program frceaa ont опту that quark bags as dusters whidi nave 
enough, total energy to generate tbe previously defined duster mass. We do 
not treat effects due to tbe binding energy of nadrons in a hadrouk environ
ment. 

The baryon dtarge and tbc strangeness are also strictly conserved in tbe 
plasm* fragmentation process. By running tbc Monte-Carlo algorithm many 
times we generate different patterns for the QGP binary fission diain from 
which we calculate statistical averages for the number of different hadronic 
species occuring in tbe final state. 

3 The initial Quark-Gluon Plasma State 
The Quark-Gluon Plasma in thermodynamkal ard chemical equilibrium is 
characterised by temperature T and a barren chemical potential /*»• The 
densities of light and strange quarks can be determined from the equilibrium 
fenni distribution functions: 

*' = ,'/(%^77 (12) 

Here f=u,d,s c^^tu s «ц=1«ц; ц% « 0 due total strangeness neutrality 
of the initial state, p,m/ are the momentum and mass of quarks, T is the 
temperature and j / is the spin-color degeneracy factor- For the Monte-
Carlo simulations we need the initial quark numbers which can be derived 
by evaluating the above quark densities : 

ЛГ. = A, - jiVmlT £ i - i — А-,(п^?). (13) 

iVf-gvr»SÍ=p»** (M) 

Л; = Лrf + 2 V ( ^ + J .Г , ) (15) 

The density of primordial quark flavours one can see in Fig. 2. The baryon 
number is 

e = | v ( ^ + ( ^ ' ) (16) 

and the total energy of the plasma 

«w = v|»i + g , » r + %№• + JL„* + J-5rfVi=?)] (17) 

J-» - £<- i )H»i |2£$2i . ÜÍÜSÍj, (ig) 

where A} is the bag constant, taken as being (JOOA/fV)«, A'I , AT, are the i n t 
and second order Bated functions of imaginary argument, m, is the мам of 
strange quarks and x*m,/T. 

The entropy density can be calculated via 

• n * - - ^ . (M) 

wbere Pqar is calculated from eq.(17) via 

* W - 5« - At. С - y«oe, - A, (20) 

At temperature T thermal gluons art also present in the plasma with the 
number: 

.V, . ЩШуТ* (21) 

and as tbe first step of hadronixatioo we fragment these gluons into light 
and straage quarks with branching factors / ,«0.8 and /,»0.2, and add these 
quarks to the primordial quarks being present at thermal equilibrium. So the 
number of quarks in the initial QGP state at the beginning of Monte-Carlo 
plasma fragmentation is given by: 

fl. ш S, ш f/. + Nf (И) 
fl, - AT, + Nf <») 
#,-#, +/ff, (24) 

and S? « f,f,tl„, JV* > / t/,JV„ where / , is the so called reduction factor 
which gives the fraction of gluons fragmented into quark-antiquark pair*. 
The remaining gluons will contribute to the constituent quark masses and the 
confining potential. The appropriate quark density after gluon fragmentation 
can be seen in Figure 3. This way the badroniiation we approximated by a 
two step process, the first step is fragmentation of thermal gluons and the 
second one is fission cascade of plasma droplets. The second step we will 
discus* in ihr next i*ction. In Fig. 4. the ratio of strange to up quark 
abundances after gluon fragmentation are shown. 

4 Single particle abundances 
In our present calculation* we partially fragmented the thermal gluon* with 
a reduction factor of 0.5. ( We choose for the reduction factor parameter the 
value / , * 0.5 which lies just in tbe middle of tbe range of 0.0 < / , < 1.0 
where the limits refer to the no fragmentation and complete fragmentation 
cases. The volume of QGP was supposed to be VQCF • 2 • \0*GeV* (this 
value refers to 153.5 / m 1 ) for the calculations when cluster formation was 



suppressed. For the strange quark mass we used the m. ж 0.15 GeV value. 
It is assumed that (be plasma state cools and expands to the phase bound
ary where the hadrooizatioa process starts. We have seen in the previous 
paragraph that the model PHASER produces hadrons with kinetic energy. 
Considering hadrooixation without duster formation we can determine the 
temperature Тц of the resulting hadron gas (treating pions relativistically) 
by the following formula: 

EH = (EQGF) = £ . + £ £ = т .ЛГ,Я(^) + £ т Л + l{i\H - ЛГ.)Г* 

(25) 
where in the relativbtic Boltzmann approximation 

1: is the number of hadronic components and Л'н is the total r.uniher of 
hadrons. So we expressed the total energy of the final hadron gas as a 
function of its temperature Гц. The three members on the right hand side 
of eq. (25) are: the energy of the pion gas component, the total mass and 
total kinetic energy of the other components. Our calculations show that at 
the end of hadrcnization the hadron gas has a temperature below the critical 
one, see Table. 3. 

We are interested in calculating the total entropy content of final hadron 
gas. We suppose that the hadron gas is a mixture of components of different 
hadronic species (»,K,ij.N.A,H and fl). We calculate the specific entropy 
<7t of the different hadronic components and multiply them by the particle 
numbers of the component given by the program PHASER, finally we sum 
up the entropies of the components. 

To calculate specific entropies we should know the 'partial" chemical 
potentials of the different components. It can be calculated by the next 
formula using particle numbers Л", of different hadronic species given by the 
PHASER calculations: 

*.{Tc) = Т„ыА ( -^ ) J } + т . (2Т) 

where ТнЛн are the temperature and volume of hadron gas, respectively, 
.-.•:.-s are the masses of hadronic components, the factor of degeneracy is d, -* 
!'-•/. +1)(2Л+1) and the considered hadronic components are i=(ir,K,i),N',A,H 
.-.nd П>. 

Herr we supposed an expansion of the fireball given by a factor C w so 
the volume of the hadroo gas is l * — C^V^g/f?. Our studies show that 
.'i>r>«-rW.ton of total entropy in hadronization is guaranteed in the range of 
.-iiemical potential O.Vf «V < >i« < 600Л1 eV by the expansion of hadroo gas 

of 7 • 10 • times of the original QGP volume, see Table 3. The total entropy 
of the badron gas is given by the formula: 

S * - £ « • • % (2») 
••i 

where в, is the specific entropy of the i-th component of the badron gas and 
it is defined by: 

In the QGP phase the baryon density is given by the formula: 

M - 5<.v, - * • ) / • « » (W) 
where N, and Л| are toe numbers of light quarks and antiquar!»s. In Fig.S. 
the ratio p,/pt is shown, where д •> the density of baryon of type i (i«N, 
Y, H, fl) and Pi is the net baryon density calculated at the hadror.ic side 
(Л»Е| Pi * С «)• Similar ratios for the tntibtryont «re *1ю ikown. Etch 
calculated point represents an average over 10* event«. For the si production 
/,«0.2 strangeness suppression factor was used ( &nd so /,»0.S ). Fig.6. 
shows the obtained A**/»*, A'"/*" and p/»* ratios which were defined by 
,/,* - J(.V.vAV.) and A'*/»* - f (JVVAV.). A"/»" « J (A*/.V,). 

Comparing our results with those obtained with other models we can 
conclude that : 

i) for meson ratios ( A'*/»*, A"/»- ) PHASER yields results similar to 
those obtained from the fragmentation-recombination model of ref. [I] [111 
(with no expansion) and give higher values than the improved flavour kinetic 
model of ref. [3]. The К*/я* and A'"/»- ratios could be sensitive to the 
}/q ratio in the Quark-Gluon Plasma state. Our results give higher values 
for A"/**» than the hadronic scenario calculations [4). 

ii) for the ratios of antibaryon* p,/pt PHASER yields results higher than 
those obtained from the direr! recombination me<M o! rtl. fl! and similar to 
the fragmentation-recombination model of ref. [4] (with no expansion). The 
aggreement with ref. [4] can be understood as both our Plasma Fragmenta
tion model and the fragmentation-recombination model lakes into account 
the conservation of entropy which needs to produce quarks and to result* 
higher baryon abundances. Comparing the PHASER predictions for baryon 
abundances to the flavour kinetic model results \i) we can say that РНЛ SER 
gives anti-nucleon yields below the anti-hyperoni in contrast to the flavour ki
netic model predictions. The PHASER also predicts omega-antiomefa asym
metry at baryon rich initial plasma states. А соггрлгмоп with experimental 
data could indicate the char* ier of the rehadroni^tion process. 

We can compare some antibaryon/baryon »no kaon/pion ratios of our 
calculations with experimental data. The PHASER gives at 

T m 160 .If eV, B~0:J/.\m 1.00 (31) 



T = 158AI eV, B = \\: Х/Л = 0.69 (32) 
Т = l37Af еК В = 22: ff/Л - 0.47 (33) 

and from Ute CERN SPS NA35 daU at 200 GeV/A beam energies [12] for 
tbc S+S collision where baxyon symmetric plasma can be formed 

Л/Л = 0.18 (34) 

From the PHASER at T=130 MeV and B=112 K+/*+ = 0.44, A"/*- = 
0.18. In Brookhaven in ibe E-80'2 experiments at 14.5 GeV beam energy 
where В se 108 K*/x* =0.192, .Ч"-/»-=0.036 (13]. We haw got higher 
values in each cares which can be explained by the fact that our calculations 
definitely started from a Quark-Gluon Plasma state. We performed calcula
tions at M, = 0 that is in the exactly baryon free case, see figs. 6,7 (for which 
T=160 MeV refers at the phase transition curve), we could predict results for 
extra large collision energies which will be reached at )he Brookhaven RH1C 
facility and the planned CERN LK0 machine. 

5 Predictions of light strangelet yields 
In addition to the light nonstrange normal- (d, l/Ht*,a) and antinuclei (d, 
i/Hc ,ö) certain clusters with different strange qua intent can be stable 
against strong decay [14]. The Quark-Cluoo Plasm- mentation seems to 
be a new and powerful mechanism to produce cluste 'ring fragmentation 
in a natural way based on the fragmeulalion procii- self. In the QGP 
phase there is a high parton density at \ so the probability of coalescence of 
more quarks can be targe. During plasma fragmentation as a consequence 
of stochastic nature of both fissions and color neutralisation processes the 
strangeness content of plasma droplets can fluctuate. These strangeness 
fluctuations can lead to enhanced light strangelet formation probabilities. 
With the help of the PHASER model we calculated the yields of different 
di-, tri- and tetra-baryon strange clusters in one QGP hadronization event. 
In calculations we simulated 10 s hadrouization events and averag< iver this 
ensamble. Л plasma volume of VQCP - 4 - l04Ct V'4 (which is equ: . ent with 
VQCP = 307/m 3) was used. In Table 4. the treated dusters Mid anti-dusters 
are given ic the quark base. For the normal matter clusters В > 0, S < 0 
and for the anti matter dusters Ö < 0, S > 0. 

The model PHASER treetea out and removes from further hadronixation 
each dusters belonging to a given baryon charge B, and strangeness S. The 
numerical values of spin-flavour factors Си are given in the upper part of 
Table S. and in the lower part the considered I and J quantum numbers are 
given for the treated dusters. ""he dusters having the desired Savour and spin 
(1.J) quantum numbers we keep but the other spurious clusters we hadronize 
at the end of the Monte-Carlo fission chain cascade in the following way: we 

subtract the number of spurious clusters (which is (l -СЦ) tiroes the duster 
yield) from the total number of dusters at each cluster flavor and spin (I,J) 
quantum numbers. Then the spurious dusters we hadrooin into baryoos 
populating them in the order with rising mass. The program PHASER counts 
the abundances of single hadrons and hadronic quark clusters. 

In Figs. 7,8 we give the cluster yields, normalised to the abundances 
of protons, at seven different critical temperatures and corresponding quark 
chemical potential values along the phase transition curve. Although the 
weighting with the spin-flavour factors tiiminates a large number of excited 
clusters, the given cluster yields contain excited dusters of the same ground 
state spin and isospin. 

At the right side of Table 4. are the so called strangelets which are charac
terised by nearly equal number of u,d,s quarks (so n — 2m). In the left sides 
of Table 4. close to the stable nonstrange nuclei the hyper-nucleus like clus
ters are placed. From Figs. 7,8 one can see that few anti-matter clusters are 
produced from baryon rich plasma hadronization, which is the consequence of 
the original flavour composition, namely few light anti-quarks are present in 
the plasma. Although the quark-antiquark production during rcbadronizs-
tion modifies the original flavour composition, but in the case of clusters, 
as they "freeze out" at an earlier stage of hadronization. further QQ pair 
production and strangeness content fluctuation does not modify the flavour 
composition of them. This way the clusters produced by QGP hadronization 
can contain information (which is less diluted by the hadronization process) 
for the quark flavour composition of the original plasma. On the other band 
the strange anti-cluster production is enhanced from the baryon symmetric 
plasma, which is the consequence of the higher q4 content. In Fig. 9. tome 
ratios of dibaryon clusters are shown. The d/p and Н/Л ratios decrease with 
decreasing щ because the number of primordial q-s also decreases. The ratio« 
dip and Ä/Ä are rising with decreasing p» because the number of primordial 
<j-s is increasing. The ratio H/d is rising with decreasing pi a* the s/q ratio 
in the initial plasma state is also rising. The ratio H/d decreases with low
ering pi as the initial ratio i / f also decreases because the supression of f-s 
decreases with decreasing fit. These ratios also contain information for QGP 
signatures as their behavior depends on the primordial quark composition 
but also are distorted by hadronization effects, mainly by quark production. 

In ref. (IS] a calculation is presented for the number of H-partides which 
can be produced in high energy heavy-ion collisions considering the hadron 
gas scenario. The authors found that 0.01 H-partide is formed in a QGP 
hadronization event produced in reactions which can be performed at the 
Brookhaven ACS parameters. Our calculated result for this case is ~ 0.017 
when the Q*a7 formation parameter was corrected by the spin-flavour factor. 
An other interesting possibility offers the calculations of ref. (16) for the 
yields of light nonstrange normal- and anti-nuclei. Comparisons with our 
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decreasing baryc* charge. 

6 Speculations on the stability of strange 
clusters 

la bis original paper Witten pointed oat that the *o called strange matter 
state can be the graved state of nuclei. It baa been «bowo tbat tar a system 
witb fiaite net stranginr.n the farmi energy of quark matter ia towered due 
to the presence of strange quarks. This means that tbe system is either 
met «stable or even absolutely stable. The necessary condition for meta-
stability is that the mass of the system should be smaller than that of the 
analog hyperouk matter. 

7 Experimental consequences 
As the exotic quark dusters are relatively low abundant it is hard to dis
tinguish them from the high multiplicity badronic background. Tbe possible 
very short lifetime also limits their detection. One experimental signal can be 
for straagctet detection a measurement of its small charge to mass ratio. An 
other way for their idcatification is the detection of delayed and correlated 
A-s. Ah» their weak decay products can be used for the detection of light 
strangetets. 

8 Conclusions 
We developed a Monte-Carlo simulation model to describe the confining 
phase transition of a Quark-Gtuou Plasma by tbe plasma fragmentation 
mechanism. The process was approximated by a binary fission chain. This 
way we could determine the single hadroa abundances and kaoa/pkw ratio« 
and compared to other theoretical calculations and some experimental data. 
The pUsma fragmentation offered a new mechanism to produce clusters dur
ing nadronization. We calculated Orange and nonstrange light duster (irat
tér) and anti-duster multiplicities. These strange clusters and anti-dusters 
can serve as signals of QGP formation. There are indications that besides 
the ordinary d,t,a nuJei and anti-nuclei the strange variants of them can be 
stable too. Their stability would be a test of validity of QCD. Delayed and 
correlated multi-lambda measurements and their weak decay channels can 
be used for fnrperimentil detection. 
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The Great Plasmon Puasl« Resolved * 

G. Kunstatter 
Pkjpic* Dtftrtmmt 

U*i*rrnty e/ ffiaatsee 
ИЬтфсе, Jkfaaitoea 
CANADA MSB tE9 

Abstract The apparent gauge fixing dependence of the gluon plasma damp
ing Tonstant has been the source of much controversy. The resolution of this 
controversy has recently been proven to he in the inadequacy of the naive loop 
expansion as a self-consistent approximation scheme. This paper presents a ped
agogical description of the natute of the original controversy and its ultimate 
resolution. 

1. Introduction 

There is currently a hope that experiments involving rclativistic heavy ion collisions 
might provide proof of the existenc of a new state of matter: the quark-gluao plasma. 
Unfortunately, the prediction, and hence ultimate detection of clear cut signatures of 
this plasma is hampered by the fact that QCD is a very difficult theory in which to do 
rigorous calculations. One is therefore forced to consider models with many parameters 
that hopefully mimic the behaviour of the true plasma. Although this approach may prove 
to be successful phenomenologically, a direct link to the original theory is lost. 

This talk deals with physical attributes of the plasma that can be calculated directly 
fro.n QCD, namely the plasmon mass and damping constant. Quantum field theoretic 
techniques should, in principle, provide unambiguous predictions far these physical quan
tities and many perturbative calculations have been done[l,2]. AlUx-igh all one loop 

* Talk given at the Workshop on Relativistic Heavy Ion Physics at Present and Future 
Accelerators, Budapest, June 1991. 

calculations agree on the value of the plasma» mass, the one loop damping fnastaas у 
appears to depend on how the calculation is performed: it dspsaa» «я «physical gauf» 
fixing parameters. This seemingly paradoxical result triggered a long controvs>sy|l-7). ТЫ 
correct resolution of th's controversy has recently been established: tbt apparent gauge 
dependence of the damping constant at the one loop level is simply due to the breakdown 
of the naiv« loop expansion as a lelJ-consistent approximation icbcmt. The need to eon-
rider higher loops was realized quite early on(l), but a specific scheme for performing the 
required resummai ion was giwo only recently by Pi*ar#ki[3j. The proof that tht retumma-
tion does in fact yield a gauge independent damping constant at lowest non-trivial order 
was given in |4], while the result of a specific calculation, in Coulomb gauge, was present ad 
in |5]. A more general, formal proof that a self-consistent approximation would necessarily 
yield gauge independent plasma parameters can be found in (6|. 

The purpose of this talk is to present a pedagogical description of the original con
troversy surrounding the gauge dependence of the ptasmon damping constant and of 
its ultimate resolution. A more detailed and technical description can be found in the 
literature(3-7]. Section 2 contains a brief description of how to calculate dispersion rela
tions and damping rates in hot field theories. Section 3 outlines the special problems that 
arise in gauge theories, and describes the controversy that arose due to the apparent gauge 
fixing dependence of the one loop gluon plasma damping rate. Section 4 describes in some 
detail the resolution of the controversy while Section S closes with conclusions. 

2. Finita Temperatur« Linear Response Theory 
The most direct (but not always most practical) method for checking whether or not a 

given system is stable is to hit it with a hammer to see whether it "rings", or crack». Linear 
response theory1 allows this method to be applied quantitatively to quantum mechanical 
systems. The linear response approximation assumes that the Hamiltonian Ä» of the 
system under question undergoes a small perturbation: 

HmH, + tä (2.1) 

where 
t& m Of J (22) 

1 Most of the material in this section can be found in the book by KapustajS] 



describes the perturbation m terms of «в external source Kaearty coupled to tome «ell 
denned operator Ö. hÜwHeäeoberiwprejgJitioB, Uwtin^depemteBcoof ÜHoperator 
Ö m gjtven by it» commntotor with the Hsmiltonian-

$ - i [ Ä . Ö | (2Л) 

V the perturbation ш turned on at töne U and off at t/, then it» «fleet oa the expectation 
«ahieafd ma given state J; >, far example, will be; 

*<i\o\>) - < jf' «vüii'^f), цат+o«*)' 
»«y«tt,W(l')DV-*) (2-«) 

where Ö*(lf -1 ) is the retarded propagator of Ó in the state |j): 

O«(f-*)aüHd(0.Ö(»)lb)*X<,-í) («) 
Ь the al»w, е\г* - » H l t f t ^ t a a d is iero otherwise. 

At fixed (non-sero) temperature T = 1/0 one ia interaated in thermal averages: 

with partition function, Z, defined by 

Z г Tr<e*p<-0Ä)) - 2>|exp(-/tö) | j) (2.7) 
j 

Suppose now that a field theoretic system is hit sharply at time t = 0 with a "hammer'* 
of fixed wawtong'b That is 

«(г, t) * j.(í) «xp(ií • «ум (zs) 

С the momentan) space retarded propagator Ом(ш, í ) has a pole ia the complex frequency 
planeatvjsuft) —«•).(£), with residue Я(к), then a simple contour integration yields the 
response of the system: 

S{0) - i / eVdVeVft', í)í>*(»*. **. *, О 

ss -.*<Í)jt(S)exp(i(í • í - Stítojexpt-y«) (Z9) 

TI—»i i r — . - j . v - p ^ - j - — : — « k . n.r—t 1_4—J firing thiftinésmsa 
Ul oscillaUow of the system, while the mtagiaary part cfrorntinss the . » p b « rate. И 
**" •*—r'-g "ттЧпЛ T it |TTTH— *tr rplnn i iifi n Ti —Mi s ilsmeiil рпцицниц »eis. 
—Î Ti iÍT~ilm nliHiin i Í1(T) (ft Мац") irhni if i ' 1t Ihi ттаищ ineesllijj. 
and the system "cracks". The crucial point ia that the ratponse parameters ы and 7 are 
properties of the system under consideration, and if they are to haws physical relevance, 
they must be independent of the type of "hammer" used. They should not depend 00 the 
scHtrcecc^ipu^usedtoc'es^oetbeperturoatioaO.e. 00 the ptrtieukr oftntar Ó). 

Lack of space presents me from dserrihing in detail how to calniUto thermal averages 
in quantum field theory. The reader is apis referred to ret(8| and references therein. For 
the present purposes it is sumaent to note that the thermal partition funetion lor beeesji 
fieldi can be calculated urmg a EucUdcaa path integral m which all fields art takes to 
be periodic1 ia the Euclidean time direction, with period iff. This can be understood 
neuristically by noting that the partition function can be wpcsssid as a trace over the 
field position eigeastatea \4(f)), so that 

г-У'«-*Ч«Ш*0|еэ*(-**)И*)) №M) 

The integrand in the above mpisssiun rsssmblss an ordinary transition amplitude from 
U m 0 to tf m %ß. Such transition amplitudes are well known to have a path integral 
representation )̂. The trace in (2.10) is obtained by summing over all paths for which the 
initial state at t< is equal to the final state at </. This yields the required Fiiflidtan path 
integral: 

Z ш J\44(g,tt))<*p-j'*ж**ЦФ) (Ml) 
where the functional integral is over all periodic fields, as claimed above. Given the path 
integral (2.11), one can in principle calculate the thermal propagator for any field theory, 
and hence its response functions.' However, as discussed in the »text section, gauge theories 
such as QCD complicate the situation considerably. 

1 Far aMicommuting, fermionk fields one must use antiperiodic boundary conditions, 
* I will not address the controversy over which complex contour should be used to 

evaluate the above expreenoo(7]. 



3 . ваше* Dependence: ТЬо Groat Plasmon Puxxle 

Consider the QCD Lagrangian*: 

« b e t e « , * 3 1,2, ...,8 are colour indicee>j»,ыш 1,2..,4 are spacetime indices and tbeQCD 
Geld strength is given in term» of the gluon fields AJ(x) by: 

l ^ » € \ A . - e V A ; - • / • * * * * А, (3.2) 

The Lagrangian (XI) is invariant under local Stf(3) colour transformations of the gluon 
fieht-

« A ; W « 6VA« - в /^А.А« s D?A* . (3.3) 

As a result, the partition function (2.10) is ill-defined because it integrates over an infinite 
mwnhw of gauge copies of the same physical field. The standard prescription for dealing 
with this is to add to the classical lagrangian a gauge fixing term and its associated 
rYddeev-Popov term(10] as follows: 

£.. / . + £ , » - . = — < * • ) ' + I T [ z > ; « g ^ ] c * (3.4) 

In the above, í / í A^ refers to functional differentiation, Dm is the covenant derivative 
defined in Eq.(3.3) and 2 s" and C* are periodic, anticommutiag ghost fields wbicfa must 
also be integrated. Far example one can chouse a one parameter family of gauges that 
interpolate between covariant and Coulomb gauges: 

* * = { < M ; + ( i - € ) * u r (3.3) 

where i = 1,2,3 runs over spatial indices only. 

It can be proven that the QCD partition (unction obtained by this gauge fixing pro
cedure n completely mdepeadeu of the gauge fixing condition^*. The gluon propagator, 

ö ^ ( » . » ) = {A;(x).At(y)) (З.в) 

on the other hand, is gauge fixing dependent. 

* We ignore the quarks for the following discussion. They change only technical details 
but not the qualitative results. 

The discussion in the previous Section suggest« that one should bs able to extract the 
physical response functions of the gluon plasma bom the propagator of any well-denned 
operator, including the groan field. The result of applying linear response theory to the 
gluon propagator(U| is that the physical response of the gluon system is described by the 
poles in the transversa part of the gluon propagator. This essectially comet from the met 
that gauge invariance requires the external source to be conserved. At sero temperature, 
Lorenti invariaace implies that the gluon propagator has only one independent transverse 
part. At finite temperature, however, the rest velocity of the heat bath effectively breaks 
Lorenti invariaace down to rotational mvnrianes ody, u d * «traigbtforward tense* aftslyti* 
shows that there are two independent transverse pieces: one is transverse with respect to 
the t p a t ^ nMCoenttmi three vectc«, whik tb« ЫЬет и rpstiaUy k^tuo^ji^. Both however 
are transverse with respect to the momentum four vector as required. These two modes 
have independent response functions, 7 ( i ) and £(«), whose игом in the complex plane 
yield the oWersion relations for the spatially transverse and spatially longitudinal modes, 
respectively. 

One-loop calculations of the plasmoo mAss[l,2), in the low wavelength, high temper
ature limit yield a unique answer 

u.» - J f »ЛГТ» (3.7) 

The one-loop damping constant, on the other hand depends on the gauge in which it is 
calculated[l,2): 

7 - C ( e ) ^ y I (3.S) 

where C(a) denotes a gauge fixing dependent coefficient. Moreover, not only is the magni
tude of the damping constant gauge fivir^ dependent, but so is its sign. Table 1 contains 
a fairly comprehensive list of values obtained to date for the gluon damping constant. 
"Unimproved" calculations are those which search for poles in the one-loop gluon propa
gator. 

The apparent gauge dependence of a supposedly physical quantity lead to a "heated" 
debate.* The proposed explanation fell into one of two categories: 

1. The gauge dependence of the damping constant was attributed to the gauge depen
dence of the gluon propagator from which it was derived. This view point is aptly 

1 See Proceedings of the Cleveland Workshop[7|, which took place near the height of 
this controversy. 



summarized by tbe following quo«: "If one tries to do a cheap analysis in an un-
physieal gauge by simply searching for the poles of the gluon propagator, one obtains 
certain erroneous results"[8]. Various proposals wen put forth for defining a mani
festly gauge fixing independent linear response theory. These In essence were based 
on modified propagators which at one loop required vertex corrections. The mani
festly gauge invariant calculations, however, also yielded many different values for the 
«Цтрпд constant at one loop as shown in Table 1. (Damping constants obtained from 
modified propagators requiring vertex corrections are listed as "improved".) Interest
ingly, the improved calculations mostly yielded negative damping constants, which in 
some cases were used to argue the b: ̂ akdown of perturbative QCD: i.e. the existence 
of a non-perturbative vacuum. (See for example Hansson and Zahed in ref.[2]). 

2. The alternative viewpoint attributed the gauge dependence to the breakdown of the 
loop expansion as a self-consistent approxunation[3]. In this case, a consistent cal
culation of the damping constant would require an infinite number of loop diagrams, 
which, when summed up, would restore the gauge fixing independence of the damping 
constant as calculated from the ordinary gluon propagator. Note that this is not the 
same as claiming the breakdown of perturbative QCD, since the perturbative vacuum 
is still valid, but one must use a modified perturbative expansion. 
The need to consider higher loops was realized quite early[l]. What was perhaps 

not clear was that such contributions could affect the essential features of the one loop 
calculations, such as the sign, and gauge fixing dependence of the damping constant. As 
! will outline in the next action, a consistent rcsummation is in fact all that is required 
in order to calculate a gauge fixing independent, and, as it turns out, positive damping 
constant for the gluon plasma. 

4. The Solution 

For the purpose of tbe present discussion, the most important question in the contro
versy was whether a physical, gauge independent value for the plasmon damping constant 
could be extracted from the gauge dependent gluon propagator. As proven in detail in 
ref.[6]. the answer is yes. The starting point for the proof is the realization that all the 
information concerning the gauge dependence of the gluon propagator, and its poles, is 
already encoded in the path integral expression (2.11) modified by the gauge fixing terms 
•n (3.4). It can be shuwn(6] that under an arbitrary, infinitesmal change in the gauge fixing 
condition, the change in the gluon propagator takes the following generic form; 

ADZ =• д*::л?.+AX:ZD*. (41) 

where the functional &X£ depends on the ghost propagator and on the change in gauge 
fixing condition, and has a well-denned perturbative expansion. Tbe gauge depsndsacs of 
the plasmon structure functions can readily be derived from (4.1). The result in momentum 
space is (suppressing colour indices that are irrelevant in the absence of global colour 
symmetry breaking): 

ДТ(«)«ДХ(«)Т(«) (4.2) 

and 
Д£(*) - ДГ(*)£(*) (4 3) 

where Д-Y and ДУ are essentially contractions of AX££ with momentum space operators 
that project out vectors that are, respectively, spatialb 'ransverse and spatially longitu
dinal (but still transverse witn respect to (bur atom«. These equations contain the 
resolution to the plasmon puzzle. They prove that, despite the gauge dependence of the 
structure functions, the dispersion relations derivable from the gluon propag»tor art invari
ant under infinitesmal gauge changes. That is, if T(t) » 0 at i » ir' in one gauge, then an 
infinitesraal variation of the gauge parameters will, by virtue of Eq.(4.2) not change tbe 
value of T(tf), sod hence the position k' of the zero will also remain unchanged. Eq».(4 2) 
and (4.3) are in fact related to the Nielsen identities[12] that were used to resolve similar 
gauge dependence questions surrounding tbe use of the effective potential to search for 
spontaneous symmetry breakmg[13]. 

Two technical points are perhaps worth mentioning. First of ail, the proof of gauge 
fixing independence of the dispersion relations »ssumes that the zeroes of the structure 
functions do not coincide with poles of the functions ДХ and ДК. This is reasonable 
since the latter are determined perturbatively by completely different diagrams than the 
structure functions. 

The second point is that the identities above follow directly from the functional integral 
definition of tbe effective action used to generate tbe Feynman rules for the theory. They 
assume only the gauge invariance of the Faddeev Popov measure. Therefore, assuming 
that the theory is not anomalous, tbe choice of regularization and «normalization schemes 
should not affect the conclusions. Of course, until a calculation is actually performed and 
the gauge dependence explicitly checked, one cannot \a certain that such pathologies do 
no« occur. 

Eos.(4.2) and (4.3) are Ward identities that apply to the exact theory. la order 
to be applied to the calculation of the damping constant, they must be implemented in a 

1 



pcrtwtWi-тхофюкт. Suppe«* 1Ь^Ьс4аТ(*)шм1ДХ(*)Ьдеерс*шЪвате4 
o f t * form«. 

71к)ш7Щк) + <Т<*Щ+.- (4.4) 

ДДГ(*)«Д*<*) + еДЛГ<,Н*) + .. (4.5) 
In the usual loop expansion « ~ Ä, but the tallowing discussion requires only the existence 
of а «dl defined Taylor expansion in any arbitrary parameter. Since tbe identities are 
identities, they hold for all value« of the Momentum k, and Jar all value« of the expansion 
parameter. Hence the terms in the perturbative expansion will obey the identities order 
by order: 

ДТ««Т<»>ДЛ<в> (4.6) 
ДТ<» - Т<«ДДГ<" * ^»ДХ«») (4.7) 

In order to search far a solution consistent with the above expansion (i.e. a solution that 
works far arbitrary values of the expansion parameter), one must expand the solution: 

* = •;<•> + *«<» + ... (4.8) 

and insert this expansion into T(k) = 0. Using an ordinary Taylor expansion for T ( , ) , one 
nhtams-

T « V > ) + eíT^ífc*»»)*«» + T » ^ « ) ) + . . .» 0 (4.Г) 

where the ' denotes ótfiérentiation with "«pect to*. Tbe perturbative solution is therefore 
given by: 

T , • ) ( • ( • , ) * 0 (4.10) 

*"~i£L 
etc The gauge fixing independence of **•* is guaranteed by Eq,.(4.6). The gauge depen
dence of the first order correction is given from (4.11) by: 

д*т , - А И2 + _22!_д7Ю' (4.Ш 
**^ r<»>* (TW)* K ' 

* For simplicity we consider real functions of one variable. The discussion can readily 
by extended to include complex functions of the four momentum 

Eq.(4.6) impUes that 

A T t W . jm> дх<« + jW ддг<* 

« T ^ A X « « (4.») 

Subsisting (4.13) and (4.7) into (4.12) and using (4.10) yields Д*<»> - 0. It is left a* an 
exercise far the reader to extend the above argument to »"*. 

Thus the identities (43-4.3) guarantee the gauge fixing independence of the plssmesj 
dispersion relations in any self-consistent approximation. Note that it is not necessary to 
assume that tbeserotb order structure function 7 ( a > is gauge &úog independent, although 
this is usually tbe case. Moreover, the gauge independent hi algebraic and does not depend 
at all on tbe relative "sue" of the corrections, nor on the convergence properties of the 
expansions used. 

In order to see what goes wrong with the ordinary loop expansion consider tbe trans
verse structure function, say in covariant gauge, in tbe long wavelength (l m 0), high 
temperature (7 -* oo) limit. One finds[2] 

Т(*.,Г,в) « Г<«(«.) + # ,Т«>(* 1,Г ;в) + .«Г*» +... (4.14) 

where 
T<«(*i)««J (4.15) 

t*ji» ш - £ ( в Г ) ' + С(в)е*Г*в + 0 0 / Я (4.16) 

Clearly the seroth order structure function vanishes only at ** ш 0, in which case £4,(4.11) 
yields a singular correction. Naive perturbation theory does not work in this ease. The 
procedure adopted was to instead solve the one loop corrected dispersion relation: 

T 1 , , + | , T ( , l « 0 (4.17) 

by choosing 
•3 - J(«T)* (4.W) 

Assuming that e'T « $*T*, the solution for tbe damping constant obtained from (4.17) 

7 - *y-fmC(c.) (4.») 



la fight of the gauge fixing identities, the gauge fixing dependence of this answer is easy 
to « d u stand Usinf (4.7) and (4.17) (ДХ<*> ж 0) one «ads that 

- £(,Т)'ДЛГ<»> 

,4 0 (4.20) 

A sissple аоа1уш[7) reveals ihat Д Х ( , ) is of order e*T, so that toe above equation explains 
both the gauge independence of the plasmon mass, to leading order j ' T 1 , and also the 
Sauce dependence of the damping constant to next to leading order e( oT). Thus, although 
this procedure has appeared to yield a solution tor the plasmon pole, Eq.(4 17) mixes 
orders in the '.юр expansion and tltis leads to the gauge dependence of the damping 
constant. Moreover, since the gauge fixing identities (4.2) and (4.3) imply that any accurate 
approximation to the location of the pole is gauge nxing independent, one can conclude 
that there are higher orders in the loop expansion that contribute to the Same order as 
the gauge dependent part of the damping constant- This supports the same conclusion 
reached by other mcthods(l,3]. 

Bow can one hope to improve the above situation? The loop expansion is an expansion 
in J* far fixed temperature, T. However, we are interested in small values of the coupling 
constant 9, and the high temperature limit. Under these circumstances one can consider 
eT — 0(1). This suggests an alternative expansion in powers of g holding f Г fixed: 

7(* , .T,o) = T ^ t » ) + ^"( fc s . eT;« ) + , ' T " ' + . . . (4.21) 

Clearly this involves a resummation of the loop diagrams, since Г can and does receive 
contributions from higher orders in the expansion(4.14). It can, however, be shown(3] 
that only one loop can contribute to the leading order term V , which can therefore be 
immediately inferred to be: 

+*-*-jtír? (4.22) 

A compctely self-consistent perturbative expansion for the pole then follows, since the 
leading order solution is obtained from the leading order dispersion relations, etc. The 
correct gauge independent value for the damping constant, to first non- trivial order is 
power» of о in excess of eT is therefore: 

Pisarski(3-5] has provided a prescription for calculating the next to leading term t 4 " 
ia the above resummed expansion. The method can be understood by noting that finite 
temperature QCD contains two independent mass scales: T and eT. One can therefore is 
principle separate the momenta in all internal and external lags of any Feynman diagram 
into two classes: those that are of order T are called "hard" thermal loops and those that 
are of order »T are call "soft" thermal loops. Pisarksi showed that for processes ia which 
aU external legs are of order $T, the one loop correction» in which all jaterne) momenta 
are hard contribute to the process to the same order as trat level. Moreover, these art 
the only such large "corrections". This implies that the plasmon mass, which is of order 
eT, can be consistently calculated by considering only one loop sell-energy diagrams with 
hard internal momenta and no higher order corrections are required. In order to calculate 
the damping constant, however, one needs radiative corrections of order e'T and this 
requires summing over diagrams with soft internal legs. But as mentioned above, for soft 
internal lines one needs the hard thermal loop corrections, both on the vertices and the 
propagator. Happily this process terminate» because these hud thermal loop contributions 
need no further corrections. 

To summarise, aU contributions to the self-energy of order »Г can be calculated from 
one loop diagrams with hard internal loops. To calculate the damping constant, which is 
higher order, one needs to use n-point functions modified by one loop corrections coming 
from the bard loop momenta. One then does a standard one-loop calculation, integráltai 
only over soft internal momerta, and usini the resummed n-point function« for the vertices 
and propagators. One of the amasing things »bout the resummation is that these corrected 
n-point functions are gauge fixing independent, and satisfy tree level Ward identities(5,14]. 
It turns out that this too can be understood by examining the gauge fixing identities for 
the gluon propagator. In particular, one can give general arguments|6) to show that ДХ 
on the r.h.s. of Eq.(4.1) does not have any order e , T* contributions. The gauge fixing 
dependence iif the propagator, and in fact all the higher order n-point functions therefore 
necessarily starts at next to leading order in the resummed perturbative expansion. The 
t.-ee-level Ward identities obeyed by the hard Uermal loops then follow from gauge fixing 
independence, since one can define background field gauges in which the effective action is 
gauge invariant off-shell, and the n-point functions obey tr.« level Ward identities. 

Braaten and Pisarki(4,5) showed that the tree level Ward identities obeyed by the 
hard thermal loupe can be used to prove that the damping constant is the same in strict 
Coulomb gauge andia the one parameter family of covariant gauges. They then performed 
the calculation in strict Coulomb gauge to obtain the value б.Ще* NT IIA. Thevgumeat* 



gives above »how that the fange independence should also hold for general gauge choices. 
This conclusion is reinforced by recent work which extends the gauge fixing independence 
proof of Braaten and Pisanki -o a completely general d a » of linear gauges that preserve 
rotational invariance{15]. 

S. CODCIIMÍO— 

I have tried to argue that, contrary to man; claims made in recent literature, the gauge 
dependence of the one loop gtuon damping constant did not signal the need for a manifestly 
gauge fixing independent linear response analysis, nor did the associated negative values 
at one loop indicate the breakdown of perturbative QCD. Instead, the gauge dependence 
was a direct consequence of the inconsistency of the naive one loop apprcaámati<ju. 

I believe that there are two main lessons to be learned from the controversy. First of all, 
the arguments proving the gauge independence of the physical poles in the gluon propagator 
are in fact quite general and can be applied to any gauge theory. Their application to hot 
gravity, tor example, U given in Ref [6]. Moreover, similar methods can be used to obtain 
expressions for the gauge dependence of all the n-point functions in a theory. The gauge 
dependence identities can therefore prove extremely useful for deciding whether a given 
quantity is physical, and whether one's approximation is self-consistent. By adopting a 
manifestly gauge fixing independent formalism on the other hand one may be throwing 
•way a valuable consistency check on the calculation. 

The second kason is that resummation is sometimes necessary for obtaining accurate 
answers at next to leading order in hot gauge theories. The resummation method of 
Pisarski [1-5] appears to give correct results. However, it must be stressed that gauge 
independence of the final result is a «accessary, but not always sufficient condition that a 
given answer be correct. This point is further illustrated by the proof, given in ref.(15], that 
the gauge independence of the resummed damping constant is a direct consequence of the 
fact that oae is essentially doing one loop calculations using n-point functions that obey 
tree level Ward identities. No other details of the lesummation procedure are required. I 
would therefore conclude with the rather trivial observation that, although the controversy 
concerning the source of the gauge dependence of the one-loop damping constant has been 
resolved, it is important to verify in as many contexts as possible the validity of the 
resununation prescription used by Braaten and Pisarsln(S] to obtain the correct numerical 
value Ы this important physical quantity. 
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TABLE 1. PLASMON DAMPING CONSTANT 

Damping Constant 

Calculation Gauge Iroproved(T) xfNTlU 

Kalashnikov It Klimov '80 Covariant no •15+... 

Grots Pisarski Yaffe 'SI Covariaat no <0 

Kajantie к Kapust« '85 Temporal no +1 

Coulomb yes +1 
Feynroaa no 151 

Lopez, Parikh & Siemens '85 Covariant no <0 

Hansson b Zahed '87 VUkovisky-DeWitt yes =1» 
4 

Hein«, Kajantie, Toimela '87 Temporal no + 1 

Coulomb yes + 1 
Covariant no • ( 5 + } ( l - o ) + i ( l - o ) 1 ) 

Kobe» Sc Kunstatter '88 VUbovisky-Oewitt У» -27/4 

Else et «i '88 Temporal tc Coulomb yes +1 
Background Covariant no - ( U + l ( l - o ) ' ) 

Nadltaimi '88 Cornwall's propagator yet -11 
Carrington c( «f "89 temporal no •3 

Kobes ft •? W noocovariant no +1 
covariant no - ( 5 + i ( l - o ) + i ( l - o ) ' ) 

Kraemer *t ь '89 S-matrix yes -11 

Kraemer tt af '89 covariant yes 4 

Catani к d'Enulio 40 non-local У*» +1 
James "90 temporal no + l 

Braatea Je Pisarski "90 re-summed RESUMMED +6.633 1 
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1 Introduction 

There are several reasons why it is interesting to study transport phenomena 
in hot and dense nuclear matter. In ultrarelativtstic heavy ion collisions, 
where one hopes to create a hot soup of deconfined quarks and gluons, one 
can separate essentially two different stages: The first one covers the violent 
dynamics at the very beginning of the collision, whereas the second stage is 
assumed to he described by equilibrium phenomena. So far there is no way 
to handle the aonequilibrium-systan at its very early stages when it is far off 
equilibrium by the means of kinetic theory. But since one expects the system 
to approach equilibrium after some time, one can try to investigate the 
dynamics of hot nuclear matter when it is dose to equilibrium. In this case 
kinetic theory applies and offers us a means to study the late preequilibrium 
plasma phase. By doing so one can extract information about the rate of 
equilibration in the quark-giooa plasma, which in turn may give us a hint 
about how long it takes the system to approach the equilibrium stage. The 
quantities governing this process are called transport coefficients. 

In the literature one can find several methods how to calculate the 
transport coefficients, e.g. the Grad method, the Kubo formalism and the 
Chapman-Enskog (CE) method (see e.g. [1], [2|, [3]). In our approach we 
used the latter method, which we applied to a system of hot quarks and 
gluons. We did explicit calculations using the simple form of a collision term 
provided by the so-called relaxation time approximation (RTA) on the one 
hand and the more realistic Nordheim collision term on the other. Apart 
from that we also investigated the transport properties of a hot gas ot scalar 
particles. The reason for this is that in the case of a scalar Held theory it is 

'WoA мм*м< •» DFG 
'Wore иевгма by DFG чЛ BMFT 

possible to derive the collision term directly from the enderlying held theory, 
which so far has been impossible for the Held theory of strongly interacting 
matter (QCD). 

2 The Chapman-Enskog method 

The CE method provides a tool for finding approximate solutions to the 
Bolttmaan equation which in the relativist« case reads (1) 

jr"*./(»,p) + «p«>' w .^ / (* ,p ) -c7 . (I) 

where the second term o i the l.h.s is du« W the presence of ад external 
mean field, whereas С on the r.h.s. is the so-called collision term. С con
tains the information on the dynamical processes the particles undergo. One 
has to remark that this equation only applies to the case of Abelian fields 
acting on the system under consideration. Whenever one faces noa-Abelian 
interactions between the particles and the mean Keld, the structure of the 
above equation changes in the following way [4]: 

p'[9J.. + sf.~.K}J< = 9fftO;f.H-f<IQQ.C. (2) 

Here the Q,'% are charge operators of the non-Abelian fields in the system 
and the / , , , / s are the totally antisymmetric structure constants of 5Ь'(3). 
We further realize that firs' ( / .) and second (/.»J order color moments of 
the particle distribution function appear in the kinetic equation. These are 
defined as 

Л - J*QQ,H*.p,Q) and 

U = j*QQ.Q*n*,r.Q) (3) 

respectively, whereas the singlet distribution function / (* ,» ) (i.e. the teroth 
order moment) is represented by 

/d.n)* fdQ/(i,p,Q). 



So »e see that one has to deal with a set of two coupled equations in the 
non-Abeliaa case. But fortunately, the hierarchy of color moment equations 
cau be truncated using the relation [4] 

where the «Ws are the symmetric structure constants of SV{3). The in
clusion of the mean field term into the kinetic equation (íves rise to the 
phenomena of electric (QED) or co'or (QCD) conduction. 

Let us ignore the mean field terras for the following; considerations, 
where w« briefiy sketch the pro-ram of the CE method. We first perform 
an expansion of the fuQ distribution function f(x,p) in the sense that for 
situations not too far out of equilibrium / may he represented by the local 
equilibrium distribution function / l 0 > plus a small deviation from the local 
equilibrium Z1", i.e. 

/ = / t < , ) + f / 1 , ) + 0(f'). 
/•"' is given by 

'"" * ,äu,' И) 
ехр(Ь^?*)±1 

lu the last expression the upper s:;n refers to Fermi statistics whereas the 
lower one is appropriate for Возе particles. The explicit form of / , , ) reads 

/«»/««[l + (i±/*">)«]. (5) 
Now we observe that the distribution function / has only an implicit *-
dependence via the macroscopic variables T(x), ji(>) and «"(с) and the 
spatial gradients of those quantities, i.e. 

/ Í Í . P ) = /ip.T(i>.M*}. кЛ^.Г-Ц*), W ( i ) , VV(i) , . . . l . 

This offers us ihe possibility to r.\pan<! the kinetic equation in terms of 
g.-adirets of Ti»). <i(i) and и-*!*). Before we proceed, we have to fix the 
teiuperature, the chemical pou-Miai an J the hydrodyaamic velocity of the 
system. This is achieved via tlie requirements that 

• the baryonic density n» acd 

* the energy density i of the system 

are exactly reproduced by their local equilibrium values, i.e. 

* • 5/^P<P•^0</-/)iз/^P<>•«N/<• ,-Г ,) 

t » JiP(p.»}'(/ + / + / , ) A Id»(.. »)'(/<•> + /«•> + /<•>). (в) 
In addition we have to fix the hydrodynamic fjur-vetecity, which it in feneral 
done in two different ways, namely either by choosing the frame of vanishing 
baryon current as a reference frame (this is the •»called Eckart choice) 

Л"»;У, т 0 (7) 

or by choosing the frame with vanishing energy current (Laadau-Lifshiti 
definition), i.e. 

й ^ П . « ' - 0. (Í) 
Eqs.(6) together with either eq.(T) or eq.(S) an the so-called c*nditi*ru of 
fit or mttckinf condif ie>u. In the above equattons we hart used the baryonk 
current Л'* and the energy momentum tensor T" which v« defined by 

•VI») - \j*??U-h 
r*i«) » fbrfU+f+f,). («) 

Splitting up the derivative d" into a temporal (eonvective) and a spatial 
part via 

V m «"0 + Г" 

where 
D ш vu0a and V » (»"" - a"»')«» m: Л"д„ 

and making use of the expanded distribution function / • /'"' + /"' we 
may rewrite the kinetic equation in the form 

ll>u)Of<0> + р"Ги/"» п C[4,i,*t\, (10) 

where С u the linearized oUision operator depending on the deviations ф 
from local equilibrium. We oberve that the second term on the l.h.i. already 
contains the desired spatial derivatives, wherai che first term so far dees not. 
In order to cure this situation we apply the equations of ideal hydrodynamics 



The factors appearing in boat of the forces are called irmtniUe flow*. They 
read explicitly 

П = -\j*P№^№ 

Recalling the definition of /*'* (eq.(J)) one observes thai the irreversible 
Bows a n functions of the small deviation 9 ftom local equilibrium-

3 Kinetic coefficients 

Our next step is to find a suitable ai.satl for 6. Since 9 is caused by the 
gradients of the system we try (he following form 

*"" T M f ) ( 4 v ~ D " Y » + c" •Y-") ( l 8 ) 

with A. B* and C"* being unknown at this stage and depending on what 
kind of coUisioa terra yoa choose. Inserting the above aasatz for Ф into the 
definitions of the irreversible flow* leads directly to the tracsport coefficients. 
E.g. the scalar viscous pressure then becomes 

n=CY, 
where С is the coefficient of bulk viscosity defined by 

< = - зrW)/ d p Л ~' > - / £Л 0 , f l ± > í ű '> ' , • • ( l 9 ) 

In aa analogous way one obtains the coefficients of heat conductivity and 
shear viscosity by inserting e> into the expressions of the heal current /* and 
the traceless viscous pressure tensor П"". The heat conductivity coefficient 
is given by 

(20) 

to express the convective derivatives DT. DIL and Du" in terms of the spatial 
derivative» 7 • u, С»», and V„ (f), i.e. 

Di * -{t + P)V-u 
Dn * - n C - t i 

о*" » гт7^"'' <») 
Introducing further the t/urmxtynnmic / b m 

X - - V u 

X" ж ( д - д ; - i í y < i „ ) V « ' ( и ) 

we are able to express the kinetic equation for the quarks in the following 
way 

[(5 -С,Кя- »I 1 + (иС, - W i X > - » ) - y ] X 
- « , . » - TJp-.Y, + ?f x'„m TTjftC\é, i. ф,). (U) 

Similar equations are obtained for the antiquark» and gluoni. 

Since we consider » system out of equilibrium it is clear that « • have 
to deal with entropy production. The entropy production it given by the 
following expression (summing over all component» in the system) 

which can be rewri'ten as 

Once again rewriting the derivatives by means of the thermodynamic forces 
we finally obtain 

Тд„*» = П Л" - Г .V.+ П" **». . (HI 
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6 Nordheim Collision Terms 

The cnl'ision term provided Ьу 1ГГЛ Joes not seen» to be loo realistic. IK 
principle ope would now Uiifc to implement я real QCD collision term into our 
formalism. Unfortunately, this cannot be done since so far no way has been 
fount1 to derive a collisioa lernt tor interacting quarks and gluons directly 
from the underlying Keld theory of QCD. Instead we use the so-called Nord-
heim collision term describing collision processes between quantum particles. 
For the quarks in a QGP it reads 

C[fJ,f,] = Jdndpydpt 
, 1 - , . . . , w , , {jiAAU - A>0 - h) - AA( i - лиг - /,)!*v„ií9.pjj»i,n) 

+[ЛЛ(» - Aid - Л) - Л А( i - AMI - А)1»^(л.л!л.л) 
+[ЛА«(1 - AM» + Aj) - AAjd - AMI + /.«)!•»',,{•,, ц.|р,,р,) 
+.tAj/j«(i - AM» - Л) - ЛА(1 + /„Ml + /«HWW-wi'jo.j»«!*.»)}. 

(20) 

'̂««(РзР4!рзРх) is a shorthand notation for Wik(p*P4lPiP%) ~ s<7,a(.s,coa0) 
*4(Pt + Pi - Рз ~ Pn\ where s = i;>, - p ; ) 3 . Corresponding collision terms 
are given for the inttquarks and giuons. In our case the cross-section* ap
pearing ift H'»* " e the ftcst ociec QCD cross-sections for quark-quark-, 
quark-antiquark-, quark-gluoR-scv.teriiis and quark-antiquark-annihilatioi:. 
Explicitly they read 

a» 

U l l T i j - 4 - • 1 - г)г 2 _ J _ ] 

4 + d -
( 1 - Г Г 

(1 - J ) ' - H l - r J i -

4 
111 + г? 
3 4 

1711 

•("»{(^•ib)-] 
i d - * ) 1-* г] 
l l t í l ' " 4 J -

га-r D 
d - i ) 1 ' 

•30) 

»here г - cos©. O.-.e observes that :!te angular integrations in the colli
sion term lead to divergences. TU.?so may be circumvented by introducing a 

0 0.2 0Л 0.6 0.8 1.0 
Of 

Figure 1: Cutoff parameter Л и » function of a, for different value* of (. 

suitable integration cu'off which physically correspond* lo a» infrared cut-
off for small scattering angles. The physical mechanism* that motivate tkt 
introduction of this angular cutoff are ivideal from Ik* phenomena of Debye 
screening in the сам of electric interactions and dynamical screening in the 
presence of magnetic interactions. Explicitly the minimal tcatKring angle I* 
determined by 

9 . I 1 m |1.Г{>» ft (.•»*)} I / Í 
(3D 

He is the invariant mass and v„t the relative velocity of the scattering par
ticles. Ло is the Dtbye length »nd J, the strong coupling constant. Л'/ and 
.V, are the numbers of flavors and colors, respectively. In Kg. 1 we plotted 
the integration cutoff Л • c o s 6 4 m as a function of a,. Of peculiar interest 
is the fact that Л is extremely dependent on the parameter (. 

The determination of the unknown functions А, В and С via the Nord-
heim collision terms is much more sophisticated than in the сам of RTA 
collision terms. Complicated variational techbiques are required to achieve 
this goal. We will not go into details of the calculation and refer the inter
ested reader to the literature) I J. 

In fig.2 we show the shear viscosity coefficient for a rot gluon gas at 
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tigere 2: The skew viscosity а/Т 9 of a gmoa gas at Г а 200 А/« V аа а 
faactioa of a. for different valaes of {. 

a temperaure of ZBOMtV. NoM Ом strong dependeace of ч/Т 9 oa tke 
different chokea of the parameter (. Oao farUmr nausea that tb« domaia of 
the Navfcv-Stohes regime is reached oaly for slroag coapliags a,. Aa estimate 
for tlw Navier-Stoees Baut baa »tea given ia |S). for oae-dimeasioaal boost-
»variant схваавоа the aaplkahUity of ike Navier-Stokes theory it i a M 
hy tea coaatraiat 

•/Т»*Э(Гт) 
ia the caaa of a oee-dimeaiioaal sca&ag expansion. So «a coadede tkat wa 
ara ia fcaaral far oat of the Navier-Stokes domaia (dcaotod by MS). 

Fig. 3 shows the shear viscosity of a mixed system consisting of «.narks 
aad grooas as a faactioa of tk* temperatare for one quark flavor at a, • O.S. 
Oac* agaia it is staa tkat for »kit ckoka of paramatars it is practically 
impoasihle to reach the Navier-Stokes regime irrespective of tke valaes of 
tk« quark ckesakal poteatiaL 
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Figure 3: Tke skear viscosity n/T* of a «aark-fraea mixtare as a faactie* 
of i' * lemperatare for different valaes ef <• N/ • 1 aad a, • O.S. 

7 Scalar fields 

Finally we consider tke transport coeflkieats one expects far a (as ef scalar 
particles. Tke rtasoa for this is that one can derive a coHisiM tern for scalar 
particles directly from tke enderlying scalar laid tkeory. It rands 

1\шШМА + 1МЛ + 1)- /,/,(/, + »КЛ • «)| • 
|.Wil'|/i/»(A + «)(/« +1) - hMh * 1МЛ + D]. ( « ) 

where the matrix ebments M, ж А/, ш -if ara constant. We parametrised 
the scattering crott-sectioa for tke individaal processes u follows 

• • - *l'n • *•»« + *\*n * *,*1*H * »•*»*« • *«»#»#f. (M) 

where 
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Figur« 4: The shear viscosity n/T3 for a scalar partid* system as a function 
of a, at { = 0.1 and T • 300««V. 

Sine« o> * q£p**(*t + Л - Л - вч)1-М|а depends oa * and the »„ in 
(33} depend oa o „ this establishes a relation between • ' and a,. In this 
way we simulate the mixture of quarks, antiquarks ad (raons in the QGP 
by an effective scalar particle system. Applying o%te again the variational 
techniques mentioned above one can determine the transport coefficient». 
In fig. 4 we slot the shear viscosity of a scalar gas as a function of a , 
(<*• 3 S*/**) at ( s 0.5 and T = JOOAfeV. Note that in this plot the line 
representing the validity of the Navier-Stokes regime is very dose to the 
abscissae. So one coadudes that for reasonable values of o , on« is always 
far out of the Navier-Stokes domain, even lor small values of {. One may 
ask himself why our results for the quasi scalar system are so much above 
the one* for a ghionk gas, although we used the QCD cross sections in 
both cases. We suggest that the d.lTe.ence lies in the fact that we did the 
calculations for the quasi scalar gas using the angular averaged QCD cross 
sections whereas in the pure gluonk case we did not. Via the averaging 
procedure we lost the information about the angular dependence of одев* 
which Ь 'AS' becomes very high for small scattering angles. 

8 Conclusions 

We presented a derivation of transport coefficients for a hot gas of quarks, 
antiquarks and gluons. By choosing different collision terms w« were able to 
calculate the kinetic coefficients in the relaxation time approximation and 
with more realistic (though not exaclty QCD-Uke) Nordheim collision termi. 
In addition, we investigated transport phenomena for a f as of scalar parti
cles, since for scalar Held theories one knows the exact form of the collision 
term. We draw our attention especially on the shear viscosity because for 
this kinetic coefficient there exists an estimate on the range of applicability 
of the Navier-Stokes regime (i.e. first order gradient expansion) (S]. Ou' re
sults for a hot gluon gas show that in general one cannot expect to be within 
the NavierStokes domain. Only for very strong couplings there is a chance 
to reach this domain. If we try to parametrise the one-gluon-exchange pro
fesses in QCD by »4-point interaction in a scalar field theory the situation is 
even worse: even larger values for the viscosity coefficients result. There it is 
practically impossible to reach the Navier-Stokes regime. From our investiga
tions it has become dear that the first order gradient expansion is certainty 
not sufneientto treat transport phenomena in a quark-gluon plasma. One 
possible way out of this dilemma would be to go to higher orders in the 
gradient expansion. Definitely, this i» not a very encouraging prospect. 
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Abstract: 

The phase transition to quark matter is studied with a momentum-
dependent interaction in the hadron phase. The zero-temperature optical 
potential and the nuclear-matter incompressibiltty are calculated analyt
ically for the momentum-dependent Yukawa interaction. 
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Badapest. Hungary. June 17-21. 1991. 

1 Introduction 
Traditionally, the incompressibility of nuclear matter, A', has beta extracted from the 
giant monopolé resonance.(1, 2] At nuclear collision data became available,[3] several 
groups started to use transport theoretical models baaed on the Boltimann equation 
to obtain related information. [4, 5| The nuclear mean field is an input to these calcu
lations. Applying a momentum-independent mean field, it was first reported that a 
stiff equation of state (EOS) provided a better lit to certain data (e.g. pion yields and 
collective sidewards flow), than a soft one.JSi This appeared to contradict supernova 
calculations requiring a rather soft EOSJ6, 7] and subsequent Fermi-liquid calcula
tions giving a low mcompressibility of nuclear matter,[8| and lead to the introduction 
of momentum-dependent mean fields in transport model calculations.[9, 10, 11| 

Momentum-dependent mean fields play an increasing role in the EOS calcula
tions. (See e.g. Ref. 12'.) The momentum-dependence has important implications 
on the static and dynamic properties of nuclear matter. Aa example of this, the 
effect on the incompressibility[13. 14j was mentioned above. In addition, the mo
mentum distribution of the nucleons at finite temperature will be more complicated 
than a Maxweil-Boltzmann distribution (in the classical limit) in the prcienc« of 
a momentum-dependent mean field. This may change production cross sections of 
recent interest. 10, 15: 

Is the present work we use a parametrizalion of the mean field which gives a 
satisfactory 5t to (zeto-temperature) optical potentials to rather high bombarding 
energies. We introduce an equivalent mass, which can be used in an approximate 
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution to simplify numerical calculation« at sufficiently high 
temperature and low density. The incompressibility is calculated analytically. The 
EOS of hadronic matter is calculated with the help of thermodynamic perturbation 
theory, and '.he phase transition to a quark-gluon plasma (QGP) described by a bag-
model EOS is investigated. 

In section 2 we use the momentum-dependent Yukawa interaction (MDYl) to cal
culate the optical potential at zero temperature and the nuclear matter incompress
ibility. In section 3 we introduce certain simplifying approximations and present the 
momentum distribution in a momentum-dependent mean field- Section 4 contains 
the calculation of the EOS using thermodynamic«! perturbation theory. Section S 
discusses the QGP phase transition. 

2 Momentum-dependent Yukawa interaction 
Theoretical models presently used in the description of nuclear collisions can be 
derived from the Boltzmann equation.[16] The single-particle distribution function 
/(r,p), normalized to the local nucleon density as 

»w-U.W/^'''»»' ( 1 ) 

if a basic quantity in these investigations. It is therefore desirable to express the 
Hamiltonian for an Д-nucleon system with two-body interaction v,,, three-body in-



tcnctm г.*, etc., 

* = S = *5Í:^ + i t •* + - . (a) 
«bcw m is the mackón mass, Ín term* of / (r ,p) . In the present work w« «se a 
semklassical approximation, allowing the simultaneous specification of the position 
t and the momentum p of the nucicons. A corresponding quanta! treatment can be 
based on tin- Wig«« function.[IT, 18, 19] 

We write the energy of the system in the semklassical Rattrte approximation as 

С = / d W » £ / ( r , p) + J / <t>r*>, d V d y Л», p) / (r \ p') v.^r, r\ p, p') + . . . 
= / « a r < i 1 , ^ / ( r . p ) + V[/I, (3) 

«here v,,(r,r .r»,p') is the most genenl two-body interaction, which depends, in 
addition to the partitions of the two nucleons r and r', on their momenta p and p'-
If we assume a momentum-independent aucleon-nucleon interaction, v,j(r, г*, р, р') * 
r : > - r ) . t h e n 

» = \S d W p i V d V / (r , p)/(r', p') v | > - r>) 
= i ; dVdV n(,)n(,') ,<y>(, - • ) . (4) 

Furthermore, for a zero-range momentum-independent two-bvdy interaction, 

«!;'(r-r') = -2.i(r-r'), (s) 
where п., is the standard nuclear matter density and a is a constant of energy dimen
sion, the potential energy takes the form 

\ = ^ / d W > r f V d V / ( r , p ) / ( r \ p ' ) - í ( í - r ' ) = . fd\tüM. ( в ) 

Note that the parameters of the nucleon distribution function /(r , p) may also be 
position-dcpeudrnt, e.g. the local temperature, T = T(r). 

Here we focus our attention to infinite systems and high energies. We expect 
to have no momentum-dependent interaction at large relative momenta of the in
teracting nucleons We therefore opted to use a parametriiation of the momentum 
dependent term applied recently in several heavy-ion calculations,[2Q, 21) which leads 
to vanishing repulsion when p - p'i — oc. For the present study we consider this 
property more important than the ability to account for finite range effects. The form 
of the interaction used is motivated by the Pauli principle, and can be written as 

2c oXr-r') 
(7) 

where с is a constant of energy dimension and Л is a momentum range or charac
teristic momentum, conveniently parametrised is« terms of the Fermi momen* un of 

standard nuclear matter, Л = Afp'. The momentum-dependent part ef the two bedy 
interaction (T) is «f sero-ranae in coordinate space, while the momentum-independent 
part can be represented with either a tero-range «r a finite-range effective interactien. 
With the tего-range form (4) and an additional three- and more-nucleeei centribation 
for the momentum-independent part, the total energy can be written as 

E = /d ' r [/<<>£;/('.p) + «l/ll . (в) 
with the potential energy identity «J/J given by 

where 4 is a constant of energy dimension and the dimension)«« parameter r can be 
chosen to effectively represent the three, and more-aucleon interaction*. Siace the 
denominator of the second term in (7) is the Fourier transform of a Yukawa function, 
this interaction is referred to as momentum-dependent Yukawa interaction (MDYI). 

Using the analytical form of the integral in eq. (9) for a sero-temperature Fermi 
gas,í20; we calculated the depth of the optical potential for the MDYI for cold nuclear 
matter at standard density with the parameter set a » -110.44 MeV, • » 140.9 MeV, 
с » -D-I.95 MeV. a = 1.24, and Л я l.J8.|20| These parameters are fitted to yield 
a nuclear matter binding energy £ /Д ш lg MeV at standard nuclear matter density 
»и » 0.16 ím"' and an incompressibility К » 213 MeV. Moreover, to fix all five 
parameters, the «ero-tempcrature optical potential is required to have a vrlue of — TS 
MeV at «его kinetic energy, and to vanish at 300 MeV kinetic energy. 

Fig. 1. displays the calculated optical potential depth, and compares the results to 
available optical potential analyses. It should be kept in mind that the central depths 
of optical-model potentials extracted from scattering data depend on the models used 
in the analyses. We use this information for qualitative comparison to the MDYI 
results for uniform nuclear matter. In Fig. la. we plot the depth of (the real part of) 
the optical potential as a function of the total energy of the incoming neutron, and 
we use an extensive compilation up to * 200 MeV in total eaergy,{22) against which 
the Seyler-Blanchard interaction was also tested,123] as a reference. In Fig. lb. we 
want to judge the MDYI less quantitatively in a wider energy range. We extend our 
inquiry to neutron kinetic energies up to 1 GeV, and compare to an earlier (and less 
detailed) standard analysis^!, and to a Dirac-equation based investigation.[2S] (We 
will need this wide energy range for our EOS and QCP studies, see sections 4 and S.) 
At high energy, the MDYI optical potential grows much slower than the ones based 
on different versioni) of the Seyler-Blanchsrd interaction,[23! and saturates at «* i-J0 
MeV. 

For applications and comparisons it is frequently of interest to know the isothermal 
compression modulus of nuclear matter, 

Kr - 9n | £ | _ . (JO) 
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became repubivc, *nd the potential goes I« «era at large kinetic ea«r|ie*.(2tj ТЫ« 
IKIIIHW may h* important for the description of highly nnofOjoiKbrium properties, 
hat it is not expected to lead to strong carets in equilibrium situations. Thus «w 
followiug conclusions «bout the EOS based on eq. (IT) will approxunately boM far 
both peraraetriiationi. 

The «ingle-particle energy (IT) с м be decomposed into a momentum dependent 
and a momentum independent part, and for static nuclear matter (pe — 0) we eaa 
«rite the momentum-dependent part as 

^.P^-fá-c^)-^], m 
which gives rise to the distribution 

/(p) = .Ye*p[-ic„-(r.p)] , (19) 
where Л is the value of the distribution (unction at «его momentum, a* it should be. 

The momentum distribution (19) is plotted ia fig. 4. for a temperature T » 40 
MeV, and deuiity я = -In., (full curve), together with the Maxwell-Boltxraana distri
bution at the same density and temperature (dash-dots), and with the 'equivalent' 
Maxweilian (dotted line). The equivalent mass mj{" i* fixed by the condition 

/<P = 0) = /,','••> = 0). (»> 

This yields 

<"-"-^(/'Ч-?(=-*(=Ш]Г- <»> 
la fig. 3 the equivalent mass m,^B is plotted in units of the free nudoon ими as 

a function of the density for four different temperature*. 

4 Equation of State 
To obtain the correction to the EOS relative to a non-interacting system of nudeons, 
we apply thermodynamic perturbation theory.(271 The free energy of the system is 
calculated a., 

F*.F„-r<V>-±{{Y-< V >)') + . . . , (22) 

where < Г - is the average of the interaction energy over the phase space. We take 
the hinctic energy to determine the wroth order approximation, fu. Only the first 
aonvanishine correction will he evaluated here, in accordance with the approximations 
made earlier in the momentum independent part of the interaction energy. 

Taking the kinetic energy only as the single particle contribution, F. » Zmi "?/í"»i 
a calculation of the rerorh order of the free energy yields 

Л - - П . Х . - - Г 1 . ( / - Г . - - - - ' } = - . 4 T , . 4 T . n [ ^ g ^ ] , (23) 

where Zn is the canonical partition function and f «T account« fee the prep«? M t c 
mann counting in the phase «pace integral. TV* average el the potential energy mm 
the phase space is given by 

< 1 ' > = ^ » . М Г / г Т К . (24) 

Using the usual thermodynamic relations, we obtain simple expressions for the rele
vant quantities, which do not require more than the error (unction to be numerically 
evaluated. In particular, for tke pressure we gel 

2*., # + 1 nj no On \T ' ' 

where the integral J(n,T) is given by 

цп,т) ж /*'ртЩу - W {i - v^x«'5 It - »UN}. (M) 

with x' ш ^ 7 , »nd • («) = j;l' f ' d t is the error (unction. The last expression (or 
J{n,T) in eq. (36) is a result of an analytical calculation. Details of the calculation 
will be published elsewherc.[2a) 

The EOS is plotted in fig. 6. The solid lines display the pressure as • function 
of the density calculated in the present model for temperature« T a 40 MeV (fig. 
(a) and T » 100 MeV (fig. *b). The momentum-dependent results are compared to 
the EOS in the soft momentum-independent parametriiatien referred to as toft BKD 
er SBKDJ21! introduced in Ref. (4J (dashed lit e). It is expected that the Maxwell-
Beltsmana approximation breaks down at sorte density for any given temperature. 
We associate the (act that the momer.lumdepei.dent result (all« below the SBKD 
curve w:th this saphysieal (sature of ear approximation at high densities and conclude 
bom fig. 6. that the present approximation i« not applicable beyond «s 2*» *>« T a 40 
MeV, and beyond « in,, at T « 100 MeV. For the discussion of the quark-gluon phase 
transition in our approximation it will be sufficient to focus on temperatures above 
T a SO MeV and not too high densities. 

S Phase Transition to the Quark-Gluon Plasma 
Ideally, a phase transition should be described by a model which possesses both 
phases. To whet extent and in what sense QCO admits such a phase transition is being 
investigated |29j Soliton-malter models give an indication of the traasitlen.[W, II, 32] 
For oar present investigation, where we wish to use the EOS discussed in Section 4 
for the hedron phaie, we adopt a bag-model EOS for the description of the quark 
phase. The bag model exhibits two major features of QCD; asymptotic freedom and 
confinement. It has been used in the past with several versions of the hadronic EOS, 
not including the effects of momentum dependence,[S3,34, JS, 30) Here «re follow ref. 
(Mj, which demonstrated that the phase diagram is rather sensitive to the hadronic 

http://momer.lumdepei.dent


EOS, while variations of the qcark EOS typicdly give smaller eflects, the bag constant 
В heia«. *b* moat important quantity ia this regard. 

We calculated the phase diagram for the nwaseutum-iadcpeadeat SBKD, aad for 
the momentum-dependent mean field treated ia first order thermodTaaask perturba
tion theory. To ensure proper low-density behavior, м ideal man)««* piom gat with 
free energy 

г'{Т) = -ШГп' ( 2 7 ) 

(«here П is the total volume of the system) war added to the hadroaic EOS ia both 
parametriiations. 

la teroth order perturbation theory for two flavors of manltsi «marks, the bag-
model QGP pressure P v can be written ia terms of the temperature T, the oary-
echemical potential p. and the bag Consta.- t as 

To obtain the phase bouaiaries we solve the Gibbs criteria, which caa be reduced at 
any givea temperature T to the equation 

P„(n,r) = fi,(„(n,T),T), (39) 

where Рн is the pressure of the hadronic phase, obtained as a man et the andean 
pressure (25) and the pressure of the pioa gas from eq. (27). 

The phase diagram of the first-order phase transition observed ia the model for 
В — 123 MeV/ fnv1, and without pcrturbativc correction» to the quark phase is shown 
ia Fig. T. When discussing fig. 7, it should be kept ia mind that oaly a ideal massless 
pion gas was added to the hadronic phase. This is a minimum requirement for the 
phase diagram to show proper behavior as n -> 0. The inclusion of farther mesons 
aad resonances may lead to quantitative changes at small densities. With respect 
to barvoaic resonances, the inclusion of antinudeons and Д resonances changes the 
results by less than » %. 

Fig. 7a. reflects the softness of SBKO. Starting from »no temperature we note 
that the hadroaic phase boundary starts at a = 2.1 ím"3 at Г = 0 (not shewn). A 
"critical point' is readied at Гс = 105 MeV aad a,* ss U far'. With Ute density 
decreasing, equilibrium caa only be maintained at a lower temperature, due to the 
softness of SBKD. There is an unusual mixed phase, where both temperature and 
density decrease, until the pressure of the pion gas takes over. This results ia the 
critical points at Tr. = 97 MeV, п.. a: 0.43 fm"1, and Г«, = 126 MeV at aero baryen 
density. 

The phase diagram with the momentum-dependent hadroaic EOS approximates 
the SBKD result for n % 0, where the pion gas dominates. At T = 0 the two equations 
of state are identical. In the intermediate gion, a flat plateau with a narrow region 
of mixed phase develops at T = 86 MeV. Since the Boitimann approximation is 
not valid at bijh densities and low temperatures, the phase diagram can not be 
fully calculated in our simple (almost analytic) approximation. However, we have 

carried out a calculation of the shock adiabates, which determine the density aad 
temperature in the compression stage of a nuclear collision, ahmg the lines of ref. 
(MJ. ТЫ* computation indicates that the density will not bscosne too high ia audear 
соШаеовг, and therefore the Boitimann approximation is sufltdeat from the point of 
view of describing the QGP phase transition in heavy-ion experiments. 

6 Concluding Remarks 
Is the present work, we htve studied the equation of state of nudear matter with 
a momentum-dependent interaction. In order to afford a description which lead* 
to vanishing interaction between nudeons of large relative momenta, we chose the 
momentum-dependent Yukawa interaction (MDYI) at the spedilc interaction used in 
this study. 

We presented analytical results for the stro-temperature optical potential and for 
the iacompressibility. The results for the optical potential appear to agree well with 
optical-model analyses of reaction cross sections in • wide energy range indicating 
the usefulasn of MDYI in studies at high energies. The effective incompressibility is 
growing faster than linear with the density at zero temperature. 

To make further progress, a simplified version of the MDYI is used ia calculating 
the momentum distribution in a momentum-dependent mean field aad in equation-
of-itate studies including a discussion of the phase transition to the quark-gluon 
plasma described by a bag-modd equation of state. We find that the momentum 
dependence decrease* the temperature at which the quark phase caa be readied ia the 
modd. The region of the mixed phase is also decreased, whidi may be an advantage 
experimentally. 

The fact that the momentum distribution in the presence of momentum depen
dence i* much narrower than naively expected may be important for production cross 
sections of recent interest. However, no definite conclusion caa be reached on this 
question at present, because other ingredients of the calculation also change due to 
the momentum dependence. It will also be interesting to see whether our simplify
ing approximation used in the tquation-of-stite and phase-transition studies cut be 
relaxed. We are presently pursuing these aspects. 
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Pig. 1 : The depth of the real part of the optical potential for MDYI at a fuaction of 
the total nratroa energy at relatively low energies (a), and aa a function of the 
•catron kinetic energy in a wider energy range (b). Point« arc from Ref. [22] 
in (a), and from Ref. |24] (fall doli) and Rcf. |25) (open circlet) in (b). 
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Fig. 5: The equivalent щам in unit» of the (ree nucleun m m as a function of the 
dentity for fnnr values of the temperature. 
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approximation («er text). 
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Variational QCD and quark gluon plasma** 
T.S.BÜÓ 

Institut für Theoretische Physik 
Justus-Liebig-Univetsität Giessen, Germany 

We study the ground slate oí QCD with an aasaU of gausa-distributed gluon fields. The 
gange transformation properties of the ansäte parameters are derived Crom the invariance 
requirement of the ground-state wave funcional {1] 

(1) < 0|A > = <t\A\ = e*p f - jTriAQA)) . 

In the adjoint representation the action of an infinitesimal gauge transformation 

6 J " = -tf^fc'" (2) 

on the parameter *Q' is the following 

iQS'.x.9) = i9 (íw^ííJOií-r,») - QS(*.»)*-*(J») , (3) 

i.e. Q' transforms like a pure adjoint gauge tensor of rank 2. The pure quadratic ansatz 
(t) can be made gauge invariant if «re restrict ourselves to transversal and color diagonal 
Q- tensors 

Ő * - S ! = **<?-(*. 9~> (4) 

and 

•Work «.pp KWJ by BMFT. C.S1 Uanwtadi 
'LKt&re M.I v KFKI. BwU?*». J u»» %>. 19*1 

Betide* tranivemlity (secondary constraint) the antisymmetry of the (Wd strength Unsor 
(primary constarint) can be used in the rest frame of quantisation in order to reduce the 
degrees of freedom to 2 pet gluon color 

Л » - « | £ * И ] - 0 . (6) 

For a homogenous, isotropic ground state our ansati reduces to 

«(».») - 4 " / ( & ('" ~ T?) 2t(*)' ( 7 ) 

which's spectrum, <(«), will be determined through a variational principle. 
One can show that «he Hartree-Fock principle with 

((k)» W + ЛП (») 
and the time-dependent Hartree-Fock (TOHF) with an oo'thcll ansati lead to equivalent 
results. These can be comprised into a gap equation 

*"-*7i™ (» 
where the generated mass can be expressed by 

м*я wW* ( l 0 ) 

with V being the quantisation volume and 

The effective action has the form S . / A i T - i r - i r r g - i r r ^ . Q x V ) - ^ ^ - « ) ' , (12) 

where the overlioe denotes a path integral average over (• .iss-diilributed vector potentials 
according to ansatz(l). 

Fitting the extremum of this action to the gluon condensate strength obtained uling 
QCD sum rules [2) 

< OlSlf^F^IO > - (O.MOGeV)« (1J) 

we get . 

Л / - 0.602ОГ. (14) 



The maximal momentum and energy in the gluon condensate - in the quantisation rest frame, 
where the energy is minimized - are t = 2.790 GeV and «« = 2.854 GeV, respectively. This 
phenomenon is analog to that of (enraons in a supercritical field, where the ground state 
(the vacuum') must contain partially occupied positive energy states [3]. 

In the framework of this model the electric and magnetic contributions to the gluon 
condensate can be obtained separately. They are 

^ (ZZF^)* = (0.753G*VT (15) 
and 

7 ( 7 ^ ) . . . a = (0.747GeV)V (16) 
The abelian and non-abelian contributions can be separated as well, the result is nevertheless 
trivial; the abelian contribution is zero showing that the whole gluon condensate is a genuine 
non-abelian effect. 

The approximate thermodynamics of the model, based on the extended partition sum [4] 

2c- . = f VQ j VÄ*x9(-ßH\Q^), (17) 

with 77 being the gauss-averaged hamiltonian and Л a non-vanishing expectation value of 
the vectorpotential labelling excited states 

<лм;(*)И>=>С(х), (18) 
is worked out in the saddle-point approximation 

^TrlnJvÄeKpi-ßTIlQ.H). (19) 

This approximation describes an ideal gas of massiv* quasigluons which's pressure can be 
tiseu as a thermodynamic«! potential t o vary. This pressure, as an implicit function of the 
gluon 'mass' M, can be txtremized up to a given temperature with non-trivial solution: 

s > = « - , + ; i J = ( ^ r í;í:. <*» 
Above the crirtkal temperature T„ ss 216 MeV the only solution M = 0 survives indicating 
the onset of the perturbative QCD as a first order phase transition in this model. 

Including finite baryon density in the model through a modifed chemical potential for 
quarks '5J 

*«•// = M - sAa (21) 
une obtains a first order phase tram. :ion borderline in the Г - ц plane. The critic* chemical 
potential is obtained as p„ ss 1250 MeV. 

F;rst investigations of the possible ro!e wha k 'massive' gluonic modes might play in dyna
mical processes, such as heavy flavor production in the quark gluon plasma, were presented 
in !6j. These estimates show no drastic changes in the strange quark production rate as long 
as effective c;uark masses supposed to be negligible besides gluon masses. 
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A (»VARIANT COALESCENCE MODEL 
FOR RELATIYISTICALLY EXPANDING FIREBALLS 
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We generalise the nonrelativistic coalescence model for the production of light clus
ters with baryon number |.4| > 2 to systems with relativist» collective longitudinal 
expansion. The model is formulated with the help of classical phase space distribution 
functions for the parent particles from which the clusters form by coalescence. Our 
nooreUtiristic starting point is (for 2-body dusters) 

„ / r f z V f ö . , . . . d x i d A . . , - , [ dRdP | ., я - , „ _ i3 
-V = 7 (ай^ / , ( , , , , > , ) (агА7 Л ( ' , , , , , ) У ( 2 ^ И Я ' Я : * - ' , - 1 1 ^ > | • 

in contrast to previous work, we use for Л tbc quantum mechanical overlap matrix 
element between waecpscieis, one for the cluster centered at (R.P) and two for the 
parents centered at (i,,pi)- The choice of wavepackets ensure« that the uncertainty 
relation between momentum and position of the particles is taken into account even 
though the centers of the packets are distributed in phase space according to the classical 
distributions/i. The /»are normalised either to the observed numbers of parent particles 
jY, or to their rapidity density dN,/dy,. 

After covariantly generalizing this expression, the resulting coalescence probability C, 
denned in terms of the parent rapidity densities via 

AY« A Y , «ТУ» 
dyc dyi dya ' 

is evaluated for various forms of the the parent phase-space distribution functions, no
tably for thermal distributions with temperature parameters adjusted to the slope of 

* Work sur ported by DFG 
« Work -upported by DFG and BMFT 
* Work supported by DOE, grant DE-AC02-76CH00016 
* Work supported by Hungarian Academy of Sciences - NSF travel grant NSFINT-
20MB 

the experimental mj.-distribution of the parents. As as extreme ease, we »trims that 
the collision fireball expands longitudinally in a boost-invariant way, and take a surface 
of constant proper rime for the freete-out hypersurfaee along which the coalescence oc
curs. We find coalescence rates which are more than an order of magnitude smaller than 
previous estimates based on a nonrelativistic stationary fireball picture for the collision 
юое. The discrepancy is partly due to the more consistent new form of the coalescence 
factor employed in our work (see above), but the strong collective expansion further 
reduces the coalescence probability by another factor 3-5. 

Using experimental information on p, p, Л and Л production from heavy ion colli
sions at the. Brookhaven AGS and the CERN SPS, we make quantitative predictions 
for the production of deuteroos, antideuterons, and Я dibaryons. We also investigate 
the production of other exotic particles like the P* pentaquark and a possible E~£~ 
bound state and conclude that if they exist these particles should be produced in heavy 
ion collisions at existing accelerators with sufficiently high rates to be experimentally 
detectable. 

Details can be found in Ref. [1] below to which we refer the interested reader. 

[1] С Dover, U. Heins, E. Schnedermann, and J. Ziminyi, TPR-90-oO, Pays. Дс*. С , 
in press. 
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Abstracl 
Relauvistic hydrodynamics has a loug tradition of application lo high energy collisions from 
c*e~ lo .4,4 We present % new way within the hydrodynamical environment to compute the 
global expansion characteristics of the reaction «one. The method consists of integrating the 
hydrodynamical equations in a cylindrically symmetric region assuming specific thermal and 
velocity profiles to obtain global conservation laws from the local ones. Monitoring these, 
we follow »he system from its hot and dense initial state until freese-out, where particle 
spectra can be computed and compared to experiments. By varying the initial conditions, 
we can fit both the rapidity distribution and the transverse momentum spectrum of pions 
from NA35 200 GeV/A S+S central collisions and thus gain information about the early 
stages of the collision. As a further perspective, the method provides a framework within 
which hydrodynamical effects on the particle spectra can be discussed. It furthermore has the 
advantage to be numerically orders of magnitude faster than traditional local hydrodynamics. 
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1 Introduction 

For a theoretical physicist, the problem of heavy-ion reactions at iltrarelativistic energies coa-
•itta of finding a dynamic«! framework which connects the initial state, consisting of two cold 
anclei approaching each other with relativist» speed, with the final state, characterized by ex-
perimeatally measured abundancies, rapidity distributions and transverse momentum spectra of 
many particle species created in the collision. The remnants of the collision system are our only 
information on what happened, and we have to read crimirtologicaily the traces left by them to 
uncover the intermediate stages through which the collision system has passed, 

U is obvious that this cannot be done in an entirely model independent way. In order 
to partly fill the mysterious gap between initial ard final state, many people apply relativist« 
hydrodynamics together with statistical mechanics. This idea is quite old [I], but nevertheless 
still in fashion. In the early days, the partial differential equations of hydrodynamics were 
solved analytically for simple situations, e.g. 1 time + 1 space dimension. However, this was 
not satisfactory, since the matter will expand sideways, too, and the analytical solution requires 
certain specific (and not necessarily realistic) initial conditions. Nowadays computers are used 
to solve more realistic scenarios, e.g. 1 time + 2 space dimensions with azimuthal symmetry [2]. 
The usual way to compute the dynamics is to put a grid over the collision zone, assume some 
initial conditions, and solve the partial differential equations on a big computer. 

We instead adopt a hybrid method by calculating analytically as far as possible and then 
let the computer do the rest. A spherically symmetric model in this spirit has been presented 
by us some time ago [3]. Now we address the problem of a cylindrically symmetric reaction 
lone, which is harder to handle because one has to ileal with one more dimension. To get »r. 
analytical hold on the problem, we have to fix the shape of the therm.il and velocity profiles for 
all times, reducing the infinite number of degrees of freedom contained in these profiles to just a 
few parameters describing the scale of theses profiles. In terms of these parameters ('•}. surface 
expansion velocity J, or central density p») we compute several global quantities, namely the 
total energy, the total transverse momentum, the total longitudinal momentum and the total 
baryon number. By following the conservation laws for these quantities, we can compute the 
evolution of the system in terms of the time-dependence of these parameters until freeze-out. 
where the hydrodynamical method ceases to be valid. 

The advantage of our method lies in the small number of physical parameters which eharac 
terize the system once the profiles are fixed. They are thus entities, whose relation to observable 
quantities can he discussed, and their interdependences during the bydrodynamical evolution 
can be investigated. We call this version of the hydrodynamical model 'global hydrodynamics". 
The computer time needed for one run of the global hydrodynamics is much shorter than in 
local hydrodynamics: while a typical run for one collision in local hydrodynamics codes takes 
% I hour, our code requires only % 1 second per collision, giving us a factor of about 10J more 
freedom to explore the initial parameter space and its connection to observables. Combining 
both advantages, we want lo reconstruct from the observables the initial conditions at the on
set of the hydrodynamics; this would establish already a big progress in our knowledge about 
heavy-ion collisions. Presently, this program has only partially been completed, because we have 
not vet taken into account all experimental information. A complete analysis will follow soon 

Of course, our approach has abo certain dbadvantage which come .ilonj} with Us principle: 

http://therm.il


Wt «afar watck tke global behaviour, aad we a priori do not kaow whether tb« chosea profiles 
give a reahatk «Men»*"»» of ike local dynamics. We will check this (ia tb% мат future) by 
comparing, our thermal aad ftow profiles «ilk tb» results of other, tree local hydrodvuantkal 
napMitim. Thus, while being the preferred too) lor investigating oa » qualitativ* lav«! aD 
tbc various ntercoaaectioas u d cross-fcediags м ч и т model parameters aad obeervables, oar 
method, a no substitute for a full scale local simulation once it comes to a detailed quantitative 
description of the data. However, it will significantly help to understand the numerical outcome 
of the latter. 

2 Global Hydrodynamics 

3.1 Integrating the Equations 

We assume that some time after the first tolliiioa» between nucleons a hot region of unclear 
matter ia local thermal equilibrium is formed. The equation* of relativist« hydrodynamics 

d»T-* = 0 (1) 

then govern the evolution and bring us bom the initially hot and dense system towards a cool and 
dilnte system, which finally breaks op into individual particles, which in turn can be measured 
at the detectors. 

Instead of applying hydrodynamics ia its focal formulation, we prefer to get a more global 
view of the »volution by integrating the local equations over a 4-dimensional space-time region 
(l. This integral can he converted by Gaus' law into an integral over the enclosing 3-dimeastonal 
hypersurface <Hl with the 3-volume element dov 

. , vii . 
0 * / «fiiVT» = / T"*r„ = £ / T"Ao\ (2) 

JO Лп Sí**' 
In our special case of a cylindrical reaction zone, we partition the hypersurface oft into 7 

pieces. iadi-xed by romaa numerals, let us give 2 examples of how these pieces look like: for 
example e> is the initial cylinder at the initial time to- The hypersurface a„ is scanned by the 
3 remainir.* parameters o, r. and ? in the usual way for a cylinder. The volume element dffM 

thus has just a i>-component and takes the familiär form: 

ojlé.r.;) = (tu.rcoso.rsin j , i ) (3) 
Jnfe.r.s) = (rdodrsb, 0,0,0) (4) 

Another part em of the surface i t ! describes how the outer shell of the cyliader moves 
through time. Here the ratiial parameter r is fixed at the radius of the cylinder Jt(t), the 
hypersurlVe d*[»-:>í; on the parameters f, ф and r, and the volume element eV» acquires 
entries in (^ non i"'-components, too: 

<rí„ií.e.j) a («,JÍ(í)cos*.JI(«)sini*,í) (5) 

i:>i"-i.c>,.-) = (-^.cwi».siad40)«dtdc>4: (в) 

With the volume ehnaeats thus given, wt CM explicitly write down tee mtegral eqaatie« 
(2) ia terms of the component« of the energy-mementnm tensor. Let as jut add thai a similar 
equation can be given for the baryou aumber using the baryon current >» instead of the 0-ceiama 
of the energy-mosneutum tensor Г"*. 

в- /Ли«*-/ )**»•£/i"*". (T) 

2.2 Longitudinally Comoving Coordinate« 

The highly rebtivistic motion in the longitudinal direction demands adapted coordinates, be
cause of the large time dilatation factors. Fluid rapidities in the range of 1 < n £ 2, as seen in 
the data, give rise to 7 factors of about 1.5 - 4, leading to very much slowed down evolution 
in the fast moving slices at the end of the cylinder, when watched from a fixed observer sitting 
in the center of the cylinder. If we want to take advantage of the approximate boost symme
try in longitudinal direction expected at extremely high energies, we have to change from the 
central, fixed observer coordinates (»,*) to new coordinates (i.<). where Í is the longitudinal 
proper time, and ( is fixed at the fluid element. The old central coordinates result then from 
the integration of the time dilatation along the history of the volume element tagged by the 
longitudinally comoving coordinate <: 

<«',0 =• <(<в,0+/т,((.ОЛ'' (в) 
Л« 

í(t,C) - : ( lo , ( )+/ . 7A<».<)tf (•) 
Л, 

where l l í 0 , 0 and :{i,() stand for the (still arbitrary) initial coordinates of the fiuid element £. 
The redefinition of the coordinates will enter into the calculations by changing the definition 

of the hypersurfaces i • I...VII. They will now be bent in a central observer's Minkowski 
space ((, *), e.g. the initial cylinder might look like 

°1(<t>iT,Q = (i(io.O, r c o»*,r»n*,*(fo,Oj (10.1 

dv'jó.r,0 = (-щ.О.О.щ^гаЫт« . (Ill 

One can now argue that we should change coordinates in the transverse direction, too. 
However, ia the transverse direction the motion will be comparably slow, the time dilatation 
effects being at most 25% even for a radial velocity 3, <• 0.6V. So we stick to the old transverse 
coordinates which are much easier to use. 

3 Equations of Motion 
3.1 A Simp!« Modal 

To be able to deal with the up to now completely general equations (2) and (7), we introduce 
several simplifications so that some of the 7 integrals just vanish. The first four assumptions are 



qaite innocuous, whereas tk» other 4 require som* discussion. Let sss go through »hero о м by 
one: 

• We а » -в* *л ideal fluid form for T" and >*. This neglects the effects of viscosity a* «rail 
as кем conductivity. We tolerate tkat became »t present we have no exact information 
about the corresponding coefficients and there is no strong indication that they are big. 
The energy momentum tensor can then be written in terms of energy density г, pressure 
A Búid velocity в" and the metric •»*. 

7— = (i + r*)«*n- - /»*"* (12) 

• We arrange for the limits of оцг integration region to move with the fluid, snch that 
nothing leaks out during the time evolution. This is somewhat unrealistic, since particles 
«iL decouple from the surface cootinunus.y. However, the influence on the resulting single 
particle spectra is minor, as we have shown for the spherically symmetric case [S]. The 
radius R of the cylinder has to change with the radial velocity ß, evaluated at r = H. The 
growth of the longitudinal site Z attains an additional ->,-factor because we as* proper 
time coordinates: 

^ = &(«".*) (U) 

Yt = ъЫЪ2) (14) 
• Having no pressure at the outside to do work against seems to be natural, as we do not 

radiate particles from the surface: 

П i, R, i ) =/•(«,», Z) = 0 (15) 

• A factorization of the overall -j-factor for the fluid motion into the respective 7-factors 
for the longitudinal and the transverse direction minimizes the cross-influences of the 
velocities onto one another. It corresponds to performing two boosts in transverse and 
in loagitudin?' direction independently, but in a particular order: First transform from 
the local system within the cylindrical slice to the axis of the cylinder with the transverse 
velocity, then boost longitudinally along the axis to the renter of the cylinder. 

»V.r.o = ?.«". 'Wí. о de) 
Now come a few more critical assumptions, which we introduce to keep matters simple. They 
can be changed to check their influence on the results or be given up in future revisions of the 
model. 

• The first is the assumption of true cylindrical symmetry instead of the more general as-
imuthal symmetry we have employed until now: 

By doing this, we eliminate, e.g. cigar shaped expansion geometries, so this is certainly 
something which should be given up at a later stage. 

• Secondly, ira и м и box profiles for the thermal quantities, e.g. the Ьатуоп density * 
has a constant value inside the cylinder and vanishes on the outside. 

10 outside 

This could be improved noon by smooth profiles in order to be able to have a smooth 
freese-out. Since we know already that it has no major influence on the spectra in the 
spherically symmetric сам (5), we decided to use it here to keep matters simple. 

e For the fluid motion we introduce in transverse direction a self-similar profile parameterized 
by the surface velocity d». Another parameter n can he varied to check for the assumptions, 
w* picked n • 2 in analogy to the spherical case [3]. In longitudinal direction we account 
for the highly retalivistic motion by using a paramteritation motivated by approximate 
boost-invariaace [в, 7], with a dimensionless parameter о stariiug from 1 initially. 

Mi.r) - A í f t í j f r ) " (19 

A(f,C) - tanb(o(i)0 (20) 

* The initial geometry is chosen to interpolate between Landau hydrodynamics with full 
stopping and a Bjorken-like scenario with no stopping. Choosing io * I im/c a (he 
thermaliiation time and \ as the maximal initial fluid rapidity, we recover the boost-
invariant parameterization with hyperbolas of i ж const.. The Landau initial conditions 
at fixed central time t в const, can be obtained by an initial value of ('0 — ж together 
with < — 0, so that still Z » ?o< is finite, fo then looses its physical meaning of the lime 
after the first nuclear collisions, just the difference t - to is still the proper time after the 
onset of hydrodynamics. 

H'h.O = ietoih< (21) 
»(«o.O • J» sinn < (221 

After this, our intent now focuses on the 2 dynamical parameters 3, and a of the profiles. 
together with the thermal parameters p» and 7*. 

Э.2 Ordinary Differential Equat ions 

Incorporating the simplifications from abo%-e, the integral equations can b« reformulated as a 
system of ordinary differential equations with the 3 variables ,1,, a and p>. The number of 
the free thermal variables reduces from two to one, if one us'-~ the fact that the entropy per 
baryoa t/ß% remains constant during hyJ.'od/nar.jcal «volution. W» chose pi, at thf independent 
parameter, energy density 1 and pressure P ran !)0 written in term* u( pi. 

The formerly purtiai differential equations of hydrous »amies together with the continuity 
equation are now simplified as 4 coupled ordinary diffrreniial equations in the parameters J», a 
and/»». The first equation represents energy conservation, the second total Iran 4 vers* momentum 



computer that the transverse flow affects the shape of the rapidity distribution only very weaUy. 
Thus we see that the transverse Bow is mostly dictated by the mj-spectr», while the longitudinal 
Sow is fixed by the rapidity distribution. However, in the model the two are coupled to each 
other via the hydrodynamical equations of motion. 

!»•*=* 
Figure 2: Rapidity distribution of т~ 
at »гееге-out compared to experimental data 
fro«» NAS5 S+S at 200 CeV/n (negative 
traces) [10]. The absolute normalization of 
th-4 -jomputed curve is adjusted for a best fit 
witr the data. The initial and Rnal condi
tions for the hydrodynamical evolution can 
be foir.d in Tab. I. 

Figure 3: Transverse momentum spec
trum of T~ at freeze-out compared to exper
imental data from NA35 S+S at 20U GeV/n 
(negative tracks, corrected for contamina-
lions i [U]. The first two data points have 
not been included into the fit procedure be
cause of the expected resonance contributions 
at low ;>j-. The absolute normalization of the 
computed curve is furthermore shifted for a 
best fit with the other dalapoinls. The initial 
atui fi.'Lol conditions for the hydrodynamica! 
ovi -':.in can be found in Tab. 1. 

5 R e s u l t s 

th.-

tii-nteii rit.. [v.o.!,*! on a • omputer. we ea:: ;i:* ,s son.*1 initial conditions, run the global 
'- urf:; t>"*-2e-*iu and compute the spe.-гм. By nrs: investigating the significance 
-.on-,!:-:otis on the final spectra, we car. :>>>!:ue some sensitive parameters. In a 
r..- if.-'^-L-.ive n.iratueiers will be fixed ;•> г-'ллопаМе values, so that a comparison 
••. -iat,- л- yield iriormation about the remaining initial conditions. 

м..-iv ' .'•-fi-tior. we have not much !>e.-'u,m. The initial radius R0 of the hot 
•::\!;> '".-si by 'Ле incojmn«, nucleus. A ,-oi.-iderab!y bieder nucleus would imply 

••:. • .'t. ' •: .;:ite -,«не tim«\ wher-1-"^ ч rti-uh smaller bot гопе would leave 

questions for the remaning matter. Both perspectives are la direct conflict with our model, la 
the same spirit we fix the initial transverse velocity р,л « 0, since we do not assume » sizeable 
transverse flow before the onset of equilibrium. In some sense we define the initial conditions 
by the requirement of vanishing transverse motion in the absence of any other hydrodynamical 
indicator, since otherwise the differential equations could be run backwards to always higher 
initial compression. 

For the thermal section of our model we take a hadron gas equation of state including a 
variety of resonances. Among the thermal variables we chose the combination с and i/flt, since 
fixing r and varying i/pt influences the spectra only weakly compared to changes in t when t/Pi 
is fixed, we take */(ц = 20, a reasonable choice at CERN energies [12]. 

So we are left with the longitudinal direction. Unfortunately, both the longitudinal size Za 
and the initial fluid rapidity г» affect both the rapidity distribution and, counterintuitively, also 
the transverse momentum spectra. Since the spectra are mainly due to the respective flows, let 
lis sketch the basic mechanisms for generating the flows in both directions. The Anal motion in 
the longitudinal direction has two origins: 

1. Because of incomplete pupping there is already initially some motion in longitudinal di
rection, parameterized ii our model by the initial fluid rapidity ife. 

2. The pressure gradient iii-.ie the reaction ion» accelerates th* matter. Assuming the initial 
thermal variables to be fixed beforehand, the pressure gradient depends essentially on the 
longitudinal size /„ 

The (low in transverse dire< tion is only generated by the inner pressure, integrated over time 
upto the freeie-out poin'. If wu had no longitudinal motion, the pressure gradient would force the 
system to expand until a big part of the initial thermal energy is converted into kinetic energy, 
an example might be our computations for a spherically symmetric system[lj. Otherwise, th" 
'longitudinal motion »ill impede the development of transverse How b;' two reiated luv'hauisins: 

1. The longitudinal expatuiun, driven by a bigger gradient because of the initially smaller 
longitudinal extension {Zu < /to), consumes up the total available energy quickly, so that 
later, when the transverse direction could compete <£ =s Л) the pressure has already 
dropped too far as to further generate considerable motion. 

2. The freexe-out is mainly due to the highly relativistic motion in longitudinal .iirection. An 
initially high fluid rapidity no will both quickly dilute the system и well a> dynamically 
break it up, leaving no time for the existiug pressure to transfer momentum sideways. 

To improve on the qualitative arguments giv<n, a quantitative evaluation is given in r'i« 
4. To generate one curve in the plot we picked first the initial energy density r 0 for the wbol' 
curve. Then for each i/o we find a value of Z» by a best fit of our т" mj-spectra to the N.\.i'. 
S+S datasetfll], excluding the first two points from the Pi, because we have not yet included 
resonance contributions. So for the various energy densities, every point corresponds to a good 
fit to the data. Outside of the plotting region, the fits deteriorate in quality. 

The same procedure can also be applied to the rapidity distribution measured in the same 
experiment (I0|, leading more to regions of good fits than lines - not shown here - since the 
data are not that good. 



balance, the third total loagitadinal momentum balance, and the last conservation of baryon 
némber. 

^ ( ( г + Лг*>(«. ")«*(«)<?«*( A ) ) = ™<i)Z,-<f» 

^ . ( ( i + > > ) Z b ( i . o ) Ä l ( i W o e ( / i . ) - i p » < ö ( i ) Ä ' ( i ) ) = ±PR\t) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

The quantities Zj,, Zj,, Z,-, Z, Я, Qoo, C * . Qo represent integrals (4] which can be evaluated 
analytically or numerically; they will not be given here explicitly. 

Looking at (23)~(26), w e s** that we have 4 equations in 3 unknowns. This originates from 
the fact that we employed a/pi - const, (a result of hydrodynamics and the continuity equation) 
for our equation of state, eliminating oae thermal variable for practical purposes. On the other 
hand, entropy conservation should have beeu an outcome of the hydrodynamical equations. 
Sin-re we have already used this result as an input, we have to eliminate one equation, and we do 
so by multiplying (25) with 2Z-JR and subtracting it from (24). Thus the momentum-generating 
inner pressure, appearing in the source terms on the rhss. of (24) and (25), is eliminated from 
the system. It leaves its traces in the new combined equation by locking the transverse and 
the longitudinal momentum generation to each other which then stands for the isotropy of 
momentum transfer into both directions. However, our method of eliminating one equation is 
not unique. To check the procedure we will have to analyse other choices as well-

Figure 1: Longitudinal coor
dinate system for a typical dy
namical evolution as seer 'rom a 
central observer. The horizontal 
tines correspond to lines of con
stant proper time t, the vertical 
tines to < = const. The initial ge
ometry >s a mixture of Landau-
and Bjorken-like scenarios (eq. 
(21) and (22)). The initial con
ditions are from Tab. 1. 

о гл г s 7,s w io 

4 P a r t i c l e S p e c t r a 

The hydrodynamics evolves, under the assumption of local thennal equilibrium, the system 
from a hot and dense state towards a cooler and core dilute one. Gradually the interactions 
among the particles die out and the particles decouple from each other. We imitate this process 
by constructing a 3-dimensional freeze-out hypersurface Of, which separates the 4-dimensioial 
•pace into a thermalized region, where hydrodynamics is valid, and a region, where particles 
move as free particles. 

We fix this hypersurface to be at the same longitudinal proper time ( = f/ for each fluid 
element (. The freeze-out time (/ is determined by a dynamical freeze-oat criteiium[8) comparing 
two time scales 

W ( i ) = W " . Ä . Z ) • (27) 
The mean time between scatterings тлеаи is given by the particles' cross sections and densities 
and works towards equilibrium. Its antagonist is '.he expansion time scale т,„ resulting from 
the fluid cells drifting apart, thus dynamically isolating the particles. 

The invariant momentum spectrum can be computed as the integral of the invariant distri
bution function / (x ,p) over the freeze-out hypersurface <rj with the invariant volume element 
P"«V» [9]. 

''" (2Í^/ / < [ m T C O S h y 5í" m T S i n b s 'a? l ( 2 8 ) 

/ " . / т т cosh p coshfy - »j)\ , /prs inhp\ 
X/o "'"Л f )lo{—f—) 

where pr is thi particle's transverse momentum, mj- = y'mo' + рт* its transverse mass, у its 
rapidity, T the local temperature, 17 and p the fluid rapidities in longitudinal direction and 
transverse direction. 

The experimentally measured vupidity distribution 3J and the trnmverte matt tpectmm 
^ can be computed by integrating the invariant momentum distribution over mj or y, 

respectively. 

£ = г ж Г т т А п г г А * (29) 
dy Jm, dp3 

T — = 2» / dy £ T - J 
mrimr /-*> dp3 

2e _ , - , /"<•/' . ,, / m r c o s h p \ . /prsinhp\ (30) 

Note that the integration for She transverse mass spectrum can be done analytically, because of 
the choice of comoving coordinates. Moreover, it factorizes into a transverse and a longitudinal 
part, which guarantees the independence of the transverse spectrum's shape on the longitudinal 
flow. Vice versa, it can he checked by explicitly evaluating a characteristic situation on the 
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Figaro 4: Beet t te to the utr-spectra of 
NA3S{U] lor difenat «ihm of the iaitial «a-
ergy deasity « = 0.5, 1,2, 4 u d «GeV/fm1 

(Baas from, top to bottom). Each poiat oa a 
Бае represeat« a good At of the iaitial loagi-

^ tadiaalsiaeZeaadiaitial laid rapidity Ч» to 
the measured mr spectre. 

as 1Д 

Siaca we waat to axplaia a! data with oaa «at of iaitial coaditioat, «• bava to look lor 
poiata, wbcra aB 3 «liable ft botb spectra. So a» pkk a Uaa for tbt eaergy deasity ia Fig. 4 
aad look for it« crossiag of the correspoadiag ragioa of good its to tit da/dy dutribatioai. 

Theasaia rank isthat for К l-SGeV/fm'wedoaot tad satisfyiag its to tbe data withia 
oar model Above that eaergy deasity «a caa tad for each Co a pair яд aad Z» to daaaiba tba 
measured «pactra aad would aatd a farther piaca of iaformatioa to deride tee ambiguity. For 
the* reaaoa we have to aaalywtWaheoratoabuadaacim of particles, aotoary the ihapsi of their 
•peeks, or alternatively aaatyse tbe spectra of otber particle specie* besides »". Nevertbeieis, 
we caa give aa example of a good ft at a moderate valae of с = J.OGeV/fm1 ia Tab. 1. Tba 
spectra resahiag from tbe iaitial coaditioa« aader bydrodyaanűc developmeat are sbowa ia Fig. 
2aad3. 

quaatity iaitial T taat aaits 
it 4.0 

tied 
5.1 fm 

A 0 tied 0.5« с 
a/A 20 

tied 
20 Ил * 2.0 0.2 GeV/te' 

T 118 140 bleV 
2 x 2 2x2.0 •ttod 2x9.7 fm 

» 1.1 •ttod l.T tett rap. 
labia 1: Iaitial «cmwHioam aad frees« ort val-
aee a« aa mmpbi for a good i t to tbe «•" rapidity 
dktribatwa(10] aad тт-ipectnm (11]. 

в Snmmary 
v*a baa* iiinated a aew way to campato tbe grsas fostam of hydrodyasmical lieilipmm 
aad tbair effects oa the particle spectra. After coastractiag a simple modal, we o e aaal-
ya« receat beavy-toa dato to attaia kaaarfodg« about tb« роаиЫ» rnlttal coaei>toa«. With aw 
«meat hadroa gas eaaatioa of Mat«, we caa rearodec« tbe meatarad rapidity distribatieas 
aad traasvers* momeatam spactram of W, provided tbe iaitial eaergy deasity is large eaoegk 
(с > ХЛ GeV/fta'). The coatribatioa of resoaaaces has ab» bate studied la tb« low sr-regioB 
(with tbe help of J. SoUfraak.tse also [13Ц» the coatcxt of tbe model. Sosse prslimiaary rssalts 
have beea sbowa at the workshop, damoaslratiag that resoaaac« decays tigaiicaatly improve 
tb« it to tb« mr-spectra at small pr- A careful «aaatitativ« aaalysis raaejia« the iadasio« of 
the abaadaadas of «D partid« aad reaoaaaces to accoaat for the dUfaeat relativ« coatribatioas 
of«.«. Л aad^.w to the* - spectram. It comprises a farther step in aaalysiag the data aad is 
lode? way. 

The method of global hydrodyaaa^cs is geaeral eaoagh to serve as a trsmswork for maay 
other compatatioas, «.«. Bcee-Basteia-CorraUtioas. It farthsrmore is taxibb) «aoagh to be 
modiied ia amp!« ways, «.«. smooth tbarmal proiles, other «aaatioes of etat«, tee-teaiag to 
focal hydro-car racteristlcs, etc. so that some aew rasalts aboat tbe pheaomeaology of keavy-ioa 
coHbioas caa be expected ia the aear future. 
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ABSTRACT 
Ten different hadronisation models we methodically compared for hadronisation vol

umes and hadronk yields (of twelve different hadrons). The calculations are performed at 
high specific entropies (S/N > 10) corresponding to future experiments. 

I . INTRODUCTION 

Heavy ion collisions provide possibilities to create quark plasma. However, this stage 
is transient; if one wants to find out any data, they must be reconstructed bom the 
detected particles. Any reconstruction must include some assumptions on rehadronisation 
processes. These processes belong to ncnptrturbaUse QCD, where our present knowledge 
is very restricted. Therefore concurring models exist, each emphasizing some effects and 
neglecting all of the others. It is rather impossible to choose among them on theoretical 
grounds in this moment; however, RHIC type experiments at specific entropies > 20 would 
produce such high varieties of hadrons that at least some models might be excluded. 

During the past years a number of rehadronisation models have been suggested. In 
many cases only some of the consequences of thovr models were published. Some com
parison was made among a limited number of models by Koch, Müller and Rafelski [1]. 
It could be useful to make a methodical comparison from the same point of view, thus 
bringing out the similarities and dissimilarities among them. It is important to find out 
which are the relevant and irrelevant observables when checking a specific component of 
the models. 

This is done in this paper. Ten models are compared (with all the parameters fixed) 
complete hadrochemical equilibrium, sequential fission and eight further models based on 
combitutorical quark aggregation but differing in gluon fragmentation, final state proba
bilities and hadronic interaction. Sects. 2 and 3 define the latter eight models, Sec. 4 

discusses the other two. Sec. 5 gives the observables (badronk volume and yields), while 
Sec. 6 draws some conclusions. 

3 . HADRONISATION: THE GENERAL SCHEME 

Of the ten models compared here eight follow a hadronisation scheme. The remaining 
two will be discussed in Section 4. 

We start from a quark blob in thermal and chemical equilibrium, which is the product 
of a Pb + Pb collision. So 

JVe = 414 
N. = 0 

S/N а » о т given. (2.1) 

We assume an inesotropic evolution, so all these three data are conserved. 
The quark plasma possesses four independent thermodynamic data, e.g. 

p, , / i , B 0 , T, V (2.2) 

for whiih Eqs.(2.1) are three constraints. We assume that the hadronisation occurs on a 
phase boundary for which we accept that of Ref. 1: 

Ь = Ь(Т,м,)яО 
4(t,p t) . T* + Un\T* + IV>J + Z 

I ? = 2 U 1 0 ~ 4 , W = 2 - 4 , Z = -3"10"*G«V 4. (2.3) 

Here we note that the true phase boundary does depend on p, as well; while in the quark 
plasma ц, = 0 indeed, during the transition a fractional distillation happens [2] resulting 
in a final u, ~ lOOMeV. Therefore the phase boundary of Ref. 1 is an approximation with 
the said characteristic error, which is worthwhile to remember. 

In the quark plasma we assume the free limit of the usual perturbative QCD equation 
of state, i.e. (lj 

p-~(oT* + ßTW + yn*-B*) (2.4) 
3 7 г a . l 

В « 200MeV 
Я, a 0, цшц,. 
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Then far a given о Eqs.(2.1) and (2.3) determine the independent thermodynamic data of 
the quark plasma at the phase boundary. This is State 1. 

Now, observe that even in an equilibrium phase transition the two states in equilibrium 
are moving along the boundary (2j, [3], because the conserved quantities are preserved only 
for the sum of the phases. We do not want to neglect this motion, therefore the transition 
ends in State 2. Having adopted a simplification of Ref. 1 still 

M.,»» (2.5) 

and Eq.(2.3) is a relation between 7j and pn. However 7* and Vj «re still free at ibis 
point; let us postpone the relations determine them. 

The investigated hadronisation schemes include hadron formation by quark collisions. 
The special models will be given in the next Section; however the common feature is the 
existence of functions 

*iM-/.(*? , );i«..r). (2.6) 

We use only such functions which automatically preserve baryon number and strangeness. 

A further question is the actual state where ffihi is to be calculated. If dynamics is 
eliminated, we can choose State 1, State 2 or some average of the rendu, for simplicity 
we choose State 2. 

Thee w« bats Л От ЫЛяш Of tkom, we Í N » • Isadraai* g« m ftast S witk вим 

/ • - f t l v . , l , ,H ) (17) 

(F being the free energy) on the tasirafc side of the рЬаи boimeWy jo* 
State г Then 

T , - 3 i (U) 

Ss/tf#-#. (19) 

Now we have all the equations to determine States 2 and 3. They work as follows: 
1) Choose 7» somehow. Then via Eq.(2.3) и«, is known, u„ m 0. 
2) Our hadionisation assumption «a* that all hadrons are emitted from Point 2. There

fore 

Now, Eq.(2.4) yields 

(N,-H,),'iNa. (2.10) 

У,-1*1~Ъх(Тг,ъ,). (111) 

Hence, being 3*i chosen and then м* known, V» can be calculated, 
3) Then ni «• pt(Tt,iin) is known as well from Eq.(2.7). 
4) Since the hadron numbers are known in Stat« 3, the fret data are T» and Vi. However 

these two data are determined from Eq.(2.8). 
5) Then Sj/Nf can be calculated. It depends on the arbitrary chosen value of T». So 

Eq.(2.9) is to be solved for T», e.g. by iteration. Having found a root we are ready. 
The output is the set of hadronie data NJo), T,(v) and V,(a). The Nm 's are directly 

observable, Tj is in principle seen in the energy spectra, but the kinetic energy of the Sow 
may mimic it in tome extent [4], |5), «hilt Vj would need pion spectroscopy observations 
[в|. Here we give the functions Nm(e) and Vj(»). 

3. SPECIFIC MODELS 

The eight investigated models fitting into the above scheme contain two specific steps: 
the hadion formation model and the nadrooic equation of state. Let us go step by step, 
for the particular details see Rats. 1, 7 and 8. 



Consider a quark plasma in transition. Even if the history of the transition is com
pressed into a single effective state, the resulting hadron numbers may depend on the data 
of 
0) the hadronic final stage 
3) the initial quark stage 
1) both 

[Tj. The first case would mean complete (chemical) equilibrium, which probably does not 
hold at these energies. However a complete equilibrium model will be used for comparison. 
The second case is for example a combiaatoric model [S] in which 

where P„ is the probability of the formation of the hadron type a, and the product goes 
for the corresponding quark constituents. Prefactors may appear for phase space, cross 
sections and normalisation. In a pure combinatoric model two different prefactors are 
enough tor keeping conserved numbers. 

Case i is the generic case which may be very complicated. However the simplest 
subcase is 

Pa ~ (number of quark collisions) x (number of hadronic microstates) (3.2) 

[7]. The first term is that of the combinatoric models. For the second term one would 
guess 

Pmiennt. *• С • (3.3) 

However, now the fixed quantity is not E (because the change of the flow energy during 
transition) but T [Eq.(2.8)]. So 5 is to be substituted by S - E/T = -FIT. In addition, 
the proper measure of the phase space is now the increase by the appearance of one new 
hadron. so again the derivative with respect to Л'в is needed. Therefore 

> ,.-(П п') х«ф(-у)- <") 

For nonrelativistic hadron gases of moderate density this formula simplifies to 

Here T = 7i. but via Eq.(2.S) Tt can be written, so Pa is a function of the state variables 
of the quark plasma, and we have arrived at Eq.(2.6). Four prefactors are sufficient to 
keep particle conservation. For more details see Ref. 7. 

However for both modelt we need the quark number densitict n f ,n f .n , and nj (the 
volume goes into the prefactors and scales out). These densities may be som« Fermi 
integrals of the State 2 

"•»•'•(Ti.jin.ii.ssO) ( M ) 

(no gluon fregmentation). However, gluons vanish during the transition, which may result 
in extra quark pairs (gluon fregmentation) 

n, » i / f + / .n, 

П. » *>, + !.nt 

nj - v, + f,n, 
16 Г' 

n ' - ( K e ) ^ « 3 > (3.7) 

where i is the Riemann function. Following Ref. 1, we choose 

/ f = 0.85, / . = 0.15. (3.8) 

Then remains the actual equation of state in the hadronic State 3. The expected densities 
(due to the high temperature) are moderate, so we restrict ourselves to tv.w cases: 
A) ideal mixture of badronir gases a, 
B) а gas mixture with parabolic interaction. 

In tbe latter case we write 

P. = T ^ n e + i ^ ( n ,

e - n J ) (3.9) 

where n e = O.l'fm"1 it the ground state density of nuclear matter and n . * JV./I'J; 
К = 225MeV. The idea that the density in the parabolic interaction is the baryon charge 
density is suggested by Waleeka-type equations of state (9), where the repulsive interaction 
is mediated by vector bosons whose source is the net number (particles minub antipartieles). 

As teen, at some points we have alternatives. This fact results in eight extremal 
models: 



Symbol Gluon fragmentation Statistical Weights Interaction 
000 No No No 
001 No No Yes 
010 No Yes No 
on No Yes Yes 
100 Yes No No 
101 Yes No Yes 
no Yes Yes No 
111 Yes Yes Yes 

Table 3.1 

4. FURTHER MODELS 

In tins review we include two further models, outside the above hadronic scheme. The 
first is the sequential fission model of. Arvay, Csórgö and Zimányi. It is discussed in details 
in another lecture [10], so now we can turn to complete equilibrium. 

Nobody expects complete equilibrium at ultralelativistic beam energies. Still, such 
a model is a useful extremal one for comparison. So let us assume that the transition 
bapticns- at complete chemical and thermal equilibrium, and this equilibrium is further 
tuamtauiei! iu the havlr»nic gas till a breakup stage. Then we do not have even to speak 
»bout a quark plasma. L-t us assume that the dilute breakup stage is an ideal mixture of 
tionrc'.ativistic Boltimann gases. Then 

«•bote i!„ is the degeneracy number and s 0 is the zero point constant calculable from 
quantum statistics jll], [12;. The set of parameters to be taken in the breakup stage is 
ii„.T and Г. 

Now, the ÍI„"S reduce to two data via full chemical equilibrium. Namely, any transmu
tation preserving Л a and Л", is permitted which then will equilibrate the ji«'« » d leave« 
only two of them arbitrary to fix the p;eserved numbers. Since the quark compositions 
were found out just from charge conservation, oue gets that in equilibrium the Me'» «•» be 
composed from nt and c. just as in equilibrium hadronisation. So, e.g. 

Я« = 3м,, ine = * < t - « • • • • (4.1) 

and timilarly 
Я| - -Hf , t>. ш - O T . (4.J) 

Three constraint« are given in Eq.(2.1); the fourth it the breakup condition, for which her« 
we choose 

L, -f - 0«"o. (4.4) 
» 

Then the parameters (4.3) are completely determined by the running variable а, so again 
X<,(o),T(o) and V'(») are obtained. 

3. THE RESULTS 

We have ten models to compare. The outputs are calculated curves of something vs. 
the specific entropy а ж S/Sg- For simplicity the hyperons Л and E of similar mass are rep
resented by a coron.on Y. The models include the particles N, У, Y, F. H, s, 0 . ft, *, К, К 
and г;. As usual in heavy ion physics, * ж ?<| and n " *J. Following Ref.l. в » 
200MeV. m, > 0 and m, ж 150Ме\'. 

Fist we display \\ia). There is no characteristic volume in the sequential fission model. 
As expected, I j is in the range of the double of the ground s> 'e Pb nuclei (note the high 
temperature), and increasing with a (except for some lower entropy cases). We note that in 
some cases V'j < V|, which would mean collapse during hadrooitation. It happens roughly 
below о * 20. This is, of course, contrary to any hydrodynamic equation, and ii a signal 
of some anomaly. There are ample possibilities for this anomaly at lower entropies. Here 
we mention only two possible sources: 

1) As told in Sect. 2, the phase boundary equation does not contain ц„ so leading to 
an inaccuracy of a characteristic energy - lOOMeV in States 2 and 3. This i» just the 
range of 7i for « * M . 

2) For lower entropies the hadronic state at the phase boundary would be rather dense, 
where the used hadronie equations of state are rather insufficient. See a review for 
hidden difficulties in calculating phase transitions with approximate equations of state 
[13); we guess that in tome case we have met «gain with such difficulties. 
Then we give the calculated functions ЛГ,/(») in twelve Figures. Here a stands for the 

specific hadroo, while / for the model. The models are denoted by graphic symbols, here 
we translate eight graphic symbols into the numeric ones of Table 1. two further symbols 
stand for the sequential fission and complete equilibrium models. 
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«. CONCLUSIONS 

As we told, we are not in the position to select the most correct model from aroc«^ 
the listed ten ones. However, we can compare their predk lions. We have already said 
something about the volumes and it is enough for the present. Let us see the yields. 

First in general. As excepted, all yields increase monotonously with <r, with the 
expectioo of N. This exception takes its explanation in haryon conservation. Even for JV, 
abo-e a = 20 there starts an increase. paralcUy with Л'. It is worthwhile to note that the 
perceptible interaction is negligible in all models without gluon fregmentation, and even 
with it the difference is small at higher entropies. For this phenomenon the explanation 
can be found in the low final densities. The effect of gluon fregmentation may cause lower 
final temperature via the increase of the sum in Eq.(3.9> (pions); if T decreases then the 
presence or absence of the second term in (3.9) becomes more detectable. 

Now let us compare specific models with each other. Of course, hundreds of combina
tions could be listed, so a complete comparison would need unreasonable volume. In details 
the curves speak for themselves; now Wt us draw only the most important conclusions. In 
the first step we compare everything to the equilibrium yields. 

Surprising enough, for most particles the sequential fission curve is practically the 
high entropy extension of the equilibrium one. The exceptions are ir and i). Further 
investigations would be needed to find a complete explanation, but tentatively one may 
try with the similar energetical considerations in the two models. No explanation is known 
for the two differences. 

Now for the other models. There are only two hadrons for which all the other models 
more or less agree against the equilibrium and fission ones; Л and 1. All other hadrons 
are in principle able to discriminate between specific models. There are some hadrons, for 
which all the eight hadronisation svhemes give higher values than the equilibrium curve: 
they are Л", V, У, *, A" and A*. Since they are all the low strange quark content ones 
(except for ЛГ, strongly constrained by baryon conservation), the phenomenon may take 
its explanation in the relatively high abundance of f,s and J in the quark plasma; they 
must go into some hadrons in all the eight models, while in the equilibrium one they can 
annihilate. Remember tbe common opinion that higher "strange particle" yield is expected 
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from quark plasma than from hadronic matter. Now we can see that this expectation is 
not obvious forjtlt the strange hadrons. 

For H and H the only models below to» equilibrium curve are those with both statistical 
weights and gluon iregmentation: for П and ft the statistical weights are sufficient for this 
explanation: statistical weights cUsprefer heavier particles, and the gluon fragmentation 
may decrease the з/q ratio [see Eq.(3.S)|. For heavier hyperons the highest predicted 
yields belong to the pure rombinatorical model, which is not surprising. 

In all models except for equilibrium and fission ones the П and 0 yields are strictly 
equal. This is a consequence of a string of facts i) n, = nj in quark plasma; ii) /4, = 0 in 
the hadron gas; iii) CP symmetry. 

Consequently, for signals to be looked for we can tell here as follows. 
1) For the existence of a quark plasma the best observables would be К (eca-_3 times 

the yields than from hadrochemical equilibrium, model independent) and Y (larger 
difference even in the worst case). However, in both cases the fission model mimics 
hadron gas; if no difference is seen both for A* and for 1", then 4 gives the check, where 
the equilibrium curve runs among the eight "combinatoric" ones, but the fission curve 
is Mow it by a factor 2. 

2) ft/ii / 1 seems to rule out all combinatorical models. But it is true only in the present 
approximation of ц, = 0. Since ft contains 3s, ft/ft is rather sensitive on / j . in Point 
2. Therefore wt do aot propose to use directly this check. 

3) The signal for substantial gluon fragmentation would be a lower yield in IJ, and higher 
ones in Л and IT. Since the present nonrelativistic approximation may be insufficient 
for л-, we remain »nth 4 and Л*. 

4) The appearance of the statistical weights (3.2 - 5) can be checked in H,H,ft,ft" and 
4; 7; is insensitive on /1,. The absence or presence of these weights is an information 
about the details of the elementary steps of hadronisation. 

For more quantitative purposes detailed calculations including hydrodynamics would 
be needed. 
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1 Introduction 
Since the end of the sixties it has been widely accepted that pulsars are 

rapidly rotating neutron stars. Hence by now we have a considerable amount 
of observational data about neutron stars and using these, some theoretical 
conclusions can be tested. This makes neutron stars suitable objects for 
studying "exotic'behaviour of matter that can occur only at extremely high 
densities. In this paper we consider two such phenomena, namely superflu
idity and pion condensation. 

The existence of superfluid neutron matter in neutron stars is quite well 
established both theoretically and experimentally 111. This is not the case 
with pion condensation which is supported only by theoretical calculations. 
There is neither observational evidence of it nor does it conti adict any of the 
existing data. At the beginning of the seventies Migdal proposed [2j that 
in dense Ьагуо-i matter the magnitude of the negative potential energy of a 
pion could exceed its mass. This could cause a phase transition with a large 
number of pions created from the vacuum and condensing in the ground 
state. In this paper we investigate the possibility of pion condensation and 

it* effect on neutron superfluidity in dent* neutron matter. In particular th* 
energy gap is calculated at several densities and the superfluid density region 
if determined for both the pion condensed and the normal phase of neutron 
matter. It turns out that though the neutron energy spectrum if modified 
by pion condensation the change in the energy gap is not significant. 

In Section 2 we outline the model used for studying pion condensation. 
It is a Waleclca-type quantum Seid theory of mesons and nucleons. Solving 
thif model in mean field approximation for infinite spatially homogeneous 
nuclear matter in thermodynamic»! equilibrium we obtain the nucleun en
ergy spectrum which later will be used to determine the superflnid properties 
ol neutron matter. In Section 3 we summarise the calculation of the energy 
gap using the BCS model. This model is a nonrelativistic one and the input 
for the calculation is a two-body nucleon-nucleon potential. In Seiden 4 we 
transform the nucleon energy spectrum obtained in Settion t into a nonrels-
tivistic spectrum, insert it into the BCS model, calculate the gap in thif way 
and discuss the results. 

2 The Walecka model for neutron matter 
Our aim in this section if to determine how the onset of pion condensation 

modifies the one-nucleon energy spectrum. To this end we need a model 
that satisfactorily describes the nucleon matter and the electron gas in a 
rather wide density range i.e. from about 0.1 to 4 times the density of 
ordinary nuclei. Moreover the model should be suitable for handling the 
pion condensed and the normal phase in a consistent way. 

Since the electrons interact only electromagnetically and this is negli
gible compared to the strong interaction, the electron gas can be treated as 
a noninteracting Fermi gas. The only effect of it on the nucleon part of the 
system is to control the neutron/proton ratio through ^-equilibrium. The 
model for the nucleons should contain explicitly the meson degrees of free
dom and should allow for the creation of particles out of the vacuum. We use 
a Walecka-type quantum field theory [3| because it satisfies all these require
ments. In this model the degrees of freedom are the isospin doublet nucleon 
field and four meson fields: the scalar-isoscalar a, the pseudoscalar-isovector 
», the vector-isoscalar u> and the vector-isovector »• Our treatment follows 
that of [4] with some slight modifications. The Lagrange density for the free 



fields has the following convention»! form: 

£l- = ДОДО^-яДО (1) 
Г * - = -l/i^m,^) + l/2(mlw^) (2) 
CÍT = l/2(a»wd»«-míww) (3) 
CÍT = - l / ^ ^ O - H / Z í m » " ) (4) 

where p ^ = ö\,#, - д , р в and u „ = дии, - д,ш, are the field strength for 
the p and the w field. 

The interacting part of the Lagrange density contains a a self-interaction 
and the coupling of the mesons to the various nucleon currents: 

U{o) = (l/3(*m e) + l/4(efcc)) (ft,*)' (6) 

L? = *»№*) (7) 

C* = -fcw.(ih»v) (8) 

£ÍT* = -9.(3.«-)(«>rVrv) (9) 

С = 9^-J- (Ю) 
Here J» is the conserved isospin current which has to be determined in « self 
consistent way to satisfy the following equation [4j: 

where £ is the total Lagrange density. 

For the solution of the field equations derived from this Lagrangian we 
use the mean field approximation. It means that the meson field operators 
and the nucleon source terms are approximated by their thermodynamical 
averages. This approximation is commonly used for systems containing a 
large number of particles. Furthermore the Lagrangian is considered to be 
an effective Lagrangian for this many-particle system and its parameters are 

fitted to the bulk properties of nuclei nther than hadron Kettering data. 
The paraméteri used in our calculation« are summarised in the following ta
ble: 

т а м (/"»"') coupling constant 
w m, = 0.710 9, = 1.300 
a m, = 2.78« ff. = 3.512, e = -0.734, с a «.856 
* m, = 3.500 f,- ° I " 
w т . = 4.759 &, = 3.874 

nucleon mg = 4.759 

In infinite homogenous matter at thermodynamical equilibrium all the 
spacelike components of the nucleon and the isospin currents vanish, i.e. 
<tfo*v> = 0 and (J*> = 0 for к = 1,2,3. (Here ( > denotes the thermody
namical average.) As a consequence of the field equations, («*) and (p*) are 
also sero for * = 1,2,3. We use the notation (ы°) = w. For further simplifi
cation of the equations we introduce the following ansatz and notations: 
; » = и is constant in space-time 
(P°> = '*>:> = 0 and (t\) « p is constant in space-time 
(>,) = irsinkr, •>,) = ясошкх ind (tri) =• 0 (ir is constant and к is a four-
vector). 
The physical meaning of the assumption for the pion field is more transpar
ent if the components of я in isospin space are given with respect to a basis 
of r3 eigenvectors: 

<**} = y'l/i™"*, <*o)=0, dr./ = y/í/г**-"' ("J 
This means that in the pion condensed phase (я Ф 0) i '<" pairs are created 
which is in agreement with our expectation on the nature of pion condensa
tion j2|. After imposing these assumptions, the Dirac equation still contains 
a space-time dependent meson field, namely the pion. To get rid of this 
space-time dependence we introduce a new variable v v ( i ) instead of t£>(x) by 
the transformation: ф,{х) = Я(жЩх) = t'u"',<>{z). Here R(x) is a local 
isospin transformation that does not mix the proton and the neutron state 
only shifts the four-momentum of them by +A/2 and -* /2 respectively. The 
Dirac equation for the quasi nucleon field Ф, does not contain ipace-time 
dependence in any of the meson fields so it has the ordinary plane wave 
solutions: ф, = U(p)t~'", Using the following notations: 

m'B = m e - t,a (13) 



К = Л . - * . " . (К) 

К„ = * „ - • , » * . (W) 

the Dine equation takes the form: 

(Я.У - m i + К . У (r,/2 + fcir^'r,)) f/(j») = 0 (16) 

The meson field equations are: 

mj* = »(*.*.)+&/*> (") 
«1* = fc(*.V\M («) 

( - X . X - - jjp» + mj) » = - ь Я - г ' Ж . У т , * . ) (19) 

(mj + («.»)') P = fcMj) (20) 

The isoipin currents calculated from equation (U) are: 

<JJ) = « » J f e + ( « . i e ( i i / 2 + j . i n S ) * . > (2») 
(Jj> = ir'K» + tf.-»1 (т,/2 + fr'i'r,) *.) = 0 (22) 

Our coordinate system has its г axis parallel to К that is why A'' = 
JC* = 0. We have to solve equations (15-22) for jr,p,CT,u>,*o,*v Equation 
(16) is coupled to the rest of the system via the quasi nucleon energy spec
trum because the spectrum is used to calculate the expectation values of 
the nucleon source terms. This calculation is performed essentially the same 
way as is \4\ with the following slight modification. Since later we plan to 
extend our investigations to neutron matter at arbitrary temperature the 
step function in Í4.J is replaced by a Fermi-Dirac distribution at the given 
temperature. 

The state of nuclear matter is specified by three thermodynamics! 
parameters: the temperature (T), the baryon density (n» = (iri"v) = 
v v Vt',)) and the density of the third component of isospin ((J?))- Of coune 

we are free to substitute any of the densities by the corresponding chemi
cal potential. For reasons of numerical stability the calculations are done 
at T=30 MeV and are extrapolated to the typical neutron star temperature 
which is actually aero. Since the nucleon matter coexists with the electron 

gas in thermodynamical equilibrium, n§ and (J*) are not Independent. Be
cause of ^-equilibrium «if + P» • tf» and the equilibrium of the *" + • •-» it 
process implies that ih- + lh ш »Ц. hence i v m i.e. 

M. • -*o (2J) 

(The M-S are the chemical potentials.) Since the electron gas is a noninter-
acting relativista Fermi gas at tero temperature, 

*m(&)wto4r (24) 
where n, is the electron density. Because of the overall electric neutrality of 
the system, 

f i . - i . « /2+ (J j> (25) 
By comparing equations (23- IS) it follows that 

(3»»)" , A t (n , /2 + ( j ; ) ) , / , + * . » 0 (26) 

Thus the only independent thermodynamic»! parameter is the baryoi: 
density or chemical potential. We use the chemical potential because this 
is what we need in the Fermi-Dirac distribution. The baryon density is 
controlled by the chemical potential. 

We solve the equations for several densities in the range of n« ж 
0.8 - l.Tits (we use the unit n« = O.MS/m"', the density of ordinary nu
clear matter). This is the region where both pion condensation [2,4] and 
superfluidity [S| are expected. For ng > 1.2 the (16-22) system of equa
tions has two different solutions; one with » • k% • 0 and another with 
я Ф 0, *j j* 0. The former solution corresponds to the normal state, the 
latter to the pion condensed state. Using equation (16) we can calculate 
the quasinucleon energy spectrum. The spectrum has four branches, each 
of them twofold degenerate by spin. It has to be noted that for я Ф 0 the 
energy eigenstates of the nucleon Dirac equation are not eigenstates of fj. 
However if the pion field is not too big (which is the case now) this "mixing" 
of protons and neutrons is negligible. These energy ipectruim as yet are 
quasinucleon spectrums so to get real nucleon energy spectrums both the 
energy and momentum should be shifted back. 



3 The BCS model for neutron superfluidity 

The gap equation can be written as: 

where the two body matrix element Vb k . and the energy £ a are denned as 
follows: 

V«..- = <k'.-kTVik.-k> (28) 

£ Í = ( f*-M)' + AÍ (29) 
Here the single particle energies and the chemical potential are denoted by 
c k and ч respectively. 

The two-particle potential V has a strong repulsive core. This yields 
meaningless matrix elements if unperturbed plane-wave-type wave functions 
are assumed. Because of this reason the wave function mus'. oe modified. 
By the help of the partial wave decomposition we write the plane-wave-type 
two-particle wave function • in the following form: 

* = *"" fc »/2(1 + (-1)'+')*1 X. (30) 

where the wave function of the centre of mass motion and the two-particle 
spin function are denoted by •"* and x« respectively. 

The strong repulsive core does not allow the particles to approach each 
other too close. This must be reflected in the two-particle wave function. We 
construct a "good" two-particle wave function • by introducing a correlation 
function /i in each partial wave: 

* = **" \L 1/2(1 + (- l ) < + *№/(] X. (31) 

The correlation function must be smaller than unity in the region of the 
repulsive core, practically zero at the origin and it must tend to unity at the 
"healing distance* 4 . 

In the normal ground state of the neutron system the contributions of 
the two-particle subsystems to the total energy must be minimal. From this 

minimum principle the correlation function can be derived in the following 
way. Usmg the Anaats (31) we calculate the expectation value of the two-
partkle Hamiltonian #(1,2). By varying the correlation function /i we look 
for the condition of the minimum of this expectation value, keeping the norm 
of the wave function fixed: 

о-«*|Я(1,2)|*) + A(|*|*>) = 0 (32) 

Using the centre of mass and relative coordinate* R and r, respectively the 
Hamiltonian H(l,2) can be written as follows: 

Я(1.2) = -{K'/imiW - (*.'/m»)V; + V(r). (33) 
For 1 = 0 the variational principle can be rewritten in the following simple 
form: 

6 1 ~ * ( - ( A ' / m e ) [ 2*'°/üS+äh/S] + {У + A)'o/o') - о (x) 
where jio stands for the spherical Bessel function. The corresponding Euler-
Lagrange equation reads as follows: 

/J = (mB/íl')(V + Л)/ 0 - 2*cot(*r)/í, (35) 

where the wave vector of the relative motion is denoted by k. The solution 
of this differential equation can be obtained with the boundary conditions: 

A ( r - 4 ) - i . Го(' = *>) = о. (3*) 
As it is obvious the correlation function /o(r) depends on k. This dependence 
however is rather smooth therefore we calculate /o(r) at a quadratic average 
value like this: 

Vt» = *Wv/e (37) 

So we get different correlation functions for different densities. The 
correlation functions are calculated for the densities mentioned at the end of 
the second paragraph (the densities are in the range of n» = 0.8 - 1.7no). 
Using the correlation functions the matrix elements of V for the 'S 0 channel 
(£|V( lSo)|£) can be calculated in a straightforward way. 

To summarize, for singlet pairing we have to solve the following set of 
BCS equations: 

k*r = 3 f Лкк*в\ (38) 
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Here the single particle energies eg are considered as input parameters. They 
will be generated by the help of the relativistk mean field theory discussed 
in the previous section. 

4 Putting the two models together 
The aim of the section is to show how the neutron energy spectrum E(k) 

obtained in Stetem t can be embedded into the BCS model to calculate the 
energy gap in pion condensed and normal neutron matter. 

The energy spectrum, obtained in Section * is a relativistic one, so it 
should be shifted down by the (effective) neutron mass, m4t. We determine 
m ^ at a certain density in the following way. At first the BCS equations are 
solved with some realistic nucleon-nucleon potential (Reid soft core in this 
cue), to get the Fermi momentum *> and the Fermi energy Er at the given 
density. The value of "V/ is determined by the condition 

* W W - "V, = Er. ( « ) 
where C* is the relativistic neutron energy spectrum- ft means that the shift 
"в done such that the Fermi energv and the Fermi momentum of the relativis
tic spectrum are fitted to those of the nonrelativistic one. The pion condensed 
relativistic spectrum, calculated at the same density, is also shifted by m^. 
In this way we obtain the neutron energy spectrum for the pion condensed 
and the normal state. It has to be noted here that in the pion condensed 
phase the relativist« energy spectrum is not precisely spherically symmet
ric in the nueleon three-momentum p because the pion three-momentum к 
singles out a particular direction in space. However in the density range 
iavestigated here, this asymmetry is so small that it is negligible. 

These transformed spectrums are inserted into the gap equation to 
calculate the gap function at various densities. Since now we know the Fermi 
momentum, the Fermi energy and the energy spectrum we do not have to 
solve the whole set of BCS equations. Instead, these quantities are inserted 

into the gap equation (39) and Д* is obtained by solving this single equation. 
The quantity which is crucial for our investigation is Д»„ its vanishing signals 
the ceasing of superfluidity. 
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FIGURE 1 Tb* superfluid »trfy gap at the Fermi roomtBtum (Д*,) 
plotted against the Ftrmi momentum kr. The difference between the pion con
densed (solid line) and the normal (dashed line) phase can hardly be recognised. 

In fig. 1 Д», is plotted against the Fermi momentum. The Fermi mo
mentum in the normal (поп р'юп condensed) phase is a monotonous function 
of the density. The difference between the pion condensed and the normal 
phase is so small that it can hardly be noticed in this figure. To understand 
this we have to look at the difference in the energy spectrum between the 



two phases which a plotted in figure 2. 
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FIGURE 2 The mmtic* snap n m momentum fee the pion eoo-

ДепиД (dsshsd Кае) «ad the normal (soud Sat) ph—• The Fami momentum in 
the полое! Mate is lM/mT*. 

From the figure it в obvious that th« effect of pion condensation is 
essentially to shift down the energy spectrum c» without major distortion. 
This results in a similar shift of the Fermi energy Er. Since the gap equa
tion contains only the difference c» - E, the change in At a not sensitive 
to an overall shift. Our final conclusion в that in the superfluid density re
gion the ж* * - pion condensation a not strong enough to modify the energy 
gap substantially. However it is believed that there is another type of pion 
condensation in neutron matter {2| that occurs at lower density(0.5iio) and 
thus has a larger density range of overlap with superfluidity. It is possible 
that it has a more significant effect on the superfluid energy gap. It seems 
to be worthwile to study this latter case in more detail. For this we would 
have to modify the ansats for the pion field to be consistent with this type 

of pion condensation. Another possible further development could be the 
investigation of the triplet pairing superfluidity. 
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Abstract 

Gross properties of hybrid stars consisting of a core of strange matter surrounded 
by ordinary neutron matter are investigated. We discuss star models based on phe-
nomenological equations of state from nuclear reactions including a phase transition 
between the hadronic phase and the quark-gluon plasma. For certain parameters, 
such equations of state support the existence of hybrid stars: While the nuclear part 
of the equation of state seems to have a minor influence on the gross properties of 
hybrid stars, the identification of such objects could provide us with a rather strin
gent constraint on the vacuum energy density of the quark »luoa plasma. 

Introduction 

The first neutron star models were developed by Oppenheimer and collaborators in 
193S-3*> [1. 2], who assumed the star matter to be an idea! gas of neutrons at very 
high densities. Since then, a lot of improved theoretical work has focused on star 
collapse, equilibrium properties of compact stars and equation's of state connected to 
different star models. 

The properties of highly compressed nuclear matter have been investigated both 
in high energy collisions of nuclei and in compact astrophysical objects like neutron 
stars [3]. 

Lattice QCD calculations at zero baryon density indicate a transition to a decon-
fined state of quarks ar.d gijons for high temperatures. It is mostly believed to be 
of first order, although this is not a settled question [4]. A quark-gluon plasma is 
expected to form in ultra-relativistic heavy ion collisions but as yet there is no clear 
signal for ib presence. 

Also in ("Uipact stellar objects formed in a gravitational collapse, a quark-gluon 
plasma coui i exist as cold matter at very high densities. It has been conjectured 
that strange matter may be the true ground state of matter [3. 6] and that a seed 
of strange matter in a neutron star will convert the whole star to a strange star [7]. 
This is, however, still an open question [S, 9, 10, XI, 12, 13, U, 15]. Hence, a phase 
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transition might also allow for the existence of hybrid stars'enaraeterixed by a quark 
core and an exterior dominated by "ordinary" neutron »tar matter, with the two 
states of matter being in equilibrium at their interface [16, 17, 18]. 

Astrophysical constraints are in genera] imposed on all hypothetical compact stars. 
The maximum mass associated with the different star models must exceed what is 
inferred from pulsar data, and the radii must be sufficiently small to sustain their 
rotational frequencies. These limitations impose stringent constraints on the interac
tions among the constituents of the matter [19]. 

The mass-radius relation for self hound strange stars is fundamentally different 
from that for neutron stars, but unfortunately it seems that this difference cannot be 
exploited experimentally: The surface gravitational redsbift [20, 21], the moments of 
inertia [21], as well as the Keplerian frequencies turn out to be almost the same for 
the two types of stars [16, 22. 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29). 

In the present work we apply models for compact stars having a first order phase 
transition form ordinary hadronic matter to • quark (luon plasma. Appropriate 
equations of state may then indicate the existence of hybrid stars. We calculate their 
gross properties like total mass, radius, surface gravitational redsbift and Keplerian 
frequency. Furthermore, we will discuss whether one can infer from the existence of 
this type of stars constraints on the underlying equation of state. 

Star Models 

The equilibrium energy density distribution of slowly rotating spherical stars is de
termined bv the Tolman-Oppenbeimer-Y'olkorTequations (TOV) in geometrical units 
(С = с = I) [1,2,3]: 

dp , Л /+4* rJp 

where 
.V/(r) = / 4* f*i dr. (2) 

Here p(r) is the pressure and <(r) is the total energy density which are related by 
the specification of an equation of state p(<). 

Up to now, little is known about the nuclear equation of state (EOS) at densities 
other than normal nuclear matter density. In this paper we intend to apply phe-
nomenotogical equations of state for nuclear matter, as they are typically used for 
the description of relativistic heavy ion collisions [30]. In contrast to sophisticated 
parametrizations designed for neutron star matter, the nuclear matter EOS is chosen 
to be as simple as possible retaining only the essential features of nuclear matter at 
saturation and thus containing only few parameters. Such a phenomenological ansatz 
will be compared to equations of state which, from an astrophysical point of view, 
seem to be more appropriate for the description of neutron matter in a dense star. 

However, the equation of state for neutron matter, particularly at high densities, 
is still a matter of debate. The large uncertainties are reflected in the considerable 
variety of significantly different parametrizations which are applied for the description 
of the structure of neutron stars [31]. We have examined two standard approaches 
designed for neutron matter, namely that of Bet he-Johnson [32, 33] (referring to their 
model I-H) and an EOS obtained from Walecka's mean-field theory [34, 35]. 



We define the hadronic EOS as the compressional energy per particle e.„„,(n) in 
terms of the conserved baryon charge density, n, which is carried by several species of 
baiyons. Throughout this paper we will refer to two commonly used paramctrizations 
for the nuclear matter EOS namely that of Sierlc and Nix [36]. 

and the quadratic form [37]: 

A' (n — no) . ч 

whet« no is the normal nuclear mattéi density and К the compression constant charac
terizing the properties of nuclear matter at densities n > n 0. Given a parametrization 
'<»»(>>)i » larger К corresponds to a more repulsive NN interaction. The fact that 
the Quadratic" EOS yields an «causal speed of sound at high densities is not rele
vant for our discussion of hybrid stars, since tae hadronic matter will undergo a phase 
transition into the quark gluon plasma (QGP) at clearly lower baryon densities. 

The total energy density for cold matter (T = 0) then takes the form: 

<(>») = n[eC O T,(4) + ir u + » ' w m + m„I, (5) 

where Wa = -16 MeV is the binding energy per nucleon at normal nuclear matter 
density, no = 0-1-15 fm~J, the rest mass of a neutron, m„ = 939 MeY. and the 
symmetry energy of neutron matter, W > r , = 32 MeV, estimated from the liquid 
drop model. * 

At densities below no, the pressure in the star is no longer determined by the 
nucleon-nucteon interaction only. Below a critical low-density value n ^ , we apply a 
polytropic form for <„„,(n) [3], similarly to the approach used in Ref. [16], matching 
the pressure and energy density of the nuclear part of the EOS at densities around 
nio sa 1.2 no-

la order to compare the phenomenological EOS Cor nuclear matter defined above 
to standard forms for neutron matter, as they are typically used in neutron star 
models [31], we have also examined the approaches of Malone, Bethe and Johnson 
[32, 33] and an EOS obtained from Walecka s mean-field theory [34, 33j. The former 
is based on a non-relativistic constrained variational principle [32] with a modified 
"Reid" soft-core potential [38] аз input. The 'Bethe-Johnson* EOS reads [33]: 

c(n) = n [940.6 + 247.5 n , , e ] , p(n) = 366.3 n , a , (6) 

where t(n) is the total energy density and Ып) the pressure in [MeV/fm3] as a function 
of the baryon number density n in Jim"*]. 

The mean-field EOS for neutron matter results from Walecka's nonlinear rela-
tivistic mean-field theory [34] applied to neutrons which interact with a scalar and 
a vector field [35]. Such an EOS with a compression constant of К = 30Ú MeV, an 
effective mass of *j- = 0.85 and a coupling constant с = 75 referring to the vector 
field, has been plotted in Fig. 1 together with the EOS of Bethe-Juhnson and the 
Sierk-Nix parametrization. 
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Fig. 1: The dependence of the pres-
•ure я on the chemical potential p. Full 
line* refer to the "Sierk-Nix" EOS at 
compression constants of К « M0 «ad 
К - 550 MeV. The largest compres
sion constant corresponds to the lowest 
pressure at constant p. The crosses in
dicate a "Bethe-Johnson" EOS, while 
the stars refer to a mean-field EOS for 
neutron matter. 
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Once the total energy density is known, the pressure at zero temperature can be 
obtained .'rom the thermodynamic relation: 

P(n) = H ^ i - f ( n ) . (7) 

Similarly, the chemical potential is related to the energy density by: 

, , dt(n) p[n) + t(n) . . 
„<„) «. _ = . (8) 

The quark-gluon plasma is taken into account by a "bag model" EOS of the form: 

P - i ( € - 4 B ) , (9) 

where the energy density of the QGP is that of a mixture of gluons and massless u, 
d and s-quarks Í.V/ = 3) at zero temperature. In first order perturbation theory the 
energy density takes the form: 

«<"•>- S ( I - K ) ( I Í Í Í + B ) ' (Ю) 

where the chemical potential of the baryons, ft,, is related to that of the quarks 
by p , = 3 ji 0 . The bag constant В is the difference between the perturbative 
vacuum and the "true™ vacuum energy density. Due to the perturbative corrections 
in the QGP-EOS, our •-alculations also contain a strong coupling constant, o,, which 
is assumed to be a constant a, - 0.4 [16, IS, 19, 39] lowering the pressure in the 
plasma. It has been shown, however, that the running coupling constant in terms of 
the thermodynamic variables ц, T and the QCD scale parameter, Л,: 

о.(я.Г) Si 
4!T 

4т 

5-V/ 
;иы: +15.622 T' 

Л? (ID 
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Fig. 2: Full lines show the relation pin) for a "Sierk-Nix" EOS (left figure), specified 
in Fig. 1. and for a "Quadratic" EOS (right figure) at compression constants of К 
= 170, 240 and 360 MeV, respectively. The dashed lines indicate the pressure of the 
quark-gluon phase for bag constants of Bxl* = 165 (upper line) and 190 MeV (lower 
tine), and a strong coupling constant of a, — 0.4. 

varies only little (0.3 < a. < 0.5) within the range of densities considered here [40]. 
As we shall see later, the conclusions will not depend significantly on the choice of 
the strong coupling constant. 

The phase boundary of the coexistence region between the hadronic and the QGP 
phase is determined by the Gibbs-criteria. In the case of zero teicpertture the critical 
pressure and the corresponding critical chemical potential are determined by the 
constraint: 

?«— (л»») *• Pqarin,^.)- (12) 
This construction is visualized in Fig. 2, where the points of intersection between 

the curves p,0,(*») and p»„.(*0 define the critical values p" and p" of the phase 
transition. Obviously, & stiff« nuclear EOS implies lower critical chemical potentials 
and thereby lower critical denisities once the QGP EOS has been specified. For a 
given nuclear EOS, on the other hand, a reduction of the bag constant В results in a 
decrease of the critical chemical potential. 

Fig. 3: The relation p(<) determi
ning the star model. At energy densi
ties lower than that of normal nuclear 
matter, the matter is characterized by 
a polytropic EOS. The hadronic phase 
is taken into account by a "Quadritic" 
EOS at different compression con
stants. One recognizes the phase tran
sition from the hadronic phase to the 
quark-gluon plasma, characterized Ь> а 

300 soo из ига MIT-bag EOS (cf. Fig. 2). 
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Depending on the central density of the star, such a miriti-рЬам EOS which has 
been plotted in Fig. 3, will allow for the formation of neutron start w well as for 
hybrid stars. Given one of the above forms of <(n) for nuclear matter, we are left with 
three parameters, namely the compression constant К associated with the hadronic 
phase, whereas the vacuum energy density В and the strong coupling constant a, 
characterize the quark-gluon phase. 

In this article we will focus on whether one can infer from the existence of neutron 
stars or hybrid stars bounds for the parameters of the EOS. This immediately rise» 
the question whether there exist observable signatures which allow u: to distinguish 
a hypothetical hybrid star from a pure neutron star. 

Discussion 

Two typical density profiles obtained from the TOV equations are depicted in Fig. 4. 
The left figure displays the radial baryon density distribution n(r) of a pure neutron 
star. Starting from a centra! density of n, =» 2 no, we observe a parabolic decline 
of n{r) to normal nuclear matter density and a precipitous decrease to the surface, 
г = Я, with p{R) = 0. At the same central density, a more repulsive NN interaction 
results in a more massive star with a larger radius. 
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Fig. 4: Radial density profiles n(r) for a pure neutron star and a hybrid star. The 
left figure shows the density profile for a neutron star with a central density of 2n« 
calculated from a quadratic EOS with different compression constants. The right 
figure depicts a hybrid star profile with a central density of 10 n« for the same EOS 
as above (cf. Fig. 2). 

At central densities higher than the critical density of the quark gluon plasma, n,", 
the core of the star will consist of strange quark matter. Once the critical pressure 
is reached, the density drops diicontinuously from n," to n," indicating a first order 
phase transition. The density profiles shown in the right part of Fig. 4 for n« • 10 n« 
indicate hybrid stars with a strange matter core of about 6-7 kn radius and an outer 
layer of neutron matter of about 3-4 km thickness. More than 60 % of the total 
mass is in the quark matter phase. Л stilfer nuclear EOS lowers the critical densities 

R :juu\ 



Fig. 5: The mass of neutron and hybrid stars in units of the solar mass, Л/Q, as 
a function of the central density, n c, Tor different equations of state. The left figure 
refers to a "Sierk-Nix" parametri'.ation of the nuclear EOS at К = 330 and 550 MeV, 
the right figure to a quadratic EOS at К = КО, 240 and 360 MeV, respectively, and 
the same QGP-EOS (cf. Fig. 2). For both parametrizatious the largest compression 
constant is given by the lowest critical hadronic density. 

both for the hadronic phase, n»~, and for the QGP phase, n,". Hence, although the 
radii of the stars are almost the same for our three examples at n c = 10 no, a more 
repulsive EOS generates a larger core of strange matter. 

Fig. 5 depicts the mass of a star as a function of its central baryon densii v for two 
different parametrizations of the nuclear part of the EOS. The left figure is obtained 
with the "Sierk-Nix" EOS, while the right one refers to a "Quadratic" form of the 
compression energy. One clearly recognizes two branches of solutions; the neutron 
stars at lower central densities, n c < n,", and the hybrid star region at densities 
n c > nf. Both branches are separated by the region of instability at n^9 < n < n,". 
While the masses of the neutron stars increase rapidly as a function of the central 
density, the masses of the hybrid stars vary relatively slowly with n c. 

Taking into account that the stability of hybrid stars under density fluctuations 
requites <£* > 0 [3], we find stable hybrid stars at energy densities arouna «e as 
0.5 — 1.5 GeV/fm3 corresponding to central baryon densities n c as 4 — 9 n 0 , whereas 
more dense stars will collapse into black holes. 

Fig. в: The mass-radius relation 
M(R) for pure neutron stars (full lines) 
and hybrid stars (dotted lines). All 
curves refer to »"Sierk-Nix" parametri
zation (cf. Fig. 2). The stiffest EOS 
yields the most massive neutron stars. 
We indicate the critical points where 
the stability of the solutions changes. 
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Without a phase transition we find stable neutron stars up to dentities of 10 14, 
maximum masses of M я 1.8 - 2.6 Мц, when the star masses «re given in units of the 
solar mass Mq, » 1.4S km, and corresponding radii of R т 10 - 13 km, depending 
on the EOS. Within a wide range of compression energies, stable hybrid start at 
densities between 4-9 n 0, masses of Л/ в 1.4-1.7 MQ, and radii of R « 10 - 13 km 
are predicted. 

Note that hybrid stars are considerably lighter than neutron stars for the same 
central density because the EOS for the QGP-phate it much softer than that for 
neutron matter which is illustrated by Fig. в. 

For a neutron star a stiffer EOS results in larger masses and radii [3). This 
dependence is, however, reversed for hybrid start, where a more repulsive interaction 
yields slightly lighter stars. This is basically caused by two competing features of 
the phase transition: A stiffer EOS yields a larger quark core but also lower critical 
baryon densitites, thus less mass in the hadronic phase (see Fig. 4). 

By comparing different equations of slate in Fig. 7, we conclude that concerning 
the nuclear part of the EOS neither the functional form of the parametrization nor 
the variation of the compression constant for a given form strongly influences the 
mass-radius relation of hybrid stars. Л stiffer EOS allows for a slightly larger matt 
interval of stable hybrid stars. 

R [km! R [М 
Fig. 7; Generic mass-radius relations M(R). The cate of a "Sierk-Nix" EOS (left 
figure) is compared that of a "Quadratic" parametrization of the compression energy 
(right figure) at different compression constants (cf. Fig. 2). 

In this context we would like to emphasize that the insensitivity of the gross 
properties of hybrid stars on the hadronic EOS is also recovered when equationt 
of state designed especially for neutron star models are applied. This finding is 
illustrated by Fig. 8 for the case of the approach of Bethe and Johnson [32, 331, 
and an EOS for neutron matter obtained from reJativittic mean-field theory [34, 35]. 
The striking similarity of the mean-field EOS mentioned above with the hard (K «• 
550 MeV) "Sierk-Nix" parametrization for nuclear matter at densities above no has 
already been shown in Fig. 1 by the function p(p), whereas the "Betbe-Johnton" 
parametrization of the compression energy can be well approximated by a soft (K » 
380 MeV) "Sierk-Nix" EOS. 

For both cates referring to neutron matter, the resulting relations M{R) are con-



Fig. в: Comparison of the relations M(R) as obtained bora equations of state typi
cally used for neutron matter and nuclear matter. In the left figure, the dashed line 
corresponds to a calculation using the EOS of Malone. Bethe and Johnson, whereas 
in the right figure an EOS from Walccka's mean-fieM theory for neutron matter has 
been »plied. Full lines refer to the results from the "Sierk-Xix" parametrizatiou at 
К = 3S0 and 550 MeV. In all cases we applied the standard QGP-EOS (cf. Fig. 2). 

pared to those obtained from a "Sierk-Nix"* parametrization for nuclear matter. Ap
parently, the critical densities as well as the masses and radii of the hybrid stars 
obtained from the neutron matter equations of state lie exactly in the range covered 
by a soft and a hard "Sierk-Nix" EOS. This result supports our ansatz based on a 
phenomenological EOS for nuclear matter. Significant discrepancies will only arise if 
pure neutron stars at low densities (n c << »,") are considered. 

Stable hybrid stars will only exist at sufficiently low vacuum energy densities due 
to the strong increase of the critical density of the quark phase, n", with larger 
В [30]. Higher densities accompanied by higher pressures are needed to overcome 
the confining vacuum pressure of the QGP. At Bx/* = 300 MeV, one finds that 
R," a: 23 no, far above the maximum for stable stars around n- < 10 no. With 
Bl!* reduced to Í80 MeV, gravity still overtakes the Fermi pressure on the hybrid 
star branch which is illustrated in Fig. 9. The critical value for the Lag constant 
at which stable hybrid stars might exist is found to be around Blt* - 170 MeV. 
Reducing В further widens the range of stable hybrid stars towards smaller masses. 
A» B1'* = 160 MeV, we find that n." as 1.6 n 0. A further reduction of В would 
яа»е the quark-gluor. plasma the ground state of ordinary nuclei, i.e. n," < no. The 
remaining interval allows only for a small variation of the vacuum energy density. 

Varyinir the strong coupling constant effectively widens the allowed range for the 
vacuum energy density. However, only a small variation is admissable: Increasing 
a, decreases the maximum value of В which gives stable hybrid stars. With the 
original MIT-bag value of B"* — 145 MeV as a reasonable lower limit we obtain a 
maximum value of or, = 0.75. Similarly, setting o , = 0 yields an overall maximum 
vaiue for stable hybrid stars at B'1* = 185 MeV. For reference, a, = 0.3 yields а 
maximum bag pressure в ' " = 175 MeV compared to Bu* = 170 MeV for o. » 0.4. 
These systematica show that in despite of the uncertainty in a„ there is only a small 
interval of values for В which allows for stable hybrid stars. 

Throughout th*' last paragraphs we have emphasized that the hadronic EOS does 

Fig. 9: The dependence of the star 
mast oa the central energy density, «,, 
at different bag constants of B11* » 
160, 165 and 180 MeV for constant в, 
* 0.4, using a "Quadratic" EOS at К 
• 240 MeV. The uppermost curve cor
responds to solutions in the absence of 
a phase transition, i.e. pure neutron 
stars. 

not influence the masses and radii of hybrid stars, whereas the EOS of the quark-
gluon plasma sensitively affects these observables. However, the internal structure of 
hybrid stars does depend on both parts of the EOS, i.e. it will also be influenced by 
the nuclear EOS. 

Recall that a harder EOS yields lower critical transition densities both for the 
hadronic and the QGP phase (see Figs. 2) which in turn implies a larger core of 
strange matter for the hybrid star (see Fig. 4). This aspect is revealed more clearly 
in Fig. 10, showing the relative mass fraction of strange matter residing in a hybrid 
star. Although the total masses of the hybrid stars shown there vary relatively 
little, the masses of the strange matter cores differ up to 40% depending on the 
underlying hadronic EOS. These changes in the internal structure of a hybrid star 
should primarily influence the neutrino cooling rates, but could also modify other 
quantities like the heat conduction, magnetic fields, etc. An enhancement of the 
neutrino emissiviiv in strange stars due to the larger number of 3-decay channels in 
the QGP phase has been predicted in Reis. [41. 42, 43). 

Fig. 10: The ratio between the mass 
residing in the quark-gluon phase, SI,, 
and the total mass of the star, M,, а« а 
function of its central density, n«. The 
results refer to a "Quadratic" EOS (cf. 
Fig. 2). At the same central density 
the ratio increases with the compres
sion constant. The circles indicate the 

! limiting mass associated with the EOS. 
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Do there exist other observable signatures which could discriminate a hybrid star 
from a neutron star? Besides the investigation of the rotation frequencies of pulsars, 
the surface gravitational redshift г, of photons has been conjectured as a possible 
candidate for the identification of strange stars (20). This observable is determined 
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Fig. 11: Surface gravitational red-
shift, г., as a function of the star mass 
for the same cases as in Fig. 10. Full 
lines correspond to pure neutron stars 
whereas the dashed lines indicate by-
brid stars. For a given mass, the largest 
redshift is obtained for the stiffest EOS. 
Again, we indicate the limiting masses. 
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by the mass and radius of a star from the relation: 

1 
, - 1 (13) 

Fig. U illustrates that г, increases considerably with the total mass of the star. For 
neutron stars at large masses, г, also varies signiricantly with the underlying EOS. 
Nevertheless, for a given star mass compatible with a neutron star as well as with a 
hybrid star, the surface gravitational rejshift of a hybrid star is only slightly larger 
than that of a neutron star. Hence, the measurement of г, will not be conclusive to 
prove the existence of hybrid stars. Similar conclusions were drawn for self-bound 
strange matter stars in Refs. [21. 41, 43i. 

The question, to what extent the observed angular velocities of pulsars impose 
constraints on the various star models has been widely discussed so far [IS, 19, 25, 26, 
27. 23. 29, 4», IT]. Most investigations refer to the cases of pure neutron and strange 
stars, respectively. Unfortunately, almost all EOS applied so far are compatible with 
the rotation frequencies of the fastest observed rotating stars. 

The Keplenan rotation period reads as [:?]: 

Л. = 0.026 
| (H/km) 

(14) 

The minimal rotation period for neutron stars is P£"* == 0.6 mi , varying relatively 
little under a modification of the underlying hadronic EOS. For hybrid stars, on 
the other hand, P^"" amounts to approximately 0.7 ms, and is therefore almost 
comparable to that from neutron stars. Also in this case, the minimal rotation periods 
vary remarkably little for different compression and bag constants, respectively, as 
well as for different parametrizations of the nuclear EOS. 

The limited interval of star masses for which hybrid stars can exi't is also reflected 
in narrow bounds for the maximal and minimal angular velocities indicated i" Fig. 
12. But this further emphasizes the possibility to distinguish a pulsar as a possible 
hybrid star candidate. 

I Fig. 12: The Keplerian angular veloe-
i itiy, fU'. versus the star mass for those 
, equations of state which give the maxi-
; mum and minimum frequencies. The 

full line line refers to a "C ladratie" 
EOS at К » 170 MeV and Bu* m 160 
MeV for which the fastest rotating hy
brid stars are found, while the dashed 

; curve has been obtained from a "Sierk-
J Nix" EOS at К » WO MeV and JS" 4 -
: 3 160 MeV, yielding the slowest «.lgular 

velocities. 

Cor. elusions 

In summary, our phcnomenological equation» of state for two different states of nu
clear matter are consistent with the existence of reutron stars as well as with hybrid 
stars. 

We find stable neutron stars up to centül densities of n c a 10 no. maximum 
masses of Л/ з= ; . S - 2 . 6 Л/r and minimal radu of Я ss 1 0 - 1 3 km. depending on the 
EOS. Hybrid stars may exist at central densities between n t ss 4 - 9 no, corresponding 
to enerev densities ê  =: O.'J - 1.5 О'.Л'/СпЛ masifí of M s; 1.4 - 1.7 ДЛ and radii 
of Д =5~W- 13 km. 

Note tliat the mas? range cf hyb: d stars largely coincides with the masses of the 
most mass;'.e neutron stars observed so far Furthermore, the rotational frequen
cies ar.d the surface g w : ional redshiit of photons cannot be used as signals to 
distinguish a hybrid star from a neutron star. 

Hybrid stars are expected to be considerably lighter than neutron stars at the 
same central dersity. This consis'ently expresses the effective softening of the matter 
due to the phase transition into the quark-gluon phase. 

A svpernova explosion rmist have very specific characteristics to be compatible 
with the narrow mass interval required by stable hybrid stars. However, the most 
massive pulsars observed so fir could possibly be either a neutron star or a hybrid 
star. 

We do not find any significant dependence of the calculated gross properties of 
hybrid stars on the nuclear part of the EOS: Neither the compression constant nor 
•he functional form of i'ie compression encrr • strongly affect the masses and radii of 
hybrid stars. A comparison between the priei.omenological EOS for nuclear cutter 
and parametrizations designed for neutron-rich matter substantiates these resui'«. 

However, the existence of stable hybrid stars is very sensitive to the EOS of 'he 
quark-gl'ion phase. Only a small range in В allows for stable stirs and reasonable 
critical baryon densities for the phase transition. On the o»Her hand, if hybrid star» 
could be identified in the future, this cou'.d provide us witu a rather stringent con
straint on the vacuurr. energy density of the quark gluon plasma. 

Я 

• о 
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Intermediatc-masa lepton p a i n in ultrarclativistic heavy an eolUiion» 

В Kämpfer 

ZfK Rosseedorf, O-S051 Dresden, PF 19, FRO 

Relations of dilepton radiation of thermalised mar ?r and lepton pairs from other sources are 
discussed. The possible identification of kpton pairs from deconfined matter is considered. 

1. Leptons and photons have comparatively small cross sections. Therefc < >nce 
produced, they escape nearly without further inter•• ction from a region of dense . - onic 
matter. This property make photons and dileptons to ideal probes in diagnosing '" 
excited, strongly interacting matter, which is created in uhrarelativUtic heavy 
lisions. In particular, lepton pairs ( to be definite, we consider here di-muons) a. il 
suited due to their experimental feasibiLty. So it is quite natural that dileptons have ~ -1 
considered as outstanding tool in the search for the quark-gluon plasma, which is one . 1 
the ultimate goals in studying heavy ion reactions. There exists already an extensive lit
erature on dilepton radiation from the transiently deconfined state as predicted by QCD 
([Hw85, Mc85, КаЗб, С137, Go33, Ru38. KaS9, £100. Ka90, As91, Ka91, Ru91] and further 
references therein). 

However, the still hypothetical qua'k-gluon plasma is not ths only dilepton source. 
In the very first moments of a collision of two nuclei there are hard initial parton interac
tions (the Drell-Yan production mechanism), which may be affected by preceding elastic 
interactions [Hu88j. The Drell-Yan production in hadron-hadron collisions is well under
stood [A189], while nuclear effects are presently studied is hadron-nudeui collisions and 
need more investigations [Sa90]. If the matter evolves towards a local equiiibium state 
of quarks and ghtons or hadrons or both ones, there is also dilepton radiation from this 
pre-equilibrium stage. For the supposed subsequent stage of thermaUzed mattet seem
ingly well elaborated models exist for estimating the dilepton yields. In the last stage the 
matter decouples, and decaying resonances produce also dileptons. The superposition of 
these various sources make the analysis of dilepton spectra rather complicated since the 
dileptons stem from the whole space time history oi the heavy ton collision, and there is 
a lack of knowledge of collision dynamics. 

2. Dileptons have proven useful in observing, e.g. the increase of the О signal 
(Cu9Ia, Va91] and the suppression of the J/ф signal (Va91) in OS + V reactions at 
CERN SPS energies. For invariant dilepton masses, St, above the J/i> peak, i.e. Af > 
3.S GeV, the spectrum is expected to be dominated entirely by the Drell-Yan production 
mechanism. Below the p - и - <> bump a non-perturbitive quark-gluon plasma dilepton 
radiation may show up [We91]. The spectrum around ] GeV is dominated by p,w,4 de
cays. So the invariant mass regioa 1.5 - 2.7 GeV seems to he well suited for observing 
thermal dileptons. Competing sources are D decays [Sh89], aad Drell-Yan production. 

and a poorly explored pre-equilibrium emission. Concerning tat pro-equilibrium гам, а 
recent calculation, based oa parton »scattering after initial hard collisions, finds a small 
contribution [Es90]. The Droll- Yaa estimates are down-extrapolations from high invariant 
masses. At known from hadron-hadron interactions this dowa-extrapolation nadensli-
mates the observed rate [Cr78, St81]; soft parton annihilation [Bj76] and higher twist 
diagrams can account for this failure [Sa7SJ. 

3. The intermediate mass range M = 15 - 2.7 GeV has been analyzed in reactions of p, 
0 and S projectiles with U at 200 GeV pet niideon by the NAM collaboration, especially 
with respect to its relation to Ф enhancement and J/Ф suppression. Results are: (i) Л fit of 
the cross section ff(.tf) a M~'tzp(-M/Mc) shows no dependence of Af, oa the transverse 
energy. ET. [VaSl). (ii) (n?) has no ET dependence for p + U and О + U, but for S +-
U there is an indication of a 20% increase at highest Er values measured (Va91, G«91b]. 
(iii) The E T dependence of the spectra is well described by a simple geometrical model 
[Ft87] based on the superposition of individual nucleoa-nucleoa collisions (Ba90, Va91|. 
Ref. [Ba90| concludes that this is compatible with a Drell-Yan behavior. 

On the theoretical side there are estimates [Ka89, Ru91| which show that, for presently 
achieved rapidity densities, the Drell-Yan background exceeds a possible thermal radiation. 
This is to be contrasted with earlier considerations (Mc85, Hw85, Кавб, Ge86| based on 
the assumption of considerable higher rapidity densities, which emphasized the dominance 
of thermal radiation from the plasma. 

What remains to do? One can try to elucidate whether the intermediate-mass spec
trum accommodates a contribution which can be attributed to a thermal source, such as 
quark-gluon plasma or hadron gas or both ones. For such a discrimination the different 
dependences of thermal yield and Drell-Yan yield on various variables will be considered. 

4. Let us start with the thermal dilepton radiation. From kinetic theory the yield for 
a specific process 1 + 2 -»I" + 1 * reads 

'--««-/-••SfÄSsrSe«-'.)«^) 
| А К 1 2 - Г ; + ) | ' ^ ( Л + Л - , . - i » + ) , (1) 

were / ( i .p i . j ) are the single-particle distribution functions of sped« 1,2. M is the in
variant matrix element, and the delta function accounts for the local energy momen
tum conservation. Since dileptons produced are rare there is no final state blocking. 
The yield depends on the concrete space time history which is to be integrated up. 
Dominating production processes are quark-antiquark fusion, в + 4 — "r" — Г + I*, 
in the plasma, and pioa annihilation via the rho vector dominance channel (rbo pole) 
T" + «•*•-> p — 7* — 1" + I* in the hadron gas. The« are other contributions, lik* gluon 
bremsstrahlung, • + g — • + (•** — I' +J*), which i« important only sor low-cuaii pain 
[E190| or pkm annihilation via the p' which is of minor importance [SrSll The total yield 
is given by summing up all initial states 1.2, and all final state* /".<*, aad all reaction 
channels. 

Eq.(l) holds as long as many-body correlations can be neglected aad the radiating 
system is correctly described by one-particle observable* Non-equilibrium radiatiob caa 
also be calculated from eq.(l) supposed the distribution functions / ( j are known. Yields 



from a non-equilibrium plasma arc calculated in Ref. [As91], while in Ref. [GaSl] a non-
equffibrium pion distribution function has been derived which also might be pluged in 
*q.(l) since dilepton emission is a pertnrbative process. Also appropriate event generators 
can be used to get the /U.pi . j ) . 

In local equilibrium the distribution (unction reads in dilute gas limit as 

/ =(«»>(*'%•"'') + / ) 12) 

(f = —1/ + I for Bosons/Fermions), where the five parameters u* (= normalized four 
velocity of the matter), JI (=chemical potential) and T (= temperature) are space time 
dependent. As usual we assume that in a sufficiently narrow rapidity (y) interval! the 
matter lows with velocity «" = -»^cosh y, rj., sinh y), Ix = (1 — v * ) ~ " 2 , and on a 
proper time h> persurf ace r = V 2 - * 2 (x is the beam direction) the matter properties 
are у independent, i.e. the Bjorken scenario [BjS3[ ', which is supported to some extent 
by cascade simulations [Ru38]. Then d*x = dydPsdrr, and the differential yield takes 
approximately the form [Кааб, K»911 

^^Ш)-'-"-я|^'-(£::~^:::")1-
х,л = е-*-»"". Ex., = i(.U, ± p,), M, = \/PF+"U*-

F < 4 f " 0 i - l f a ? l . > r « . = »-~C«»-. Г. = 0.15СеГ. о = ^ 

where we neglected the spin effects by using / = 0. Eq.(3) is based on quark fusion 
and pion annihilation processes (f , and F, are the corresponding form factors) and it 
assumes that the volume fraction x stays in the quark-gluon phase ar.d 1 - x as pion 
gas. The approximation of the hadron gas as ideal pion gas is certainly rather poor and 
should be replaced by an appropriate resonance gas description [Le89]. Eq.(3) also allows 
for non-uniform transverse distribution of matter caused by nuclear geometry and impact 
parameter effects. 

The role of the transverse motion has been studied in Ref. [КаЗб, CeS6, Ka90]. Here 
we take for simplicity fj. = 0, as empoyed in eq.(3). Then the equations of motion for 
a perfect medium reduce to t = - (» + p)*""' and n r = const, where c.p, n stand for 
the energy density, pressure and baryon density. In case of negligible relaxation processes 
during the confinement transition the comoving entropy density remains constant, i.e. а т 
= const {a = entropy density). In the mixture phase the thermodynamic densities are 
averaged according to a = ход + (1 - х)<гц, where the subscripts Q and H stand for 
quark gluon plasma and hadron gas. 

lTk* ttudy of olkcr tow paUcru would be useful; cf. [C№2] for sphericil symmetry. 

Figure 1: Transverse spectra for invariant mass M = I.S CeV and fixed scaled pion multi
plicity which corresponds la (Ac initio/ entropy density at = 0.2 GtV3 at fa * I fm/c (A = 
100). *: only pion matter (formally T, — ec, i.e., no dtcon/memenl,!,' t + w: pion mutter 
below the critical temperature T, = !00 \ft V (dashed curve labelled ay \) plus deconfined 
mutter above the critical temperature (\) plus miied metter at critical temperature (2 • 
yield from guark-gluon matter; 3 • from pionic mutter). The high pt toils can he fitted »y 
t-r,/T.„ ,„•„ T t r r _ 400 .VcV'(s-) and 21S A/eV'(« + »)• The low p, part can he affected 
by a possible transverse expansion which it not included here. 

An example of a transverse spectrum is displayed in Fig. 1 for the charge symmetric 
(n я 0) model equations of state 3 . 

with x = I for T > T„ x = 0 for T < Tt, x = (<r - о-ц(Те)/(о-д(Т,) - вц{Т,) otherwise 
(T c is the critical temperature of the deconfinement transition). At reasonable initial 
temperatures the main contribution comes from the plasma at T„ i.e. from the mixed 
phase. (Only at extremely high initial temperatures the radiation from the pure plasma 
phase would dominate.) The reason is the long duration of the mixed phase era due to 
the release of latent heat during restructuring the vacuum. Due to the dominance of 
the mixed phase, over a wide range of initial temperatures, the spectrum does not change. 
This might be used experimentally as indication of the large latent heat of the confinement 
transition. 

Performing the p, integration in eq.(3) one gets 

dWTy « $\uJ***r ™ *'• {ттЬ) (W'" + ÚAF'" - ' M ( 5 ) 

with n'i as modified Beitel function. Eq.(3) alio holds when Vj. Ф 0. In case of a uniform 

'The tfecu of »aUt kuyoa ckul«, u « i U Ik« S » S rtuti» [Slit] sad <1м >mUcl*4 for k«»»ier 
nuclei ky «««at ituctsioi studies, setd ю k« iavtstiisud »tusitttly. 
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Figure 2: The /unction A" /or Af = í G« V. *: wiiAour deconjincment; curves laUlltd »y 
i (T. = 1 » AfeVJ Ond í (Tc = í í « McVV include decon/inemen«. rt'itnoui transverse 
«арап lton Тгшлтгм ttfcmnon ané tnpercvoling tnhanet Iht mate pltast piottau. 

transverse distribution this becomes 

•LY, 
eMf'd» (воть)**2 Ы~* *{oo. »д. ац, ву. М), («) 

where »Я* = / e?s stands tat the overlap area of the coUidiag auclei, aad <? is a thermal 
faactioa. Siace under the above anumptioas the pioa rapidity density is (Bj83j 

C(3) 
4C(4) 

irA'co**», (7) 

one can as* the combiam io« 

Ä = A"» 
d j i / ' o v (») 

to get rid the poorly kaowa initial time To of the equilibrium era. К is in general in\°erse 
proportional to the overlap area. In case of full overlao, which is easily controlled by a 
lero degree calorimeter or veto detector, A' has no »xp'.cit impact parameter dependence. 
In that cat* A' as faactioa of the scaled rapidity d.nsity А~'^а.\',/еу a a mass »um
ber ( 4 ) universal measure which is only sensit'- J against variations of the initial state. 
The rapidity density (or E j or multiplkit) would probably represent also appropriate 
variables) measures, via eq.(T), the initial entropy density. In Kef. [Ka90| A' has been 
calculated lot diSereut transverse entropy distributioas, including also transverse expan
sion aad supercooling of the plasma. Some examples are displayed in Fig. 2. Observe the 
plateau which is mote pronounce i at higher values of Af; it arises due to the occurence of 
mixed phase, la case of no cotnnemeul there is a monotonous rise of A' vs. 4 " , / J d . V . / « y 
At extremely high values of scaled rapidity density all carves saturate. The mixed-phase 
plateau has been proposed in Kef. [Go38, KaSO) as signal of the deconnuemeut transition. 
(Abo the dirmreut slopes of the transverse spectra may serve as indication of the decern-
naemoat transition, see Fig. 1.) In order to probe the curves displayed in Fig. 2 one needs 

different initial entropies which are achieved by combining dUhveat reactions and impact 
parameters, but still ensuring the full overlap condition. 

Another useful combination is 

• •А»Г 
for which, «ader the transverse homogeneity assumption, the trivial impact parameter 
dependence cancels, aad which also measures the change of dilepton production due to 
variations of the initial entropy density. The disadvantage of such a combination is that 
it depends on г,. 

5. Now we turn to the DreU-Yaa yield. It is impact parameter dependent a* waD 
The simple geometrical model (Kalt, Ruft] 

áSft-jSRj'-
factoriies the yield by the audeon-aucleon DreU-Yaa cross section «$& and the overlap 
function ТАВ(Ь) 

TAJI») » 1*1ТлМЫ1-1) ( I I ) 

1 0.2477 / m - ' A*" for central AA coUiswas 
2 . 5 « / m - * A9* for ceatral AB (В - 200) collisions 
1.592 / m " 1 A for s a , 1 , - RA, AB (В > 200) coUisraut 

(Г^(>) » f dznA{fm l + i) is the thickness function, aad nA(r) stands for the aucleon 
density in nucleus A, taken as 0 .1} /m"' in calculating eq.(U)). In symmetric central 
collisions one has ТлМ* • 0) я A*11 watch might be too strong because a dependence 
JC .4 '* 3 . J « 1, is expected (HeM). To eliminate the impact parameter dependence we also 
relate the pioa rapidity density to the overlap function via *$* « V^f—Тлш, where lb« 
degradation factor V [Baa7, JaS7, KaM) accounts for the relations of the nucleon-iucleon 
subcouisions. Clearly, P is energy, mass number and impact parameter dependent. Under 
the assumption that the esseitial A and • dependences are accumulated in T<*(») th« 
corresponding function A' (see ее.(I)) for the Drell-Yaa yield it 

*"•№,№)"('•"•%)"• 
The nudeon-nudeou Drell-Yaa cross section # $ £ can be calculated within the parton 
model for quark-aatiqwark fusion as (Cr7i, S i l l , Kalf, Ru»l) 

where S and V are sea aad valence quark distribution functions [Dote, EiM> which can 
be taken from the structure functions in deep-iuelaitic lepton scattering, aad the К factor 
(•j 2 at Ji * 20 GeV) corrects for biger order diagrammi [CrTI, St i l , All»). Also 
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Figure 3: ГАС /unction К о/ deft- inn jneU (BY*/ ana* thtrmai matter (ж : only pion 
matter, formally T c —* oo. i.e., no decvnfinement; о + ж : pion malter hrfov the cnlical 
(сшретаАис Г с =• MC .Ve V p/tu deconfined matter окоте Г с pfus mixed matter at T<J. 

compilations of data at ISR energies [Stíl] can be used for estimating the nudeon-nucleon 
Dretl-Yan cross section. In the Utter case the approximate Sij^/l scaling, 

based on the parton model scaling function F [StSl], Is useful to extrapolate to needed 
energy and mass. 

The resulting function A"0* is essentially decreasing with increasing scaled rapidity 
density, see Fig. 3. This fact has been proposed in Ref. (KaSlj as possible way to 
discriminate Drell-Yan and thermal yields. Only for sufficiently large associated pion 
rapidity density the thermal yield exceeds the Ore)]-Van yield. Note that at present CERN 
SPS experiments one achieves /l~V3«\.Y»/<f« as 10 which is in the region where thermal 
yield and Drell-Yan yield are in the same order of magnitude. The lead beam project 
allows lor slightly larger scaled rapidity densities, but with respect to other neglected 
sources (such as О decays (ShS9{ and pre-equiiibrium radiation [P»39]) «ad uncertainties 
in the estimated Drell-Yan yield eqs.(10 - 13) even this maybe not high enough. Also 
there maybe genuine nuclear effects which modify the Drell-Yan rate. The NA10 and 
Е7Г2 experiments have found a broadening of the p, distribution in pA reactions. This 
can he attributed to soft initial state interactions of the partons before producing a lepton 
pair in a hard collision [Ga90]. 

Note that for higher invariant mass .Vf the Drell-Yan yield ultimately dominates due 
to the M~* dependence, while the thermal yield declines exponentially. In this respect 
the choice Af ад 1.5 G«V represents just an optimum window between resonance decays 
and the Drell-Yan dominated region, see Fig- 4. 
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Figure 4: Diltpton spectrum /or antrat Pb + Ft collision at y/i ж tO GtV. DY denote» 
the Drell- Yon contribution, vnile the full tint depict* the thermal field. The dashed line 
relit» on a pure pion дог. fur details cf. (KaSS, Ru90, Ru91j. 

S. Contrary to earlier expectations now it becomes evident that the identification of 
a thermal dilepton radiation component in ultrardativistic heavy íoa COUÍÍÍOM is rather 
difficult. Only heaviest nuclei are suited. The crucial point is the achievement and selection 
of high enough multiplicities. The Utter goal U accomplished at RHIC and LHC en irgies, 
but other than thermal sources also increase their lepton pair production. Estimates [RuMJ 
indicate that the situation at highest energies is slightly more favorable for seeing thermal 
dileptons. Nevertheless, the difference between radiation from confined and deconfined 
matter is not striking [Sr91]. 

The present CERN SPS S + S and S + U data should be used to check, after sub
tracting the resonance decay sources, whether the dileptons behave in their p,, M and ET 
dependence as predicted by simple Drell-Yan NN or pA extrapolations. la this respect a 
comparison of data of the so-called continuum region Af = 1.5 • 2.7 GeV and (still not 
aviable) high-statistics data for Si beyond the J/ф would be useful. 

The work is supported by funds provided by the Bundesminister für Forschung und 
Technolog)« under contract So. 06 OK ЮГ. 
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Abstract 

Dilepton production is studied io heavy-ion collisions at bombarding ener
gies from 400 MeV/Л to 2 GeV/A. The dynamical evolution of the nudeus-
nucleus collisions is described by a transport equation of the Uehling-Uhlenbeck 
type including explicitly pion. Д( 1132) and .V"( 1440) degrees of freedom and 
considering free on-shell production processes. We calculate the contribution 
of proton-neutron ar.d pion-nucleon brerosstrahlung, Л and Л'" Daliti-decay 
tad т*т~ annihilation. We compare the theoretical predictions for p+9Be 
and for •'Са+^Са at the bombarding energies of 1 GeV/A and 2 GeV/A 
with experimental data. Finally, we discuss possible in-medium effects on the 
dUepton spectra and propose to determine the proton electromagnetic form 
factor by measuring dUepton spectra. 

'Supported by BMFT and G5I Damstadt and a NATO Grant 
rOa k?.ve from Central Research Institute for Physics. Budapest. 

1 Introduction 
Heavy-ion collisions (HIC) offer a unique possibility to study nuclear matter far from 
its ground state. Tbe central goals of this research are to extract a nuclear equation 
of state (EOS) and to find exotic state* or phase transitions. Furthermore, HIC'i 
may also provide information about baryon and meson selfenerjie» at high density. 

Electromagnetic observable» (Vs and dilepton») are promising probes to provide 
such information!!], since after their production they interact only weakly with the 
baryooic environment. Furthermore, the photon production rate is an increasing 
function of the density and the available energy such that it may serve as a probe 
for the early high-density stage of the collisions. 

There are other strong motivations for doing dilepton-spectroscopy: according to 
several theoretical calculations [2, 3, 4] the pion dispersion relation w.(k,) strongly 
deviates from the free relation in a dense nuclear medium. In [5] and later in [6, 7] 
dileptons were suggested to probe the pionic selfenergies in dense nuclear matter. 
However, later studies [S, 9] showed that the effect is much smaller than originally 
expected. The increase of the pion annihilation component at dilepton invariant 
masses of 2 m, « 300 MeV is probably hidden by the proton-neutron bremsstrablung 
and by the Д Dalitzdecay [10, 11. 12, 13,14j. 

On the other hand, BUU calculations [10, 11, 12, 13, 14] have shown that the 
DLS data [15, 16] obtained at the BEVALAC exhibit sizeable contributions from Д 
Dalitz-decay thus opening the way to an experimental study of nucleon resonances 
in dense nuclear matter. 

Dilepton measurements also provide a good possibility to study nucleon and Д 
electromagnetic form factors in the time-like region, for which only theoretical spec
ulations exist for momentum transfers |?'| < 2 GeV. 

Above several hundred MeV/A bombarding energy the pions play a very impor
tant role in HIC. By subsequent absorption and rremission, they help to thermalize 
the system. Moreover, tbe pions also serve as important secondary observable» and 



influence other particle production yields as «ell (e.g. dileptons). Therefore, besides 

the baryons in our model also the pions appear as p-.plicit degrees of freedom. In 

the present study the pions propagate as free particles; this allows us to investigate 

whether the present experimental data require any deviation from the free dispersion 

relation. 

In Section 2 we describe the BUli model and confront baryonic and pionic spec

tra with experimental results, while in Section 3 we study dilepton production in 

proton-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus collisions. Section 4, finally, is devoted to a brief 

summary of our work. More details can be found in our recent publication [11]. 

2 Description of the BUU approach 

2.1 The transport equations 

We study the dynamics of HIC by use of transport equations. One of the most 
powerful methods for the description of heavy-ion reactions is the BUU model. The 
details of our model are described in ref. [11]; here we give only a brief summary. 

At the enerp'es of interest the colliding system contains no longer only nucleons, 
but also pions, deltas and higher resonances as well. Therefore, distribution functions 
and evolution equations have to be introduced for елсЬ type of particles. The A's and 
N"s are propagated in the same (Skyrme-type) potential [U, 17] as the nucleons, 
whereas pions are treated as free particles. This mean-field potential used in our 
calculations generates an EOS with m* s 938 MeV and compressibility К = 240 
MeV. 

We solve the coupled system of transport equations by the teat-particle method, 
where the continuous distribution functions are substituted by a finite number of 
test-particles. The test-particles move on classical trajectories and their paths are 
affected by the mean-field and by collisions with other test-partidea.The collisions 

are handled as in a cascade code; the only modification appears for fcrmioo» is the 
final state, where a Pauli-blocking factor (I - f[r,p,t)) is «eluded. 

We use the parallel ensemble algorithm (18) in which collisions are only allowed 
between particles in the same ensemble. 

2 . 2 T h e c o l l i s i o n t e r m 

As noted before we include in our transport approach nucleons (N), A(l232)'s, 
JV*(1440)'s and »'s, using different distribution functions for different isospin states. 
In the collision term we include the effects of collisions and also the effects of emission 
and absorption. Specifically, we include the following reactions (B denotes a baryon 
and R denotes either а Л or a N'): 

1. B, + Bj — Bi + B, 
2 . JV + .V - . JV + Я 
3 . N + Л - N + JV (1) 
4. Я — .V + х 
5. N + г - Я 

We do not include the direct s-state pion production mechanism. For all baryon-
baryon elastic cross-sections (reaction 1) we use the Cugnon-parametrization [18,19], 
both for the angle integrated cross-section as well as for the angular distribution. For 
the total cross-section of reaction 2 we adopt the parametrixation of VerWest and 
Arndt [20]. 

The angular distribution of reaction 2 is usually assumed to be isotropic. How
ever, the Л is produced in a p-wave, so it« creation стои-tection i» forward peaked. 
We use an angular distribution fitted to experimental data [21] and assume the same 
angular dependence for each isospin channel as well as for N' production. The 
masses of the resonances are randomly distributed according to the Breit-Wigner 
distribution function using an energy dependent width [11, 22]. 



The cross-sections for reactions 3 are determined by the law of detailed balance 
[18. 19) from the cross-sections of reactions 2. 

In the case of ж absorption on nucleons, (reaction 5), we assume resonance ab
sorption; the maximum cross-sections are taken from the particle data tables [U]. 

The decay probability of the resonances is determined by an exponential decay 
law using their width and their proper time; the decay is assumed to be isotropic in 
their rest frame. The branching ratios of the allowed final states are determined by 
the ratios of the appropriate Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. 

This ..io«>l reproduces the experimentally measured pion and nuclcon energy 
spectra and the pion yield [U|. So this model is appropriate to study heavy-ion 
collisions in the energy region from 400 MeV/A to 2 GeV/A. 

3 Dilepton production 

In the following we study the ж*х~ annihilation using free pions, the neutron-proton 

and pion-nucleon bremsstrahlung contribution and the Dalitz-decay of Д and N' as 

elementary processes for e*t~ production in the course of a nuclear reaction. To get 

comparable results with the DLS data (15, 16], we use the experimental acceptance 

filter [23] on the calculated results. 

3.1 x+x~ annihilation 
Since the cross-section for pion annihilation is very small for the reactions considered 
we use a perturbative method to evaluate the dilepton yield [1]. In this method one 
calculates the probability for producing dileptons, without, however, taking their 
energy out of the nudeua-nudeu» simulation. This is in contrast to the treatment of 
pions which are produced at a much larger rate and, are therefore, treated explicitly. 

The pion annih \tion proceeds through the p meson which decays into a virtual 
massive photon by vector dominance. The cross-section is known to be well described 
by 

.-••—• «-(jo - ^ ( J ) ' / i - i $ ./-.Mi' 

where M is the dilepton invariant mass and о is the fine structure constant, 

m, ~775MeV, m'T = 761 MtV and Г, - 118 MtV. 

3.2 e + e - bremsatrahlung 
When charged particles collide, they can radiate a photon or —via a virtual photon— 
produce a dilepton pair. In our case, the relevant bremsstrahlung contribution comes 
from proton-neutron and charged pion-nucleon collisions. 

Since these microscopic cross-sections have not been measured, theoretical calcu
lations are needed. One rc-thod is based on a One-Boson-Excbange (OBE) model 
[24, 25]. In an effective 0ВБ approximation the bremsstrahlung cross-section was 
calculated taking into account both the internal and the external radiation; the 
coupling constants and form factors were fitted to the proton-neutron elastic cross-
section. The same method has been applied for real photons and has given good fits 
to the experimental data [1]. 

A less ambitious, but cheaper way to get these cross-sections, is the soft-photon 
approxima n, where the radiation from internal lines is neglected and the strong 
interaction vertex is assumed to be on-shell. This method has the advantage that 
the electromagnetic and the strong interaction matrix elements are separated; in the 
cross-section the strong interaction part is just the collision cross-section without 
bremsstrahlung. This cross-section has to be corrected by reducing the remaining 
phase-space for the colliding particles in their final state [24]. Since the justification 
of these approximations is not quite clear, it was compared with the results from the 
Born-approximation in ref. [11] and found to be suprisingly good above 100 MeV 
dilepton invariant mass. The phase-space corrected soft-photon cross-section reads 
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where m, is the mass of the charged particle, M the dilepton invariant mass, ?o its 

energy, qt the transverse momentum, and у the rapidity of the dilepion pair. In our 

actual calculations we have used the cross-section (3) for protons and charged pious. 

3.3 Dalits-decays 

Any particle that has a decay to photcas can also radiate dileptons (Dalitz-decay). 
The width of the decay to dileptons of mass Af is determined by QEO [26]: 

_ £ о Г.(АР) 
dAf» ~ 3 * Af' (4) 

where 

Г.(«') = V / ' ( % ;mV'"* )"'N[2 Af.(Af') + ЩМЧ1 (5) 
to v ml 

is the total decay rate into a massive photon with mass Af and 

*(*.»•*) = »' + »' + »' - 2(*y + » ' + yr) (6) 

Aft and Afj depend on the form of the interaction. Since the invariant mass of a 

dtleptoo pair from ** decay cannot he larger than the r* mass, the x* Dalitz-decay 

doe» not contribute at large Af of interest here. 

An important contribution, furthermore, comes from Д. decay. The ДЛГ7 vertex 

used here b given in ret (11]. The coupling constant was fitted to the photonic decay 

width Г.(0) ж 0.72 MeV. Note that only Д* and Д* can decay into a dileptoo pair. 
The Dalitz-decay of the Л" resonance is handled in the same fashion and is found to 
give a negligible contribution. 

3.4 Results 

We calculate the dilepton yields for p+'Be at 1.0 and 2.1 GeV and for "C«+"Ca 
at 1.0 and 2.0 GeV/A bombarding energies and compare our results in figs. 1, and 
2 with the experimental data of the DLS collaboration [IS, 16]. Below about 200 
MeV invariant mass, where the experimental filter hat a significant effect, we obtain 
much more cross-section and a different shape than measured. In the following we, 
therefore, discuss enly the higher invariant mass range. 

In p+*Be at 1 GeV our calculations overestimate the data by a factor of two to 
three; this is mainly due to the large Д-Dalitz-decay contribution that we obtain in 
our calculation. At 2.1 GeV, on the other hand, the agreement is quite good. 

For the Ca+Ca case (fig. 2) the agreement is similarly good and there is clear 
evidence for a pion annihilation component in the spectrum for Af > 400 MeV. 

Comparing the relative importance of the different contributions the x-nucleon 
hremsstrahlung and the Dalitz-decay of the Л" can be neglected for each system. The 
annihilation contributions are negligible for p+Be, as one would expect. At 1 GeV 
bombarding energy and masses below about 0.4 GeV the Oalitz-decay contribution 
is again too high as in the p+'Be case. 

For Ca+C* from 400 MeV/A to 1 GeV bombarding energia the Д Dalitz-decay 
contribution dominates the spectra (figs. 3, 2), which opens the possibility to study 
in-medium properties of the Д . 

Our results for Ca+Ca at 1 GeV/A bombarding energy mora or lets agree with 
a recent calculation of Xiong et al. (13]. The most prominent difference is found 
to be in the Dalitz-decay contribution of the Д which turns out to be larger in our 
calculation. (See also the discussion in [11].) 

Our calculations have shown that a large part of the observed dileptoo yield is 
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Figur« 1: Dilepton invariant mass spectrum for p+'Be м I and 2.1 GeV bombard
ing euergv. Solid line: po bremsstrahiung; dotted-dashed: т-nucleon bremsstrahiung; 
dotted: 1г"т* annihilation; dashed: Д-decay; thick solid Uae. sum of all contribu
tions. Data points are taken (rom ret. (15[. 
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Figure Э: Dilepton invariant man spectrum for «•Ca+^Ca at 1 and 1 GeV bombard

ing energy. Solid line: pn bremsstrahluog; dotted-daihed: »-nucleon bremMtranlung; 

dotted: *•"*•+ annihilation; dashed: Д-decay; thick solid line: «tun of all contribu

tions. Data points are taken from ref. [16]. 
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Figure 3: Ditepton invariant mass spectra for «Ca+^Ca at 400 MeV/nucleon. Solid 
tine: pn bremsstrahlung; dashed line: Д Dalitz-decay; dotted line: ir°-decay. 

due to nucleoa-nacleon bremsstrahlung and to the Daiilz-decay of the Д. It will, 
therefore, not be easy to detect evidence for a non-trivial pion dispersion relation 
id the »-*+ events, i e. a shift of the annihilation threshold to lower invariant 
masses, or an increase of the annihilation component by about a factor of 3 close 
to threshold [9|. At I G«V/A bombarding energy the annihilation contribution near 
threshold is rauch smaller than the bremsstrahlung component so that this shift and 
this increase wiU probably not be observable. Although our calculations with a free 
dispersion relation seem to describe the data, ;t is impossible to draw any definite 
conclusions by now since the experimental error bars are still very large, and in the 
higher invariant mass range other mesons and resonances can also contribute. 

With (.»creasing bombarding energy the situation become worse (see figs. I and 
2), since the bremsstrahlung spectrum becomes harder so that the annihilation contri
bution dominates only at very high invariant mass. A model calculation for Au+Au 
at I GeV/Л bombarding energy shows (fig. 4) that an increase of the sixe of the 
system does not change the ratio of the components. 
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Figuru 4: Dilepton invariant mass spectrum for i n A u + , r A u at 1 GeV bombarding 
energy. Solid line: pn brems»trahlung; dotted-dashed: ir-nucleon brcmsstrabluag; 
dotted: * - » • annihilation; dashed: Д-decay. 

One possibility to enhance the »•*•- dilepton signal would be the selection of 
central collisions. The impact-parameter-weighted proton-neutron bremsitrahlung 
and the annihilation contribution can be seen in fig. 5 for *Ca-f—Ca at 1 GeV/A 
as a function of the impact parameter i. A high multiplicity cut could suppress the 
bremsstrahlung component by almost 50%. 

It is furthermore interesting to point out that even though the elementary *•*" 
annihilation cross-section 2 exhibits a clear resonance at the imeson mass, the final 
calculated spectrum shows only a very faint indication of this resonance. Thus, in 
order to explore the properties of the p-meson in nuclear matter by » •» - annihilation 
we need very high-precision data. 

3.5 Electromagnetic form factors 

All the calculations discussed up to now have been performed without using electro
magnetic form factors for the nucleoni because these are experimentally not known 



Figure 5: Impact parameter dependence of the pa hremsstrahlung contribution 

(dashed fine) «ad the *-** annihilation («olid line) for "Cn+^C* at 1 GeV/A. 

(or time-like photon* in the mam range of interest here. In order «о »ее the penible 
effect of euch formfactors we hat« alao performed the :aleulatk>n for p+*Be with 
an electromagnetic form factor for the baryoos aa obtained from the vector-raeson-
dominance model, i. e. with a formfactor of the form 2. Whereat this hat virtually 
№ effect at 1 GeV, it raise* the erots-sectiou for 2.1 GeY above the data by up to 
a factor of three at ЛГ =i TOO MeV (see fig. 6). For the «Ce+^Ca reaction, for 
which our calculation» jive already quite high cross-sections, the inclusion o{ tbe 
for» factor raises tbe calculations above the data up to a factor of 20 at M a: 800 
MeV. Bated on the resoaable agreement we obtain in our calculation without a form 
factor, we bam argued in nf. [11] that the p-mesoo could be supremd is dense 
nuclear matter. 

Several sreculatioos exist in the liter», ire about the modification of the p meson 
in the medium {2Т, 28,29] The measurement of dilepton spectra in nucleon-nucleon 
collision would provide us with the electromagnetic form factors of the nudeon (as 
pointed out ia (11]). If these data support the vector-meson-dominaaee model, then 
• precise measurement of dilepton spectra for proton-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus 

M tGtV) 
Figure 6: Comparison of tbe calculated dilepton yield with the data [15) for p+'Be 

at 2.1 GeV. Shown axe the results of tbe calculation from pn bremsstrahlung witbout 

(»olid line) and with an electromagnetic form factor (dashed curve) for tbe bvyoni 

obtained from the vector-meson-dominance model-

system could clarify the density dependence of tbe p meson. 

4 Summary 
We have studied heavy-ion dynamics on the basis of a microscopical model of the 
BL'U type. In this model besides the aucleons also two baryonic resonances, tbe 
ДЦ232) and the .V(1440) as well as the pions are explicitly propagated. The effect 
of the medium on the resonance energies are not taken into account. For the Д and 
.V production we have used a поп-isotropic cross-section, tbe angular dependence 
of which is fitted to experimental data. This angular dependence gives about 20* 
less stopping -' 2 GeV/A than the previously uted isotropic cross-section. The 
isospin degrees of freedom are explicitly included and tbe iiospin dependence of the 

cross-sections are taken into account. 
The model correctly reproduces the nucleon and tbe pioa transverse energy spec-



tri from 0.4 to 2.1 GeV/A and thus describes the hadronic processes quite reliably. 
We have applied this model to dileptoa production by taking contributions from 
proton-neutron bremsstrahlung, pion-nucleon bremsstrahlung, the Dalitz-decay of 
the Д and A'* and тг'ж* annihilation into account. Ц is found that at all bombarding 
energies considered the pn-bremsstrahlung and the i l Dalitz-decay account for most 
of the observed cross-section. This opens the possibility to study properties of the Д 
in dense and hot nuclear matter. It will be particularly interesting to study both the 
self-energy and the width of the Л in this environment; such studies thus can yield 
complementary information to that obtained from photo-absorption experiments on 
nuclei and from charge-transfer reactions both of which test the Л- properties only 
at or below the equilibrium density. 

One could speculate that also the properties of the p-raesoa in dense matter 
could possibly be explored in dilepton experiments because they affect the baryonic 
electromagnetic form factors. In this öntett we would like to point out that a precise 
measurement of the jm -» pn e*e~ cross-section could for the first time determine 
the nucleooic electromagnetic fonnfactors for time-like momentum transfers up to a 
few GeV/c which are otherwise experimentally not accessible. 

We have also shown that — in agreement with earlier findings — the daU ex
hibit a clear **>" annihilation signal at high invariant dilepton mass so that these 
experiments can be used to study also the properties of the pions in dense matter. 
Л measurement at 2 GeV bombarding energy seems to be optimal for this purpose 
since — on one hand — its dilepton spectrum could reach up to the p- and .j-mass 
and — on the other hand — the Oalitz-decay contribution from higher lying nucleon 
resonances (except for Л) can still be neglected. 

It will, furthermore, be interesting to investigate if particular contributions to the 
total yield can be enrirhed by proper experimental set-ups. As an example, we have 
pointed out, that a multiplicity trigger might help to enhance the pion annihilation 
contributions over the brernsstrahlung components. 

The Д Dalitz-decay gives the most relevant contribution for Ca+Ca from 400 

MeV/A to 1 GeV/A. It is about a factor of 2 larger than the bremsstrabluag process. 
Since the dileptonic decay width of the Д is very sensitive to its matt and the 
dilepton contribution itself to the total decay width, the dilepton production provide 
a possibility to study the properties, — mass distribution and width — of the delta 
in the medium. 
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WHAT CAN BE LEARNED FROM THE RAPIDITY GAP 
PROBABILITY? 

S. HEGVI 
PartitU Pkyries Department, 

Centrat Rtstareh /rutitittf /or Physies, 
H-J5ÍS Budapest 1Ц, P.O. Box 49. Hungary 

"I often thin* of this distribution In rapidity as а square of a certain 
amplitude of finding til these different particles coming out. It Is like trie 
wave function of a one dim* isional liquid In which you have a large number 
of particles one/ a rangt. Than, thara would ba a correlation length Inside. 
wh!ch would oe an exponential of the distance between two particles In the 
liquid, but there would be another thing, which is the work, or rather loss, in 
probability needed to push the liquid apart to make a gap..." 

Ricnjrd Feynman 

ABSTRACT The rapidity gap probability, i.e., the probability of deieeting no 
particles in a given rapidity interval is investigated in proton-antiproton collisions 
at CERN Collider energies. A scaling behaviour is found in the central rapid
ity domain, similar to the scaling of the void probability in the Perseus-Pisces 
s uperciuster region of galaxies. This observation confirms that the recently pro
posed lir.ked-pair approximation for the JV-particle cumulant correlation functions 
holds valid to high order with linking coefficients slightly smaller than the neg
ative binomial values. In the outer region of rapidity deviations are found from 
the scaling law which possibly is caused by the violation of translation invariance 
of the correlation functions. The correspondence to the clan production picture of 
hadroniz<»>ion is outlined: it is shown that the clan-model parameters can be ob
tained directly from the "hoi« probability*. 

Over the patt few yean there ha« bean an «тег growing interplay between parti-
cle phytic« and cotaotsfjr, tomttinm phraatd ai tbt "leaet (pace - outer »рас* 
connection" |1| . Multipartkle phenomenology it not exception in this respect. It 
it a wall known fact that the frequency dtttributioni of galaxy count» »hare ton« 
common feature« with the multiplicity distributions of charged hadron» produced 
in a certain reaction; they have been successfully described by the lognormal and 
negative binomial distributions. Moreover, the analysis of the large-scale distri
bution of galaxies at well at the study of multihadron rapidity distributions have 
revealed the existence of »elf-similar patterns which seems to be an intrinsic feature 
of both phenomena. 

Another example of this clot« correspondence between the two fields it the 
structural similarity of the multihadron- and galaxy jV-body correlation func
tions J2-4J; see also the contribution» of P. Carruther» and A.S. Ssalay to these 
proceedings. Th« current interest in thit direction it caused by the observation that 
in hadron collisions the higher cumulant correlations in rapidity can be composed 
of two-particle cumulant correlations in a very timple manner \i\. For example, 
the three-particle correlation function *» satisfies the hierarchical relation 

*I(»I.IO.WJ) = At i*»(yi,lft)*»(v».Vj) + Mv>>Vs)Mvs.Vi) -
-*-*I(VI.VI)*I(VI.VJ)]-

Here k, denotes the two-particle function and A] it a dimentionlett coefficient 
to be determined; by definition, A\ s Aj г 1. .4j it the so-called correlation 
amplitude of order three multiplied by a combinatoric factor, the number of two-
particle graphs involved in the summation. Going to higher order in the scheme the 
correlation functions can be built up similarly: In .V-th order kj» it proportional 
to the product of N - 1 two-particle functions summed over all permutations: 

.v-t 
**(V..VI V*) = Aw £ J ] «,(».y,) . (2) 

ftrm. 

It is truly remarkable that the galaxy correlation functions alto satisfy the 
above hierarchical pattern. This was discovered by Peebles and his co-workers in 
the mid 70'i investigating various two-dimensional galaxy catalog» [6-7j. It was 
also suggested by Mandelbrot on theoretical grounds (ij. For a long time only 
th« Aj and A« coefficient« were obtained but, as we have learned from the talk 
of A.S. Ssalay, quite recently it was possible to considerably improve on previous 
attempt» and determine th« correlation amplitude« up to 8-th order [9|. Nu
merous models exist in th« attrophyskal literature — the so-called hierarchical 
modelt — with th« abov« structure of correlation function« [13]. Th« difference» 



between them be in the pattern of the .AN coefficient» -which determine» the am
plification of higher-order correlations. One of the moat successful hierarchical 
modele in, high-energy «byak» and galaxy clustering »tudie» it Ik* negative bino
mial model in which AM ~ (N - 1)!. 

Toe above anaat* for the higher correlation functions acquired the name 
"linhed-pair approximation* in multipwticle phenomenology. Its validity in had-
ran collisions was pointed out up to the fifth order by the analysis of multiplicity 
moments [51. Detailed testa using UA1 and UA5 data have been carried out by the 
Tucson group (10-11]. The Aj - A% linking coefficients proved to be independent 
of collision energy and rapidity bin siie with somewhat smaller values than in the 
negative binoaual model. 

Our main goal in the fallowings is to provide a further isst for the Hnked-
pair ansats. It is based on the rapidity gap probability Яо(Ду) that measures 
the chance of finding no particles in the rapidity interval Лу. We show that a 
scaling feature in its behaviour predicted by the hierarchical models provides a 
sensitive test for the linked-pair approximation. Our analysis is motivated by 
recent investigations of the famous void probability function in galaxy clustering 
studies [12-U[ which can be thought as the cosmological counterpart of the rapidity 
gap probability. We shall see that there are similarities in the behaviour of the two 
quantities which is yet another indication for the presence of a common pattern 
in the dynamics underlying multiparticle production and galaxy clustering. 

The probability >Ъ(Ду) that the rapidity interval Л у is empty has some im
portant features that make it very useful in studying higher correlations between 
the secondaries in rapidity space. To see this let us start with the probability gen
erating function C?(A) for Р»(Ду), the probability of detecting exactly n partic's 
in Ay. It is defined by 

№•0 

As independent work of Mueller [IS] and White [16] demonstrated Q(A) can be 
«xpi eased in terms of integrals of the Л'-particle correlation functions « « i s i way 
similar to the cluster expansion, of statistical mechanics: 

«(Л)=«ф( J ^ j f 4*jf "а-*...jf "dj«M»4.Vi V*)). («) 

where the ЛМоМ integral of «w over an Af-cube of side length Ay defines the ЛГ-th 
factorial cumulant moment i n fc* bin Ay. According to Eq. (3) Ute probability 

of finding no particles in Ay hj related to the generating function through 

ft(A»)-Q(A«-l). (S) 

Therefor* on* can express the probabilities P. (Ay) in term* of /»(Ay): 

*.<A») - JjJ?*!*»). M 
i.e., ft (Ay) can be used as a generating function for the multiplicity distribution. 
This important feature of the "hole probability" wai pointed out by White [16] and 
discussed in detail by Balian and Schaefler [IT]. Another worth noticing property 
is that J>o(Ay) symmetrically dependent on the entire hierarchy of correlation 
functions. This can be seen most clearly from the cumulant expansion of the 
logarithm of /«(Ay): 

«ft(uy)>»f;4P-í>». (T) 

Thus, the rapidity gap probability is a particularly useful statistic. It has a fun-
damental relationship to all of the probabilities Я„(Ду). Furthermore, Pa(Ay) 
can provide a good discriminant between various theoretical models making pre
dictions for higher correlations. Finally we mention that the probability of tero 
count plays a distinguished role in practice too: If there are substantial detection 
losses and one wants to get the true multiplicity distribution the probability of 
tero count can be reconstructed most easily (llj. 

Let us now consider what conclusions can be drawn on Jo(Ay) if the correla
tion functions satisfy the linked-pair hierarchy expressed by Eq. (3). In this сам 
the factorial curoulants are as follows [13]: 

• * * л " « * = А , л " » . { , - \ {•) 

where Я is the average number of particles in Ay and »n is the ЛГ-th normalised 
factorial cumulant moment. Constructing the quantity 

X = -lnft(Av)/« W 

one arrives at a remarkable result: If the An coefficients are independent of colli
sion energy and rapidity bin »ÍM (M confirmed by the analysis of UA1 and ÜAS 
data up to fifth order [10-11]) x depends only on the single momentum combi
nation A*»: 

x - £ ifi ** (-«w»)*"1 - «(*«»)• (»°) 



Tb» above scabs« font«?* was I n t derived by Whito (!•] investigating various 
• m i r a of galaxy ereotering, ia particular tlw ptobabffity that a randomly сЬомп 
volume slemeat • empty. TWproMaUy av«U«bWobMrT»tioMld«Ufor U M K » M 
void probability exhibit the hierarchical aealiag at is shown ia Figure 1. 

What interpretation can he p n for x * Notice that the denominator on the 
rhs. of Eq. (9), Я. ш ramus tat logarithm of >M&y) (or the Poisson distribution 
with mean *. x caa therefore ho interpreted а* а ш и п я of the rapidity gap 
probability which normalises oat the contribution bom totally uncorrelated par
ticle emission |H|- Thw, UM overall shape of tin scaling function for x < 1 ** 
affected only by the clustering properties of secondaries involving correlations of 
all orders. This feature mahas the scaled rapidity gap probability particularly well 
suited for studying model independently the production of particle aggregates and 
their structure ia rapidity space. Interestingly, x has a natural interpretation in 
the clan production model of hadronisation; we shall return to this point later. 

In order to check validity of the linked-pair ansati turn our attention to the 
analysis of experimental data for the scaled rapidity gap probability, x"**. Unfor
tunately published data for charged particle multiplicity distribution» in limited 
rapidity intervals are scarce. Only two papers have been found ia which the 
multiplicity distributions are given [№30). Each distribution is obtained by the 
UAS Collaboration at y/i — 200,546 and 900 GeV ia central- and non-symmetric 
pstudorapidity intervals of different sises. from the whole set of distributions 27 
contain the value for Jb(&|r), which denotes in the followings the gap probability 
ia pseudorapidity. These are collected ia Table 1 together with bin centre n, and 
bin sine Дя. As в seen most of the data belong to >/s = 546 GeV. At yfi = 200 and 
900 GeV 3-3 1Ъ(Дп) can be analysed each corresponding to central pseudorapidity 
iatr.vab; 2-2 intervals are wider here than at y/i = 546 GeV. 

Before determining how x"** depends on the momentum combination **j 
of the multiplicity distributions it • worth to consider briefly two particular hi
erarchical models in which the factorial cumulaats is satisfy Eq. (i). We shall 
compare x*** to the predictions of these models. One of them is the negative 
binomial model. As we have mentioned the As coefficients increase a* {N - 1)! 
whereas the scaled rapidity gap probability is given by 

X = ta(l + * * , ) / * * , . (11) 
The other model is proposed ia galaxy clustering studies as a "minimal* model 
because the linking toowkioats are particularly simple: AH = 1 for all N. It is 
known as hierarchical Powaon model |13]. In this case 

X = ( i - e - — ) / « , . (12) 

Stan previews analyss- of the Hnhadpeir • • • • • i i « i i » carried Ml by the Tec-
son group indicated (10»U) that 4s - A, a n somewhat ssnaHsr fas strength than 
predicted by the negative binomial model, Bqs. (1M2) are expected to provide 
the upper and lower bounds for x***- Their comparison to data is displayed in 
Figure 2a. Indeed, all date points lie between UM two curves repreatnting the stal
ing functions for the above hierarchical models. Let us emphasise three particular 
features of the graph; 

i.J The dependence of x*** on **i is remarkably similar to the result of obser
vation! ia galaxy clustering studies. The scaled void probability hat been 
investigated using the GiovanetU-Hsynes redshift catalog of galaxies in the 
Perseus-Pisces supercluster region [14|. The assembled data for x obey the 
scaling law sxprssssd by Eq. (10) with slightly Mener values than the predic
tion of the negative binomial model (see Figure 1). 

ii.) All of x*** ere grouped into separate regions corresponding to pssudorspidity 
intervals of different sites. In each group most of the data points fall somewhat 
Mow the dashed curve representing Eq. (11). This is in agreement with the 
previously mentioned observation that in low order the increase o M * withJV 
is weaker than ( N - l ) ! . 

in.) It seems clear from the graph that a few points substantially deviate from the 
prediction of the negative binomial model. They fall towards the solid curve 
representing Eq. (12). 

In Figure 2b. part of the previous graph around ЛЛ% = 1 is shown in detail where 
the dependence of x on the scaling variable is roughly logarithmic. Only those 
data points are displayed which correspond to y/i *• 546 GeV Three vertically 
separated groups can be distinguished. In a single gioup each point belongs to a 
differently centered pseudorapidity interval having the same eise. As is seen the 
data marked by solid symbols (n, » 2.S and S.0) substantially deviate from those 
shown as empty symbols (n, < 2.0). Both sets of x*** are approximated by 

X ~ « l n A * t + s (13) 

with two different paramstrisatkms as indicated by the solid and dsshed lines in the 
figure. For x*~* that con «pond to pseudonpidity intervals with centre! i», < 2.0, 
including data from eecA energy, the gt to Eq. (13) results • » -0.21T ± 0.010, 
о ш 0.671 i O.OOg with chtsquare pet degree of freedom of 10/21. In сам of the six 
points corresponding to n, «• 2.3 and 3.0 at y/i ш 546 GeV the gt parameters are 
• - -0.222 x 0.013, s - 0.029 ± 0.010 with 4/0 ehtoqusre per degree of freedom. 
The deviation of the two parametrisations к »ignites*. 



The scanjag af д"1* lunad in lb* icnti d i eniflgj uosntin iadirstss tlitt ths linked 
new amenta far UM C U N I M correhttioa Inactions holds valid to high order, with 
hwJtmg coefiUiiats somewhat mm р и м М than (JV - 1)1. On the other hand, 
than are char deviations boot the seating law ia the outer rapidity domain at 
T/Í = U* GeV. Bar« the Л„"а и я а to be mach «maller than in UM central re
gia*. This can be dee to the violation of translatic« in variance of the correlation 
reactions [XI] and a in agistment with the observation that in limited pseudora-
pidity intervals the width of multiplicity diatribationa decreaaea as the bin centre 
ehifta «way Jrom > = 0.0 |MJ. Further data are required for x< especially in the 
•Vit > t regime, to characterise more precisely how the amplification of higher 
Luualatione change« along the rapidity axis. 

As our inal topic let us consider the meaning of the scaled rapidity gap 
probability in the famous clan production model of hadroneation |23-26). The 
baric aeiumptinn of the model is a two-step cascade mechanism in which the 
negative binomial shape of the multiplicity distributions arises as follows: First 
damps of particles, 4laas" are produced whose distribution is Poissonian. In 
the second step of the cascading the clans fragment into the final state hadrons 
according to a logarithmic distribution. The convolution of the two distributions 
gives rise to the negative binomial shape of the observed multiplicity distributions. 
The two claa-model parameters, the average number of clans, .V, and the average 
•amber of charged partidas in a single dan, *,, can be determined by fitting 
experimental data for multiplicity distributions to the negative binoniai. The fit 
parameters Я and fc are related to the clan-model parameters through 

tf = fc«(l + j ) (M) 

•-a-il-H)]"' w 
Notice, however, that the fitting procedure is not necessary to obtain iv" and 
A. if the rapidity gap probability is known. Since the clans are assumed to be 
independent of each other and, by definition, they contain at least one particle 
(i.e., the probability of empty clans is sero) A (Ay) is the Pah-son value for the 
probabmty of finding no clans in the rapifty interval Ду. Thus, the average 
number of das» is simply 

J » « - h A ( a » ) (16) 

wamse UM average number of charged particles per dan is 

Using x*** Investigated pisvmuely H M U I I for «ample Um variation «f ft and ft, 
as • function of the pecudeeapidity Interval centre at -Ji - S4a GeV. This с м 
be seen in Figure I far dineren* bm «Ises. Cesapsrinsa to гемм) shtoinsd by the 
conventional method |Ji| is carried not for A» • 1.0 at each щ, and for «, * 0Л 
at each An; good agreement is found in all сама. It is worth noticing that Я 
and ft, can be calculated with the only assumption of independent production 
of particle aggregates or clans. The weakness of the method lies, of course, in 
the fact that experimental determination of A (Ay) should be difficult In wide 
rapidity intervals. Nevertheless, we strongly suggest a reanalysis of the clan-model 
parameter* in other reactions too using only the available data for A (Ay)' 

Let us summarise our results. We have investigated the rapidity gap probabil
ity Яд(Ду) in s# collisions at y/i ж 200-900 GeV. Our main goal was to provide a 
sensitive test for the recently proposed linked-pair approximation to higher-order 
cumulant correlations. The linked-pair ansats states that the Af-partkk correla
tion functions can be composed of two-particle functions according to Eq. (2), that 
is, higher correlations contain a large combinatory contribution from two-particle 
correlations. The scaled rapidity gap probability % «as found to be particularly 
well suited for our purposes, ft is Influenced by correlation* of all order* and 
obeys a scaling law when the correlation functions satisfy the linked-pair ansats. 
We have found that in the central rapidity domain (n, < 2.0) the linked-pair ap
proximation is valid to hi«!, order and the empirical values for x are roughly in 
agreement with (slightly smaller than) the negative binomial values. Indications 
are found, however, for the variation of the Unking coefficients as one moves along 
the rapidity axis. In the outer rapidity domain (a, > 2.0) they seem to be much 
smaller than in the central region which possibly is caused by the violation of 
translation invariance. Further data are required for A (Ay) to obtain more de
tailed information on the linked-pair hierarchy of W-partkle correlation functions. 
Moreover, it would be of interest to carry out similar analysis in other collisloi» 

We conclude with an additional remark concerning the inner space - outer 
space connection mentioned at the beginning of this paper. One of the major 
goals of observations and numerical Af-body simulations in galaxy clustering stud
ies is the determination of the void probability (unction. At the same time in 
rwhiparticle physics there is a growing activity, both experimental and theoreti
cal, investigating UM occurence of densely populated and empty phase-space ceil* 
caused by dynamical fluctuation* (27-JO|. Thai, it may turn out that the *how 
probability" plays an important role not only in UM study of the ywj large but 
also in UM study of the very small. 
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МЫ* 1. fraeimwatel verem far UM lauiaHj gap probability *\(Д>) maaaured Ьу Ом 
üAS Cottaboraüoa in fp toffirioi lift-»). 

f lSVM СШЮЮ 

Г«. 1. Tb» K I M void probability lb* tht rvdahift catalog of galaxies in the P t i m » 
Piece» aapercluster regie« (from ref. [14]). Curves ahow x *» «terent hierarchical 
modem: tha minima) nodal (aoüd Ima), UM negative binomial model (short-
daehed fine) and UM thennoc^aaroic modal (long dashed lint, not discussed in 
UM test)- Solid symbols represent aubeamprss with differing limiting magnitadaf. 
Open, aymboh) ahow randomly áttetted sahsiniplw. 

T5g. 3a. Comparing empirical vetoes for UM aealad rapidity gap probabiBty with Uw 
minimal modal IE*. (12)] sbowa at «olid Una and with tha negativa binomial 
modal (E% (11)1 *"own *» ««had line. 

Fag. 2b. Bam Km of x*** «о Ец. (13) far я, = 0.0 - 2.0 (solid line) and for я. = 2.3and3.0 

Fig. 3. The two «Ian-modal parameters, Uw average number of clan* (a.) and UM average 
number of charged particles in 4 single clan (b.) т fttnctionaofthepwiidorapidity 
interval centra. Each value a obtained directly from Jb(&*)' 

Vi-MfGoV An-O.« Д « - 1 Л Ащт1А 

a, »0.0 0.423*0.007 0.1U±0.0W олп ±одоз 
Ч.-0Л 0.401*0.001 0.101 ± a o o s 0Д77* 0.002 

Я.-1Л 0.3tt±0.0M 0.171 ±0ДЮ» 0.074*0.003 

Ч.-1Л 0.333 ±0.00» 0 .1« ±0.003 0.074*0.002 

• . - 1 Л 0.377 ±0.00* a m ±o.ooj 0Д7» ±0.003 

Ч..2.» 0.3t« ±0.00» 0.1*3*0.003 ОДЫ ±0.002 

ч.«»л 0.420 ±0.00» 0.1М± 0.004 0.0t» ±0.003 

v/i-JOOGaV Ля ж 1.0 Ля - 3.0 Ля »3 .0 

Ч . - 0 . 0 0.22 ±0.01 0.04* ± 0.000 0.010 ±0.004 

v^-MOGaV Да »1.0 Л я - s o Л я - i O 

a, • 0.0 0.1« ±0.01 о.озз±о.оо* 0.004 ±0.004 

Table 1. 
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ABSTHACT 

We show, by using a new technique, how the much debated cluster correlation func
tion is directly related to the higher order galaxy correlations. We adopt mathematical 
techniques from biased galaxy formation: here the biasing simulates the detection of the 
dusters, rather than their dynamical formation. A simple, analytical example is given. As 
a practical application of our simplified model, we also present a novel method to deter
mine the amplitudes of the irreducible N'-point correlation functions in the gravitational 
clustering hierarchy. We use the corrected Lick catalog to obtain values of qs up to ЛГ = 8, 
considerably beyond previous attempts. The catalog, obtained from the Lick sample, has 
amplifications similar to the rich clusters, and the gataxy-'duster' cross-correlation is close 
to the geometric mean of the galaxy and cluster autocorrelations. 

I. INTKODUCTIO:< 

Galaxies tend to condense into larger systems, groups and clusters, wuich in turn form 
much larger superciusters. Abel! (1953) identified 2712 clusters on the Northern Sky Survey 
plates. His work has been recently extended to the Southern hemisphere as well (Abell, 
Corwin and Olowin 1939). The clusters were classified by the number of galaxies contained 
(richness class) and by their estimated distance (distance class). Since the selection has 
been made visually, there is an ongoing discussion on how much contamination there is in 
tha AMI catalog. Lucey (1943) has modelled the Abell selection procedure in detail and he 
found, that there are two effects with a significant contribution. On oae hand, the extended 
envelope of nearby clusters will increase the number of bright galaxies in more distant ones, 
thereby artificially enhancing their richness. On the other hand, if the background cluster 
is very distant (distance class 5 or 6), the foreground cluster will contain all three brightest 
galaxies, thus Abell's count between the magnitude limits m 3 and ntj + 2 may not find 
the distant cluster at all. Lucey (1983) claims that the two phenomena are about a 20 % 
effect each. Sutherland (1988) has reanalysed the first effect in detail, whereas Sialay el at 
(1988) show statistical evidence for the existence of the latter. Another complex study of the 
contamination problem has just been completed (Olivier et a/. 1990). In the near future one 
of the major trends in cosmology will be the construction of new cluster catalogs, based upon 

objective criteria and better survey material, therefore a clear theoretical understanding of 
these issues it of utmost importance. 

Clusters of galaxies have a very strong correlation function (Peebles and Häuser 1974, 
Bahcall and Soaeira 19«, Klypin and Kopylov 19*3, Postman, Geller and Kuchra 19*5). 
The amplitude of the correlations - although much debated - seems to be about 40 times 
stronger than that of the galaxy correlation function, while still retaining a similar shape. 
There is a dependence on richness, the richer - thus rarer - clusters have a higher amplitude. 
The slope is consistent with a -1 .8 power law. This may be an accident, although as Sialay 
and Schramm (19Я5) have pointed out, such an amplification can be phenomenologically 
well described with a 'scale invariant' correlation function, (,(r) a \(r/D,)~xt, where D, is 
the mean separation of the objects in the catalog. The physical meaning of this scaling law 
is, that based upon two point statistical measures, the galaxy and the duster distributions 
are almost indistinguishable. This relation even holds for groups of galaxies (Ramella cl el. 
1990). Is the scaling just a chance coincidence, or is it the reflection of a deeper connection? 
fn the sections below we show that such connections between the respective galaxy and 
cluster correlations do exist, they predict a similarity in shape, as observed, and dc also 
imply a richness dependent amplification. To determine the precise dependence is one of 
the goals of this paper. Our studies indicate, that the cluster correlations arise (rota the 
strong, small scale N-point functions of the galaxy distribution, rather than from the large 
scale part of the fluctuation spectrum, therefore previous attempts to calculate them from 
the intrinsically Gaussian primordial density fluctuations may be misleading. 

Over the years a lot of effort has been spent on determining the various correlation 
functions of exlragalactic objects. First the emphasis was on the two-point correlations (for 
a comprehensive review see Peebles 1980, Fall 1979). The two point galaxy correUtions 
function provide a rather limited view of the fluctuations, it is equivalent to the power 
spectram, with all phase information lost. One needs to consider the higher order correlation 
functions for a more complete description. Indeed, it became soon clear, that clustering 
does not stop at the two-point level,.but it is more non-linear: even the three-, the four-
point and the higher order functions are quite strong (While 1979). Their experimental 
determination was successful only for the three-point (Peebles and Groth 1975, Grott and 
Peebles 1977) and the tour-pant functions (Fry and Peebles 1978, Sharp tl el. 1984). 

Theoretically it became clear (Davis and Peebles 1977), that the dosure of the BBKGY 
equations is satisfied with a scaling an«»U, :ttting the 3-point function to be proportional to 
the symmetric quadratic product of the 2-point correlation functions. This assumption was 
also extended to the -»point function. Subsequent work by Fry (1984, 1986), and SchaefTer 
(1984) generalised this to an infinite clustering hierarchy with general Q* coefficients, where 
the irreducible JV-poinl correlation function can be expanded in terms of all f/ - 1- th order 



symmetric products of the 2-point functioas. 

There are some constraints for this N-point hierarchy, mostly from the requirement of 
non-negative total N-point probabilities (Fry 1984, Scbaeffer 19*4, Balian anH Schaeffcr 
1989). However, these constraints allow extremely different distributions. From the cur
rently known two- and three-point amplitudes it i* hard to get any constraint on these 
models. Balian and SchaeHer (1989) suggest a hierarchical form 

0 * = = - ^ - , s - « l ± l . (2) 

which includes the somewhat natural choice Q.v = 1, for и = 0. Fry (1934) and Hamilton 
(1989) suggested another alternative 

There were some attempts to constrain the hierarchies using the void probability function 
(Bouchet and Lachieze-Rey 1986, Fry «t at. 1989), since that function contains integrals 
over all orders of Л', but the limits are not very strong. 

In this paper we consider the galaxy distribution in its full complexity, with its N-point 
correlation functions. Then, on a projected galaxy catalog we apply a nonlinear thresholding 
algorithm in order to select the regions of the highest surface density, which we associate 
with dusters. As pointed oat in $11, this is very similar to biasing in galaxy formation. 
In SHI we tale a particularly simple form for the nonlinear threshold: we raise (he gilaxy 
catalog to various powers, and calculate the correlations of these density moments. 1л 51V, 
we first compute the moment correlations of the Lick catalog, then determine the N-point 
coefficients, up to the order iV = 8. (a 5V we return to the clusters, expticitely calculate 
the appropriate 'cluster* correlations, and '.nvestigate their properties. In jVl we outline 
the consequences for higher order duster correlation functions, provide simple analytical 
expressions, and we summarize our results ia fjVH. 

II. CLUSTER SELECTION AS A FORM or BIASING 

Abel] (1958) ha» selected dusters of galaxies based upon ft complex set of criteria 
(number of galaxies within an Abell radius, between mj and mj + 2), but as Schectman 
(1934) pointed out, an objective selection solely by surface density in the appropriately 
smoothed Lick catalog gave an excellent overlap with the Abell dusters. This selection by 
a sharp threshold ia the smoothed overdeasity of the non-Gaussian distribution of the Lick 
catalog is remarkably dose to the methods of biased galaxy formation. The philosophy is 

difTer«at, tht biasing is used lo simulate the detection of the dusters rather tkaa to describe 
their dynamical formation. 

Th« original idea of biasing (Kaiser 1984), associated observable objects with the high 
peaks of a Gaussian random Held, and tried lo explain the duster correlation function. In 
that picture dusters are selected by filtering the random overdensity Held with an appro
priate window function, then accept the regions above a critical, sharp threshold. General 
properties of such distributions were studied in detail by Politzer and Wise (1984), and 
Jensen and Sialay (19S6). They found, that the .N-point correlation (unction of th« biased 
Add can be written as 

s N 
1 + {<"> = expl*' £ u,„) = I ] U + C ) < W 

similar to the Kirkwood superposition. Here u.\, is the correlation function of (he Gaussian 
Keld, normalized to unit variance, v is the threshold, also in thes* units. 

The technique used above can also be applied to non-Gaussian fields, although the 
work is more cumbersome. Th,» has been uudertaken by Matarrese et a/. (1986). Their 
results show, that the correlation function of the excursion sets (regions above a threshold) 
can be expressed with the N-poir.t correlations of the underlying field. For simplicity here 
we present only the high v limits: 

1 4- <<"> = exp f > * ( £ » Д - .V* 1 " 1 ) М • <»> 
--» V.J.t / J 

where [%' is the set of n points, selected from th« Л' vertices, u'L"', is the corresponding 
irreducible n-point correlation function, and viinl is the correlation when all [r„] are equal. 
One can see, that (or n — 2, the case of a Gaussian ptocess, the two expressions agree, 
however th« latter formula contains contributions from infinitely high order correUtioni «s 
well. This arises from the extreme sharpness of the threshold (Gibbs phenomenon), and for 
a smoother, probabilistic selection criterion the situation is much simpler. 

For dusters, other explanations were offered by the us* of thes« N-point correlation 
functions (SchaefTer 1985, Hamilton 1988). A duster is a tight dump of N > SO galaxies, 
thus the probability of finding such configurations will be dominated by the very high order 
correlation functions. However, it turned ou* to be too difficult lo calculate th« proper 
combinatorial weights to take into account a proper cluster selection (Hamilton and Gott 
1938). Also, for Л' > 4 little was known about the hierarchy, other then the attempts 
above to provide dosed formulae on the corrdation amplitudes. At we will see, a proper 
combination of the two approaches will yield a satisfactory description. 

Whatever algorithm is used to find dusters, they will be selected from the regions 
with the highest density, via a no.ilineir (thresholding) algorithm. Ideally, information 



«f lb« galaxy s»agnitud*s is abo «sad («a by Ab«U) to minimi« projection effects. Then 
w o n properties of «he cluster catalog, hi* their correlation function will depend on this 
wrfectioa algorithm. Potentially, existing scaling relations between X-ray luminosity, and 
qalaxy density cast abo he ased lor another threshold function, and this may give an explicit 
prediction of the correlation function of X-ray selected clusters, even to the extent how the 
correlations should change with the flux limits-

Here we take the simplest of the infinite set of such algorithms, one where correlations 
c«n be calculated analytically, and show how the cluster correlation function arises. We 
raise the Lick catalog, consisting of galaxy counts in 10 arc min cells, to various powers. At 
a high (like the 4th) moment of the galaxy distribution the moment correlation function is 
dominated by the cells with the highest counts: those that would also he selected into the 
cluster catalog. The only difference is that the moment correlations are 'mass weighted', 
whereas in Schectman (1984) clusters are defined to be the cells above the threshold. In 
the moment case, we provide the analytic expression for the moment correlations given 
by a finite sum over the N-point functions. For a sharp threshold the connection is the 
same, only the relative weights of the different N-point functions will differ. The detaib 
of the nonlinear formation process are hidden in the amplitudes of the N-point correlation 
functions. 

III. COXnELATION ОГ DENSITY MOMENTS 

a) Definitions 

We consider a distribution of projected densities Л", in cells on the sky, at the data is 
in the Lick catalog. The usual expression of the angular correlation function w(*u) is 

* l ' " ) = jjjy I 6 ) 

This is the normalised expectation value of the product of the two densities at celli \\ 
and V], with the uncorrelat- л part substracted- Here below we generali!* this formula, and 
calculate the same 2-point correlation function for the nth and mth moment! of the two 
densities at the distance # u , using Pi == (.V) 

- №\?)-(A*W~) ... 

Ail these functions «Ш go to jero at infinity, since we (abstracted the appropriate asymp
totic». We also use the nth momefct« of the cell counts, denoted as u>»o 

where there is no substractioa. ТЫ* latter quantity has been used before by Sharp (1981), 
Sharp et of. (1984) to determine higher order correlation coefficients. 

la order to ( t various powers of the corretatioa faactiaas to the raw data there ire 
several things to watch. To distinguish between various negativ« ••war laws a large dynamic 
range is needed. This is the principal difficulty in using the moments of cells only. In case 
of a« N-tuple, there art many different pairs, each with a different 2-point function. The 
irreducible correlation function will be a scalar over fl(N - V/2 variables, hard to visualise 
and handle. Alto, a general extended N-tuple will have an irreducible N-poist function very 
close to sere, due to the smallaets of the 2-point function at larger separations. This should 
be fitted to products of the 2-poinl functions, also near иго, but with a large systematic 
error due to the uncertainty in the background density. 

In a project to determine the 3-point function of Abell clusters (Tóth el •/. 1989), it 
was found that the most significant contribution to the At came from those triangles, which 
were nearly degenerate, i.e. the shortest side was almost sero. In that case one of the 
2-point functions is quite high, which rrakes those configurations more probable. In Urn 
this takes them above the noise, which prevents the observation of the 3-point function 
elsewhere, but due to the two long sides, practically equal, we still retain the large dynamic 
range for the fit. This is the reason why we decided to use such degenerate configurations 
to determine the correlation coefficients. 

b) Analytic Calculation o/ lAc Moment Correlation! 

We calculate now analytically these v»*'*, which are not irreducible, but rather they 
contain a variety of other terms as well. During the data reduction we first calculate 
the expectation values of the density moments. The difficulty is to estimate the Poisson 
contribution to the correlations. In order to do this we follow the method outlined in Peebles 
(1980). We break up the cells into infinitesimal ones, where the individual Poisson processes 
are VJ in V|, and fi> in Ц , at an angular distance #u- Since these are infinitesimal, the 
possible count ii either uro or 1, so the expectation value of their moment« is equal: 

<". )» (0 -(*?>-••• (9) 
because v™ s v, if»/, я 0,1. The total count in the cell V, is .V ( * £ , v,. We dehne the 
quantity « я т , to be the sun of the expectation values 

JV«—o„ . £<*,... *•„ „,... „.,>, (10) 

where the sum is over all possible disjoint infinitesimal cells, when we take n from Ц and 
m from V'j. This is similar to the irreducible N-point correlation function, degenerated to 
these two cells, defined by 

J V " * - r . w » 5 3 < í s 4 . . . l i / , í s . , . . . ^ . ) . (11) 

where eVj m v, - (D), and the sum is again over all different possible disjoint configurations 
of the infinitesimal cells. 



АеШа« а. м и *m*lt call «ilh tv»i we can «rite down the recursion b r a . . . 

« w . , « ^ + [ ( ; ) ^ .,_,..+(7) n. - . - , ] • ^ 
[(;) r» i n , • (") (7) n. -.,.-..+(7) r» **,.»]+ 

The first ten* describes the contribution of the uncorrelated part of f»+i, the rest of the 
terms contain the irreducible correlations between t\,+i and a subset of the other cells. The 
second term comes from all possible 2-point configurations which contain i>»+1, where» the 
third term is the sum of all possible irreducible 3-point configurations, etc. One can write 
don« a doted expression 

a*«.« = <U« + £ j ^ i * j L ™ J '*«.»-» a«.»,».,*» (13) 

This recursion start« at aoo = *io " «et = 1. end it is symmetric, thus 
How we would like to express the full probability using the infinitesimal Poisson pro

cesses v, and jtj. This is more difficult, since so far we only counted the sums with disjoint 
configuration*. Now we have to count also thos> when two or more of the infinitisemal 
Processes fall into the same cell. Here we use the property (v,) = (v?) a — Counting 
these casts reduces to the combinatorical problem of placing n objects into к non-empty 
boxes. This is given by the Stirling numbers of the second kind (e.g. Abramowitz and 
Stegen 1964), which we will denote as [J]. With these symbols we can write the moments 
of cell cowjkts as 

от>=х;Г]*ч. IM) 
and for the correlated moments in the two cells 

*»t rat 

These formula* agree with resaha given by Peebles (1980) for the central moments up 
to the rank of 4. We calculated tket» ttenrsions and sums with a computer algebra program 
analytically. Now we tare to the «jaaatities ur»«« and */*« as defined above by substracting 
the appropriate asymptotka, «ad norawliiing by powers of N. 

c) Tke Heart for the Inducible Correlations 

lot aaga'ar coxrelattca* Ik« hierarchy of the cosrelations is preserved, only in the 
small angle approximatioa the spatial coefficients QN arc replaced by the angular •>, using 
limbert formula to relate tke two. Therefore we write the correlation hierarchy for the 
angular correlation« «ь 

r«.=e.+»s; п ч м tie) 
I*«*« 

where there are two kinds of possible distances between our cells. If the two points are 
within Ike same cell, we ese w„ tke mean of a> over a cell, when (key are la different ceils, 
w.j • » , > *(f|i) < «v With tkis notation, our expression for tke 3-petat function 
becomes 

'u • r» » tj (3svr u>, + u>J) (17) 

The coefficient' >crease rapidly with N, there are NN~f possible graphs for a the N-point 
function. Here above one can already see, that the lerms wili not be equal, the first term 
is larger by ui./u.« than the second. In a similar manner, in all these functions the leading 
order will always be linear in »«: there must be at least one edge connecting the two cells 
! Expanding a general case we obtain 

r™ - «i * , • , , (* и г . Г Ч т ш . Г - 1 [l + 1!^f1~ + . . ] (»») 

In this paper we make the following approximations: since we are only dealing with relatively 
low values of n and m, we ignore the terms higher than linear in u>|. It can be seen from 
Fig.l. that this a surprisingly good approximation, uearly all w4m curves are parallel to 
tt-ц. Our other approximation is that we do not distinguish between the different g»*Pk 
types, rather a tingle mean amplitude IN is adopted for ail correlations of a given orJer. 
Thus we use the following expression for the irreducible correlations 

'.«. ш w/f«*»)(»в>,)' ,- ,(т»>,Г-1 (19) 

This is substituted into the computer algebra program, and we calculate <e,m, also up to 
linear order in v<. Note, tkat those are not the irreducible functions, only the minimum 
asymptotic* has been substracted for reasons we will dicuss below. As aa illustration we 
present some of tke lower order expressions her«, which also contain tke Poisson noise. First 
we show the plain moments of the cell counts for n ж 2,3,4. We use t s l/fil for the Poisson 
noise term. 

wj« • l + H » , 
u * » l + 3e + eU3ip.(l + ») + 3«>!fj 
w„ * X + » + 7** + *' + tr-,(e + IM + 7»') + 3»; 

+ ew*«](2 + 3*) + 16v!e« 

For the connected correlations we only show the leading term, tke linear coefficient of 
W | . 



•»/*<» 2 +4 +2»*! 
wW"*» a3-r6» + » , + 3w. + 6w,eJ(l + ») + »«>J*« 
*•„/*« = 4 + 18» + 14»' + » э + 6w.(2 + 3») + 2w.f>(6 + 18» + 7»* + 12«-.) 

+ 18»i»,(2 + 3») + 64»í«j 
• а / » , = 4 + 4» + »* + 4».f»(? + ») + 4w*«, 
• n M = 6 + 15» + 8»* + »' + 3».<2 + ») + 2w.tj(9 + 154 + 4*' + 3w.) (21) 

+ 3»Í»,(10-r 7»)+ «•»•» 
»«/*« = 8 + 40» + 46»' f 16»J + •* + 6».(2 + »X2 + 3») + 24»*ej 

+ 4w.«(8 4- 30» + 23»* + 4V + 18«. + IS*».) 
+ 2v*f,(48 + 108» + 41»* -I- 12c.) 
+ 4»?«,(50 + 43») + 128»;«. 

Wc ж the v » , for fitting as they appear hen, nth« than Lying to substract from 
«very term the lower order contributions. This method has considerable advantages. Tor 
example, the coefficient of •> in w< j is over 100, and in w« it is over lOuO, whereas in those 
terms ex or 9s have a relatively little «eight. If we substracted a poorly determined gj with 
these high coefficients, the result woald hare been noise, which prevented previous attempts 
to go beyond «-point amplitude. Here all terms depend on «д, and nearly all depend on e«. 
These amplitudes will be determined very well, for the .est our fits will be more uncertain 
due to the smaller weights, as it was later confirmed by the actual fitting. This way there 
is no error propagation from lower to higher order соебсепи. 

IV. MOUCNT COMSIATIOKS IN TIC LICK CATALOG 

We used the lick catalog corrected by Peebles and Häuser (1974), considering only the 
plates with IM > 40*. where ». is the galactic lattitude of the plate center. Peebles and 
Groth (1973) divided this nage into four zones because of the large Kale gradient due to 
the gaiactic absorption. This was good enough for the «n> function but the gradient in the 
densities was still too large for the higher order functions. After having studied the average 
cell counts as a .'«actio« of the galactic lattitude we chose the twelve zones below to be 
reasonably uniform in sin»«. 

We compiled the bin counts N»m, with both n, m s 0,... 4, where 

This means that Woo is the number of cell pairs at a given separation, a form factor. This 
had to be counted expticitely because the catalog had some bad cells marked with - 3 , 
although these were mostly on the edges, which region was rejected. Our bin counts are 

iatra-plate values, we have never crossed the boundaries «f a pUu. The plates contain a 
36 x 36 array of celb, covering 6* x 6*. PlaW centers are placed in every 5* in declination in 
from I a -20* to I • Ю*, and within tack declination и м the spacing in right ascension 
is such that «пек plate overlaps its neighbours by at least 1*. To avoid double taunting 
these regions we used only the center S* x S* of each plate (see Peebles and Groth 1975, 
Groth and Peebles 1977). 

Zone »mm • .« Plates N 
N1 40 45 58 1.17 
N2 45 50 so 1.29 
N3 SO 55 48 1.30 
N4 55 62 60 1.53 
N3 62 7b 51 1.54 
N6 70 »0 54 1.51 
SI -45 •40 31 1.08 
S2 •50 •45 23 1.26 
S3 •55 •50 23 1.19 
S4 •62 •55 28 1.42 
SS •70 •62 23 1.56 
S6 •90 •70 18 1.63 

Sum 467 

Table. 1. The distribution of plates in the different tones used in this work. The 
galactic latitude range of the plate centers, the number of plates in the given tone 
and the averages of the counts in the |0' cells are shown. 

The » > я were calculated from the N*m by dividing and subtracting the appropriate 
moments. Their values are shown on Fig.l. It is interesting to note, how U'ge oer N-
point functions become, due to the degenarate configurations. The «44 is about 10', while 
»и » 0.1. In an ordinary сам v,< would be many orders of magnitvde less, buried in the 
noise. Another interesting fact is that the wnm corresponding to the same rank, like 14 and 
23, or 24 and 33 are of the same magnitude. 

We used the formulas derived above to fit the higher order correlation function am
plitudes «j - 41. First we determined the value of w, directly from u>n- Next we used a 
maximum likelihood method to fit the ejv parameters. For the probability density we chose 
the Cauchy-distributioa instead of Gaussian, because it handles the outlying points better 
(Press e< «J. 1986). We buii: ep the likelihood function with the expressions derived by 
computer algebra, using the leading order amplitudes of v< in each tew», and the cell mo
ments v.o. To estimate the errors an iterative procedure was used. Tint we set the initial 
parameter values for fj - fs, then calculated our errors assuming a 25 per cent relative 
error with these, later we recalculated the error estimates with the best previous parameter 
values. 



Fig . l . The degenerate angular N-point correlation functions c m are shown vs. 
the angular separation of the two cells #. The labels nrn denote the respective 
powers of tke density ia the two cells. The similarity of the curves to wi = шц, 
the usual angular 2-point function indicates that the leading term proportional to 
w ( is the domiaiat one, and that the second order contribution can be neglected. 
Note toe Urge amplitude of tke higher order functions. Errors are calculated from 
the dispersion over the twelve tones. To avoid confusion we only plotted half of 
the error bars. 

N 3 4 5 6 7 8 

«ЛГ 1.59 
0.030 

2.00 
0.205 

2.61 
0.537 

2.03 
0.724 

1.98 
0.835 

1.72 
0.779 

Ш
 

1.05 
1.10 
1.15 

1.11 
1.28 
1.44 

1.18 
1.54 
1.90 

125 
1.91 
2.58 

1.34 
2.42 
3.54 

1.44 
3.12 
4.89 

ТаЫе.З. The N-poiol correlation amplitudes and their standard deviations as 
derived bom the lick catalog. Also shown are the conversion coefficients Rn = 
«jv/Qiv, bom angular to spatial, for various choices (A,B,C) of the luminosity 
function parameters. 

We ouximalixed the likelihood function by using the subroutine AMOEBA from Pr«ss 
«t a). (1986). Tke fits to tke higher order parameters were somewhat sensitiv« to the initial 
values. We ran AMOEBA 443 time* with random initial valaues between 1.00 and 300 for 

each of tk* parameters. Result* were Ulered ia tke tease that we threw »way values lyiag 
outside tk« interval (0.00,4.00]. W« prtmt below tk« average u d tk« standard deviations 
of the accepted runs. These standard deviations are the estimators lor the real uncertainties 
ia the fitted values, at least for the higher order parameters. 

We estimated the conversion coefficients from angular to spatial amplitudes, given by 
Rfi = W/QN- These are quite sensitive to (he choice of (he luminosity function, which is 
not very well denned for the Lick catalog. We used a Schecter function, with а ж - 1 . 1 , 
M, = -19.68. We always take По = 1, and vary the Hubble constant A between 0.5 and 
1.0, and the К-correction between к - 3 - 5. Model A correspond to A = 0.5, > s ] , model 
В is ft = 1 and * = 3, model С is A = 1 and * = 5. There is a considerable spread in <?,v 
among these models. In future catalogs with a well controlled photometry this should be 
much less of a problem. 
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Fig.2. We present the known angular amplitudes e> for the N-point clustering 
hierarchy. The solid symbols are this paper, empty squares are Peebles and Groth 
(1977), Fry and Peebles (1978), empty circles are Sharp (1981), and Sharp el al. 
(1984). Note, that these are the angular amplitudes, directly determined from the 
data. The spatial amplitudes connect to these via high moments of the selection 
function, tabulated for various choices of the luminosity function on Table 2. Our 
error bars reflect the scatter in the best lit due to random initial values la the 
minimization routine. 



V. IUSBITS; А»гислтюм то CIUSTERS 

By машс »be ecO catalog to a certaia воаге» (я я 3,1,4...) «a enhance the density 
»ml ml.in« asthmt'«» founts »ill itnmiail« tan mrrrlilj-ni тптттт írni тттгт n n inrrrnn 
Effectively, •« create a a*w catalog via these aoalinear distortion», where «« still do not 
Mot>t» dusters individually, rather we just increase their contribution to tbe correlations in 
a coatioUed manner, similar to encasing different richness classes. The density in the new 
catalog becomes 

* = Л Г - (23) 

The correlation function of the jtfieU-our datter согтеЫюв - is thai 

• A»»»»-w"- w 1 "-*-^: (24) 

Since UM V ^ ' I are quit* large, the normalization «ill resc' in a reduction of the amplifi
cations. We can also calculate the galaxy-duster cross correlations, associated with 

(25) 

The remits, the respective amplifications over the galaxy autocorrelation are shown in 
Table 3, while the actual auto and crass correlations appear on Fig.3 and the corresponding 
amplitudes oa Fig.4. 

a Д . . A t . 
1 1.00 1.00 
2 4.39 1.97 
3 I f '7 3 » 
4 42.39 5.06 

Table 3. The amplification factors for the a to- (A«») and cross correlations 
(Ai») of the renonnalixed catalog, relative to the galaxy autocorrelation function 
»«, as a fuactioo of я, the exponent for the density moments. 

The relative amplifications for the higher powers are comparable to the rich clusters 
(Bahcall and Soaeiia 1983). These are all expressed via the N-poinl correlation amplitudes, 
entirely do* to the relative strength of small scale clustering. On Figure 4a we have plotted 
the amplifications at a function of AT, the power the catalog was raised, whil« ->n Figure 
4b the auto- and crow correlation ampUncatiom are platted against each othe- .dicating 
that the empirical relation, that the galaxy-duster cross correlation и ivproximatdy the 
geometric mean of the galaxy and duster autocorrelation» (Bahcall and Soneira 1983), is 
satisfied remarkably well. 

Fig.3. The duster autocorrelation functions and the duster-galaxy cross correla
tion functions for tbe various values of я. Note, that i s ) corresponds remarkably 
well to the Я > 1, D = 1..4 Abet) duster sample. 

VI. ESTIMATION or TIC HIGHER ORDER CLUSTER CORRELATIONS 

At this point we gained tome insight how th* duster two point correlations are con
nected to the N-point correlations. Here we attempt to estimate th* rough behaviour of 
the duster 3-point correlations in the continuum limit, 1л. th* discretaets noise can b« 
neglected. For the Lick catalog this is not an entirely correct assumptior, but the calcula
tions would become too cumbersome for the presentation here. The full calculation will be 
presented later. We consider again the cell catalog raised ,o the nth power. As seen in the 
previous section, the renormaliied duster-duster correlation function can be written as 

rV = f F * * . n ' ^ ( ^ ) ' = (£>"'«>«. (26) 

keeping only terms linear in w«, and using the leading order tern in both v.* and 
»чо. Here n* comes from choosing both ends of wt in я different ways, and u>,o/«« is just 
the contribution fron the appropriate powers of »,, in either duster. Considering three 
points in a similar fashion, we have to calculate the leading order term in a system of In 
degenerate points: 

Zm • *jf я« Ml2)wt(23) + jpnml, (27) 

where wi(12) is the galaxy correlation function *« between the position of dusters 1 and 2. 
Here the appropriate power is я 4 , since in a three-duster configuration there are n' ways 



to attach » « t to tbc «faster ia tbe middle («ее Fig.5). Substituting the expression for If,, 

г ш = £?Ъ[И'»И'» + *»я""1 (28) 

we Sad t ie* tbc etater tare« poiat correlation fuactioo - as far as tbe leading order terms 
a n concetaed - satisfies tbe sane scaling relation as the galaxies, with an effective qc 

determiaed by Ute N point correlation amplitudes 

1С = &Г- (29) 

J » r 

• | I I I I | I I I I | I I I I Г j 10 »ТГГ——I—Г-ГТТТТТГ——Г—Г-ГТТГП 

Fig-4. The amplitudes of cluster autocorrelation functions and the cluster-galaxy 
cross correlation functions using the nonlinear transformations of tbe lick catalog. 
The dotted line is the geometric mean of the cluster and galaxy autocorrelations-
Using our canonical л = 3 case for a best approximation to the Л > 1 dusters, 

(30) 

«nth «j = «a s 1.6, fa = 2.0 and assuming that *• is not too far oft from the trend found up 
to the 8ih order. This value is ia reasonable agreement with the direct estimations of qc 

bom the Abell catalog (Tóth r( of. 1989), which support the above functional form. The 
fact that all e>*a are between 1 and 2 indicates, that a « c к 1 is likely to be rather robust. 

The tenia mot included ia this calculation are likely to introduce further 'damping* 
ia the effective «'s, making them even more uniform. One can estimate the differences by 
using the same leading order terms to obtain the galaxy-cluster cross correlations: 

»«o •> ft. (3D 

Whea we compare to tbe leadiag order duster and galaxy two poiat reactions W„ and wt, 
respectively, 

-Jiimm ж iS±i / 3 , , 
ЖЯ VST ( 3 2 ) 

thus tbe geometric mean relation is reasonably well satisfied both in the leading order, and 
in the exact calculations, at least to the extent of the cancellation in wi, u d the explicit 
powers of n. 

Fig.S. This figure shows how the effective e c » calculated for the clusters. Each 
cell is connected with only one long edge. 

VH. CONCLUSIONS 

Using correlations of density moments, we have calculated the angular N-point ampli
tudes from the Lick catalog, up to 8-th order. In future catalogs with better calibrations 
one can probably go much further using this method. The angular coefficients are all be
tween 1 and 2. Due to tbe uncertainty of the luminosity function it is bard to have a strorg 
statement on the spatial hierarchy, although the spatial coefficients are close to unity, and 
decreasing slowly. The strong growth of the correlations toward» the higher powers of the 
density has also a strong consequence {or tbe duster-ri jiter correlation function: by taking 
a high power of the density we shift most of t i e weight to cells with a high galaxy count, 
likely to be associated with clusters. Therefore, оке can see, how the cluster correlation 
function becomes gradually stronger with richness, while it* shape still remains similar to 
the galaxy-galaxy 2- point correlation function. This method can be generalised for more 
complicated threshold functions. In conclusion, we have shown, how duster correlations 
can be related to the N-point correlation amplitudes and the threshold function with a 
predictive power. 

The authors would like to acknowledge useful conversations with Nigel Sharp. This 
research has been supported by the NSF in the US, and by 0ТКЛ in Hunga.y. 
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Abstract 
The Statistical decay of an equilibrated hot nucleus is modeled by sampling the 

microcaaonical phase space for nuclear fragmentation. It is shown to reproduce the 
measured fluctuations aad correlations (intermittency) in 1 GeV/amu '"Au" on 
emulsion data. Within our model multifragmentatioa is linked to the nuclear liquid-
to-gas phase transition. The model is a» ' to realistically study the conditions 
leading to the phenomenon of intermittency in critical heavy ion reactions. 

Intermittency is a concept that was originally developed in the study of the Fluc
tuations that occur in turbulent flow [1,2,3,4]. It corresponds to the existence of large 
non-statistical fluctuations that possess self-similarity at all scales. 

Bialas and Peschanski [6,6} have proposed to extend this concept to the study of 
dynamical fluctuations in the rapidity (f)) distributions of particles from high multiplic
ity events produced in high energy collisions, They suggested the calculation of the 
factorial moments 

F = Ц-1 < SS-« »(*•> * H*»> - ») « - * ЫПт) - i + 1) > m 

' <JV«(jY- l )* . . . . ( t f - i + X)> (> 
'Supported by the Deutsche FonchunfSgesMtaschaft 
*Л1ехык]е- топ Kumboldl fellow. 

of the rapidity distribution n(r>) of N particles over M bins of width irr. Under certain 
conditions (e.g., second-order phase transition, self-similar cascading mechanism, see 
below) one expects the moments F, to follow a power-law as a function of the size 
(resolution) Sr> of the rapidity bins : 

F i« (*7) -* . (2) 
That is, the moments scale or show self-similarity at various resolutions, F.(airj) m 
о"л/",(А17). This behavior is called intermittency, /i is the intermittency exponent. It 
is intimately linked to the multi-fractal properties of the underlying physical process 
and/or to the power laws in its critical behavior (see below). Using normal moments 
instead of the factorial ones would of course lead to a similar sealing. It is believed, 
however, that the factorial moments considerably suppress statistical fluctuations due to 
the finite multiplicity per event [5,6], see however [7]. In this paper we use the factorial 
moments. 

Usina a simple mathematical model, the a model, Bialas and Peschaas!.; were able to 
demonstrate that self-similar cascading processes are a possible source for intermittency 
[6,8]. In a further development it was shown [9,7] that the fluctuations associated with 
critical phenomena in a 2 dimensional Ising model lead to an intermittent pattern of the 
cluster size distribution. By renormalizati.n techniques (self similarity) it was possible 
to evaluate the intennittency exponents /, for the fluctuations at the critical point. 

The rapidity distribution n(r?) shows a characteristic fluctuating "fingering" over a 
broad rang*, of resolutions. The set of t\ values which contribute to the i'* moment 
(the support) is a typical multi-fractal. The reduction of the fractal dimensior from 1, 
corresponding to the fingering, is called the anomalous fractal dimension o\. It is related 
to the intermittency exponent by [9,7,10]: 

d, = /./(« - 1). 13) 

For further literature on the relation of intermittens to chaos, scaling, and fractal ge
ometry see also [11,12] and references therein. For an Illuminating review on the math
ematics of (multi-) fractal geometry, critical scaling, and thermodynamics see [13,14].) 

The interesting and novel point is that different processes (cascading or phase tran
sitions of second order) seem to give iiffertnt itftnitneiei of d, en i [15]: 

d, = const ( = mono-fractal, second order phase transitions [9]) 
4 « i ( = multi-fractal, cascading, a model [6]) 



Thus, an intermittency analysis of tbe fluctuation* and correlations may carry important 
information on the dynamics of tbe decaying system . 

More recently, Ploszajcaak and Tucholssa (16,17,11) suggested looking for intermit
tent behavior in the fragment siae distributions in «««tear multifragmentation at inter
mediate energies. They analysed the factorial moments of the charge distributions from 
the fragmentation of '""Au7* nuclei on emulsion at 1 GeV/amu [18], and were able to 
see evidence for intermittent behavior in the uuclear fragmentation data. 

Up to now we are aware of only this one limited set of 415 events that is suitable for 
the study of intermittency in nuclear multifragmentation. As the physical conditions 
leading to intermittency are not yet we)] understood, it is essential to have sufficiently 
realistic models which permit study of the system under many conditions. Moreover, a 
theoretical model allows one to generate a large enough number of events to get sufficient 
statistics. 

In analogy to the Ising model, a possible source for intermittent behavior in the 
nuclear fragmentation case might be the critical region associated with the liquid-gas 
phase transition in hot nuclei [19,30,21,22,33]. In some recent work [24,25] this phase 
transition has been investigated using the Metropolis sampling of the microcanonical 
multifragmentation decay of equilibrated hot nuclei developed by Gross et al. [26,27,38]. 
Two critical regions of the fragmenting system were found. One is related to the liquid-
pas transition in hot nuclear matter, and the other could be identified with a sudden 
and macroscopic opening of hot fission decay channels. 

In ref. [11] the authors expressed serious doubts that the liquid-gas phase transition 
within a thermodynamic^ model could be the source of the intermittent behavior seen 
in the experimental data. Therefore it is impor'vit to see whether microcanonical 
multifragmentation explains the observations. As suggested in ref. [16], one divides the 
range á Z of the distribution of fragment charges Z into M bins each of size 6Z = AZ/M, 

and then calculates the scaled factorial moments [5,6,29] 

Fi *£.,<»->' ( 5 ) 

n , is the multiplicity, or number of particles or fragments, in the m'* bin, (m - l)iZ < 
Z < mSZ. The brackets < > denote the average over many events. Often Fi a* defined 
above is called the horiaontal averaged factorial moment [30] of the distribution of the 
aamter of the fragments va. charge bins f 2 . It should not be confused with the moments 

£•>(£•>)' °f the charge distribution, which wer« used by Campi (11,33) and abo by VJ 
[24,28]. 

We have calculated the scaled factorial moment* for the microcanonkal fragmenta
tion ok gold nuclei with an excitation energy spectrum that falls off exponentially and 
becomes uniform at energies £* > 1.2 GrV. This distribution is derived [33] from the 
experimental results of ref. [18]. Some results for the moment* are shown in Fig. 1. 
In analogy to ref. [16], the event* contributing to these moments are selected from 
events »enerated by our Metropolis sampling by the constraint of having at least three 
intermediate fragment* (IMF's), fragment* with charge Z > 3. 

In order to reduce possible correlation* coming from the Metropolis sampling 
method, we accumulated every 5075** event to get 5 equivalent samples of 412 events 
each, as compared to the experimental sample of 415 event*. We found that our result* 
varied only slightly (on the order of lers than 5%) from sample to sample, and that they 
were well represented by the combination of si) Л sec». Our ditaumoo then i* based oa 
this combined sample, though the results would not change if we used any one of the 
smaller samples. The errors shown in the plots of tbe experimental data are as given in 
[16], which we approximated by assuming an error of ±5.5% in the moments. 

In Figs. 1, 3, and 4 we plot ln{F,) vs. the resolution (bin size), -ln(SZ). The open 
circles connected by a dashed line are the moments calculated from our sample data let 
of 2059 events. They fill somewhat below the experimental points. This i* due at least 
in part to the fact that our model produces more fragments/event on average than the 
experimental data shews. This may have a simple explanation. In the experiment one 
records only those events in which the sum of the detected fragment charges is exact!) 
79. As there is a greater probability to miss some light fragment* in higher multiplicity 
events, this biases the experiment. We simulated this bias by rerunning our sample, 
and allowing for tbe possibility that a light fragment {Z < 26) might not be recorded. 
We then rejected all event* with total charge lei* than 79, a* in the experiment. We 
found that even an inefficiency as small as 2.75% for protons, linearly decreasing with 
charge, ndvett tae aseraee multiplicity tni comidtrehly tnhencts ike mtmenU without 
changing At »lofts mat* . This, can be seen quite clearly in the figures, in which the 
open diamonds (connected by a solid line) give our results after adjusting for the bias. 
In a subsequent paper [34] we will investigate this further. 

Both with and without the bias, the moment* ihow a pronounced linear rise with 



decreasing bin s i e SZ. This is just tbc "intermittenry" observed in the experiment 
(16). In our analysis we b*i* excluded the point bZ — 1, to conform with the analysis 
in ref. [16]. Note thit in the data the factorial moments at SZ = 1 «re considerably 
larger than at the other bin sizes. This is presumably due to the fact that SZ = 1 is 
the physical limit of the resolution, and thus marks the breakdown of scaling vs. SZ. 

Following Ploszajczak et al. [35] the intermittency can even be made more evident 
by plot ling ln(Fi) vs. ln(Fi). In Fig. 2 we do this for the same events shown in Fig. 1, 
and we see that the model data scale with the same slope as the experimental data. 
It is quite intet»sting that here the point ÍZ =» 1 also follows the general systernatics. 
Apparently, the limiting behavior in SZ does not affect the ln{F,) vs. In{Ft) scaling. In 
a subsequent detailed publication [34] we will show that this kind of scaling may follow 
from very general anil simple features of the fragmentation process which are not limited 
to nuclear fragmentation. In fact a nearly identical scaling with very similar slopes 
»•as recently found in high-energy hadroa production processes [36]. Note again that 
simulating the experimental bias brings the experiment and theory into much better 
agreement. 

A critical comment should be made here. Due to the finite size of nuclei, statistical. 
so called non-dynamical, fluctuations cannot be avoided [7], even by the use of factorial 
moments, .heretore, not all of the linear dependence of /n(f,) on tn(6Z) is Linked to 
intermittency in a corresponding infinite system. As the two types of fluctuations are 
inseparable one should not make a distinction between them. 

Figure 3 displays the scaled factorial moments F, for events satisfying the criterion 
of having at least four IMF's. Figure 4 gives the moments Fi with no filter, i.e. without 
any constraint. Apparently, the moments F, are smaller and the slopes /, (dimensions 
d.) are larger when events with less than 3 IMF's are filtered out, than when all events 
are used (Fig. 4). 

Figure 5 shows the anomalous fractal dimension 4 = / . / ( ' — 1) for the filtered data. 
They are calculated from linear regressions to the data of Figs. 1 and 3 (excluding the 
point SZ = 1}- The errors in the dimensions are obtained by adding the variance in 
the slope due to the individual errors in the '«(/"Л, and the variance due to deviations 
from linearity of the mean values of ln{F:). Again we see that adjusting for bias brings 
the theory into much better agreement with the experiment (compare the solid and 
dashed lines). Although the adjusted results closely follow those of th» experimental 

data, the behavior of the dimension is not clearly either that of a cascade process (linear 
with •) or a phase transition (constant with i) in an infinite system. The fact that our 
model yields results not clearly consistent with a second-order phase transition in infinite 
systems may be due to finite size effects or the influence of the long-range Coulomb force 
(24.25,28], and it might also be that a filter using the number of IMF's picks out events 
in a broader region than that covered by the second order phase transition. 

To summarize, we have shewn that the scaled factorial moments calculated from data 
on the fragmentation of gold nuclei car. be reproduced using a microcanonical model 
of the thermal breakup of the nucleus. Our model describes the height and slopes of 
the moments, and reproduces the /n(F,) vs. /n(Fj) scaling. The moments may »how 
evidence for an experimental bias towards events of lower multiplicity. 

We are very grateful to A. Ecker for helpful mathematical advice and to .Vf. Plosza
jczak and A. Tucholski for an introduction to their intermittency analysis of the exper
imental data. A. R. OeAngelis is grateful to the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft for 
financial support. H. R. Jaqaman would like to thank the Alexander von Humboldt 
Foundation for financial support and the Hahn-Meitner-lnstitut for its hospitality. 

Figure Captions 
Fig. 1: The dependence of the factorial moment ln(F,) of order i on the bin size — In(éZ), 
for the microcanonical multifragmental ion of hot '"Au" nuclei. Results are shown for 
moments of orders 2 - S, using those events containing at least 3 IMF's. For the ex
periment (solid squar»«) this filter selected 144 of 415 events, for the unbiased theory 
(open circle.» connected by dashed lines), 1114 of 2059 events, and for the theory after 
allowing for experimental bias (open diamonds connected by solid lines), 363 of 1066 
events. Errors bars are shown for the experimental data: corresponding errors exist but 
are not shown for the theory. 

FjfcJ: In(F,) vs. to(Fj) for the same data sets as in Fig. 1. Again error bars are 
given only for the experimental data but exist also for the theor;'. 

Fig. 3: The same as in Fig. 1, but for events with at least four IMF's. The numbers of 



events which pee» tbw Hier we 80 for the experiment, 903 lor tbe unbiased theory, and 
373 for the theory with biasing. 

EaVfc I V a w aa Figs. 1 and 3, but for aB évente without any liter. 

GgJbAaxsBwlousfiacM dimension eV for both arts of filters. The dashed lines connect 
the theory-generated points without biasing; the sobd Knee connect the theory-generated 
points with biasing. Error ban are shown for the experimental data; corresponding er
rors exist but are not shown for the theory. 
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